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Rep ID
No.
IO 1

Respond
ent
Allen M
(Mrs)

Comment

The sites on the map are in a green belt area and not adjoined
by any built up areas.
The Parish Council are unaware of the plans.
Any objection to the plan must be put forward before 23 March
2017.
Very few individuals have access to the plan.

Some sites are adjoined by urban areas, others are not but we
have to consider the long list of all site options being put forward
(by landowners / developers) before refining this down to a short
list of the most appropriate sites to take forward. All Parish
Councils were consulted on the plans. The closing date for this
round of consultation was 27th March 2017. The consultation was
extensively publicised via a range of means which is set out in the
Cabinet report dated 24th August 2017
http://www.cannockchasedc.gov.uk/council/council-andcommittees-minutes-reports-and-agendas

IO2

AONB
Unit

The approach could be read as introducing the potential for the
allocation of development sites in the AONB at first reading.
However, note that these are only site options proposed for
appraisal at this time and in the document there is some
recognition that the AONB represents a major constraint in
terms of housing and employment development. Express
concern that the document opens up some locations in the
AONB to unnecessary debate, confusing the public, site owners
and developers. Outline fundamental AONB principles (based
upon national legislation and policy) which should inform the
LPP2:
1 - Sites in the AONB should not be considered for new housing
or employment development, unless they are small scale (for
example, less than 10 dwellings or 0.25 hectares), clearly within
the built-up framework of an existing settlement and not
covered by Green Belt.
2 - Where sites adjoining the AONB, or within its setting and

We have to consider the long list of all site options being put
forward (by landowners / developers) which includes sites in the
Green Belt and AONB before refining this down to a short list of
the most appropriate sites to take forward, and the context for
this will be informed by the policies in the adopted Local Plan
Part 1.
Comments will be taken account of as site assessment is
undertaken.

-

1

visible from the AONB, are considered for new housing or
employment development this should include a detailed
assessment of the potential mitigate landscape impact and to
create sustainable connections (non-vehicular for people and as
wildlife corridors) to the AONB.
3 - The potentially complementary (but occasionally conflicting)
needs of SAC mitigation and the protection of the AONB should
be considered and outlined in an updated IDP.
In addition, Cannock Chase AONB is one of the most
urban/pressured designated landscapes in the country, where
the maintenance of the Green Belt complements the protected
area and its setting, should be given full weight.
IO3

AONB
Unit

IO4

Betts D

IO5
IO6
IO7

Binder G
Binder P
Bradley B

Request number of amendments to the plan including a specific
reference to the extent and importance of the AONB in Cannock
Chase District and to recognise the need to co-operate with
others in the AONB partnership to protect the designated area
and including a Natural Environment & Landscape section in the
document (in addition to the current consideration of only
Green Space and Historic Environment). Other changes
identified below against relevant sections of plan.
I've looked at the plans and am alarmed at the potential
devastating construction.

Wish to be kept informed of future consultations.
Wish to be kept informed of future consultations.
Concern regarding lack of publicity for the Local Plan Part 2
consultation- should have included a note within the recent
Council Tax Bill letter to every resident. Should ensure wider
reaching publicity for the next stage of the consultation.

This will be looked at further in the context of the adopted Local
Plan Part 1 (so that policy is not duplicated).

The plans contain a ‘long list’ of sites which are being promoted
(by landowners and developers) but these options will be refined
down to a short list of options which can address the needs of
the district. Minimising negative impacts is a key element of the
assessment process.
Noted
Noted
Feedback on the consultation process has been noted and where
possible improvements will be made moving forward – please
see Cabinet report dated 24th August 2017
http://www.cannockchasedc.gov.uk/council/council-and-
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committees-minutes-reports-and-agendas
IO8

Bradley B

The inclusion of Hednesford Hills as part of the AONB should be
formalised in Local Plan Part 2.

It is beyond the scope of Local Plan Part 2 to change the
boundaries of the AONB as these are determined by a different
process, see
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/areas-ofoutstanding-natural-beauty-natural-englands-role/areas-ofoutstanding-natural-beauty-natural-englands-role

IO9

Briggs T

There was no drop in event in Cannock Wood. Considering the
amount of land put forward for development locally and the
impact on the village it would surely have been appropriate to
hold a planned event, especially given the number of elderly
residents. After a local resident made information known a
meeting was called attended by CCDC and at least 130 people
including myself.

Drop in events were held at local libraries, however as there is no
library in Cannock Wood, CCDC requested to attend the Cannock
Wood Parish Council meeting given the amount of interest in the
area. In terms of the consultation, whilst the process was
extensively advertised it is recognised that there is always room
for improvement where resources allow and this will be looked
at when we take forward the next stage of the plan. Further
detail is set out in the Cabinet report dated 24th August 2017
http://www.cannockchasedc.gov.uk/council/council-andcommittees-minutes-reports-and-agendas

IO10

Brown C

It is unfortunate that the opportunity was not taken to include
information about this consultation in the Council Tax billing
letters, an efficient and effective way to reach local people. I
found out through social media, we do not receive a local paper
and there has been nothing through the post. I wonder how
many residents do not know this consultation is taking place.
For the avoidance of doubt, what are the timescales for;
1. The conclusion of the Part 2?
2. When the recommendations will be approved, and by who?

The Local Development Scheme is the project timetable for the
Local Plan. This can be seen at
http://www.cannockchasedc.gov.uk/residents/planning/plannin
g-policy/local-development-scheme. It is in the process of being
updated however, and we aim to adopt the document towards
the end of 2018. The next stage of the process will be for the
Council to consult on a draft plan (the ‘Proposed submission’
document). The plan will then be submitted to the Secretary of
State and a Planning Inspector will be appointed to
independently examine the plan. If he / she finds the plan to be
-
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IO11

Bunting C

Please look at some of the sites that are unused, waste land or
even empty properties before expanding the towns and villages
until they all join together. I moved to this area from the edge of
the Derbyshire dales 15 years ago, and it was due to the open
spaces and the small separate villages that made me feel at
home and I decided to stay. If you want to keep tourists coming
to this area you need to stop filling in the gaps because soon it
will look like Birmingham from the air.

IO12

Cannock
Chase
Council
(Officer
comment
sEconomic
Develop
ment)

Cannock Chase District Council have commissioned research into
Broadband and Wi-Fi, this begun by examining wireless access
provision in Cannock Town Centre. In finding that provision was
adequately met by industry, the report also provided a short
audit of all connectivity in the Cannock Chase Council area and
provided recommendations on best to focus finite resources on
achieving world-class connectivity.

acceptable then the Council will be able to formally adopt it.
Yes, agreed: these are issues which are all considered – and will
continue to be so – as the plan is developed.

This will be considered further in terms of whether the matter is
best addressed via Local Plan Part 2, the Infrastructure Delivery
Plan or the Developer Contributions SPD.

Findings
The report found that Council was lacking in terms of not having
any planning guidelines in relation to Broadband for new
developments taking place in the District. Therefore, the report
recommends that Cannock Chase Council, working with other
Staffordshire planners should issue planning guidelines to
potential planning applicants.
Providing planning guidance for Broadband provision will ensure
that Broadband infrastructure is in place in the early stages of
development. The guidance would encourage the developers to
make contact with service providers at outline planning stage
this would secure a choice of direct access service providers.
Given enough notice BT and Virginmedia will deliver services at
no cost to developers. In many cases BT and Virginmedia will pay
-
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developers a fee per premise.
This recommendation is also consistent and supported by
changes in BT, where they have announced that developments
with more than 30 premises can receive direct fibre connections.
Central Government have issued a white paper which indicates
the need for councils to have high quality digital infrastructure
delivered in their area.
Evidence base
“Fixing our broken housing market” Produced by Department of
Communities and Local Government February 2017, the paper
also makes reference to the “Better Connected” A practical
guide to utilities for home builders Produced by HM
Government December 2014.
The recently published white paper “Fixing our broken housing
market” produced by the Department of Communities and Local
Government informs us that government are now in the process
of consulting with Local Authorities to have planning policies
setting out how high quality digital infrastructure will be
delivered in their areas.
The white paper “Fixing our broken housing market” makes
reference to the more recently produced Government published
“Better Connected” guide in 2014 which set out what
developers and utilities companies should expect from each
other when providing appropriate utilities to bring forward
future development. Although it targets housing developers it is
also relevant to all kinds of developments. The guidance
document sets out the process for securing utility provision for
-
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developments from initial scoping to post-development. The
government plan to review “Better Connected” and assess what
impact has been so far. There are also plans to review what can
be done to ensure utilities planning and delivery keeps pace with
house building and supports development across the country,
the Government will closely monitor performance to ensure
house building is not being delayed and, if necessary, will
consider obligating utility companies to take account of
proposed development.

IO13

IO14

Cannock
Chase
Council
(Officer
comment
s,
Environm
ental
Health)
Coal
Authority

Example policy for broadband (South Lakeland) was provided.
At present, SPD documents do not specifically provide guidance
to developers on several environmental protection issues. Could
the following be accommodated:
• Noise and planning technical guidance (currently under
preparation)
• Air quality and planning technical guidance – to include
developer contributions to mitigation measures
• Revised contaminated land strategy
• Possibly a wider Air Quality Strategy for the District.
Cannock Chase District Council area contains coal resources
(approximately 41% of the District) which are capable of
extraction by surface mining. The Coal Authority is keen to
ensure that coal resources are not unnecessarily sterilised by
new development- prior extraction may be required and can
help land stability issues.

This is probably most appropriate for an SPD and further
consideration will be given to this. Further work that may inform
the site assessment process will be discussed.

Noted and for further consideration as site assessment work is
undertaken. Further work in relation to mineral resource
sterilisation is being undertaken in conjunction with Staffordshire
County Council, as the Minerals Planning Authority.

Cannock Chase District Council area has been subjected to coal
mining which will have left a legacy. Whilst most past mining is
generally benign in nature, potential public safety and stability
problems can be triggered and uncovered by development
activities e.g. collapses of mine entries, emissions of mine gases
There are approximately 200 recorded mine entries and around
-
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19 coal mining related hazards have been reported to The Coal
Authority within CCDC. Mine entries and mining legacy matters
should be considered by Planning Authorities to ensure that site
allocations and other policies and programmes will not lead to
future public safety hazards- this will result in sustainable
development. As The Coal Authority owns the coal and coal
mine entries on behalf of the state, if a development is to
intersect the ground then specific written permission of The Coal
Authority may be required.

IO15

Craddock
G

IO16

Darling B

IO17

Environm
ent
Agency

‘Those who the gods wish to destroy they first drive mad’. With
constant pressure on local finances will prohibit maintaining the
current situation to implement these proposals is impossible. If
a thing is working don’t fix it!
As local resident I am writing to express my extreme
disappointment in this proposal and would like to ask the
question as to why we have not been informed of this? We live
in a quiet community and this has caused outrage between
residents of Albutts Road, Blithfield Road, Mayfields Drive and
surrounding areas. I would appreciate your feedback and any
proposals in which have been made, to be made public as we
were all unaware of this until 10th March 2017 and had to find
out through word of mouth.

Noted. Local Plan Part 2 has to address the issues raised in Part 1.

Flood Risk: The Strategic Flood Risk Assessment (SFRA) was
updated in 2014 to take into account new model data. The EA
has not undertaken any new modelling since then apart from
some associated with the design of the Rugeley scheme;
therefore the current SFRA is sufficient to allow the site options
to be sequentially tested.

Noted: these issues will be considered further in dialogue with
the EA and other relevant parties.

These comments will be taken into account as site assessment is
undertaken. Feedback on the consultation process has been
noted and where possible improvements will be made moving
forward – please see Cabinet report dated 24th August 2017
http://www.cannockchasedc.gov.uk/council/council-andcommittees-minutes-reports-and-agendas

The SFRA does not take account of the revised climate change
-
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guidance issued in 2016. Should further SFRA work be required
to support allocations in the floodplain, the evidence base
should be updated to reflect the new climate change
allowances, and a Level 2 SFRA will also be required for such
sites.
Some site options are affected by mapped Flood Zone 2 (FZ2)
Flood Zone 3 (FZ3) and require the Sequential Test to be
formally undertaken should they be taken forward for
allocation. A Sequential Test document should be submitted as
part of the evidence base and the sites would then need to be
supported by a Level 2 SFRA. Alternatively allocation boundaries
could be redrawn to remove any floodplain from the sites.
IO18

Environm
ent
Agency

Foul Drainage: A Water Cycle Study (WCS) was undertaken in
2010, and some aspects of the issues considered will have
changed. However if abide by the study comments that states
Severn Trent Water will be consulted as soon as allocations are
known then all issues should remain adequately covered. The
WCS does not highlight any showstoppers for site development,
and even if this has changed since 2010, capacity issues can be
addressed when Severn Trent Water apply for an Environmental
Permit for their discharge.

Noted and ongoing engagement with Severn Trent is underway.

The IDP states that ‘Additional hydraulic analysis by Severn Trent
is required on specific sites once capacities are confirmed’.
Suggest hydraulic analysis would be required everywhere to
demonstrate no significant increase in any spills to the
environment from the sewer network. Ongoing engagement
with Severn Trent Water required.
IO19

Green
Party

Recognise there will be competing demands for the finite
resource of land. Protecting our green belt and open spaces is

Noted and these issues will be considered as work on the plan
progresses.
-
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(CCDC)

often in conflict with providing employment and housing land.
Particularly concerned about the over-development of prime
agricultural farmland and important natural habitats and the
low-density sprawl that makes sustainable development
difficult. Concerned that the allocation of land for housing has
not kept up with the growing population, contributing to range
of problems including rising housing costs; fewer households
being able to live near their place of work or family. Provides
overview of Green Party aims.
Strongly oppose any inappropriate development on the AONB.
Strongly support the green belt. However, recognise that the
Green-belt should be kept under constant review and in some
circumstances the green-belt designation can be removed. The
AONB and SSSI sites should be wholly protected against any
development.

IO20

Green
Party
(CCDC)

The Local Plan should include every planning permission for new
building that has been granted but has yet to be completed. The
number of units and date granted should be included.

IO21

Green
Party
(CCDC)

Policy should be strengthened towards utility and power
distribution infrastructure creating heat and power networks as
well as rainwater harvesting, ground source heating and
renewable energy solutions at the design stage of any
development and particular attention paid to PassivHaus
standards and these prioritised ahead of other development

This information is captured by the Council’s monitoring
procedures (see the Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessments- SHLAA) and a summary of this information was
brought through in the Local Plan (Part 2) consultation (see Table
6 in particular). The SHLAA forms part of the Local Plan evidence
base so it is not considered appropriate to reproduce the
information in detail in the Local Plan itself. Where a site has
consent is it assumed to contribute to the supply of housing to
meet Local Plan targets (as long as there is no evidence to
suggest it will no longer be developed).
Noted: Local Plan Part 1 (Policy CP16) and the Design SPD are
supportive of and encourage renewable solutions- the Design
SPD contains a specific section on sustainable design measures.
However the issues raised will be considered to see if any further
detail is needed.

-
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standards.
IO22

Hednesfo
rd Town
Council

Local resident contacted the Town Council to raise concerns
about the adequacy of the consultation process, in particular the
extent of advertising to raise local awareness.

IO23

Hednesfo
rd Town
Council
Highways
England

The Town Council is supportive of the representations made by
Brindley Heath Parish Council.

IO24

IO25

Highways
England

Whilst the process was extensively advertised it is recognised
that there is always room for improvement where resources
allow and this will be looked at when we take forward the next
stage of the plan. Further detail is set out in the Cabinet report
dated 24th August 2017
http://www.cannockchasedc.gov.uk/council/council-andcommittees-minutes-reports-and-agendas
Noted

Highways England is responsible for operating and improving the Noted and further discussion to be had with Highways England
Strategic Road Network (SRN). The SRN in the vicinity of Cannock on the matters raised.
includes the A5 trunk road. Other areas of relevance to
Highways England include Junctions 11 and 12 of the M6. The
latter, as well as parts of the A5, currently experience congestion
during peak times, and therefore are particularly sensitive to any
increased traffic flows arising from future development within
Cannock Chase.
Whilst Highways England is not in a position to comment in
detail on each of the sites identified in the Local Plan, the
transport implications of the development of these sites will
need to be properly assessed should they be taken forward for
allocation. The Part 2 Plan should also refer to the need for
appropriate transport assessments to be undertaken by the
developers of sites and promote early liaison with Highways
England where there are potential impacts on the SRN.
Welcome opportunity to comment on the Issues and options
version of the Local Plan Part 2 and Cannock AAP and does not
have any current concerns with respect to the council’s duty to
co-operate. Highways England would like to continue to be kept

Noted and Highways England will be kept updated (and see
above).

-
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up to date as work on the Local Plan, AAP and IDP
progresses, and would be happy to meet to discuss any
implications of the documents in relation to the SRN. Our
primary focus will be on potential traffic impacts and SRN
mitigation requirements, but this will include consideration of
the contribution that sustainable transport improvements and
existing networks for public transport and cycling can make to
relieving future pressures on the SRN in the Cannock area.
IO26

Lichfield
District
Council

IO27

Mason S

IO28

Middleto
n White S

IO29

Natural
England

Duty to Cooperate matters of importance to consider include
Cannock Chase AONB,
Cannock Chase SAC, matters relating to the green belt and cross
boundary issues relating to the future development of Rugeley.
Therefore, Lichfield District Council welcomes continuing
positive dialogue with CCDC as the LPP2 progresses.
Please keep me updated.

Noted.

Firstly, an observation about the process adopted for
consultation on this significant and (perhaps over) complicated
strategy for meeting the housing provision demands placed
upon Cannock District Council. The suggested approach
(completion of this form for each separate document being
referred to) implies a capacity and acquaintance with this type
of documentation that not all of us can aspire to. This could
leave the unfortunate impression that the only people who can
provide an articulate response to the proposal for development
across Cannock Chase, are those already well versed (or
rehearsed) in such matters.
In May 2014 the SSSI Impact Risk Zones were published online
for use by Local Planning Authorities (LPAs). Designed to be
used in the planning application validation process to help
planners consider if a proposed development is likely to affect a
SSSI and decide whether they will need to consult Natural

Noted – comments were also accepted by letter or email.
However it is recognised that there is always room for
improvement where resources allow and this will be looked at
when we take forward the next stage of the plan. Further detail
is set out in the Cabinet report dated 24th August 2017
http://www.cannockchasedc.gov.uk/council/council-andcommittees-minutes-reports-and-agendas

Noted – will do so where contact details provided.

Noted and support offer is appreciated. To be considered
further as part of the site assessment process.

-
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England for advice. However they may also be helpful during the
site allocations phase of local plans. Happy to discuss this
further, as appropriate.
Further work that could assist the Council’s assessment processNatura 2000 sites ‘supplementary advice package’ – The
Cannock Chase SAC related document is in preparation. Will
inform Council when this document is available.
Norton Canes has already ‘sacrificed’ a great deal in terms of the
development of this area. It has been affected by the building of
the Birmingham Northern Relief Road (the M6 Toll) which is
proving to be noisy as well as not generating the profits we were
told it would, nor relieving the M6 congestion which was to be
its primary purpose. Housing developments at N13 (450 houses)
and N29 (94 dwellings) must surely mean that the village has
made, or will make, its contribution to the development of the
area in general, particularly in terms of supply of housing stock.
We are concerned that the village will become part of one,
continuous ribbon development, rather than one of the distinct
and valued villages in this area.

IO30

Natural
England

Noted

IO31

Mr and
Mrs
Ralphs

IO32

Rugeley
Town
Council

- No development on greenfield Green Belt land.
- No development on greenfield AONB land.
- No alteration to the Green Belt boundary in the vicinity of
Brereton and Ravenhill and Rugeley.

Noted and these comments will be taken into account as work
on the plan progresses.

IO33

South
Staffords
hire
District
Council

Supports Cannock Chase Council in taking forward its Local Plan
Part 2 and the proposed identification of site allocations and
safeguarded sites to deliver the strategy established in Local
Plan Part 1. Recognise that strategic issues have been
considered as part of Local Plan Part 1 – consider there is no
further scope to consider these through Local Plan Part 2.
Confirm that South Staffordshire Council has no Duty to Cooperate issues that need to be addressed specifically through

Noted

Noted – these issues will be taken into account as work on the
plan progresses.

-
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the Part 2 Plan (but see comment under Issue H5).
IO34

IO35

IO36

Stafford
Borough
Council
Staffords
hire Fire
and
Rescue
Staffords
hire
Police

In terms of the boundary with Stafford there are no proposals
that will adversely affect the Borough.

Noted

No Duty to Co-operate issues of any significance exist in relation
to Local Plan (Part 2). No significant infrastructure issues
concerns in relation to fire and rescue service provision.

Noted

The plan should do all it can to prevent crime and disorder. This
is a requirement of the NPPF paras 58 and 69 – achieving safe
and accessible environments where crime / fear of crime does
not undermine community cohesion. LPP1 includes key design
principles set out in more detail in the design SPD. Town centre
redevelopment needs to take into account the following
documents:
•
Designing Town Centres
•
Security advice for shopping centres
•
Security advice for hotels & restaurants.
•
Security advice for cinemas & theatres.
•
Security advice for crowded places.
•
Engage with Partnership Operations “Griffin” and
“ARGUS”
•
Additional documents to consult – Working Together To
Protect Crowded Places (Home Office)
•
Pursue Prevent Protect Prepare – The United Kingdom’s
Strategy for Countering International Terrorism (Home Office
March 2009)

Comments noted and will be taken into account as the plan is
progressed. Also cross referenced to the work on Cannock Town
Centre Area Action Plan as relevant to both plans.

The whole re-development of the town centre area should be
considered a ‘crowded place’ as defined by H.M. Gov. (CP), by
default making a town centre “family friendly” whether by
attracting designer stores, a cinema or family type restaurants
-
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IO37

Staffords
hire
Wildlife
Trust

will attract a large footfall at various times of the day increasing
the attraction for some-one wishing to make a political
statement. The below CPNI document link should be considered
under the ‘importance of security planning’, where the ambition
to mount ‘high impact’ attacks and various attack methods are
discussed.
http://www.cpni.gov.uk/documents/publications/2010/201000
2protecting_against_terrorism_3rd_edition.pdf?epslanguage=engb
Staffordshire Police request that when the town centre carparks are updated that they attain the British Parking
Associations “Parkmark” safer parking award.
Secure by Design is shown to reduce crime rates and gives
residents security and lowers the fear of crime. SBD product
installation only equals 0.2% of the total build cost. It aslo
contributes to BREEAM assessments.
In terms of CCTV and the town centre there are a number of
criteria which need to be met (see full rep).
Consider the data available currently on biodiversity in the
Discussions ongoing with Staffordshire Wildlife Trust and other
district is not sufficient to comply with national guidance or to
relevant parties to ensure sufficient and proportionate evidence
allow site allocation or designations. Recommend that further
are available to enable assessment.
assessments and mapping work is carried out as soon as possible
to enable robust decisions to be made. The Phase 1 habitat
survey information gathered as part of the Local Plan Part 1 is a
good start, but there has been no further assessment of
allocation sites, identification and mapping of priority habitats,
or designation of new Local Wildlife Sites, despite many areas of
high value habitat being identified. National policy and guidance
list many biodiversity features that local Planning authorities
need to map –in Cannock district, very few of these
requirements have been met (provide attachment of matrix of
requirements).
-
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In terms of locally designated sites, in Cannock Chase District,
the data is very out of date, and not at all comprehensive (some
over 10 years old, and for many sites over 20 years old). Not
only may habitats have changed since initial designation, but as
the criteria for selecting such sites are improved and amended
to reflect current priorities and policies, this means that existing
sites may need reviewing to ensure the survey data and their
boundaries are accurate. There has also been no work to
identify any small areas of ancient woodland that have not yet
been added to the national register. Veteran trees are also not
comprehensively mapped in Staffordshire, and some other
ancient or unique habitats that cannot be recreated should also
be considered. The location of corridors and stepping stones
between designated wildlife sites should also be mapped.
It is also necessary to survey potential allocation sites sufficiently
to determine whether they are of ‘high ecological value’,
especially brownfield sites, as well as considering the presence
or potential for protected and priority species. Other local
authorities have carried out surveys similar to Preliminary
Ecological Appraisals of allocation sites.
While a broad biodiversity opportunity map exists, it is not
detailed enough to guide site selection or other designations.
The Infrastructure Delivery Plan includes some biodiversity and
flood/ river projects, but not on a district-wide scale or joined up
in terms of the whole ecological network. No Green
Infrastructure Strategy has been prepared to guide site
allocation or plan for landscape-scale biodiversity
improvements.
Provide some comments on individual sites which need to be
-
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assessed further, either now or when a ‘short list’ has been
made after discounting sites for other reasons.
IO38

Thompso
nS

I know we need more houses however we also need
countryside. If you keep putting houses up each village will
become one and lose the villages that they are. Please say no!!!

IO39

Transport
for West
Midlands
(West
Midlands
Combine
d
Authority
)

IO40

Woodlan
d Trust

We recognise that the first part of the local plan has already
been published and we are overall supportive of this original
plan. Particularly we are pleased with the acknowledgment
of the cross boundary relationships/dependencies between your
district and areas of the West Midlands metropolitan area. We
are also supportive of your aspirations to improve the
opportunities for people to use sustainable transport.
We believe that it is important for TfWM to collaborate with
non-constituent WMCA members and other relevant local
transport authorities (Staffordshire County Council in the case of
your own district), to ensure that the necessary infrastructure
and high quality transport links are in place to facilitate the
movement of people and goods across our region to support
local growth. In addition we believe that it is important to work
together to ensure that land use planning and transport
planning is well aligned given the dependencies between the
two.
Note the strong protection given to ancient woodland in Local
Plan Part 1, although would like to see this strengthened still
further. Concerned that several of the site allocations proposed
in Local Plan Part 2 will have an adverse impact on ancient
woodland, either by destroying part of the woodland or being
very close to it- provide site specific comments.

Noted: we need to deliver the requirement of development set
out in Local Plan Part 1 but we need to do this in a sustainable
way so that we balance development with environmental
protection.
Support noted and the need for continued joint working is
acknowledged as being essential in terms of supporting the plan
and any subsequent plan) with the right infrastructure.

Noted and the issues raised will be taken into account as site
assessment work on the plan is progressed.

Ancient woodland is defined as an irreplaceable natural resource
that has remained constantly wooded since AD1600. Woodland
-
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Trust aims to prevent the damage, fragmentation and loss of
these finite irreplaceable sites from any form of disruptive
development.
Ancient woodland protected by NPPF (paragraph 118); Natural
England’s standing advice for Ancient Woodland and Veteran
Trees; paragraph 5.2.4 of the UK Biodiversity Action Plan
(UKBAP); and Section 40 of the Natural Environment and Rural
Communities Act 2006. Forests, woods, and trees make a
significant contribution to biodiversity, and ancient sites are
recognised as being of particular value. Development in ancient
woodland can lead to long-term changes in species composition.
Majorly adverse impacts would occur as a result of the removal
of large areas of woodland. When land use is changed to a more
intensive use plant and animal populations are exposed to
environmental impacts from outside of the woodland. In
particular, the habitats will become more vulnerable to the
outside influences, or edge effects, that result from the adjacent
land’s change of use. These detrimental edge effects can result
in changes to the environmental conditions within the woodland
and consequently affecting the wood’s stable conditions.
Creation of new areas of woodland or buffer zones around seminatural habitats, and more particularly ancient woodland, will
help to reduce and ameliorate the impact of damaging edge
effects, serving to improve their sustainability. Natural England
provides standing advice for Ancient Woodland and Veteran
Trees states with regards to the impact of development.
Development must be kept as far as possible from ancient
woodland, with a buffer area maintained between the ancient
woodland and any development boundary. The size of a number
of the site allocations suggests that large scale development
could potentially take place. Buffers should be constructed on a
case-by-case basis rather than a ‘one size fits all’ approach.
-
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Rep ID No.
IO41

Respondent
Bromford (c/o Pegasus Group)

IO42

Gallagher Estates (Pegasus)

IO43

Home Builders Federation

Local Plan Part 2 Chapter 1. Introduction
Comment
Agree with paragraph 1.15 that the focus of Local
Plan Part 2 should be site allocations. Broadly
agree with Table 1. Issues to be covered by Local
Plan Part 2. Agree further actions are required in
relation to Policies CP1 and CP6 to met housing
needs.
Issues outlined are helpful and broadly concur
however the potential for dealing with the
housing shortfall should not be restricted to 1000
dwellings. Further elaboration needed to Core
Policies CP1 and CP6 needed to ensure housing
needs met to 2028 and beyond.

The Council has provided no evidence about the
derivation of the figure of 1000 dwellings and this
should be evidenced and justified. Perhaps it
should investigate a range rather than a specific
figure. By the time of the LPP2 examination the
GBHMA authorities will be required to produce a
Statement of Common Ground setting out cross
boundary working as per the Housing White
Paper.

Council Response
Noted

Noted. It is also now accepted that the issue of the
1000 homes needs to be revisited in the context of
the ongoing work in relation to the Greater
Birmingham Housing Market Area. It is therefore
officers’ preliminary view that this – and other –
issues are more strategic in nature and are
therefore more appropriate for a Local Plan review.
However this matter will be given further
consideration as work on the plan evolves.
In terms of testing the figure for 1000 homes, this
was shown to be the amount of the wider HMA
shortfall which arose from Cannock Chase District
(Strategic Housing Needs Study Stage 3 Report
produced August 2015 for the GBSLEP and Black
Country Authorities) and it was agreed to test this
figure at Cabinet on 24th March 2016. However it is
acknowledged that the situation has now moved
on and that a further study is now being produced
by GL Hearn to identify Areas of Search and that
the Council’s approach to LPP2 will need to be
mindful of the ongoing work across the Greater
Birmingham Housing Market Area to address the
shortfall.
It is therefore officers’ preliminary view that this –
and other – issues are more strategic in nature and
-
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IO44

Home Builders Federation

IO45

Inglewood Investment Co Ltd (c/o
SLR Consulting)

The Housing White Paper sets out the intention
to introduce a standard methodology for the
assessment of housing needs, and a housing
delivery test. It is also proposed that local plans
should be reviewed every five years. From April
2018 the standard methodology will be used for
the calculation of the 5year supply and the
delivery test in the absence of an up to date Local
Plan (defined as less than 5 years old as defined
by Government). LPP1 was adopted June 2014 so
by mid 2019 would be out of date. The Council’s
proposal to review Part 1 after the adoption of
Part 2 means that for a period of time post 2019
the 5 year supply & delivery test would be
calculated against the standard methodology for
assessment of housing needs and the Council
should consider the implications of this.
Support the review of the Green Belt, which we
consider should be comprehensive. This process
should lead to a review which releases enough
land to fulfil the GBHMA requirements and to
accommodate a sufficient quantity of land to
meet Cannock Chase District’s housing needs for
at least two subsequent Local Plan reviews and
ideally longer. This would ensure that this process
was in line with NPPF (paras 83 – 85).

are therefore more appropriate for a Local Plan
review. However this matter will be given further
consideration as work on the plan evolves.
Noted. The Government has at the time of writing
not published the proposed standard methodology
for consultation- this is now proposed for Autumn
2017. The Council will keep under review the
implications of the new standard methodology for
the Local Plan.

Support noted. In terms of potential Green Belt
release to meet GBHMA requirements this is being
considered in the light of the ongoing work across
the GBHMA authorities. It is therefore officers’
preliminary view that this – and other – issues are
more strategic in nature and are therefore more
appropriate for a Local Plan review. However this
matter will be given further consideration as work
on the plan evolves.

Notably the Planning Advisory Service suggests
that a Green Belt review should last for ‘two plan
lifespans’.
-
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IO46

Richborough Estates (Pegasus) re
Brownhills Road Norton canes

Issues outlined are helpful and broadly concur
however the potential for dealing with the
housing shortfall should not be restricted to 1000
dwellings. Further elaboration needed to Core
Policies CP1 and CP6 needed to ensure housing
needs met to 2028 and beyond.

IO47

Richborough Estates (Pegasus) re
Land South of Cannock Road Heath
Hayes

Issues outlined are helpful and broadly concur
however the potential for dealing with the
housing shortfall should not be restricted to 1000
dwellings. Further elaboration needed to Core
Policies CP1 and CP6 needed to ensure housing
needs met to 2028 and beyond.

IO48

Shiner D

(Officer comment: These comments are also
picked up under the individual site references)
The Council's own Green Belt Study produced
only last year, assessed R33, R38 and R112
(referenced for the purposes of the Green Belt
Study as R4, R5 and R6), as 'higher performing
Green Belt parcels' and paragraph 4.25 (in 'CCDC
Green Belt Study Final 4') said that the 'parcels in
between Rugeley and Slitting Mill also perform
well' against the Green Belt purposes. Elsewhere
in the Study documents, the individual scores
applied to each parcel of land show just how high
performing the Green Belt between Slitting Mill
and Rugeley is. Of a total of 65 parcels of Green
Belt land assessed in the Study, R6 ranked 4th

Noted. It is also now accepted that the issue of the
1000 homes needs to be revisited in the context of
the ongoing work in relation to the Greater
Birmingham Housing Market Area. It is therefore
officers’ preliminary view that this – and other –
issues are more strategic in nature and are
therefore more appropriate for a Local Plan review.
However this matter will be given further
consideration as work on the plan evolves.
Noted. It is also now accepted that the issue of the
1000 homes needs to be revisited in the context of
the ongoing work in relation to the Greater
Birmingham Housing Market Area. It is therefore
officers’ preliminary view that this – and other –
issues are more strategic in nature and are
therefore more appropriate for a Local Plan review.
However this matter will be given further
consideration as work on the plan evolves.
Noted, and these are issues which will be
considered as work on the site assessments is
underway.

-
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highest in terms of its merit as Green Belt, and R4
was 16th.
Paragraph 5.8 (in 'CCDC Green Belt Study Final 4')
recommends that lower performing parcels of
Green Belt are considered for removal - clearly R4
and R6 are higher performing and therefore
should not be removed from the Green Belt.
Indeed, it is puzzling as to why R33, R38 and R112
should have ever been included as housing site
options in the Local Plan consultation, given that
the Council's own evidence strongly supports the
retention of the land as Green Belt.

IO49

Shiner J

Paragraph 1.1 states that the Local Plan 'ensures
that the natural and built environment, especially
the highest quality and most sensitive areas, are
protected and enhanced'. If this is the case then
the Green Belt Housing Option Sites R33, R38 and
R112 must remain as Green Belt so as to protect
this land from development.
(Officer comment: These comments are also
picked up under the individual site references)
The Council's own Green Belt Study produced
only last year, assessed R33, R38 and R112
(referenced for the purposes of the Green Belt
Study as R4, R5 and R6), as 'higher performing
Green Belt parcels' and paragraph 4.25 (in 'CCDC
Green Belt Study Final 4') said that the 'parcels in
between Rugeley and Slitting Mill also perform
well' against the Green Belt purposes. Elsewhere
in the Study documents, the individual scores
applied to each parcel of land show just how high

Noted, and these are issues which will be
considered as work on the site assessments is
underway.

-
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performing the Green Belt between Slitting Mill
and Rugeley is. Of a total of 65 parcels of Green
Belt land assessed in the Study, R6 ranked 4th
highest in terms of its merit as Green Belt, and R4
was 16th.
Paragraph 5.8 (in 'CCDC Green Belt Study Final 4')
recommends that lower performing parcels of
Green Belt are considered for removal - clearly R4
and R6 are higher performing and therefore
should not be removed from the Green Belt.
Indeed, it is puzzling as to why R33, R38 and R112
should have ever been included as housing site
options in the Local Plan consultation, given that
the Council's own evidence strongly supports the
retention of the land as Green Belt.

IO50

Sport England

Paragraph 1.1 states that the Local Plan 'ensures
that the natural and built environment, especially
the highest quality and most sensitive areas, are
protected and enhanced'. If this is the case then
the Green Belt Housing Option Sites R33, R38 and
R112 must remain as Green Belt so as to protect
this land from development.
Para 1.6 is right in the need for relent robust
evidence. The Sport and playing Field evidence
base used to inform LPP1 was prepared in 2009
/10. Sport England normally recommend a shelf
life of between 3 and 5 years depending on the
amount of change in a local area and how often
the document is reviewed & updated. The
evidence needs replacing in line with NPPF para
73. This is important as the original study

Noted. Discussions with Sport England ongoing. The
Sport and Playing Field evidence base is in the
process of being updated and will be utilised to
ensure a robust and proportionate approach is
available to inform Local Plan part 2 and also the
Local plan Review, moving forward.

-
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IO51

St Modwen (RPS) re Watling St
Business Park

projected demand relating to previous projected
growth in 2014. This has now been increased
hence demand will be higher. Will also be
important if any of the allocations impact on
existing sports facilities such as at Rugeley Power
Station to help provide evidence to understand if
such facilities need to be protected, if they
should be replaced and whether new facilities are
needed to meet increased demand and if so
what, and where.
The Introduction to LPP2 introduces the main
themes for the document and sets out the links
between the LPP1 policies and the LPP2 content.
The proposed matters in relation to employment
land are, in RPS view, lacking, specifically with
respect to the assumption that the
employment land target within LPP1 (88ha) is still
up-to-date. The RPS report (Appendix 3 of reps)
clearly demonstrates and reinforces the Cannock
Chase Local Plan Inspector’s comments that the
88ha target represents a minimum and the
Council should be planning for higher levels of
growth in suitable locations, to enable further
growth in the District and support the wider
aspirations of the GBSLEP and the manufacturing
sector in the sub-region. The Employment Land
Report Update undertaken by NLP in 2012 is now
5 years old and is not considered an up to date
assessment of future need. Therefore the
assumption stated in table 1 and paragraph 1.15
in the introduction to the LPP2 that, despite a
potential housing uplift of 1,000 dwellings, the
employment land requirement set out in LPP1 is

It is officers’ preliminary view that LPP2 should
focus specifically on delivering the requirements
set out by LPP1 and that more strategic issues are
more appropriate to deal with via a review which
will follow the adoption of LPP2 given the scale and
complexity of some of the more strategic issues
which are emerging.
However the comments relating to the evidence
base are noted and work is underway to consider
what evidence updates are needed to inform the
progression of a review so that unnecessary delay
is avoided moving forward.

-
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IO52

Transport for West Midlands (West
Midlands Combined Authority)

not appropriate without any additional evidence
base work to back up this assumption.
It is clear and well understood from the
information provided what the difference
between LPP1 and LPP2 is and what the intended
scope for LPP2 is.

Noted and these matters will be considered further
as work on the plan progresses.

It is already acknowledged that Cannock Chase
District Council deems the “consideration of any
infrastructure issues including transport, health,
education” as being within scope of LPP2. There
have been a number of significant regional
developments that have occurred over the last
three years since the publication of LPP1. Items
of note include:
• Midlands Engine and Midlands Connect
Strategies
• WMCA Strategic Economic Plan
• WMCA’s strategic transport plan
(Movement for Growth)
• WMCA’s 10 year transport delivery plan
(soon to be published)
• WM’s HS2 Connectivity Package
• Government’s Road Investment Strategy
Where these documents have impacts for the
movement of people and goods to, from and
through Cannock Chase District, this may have
implications for land use planning. Encourage
Cannock Chase District Council to consider any
additional information/commentary to be
supplied within LPP2 that clarifies how the local
plan supports Cannock Chase District’s role
-
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IO53

Taylor Wimpey (Lichfields)

IO54

Walsall MBC

IO55

Wright T (Pegasus) re Land at
Upper Birches Farm, Rugeley

within the context of recent developments in
regional economic development and connectivity
policy, strategy and planning. Further detail is
provided in the appendix (summary provided of
each of the documents set out above and
potential implications for the District are
outlined).
Council needs to consider the White paper
proposals to ensure the evidence base is robust
including examining all other reasonable options
when looking at release of land from the Green
Belt. Other White Paper policy issues the Council
should take into account relate to the standard
methodology for housing requirement, and issues
regarding affordable housing / starter homes /
affordable rent.
Paragraph 1.1- agree with approach to update
evidence only where needed to support site
appraisal and selection and develop policy only
where there is a clear hook in Local Plan Part 1.
The issues listed in Table 1 are appropriate.
Issues outlined are helpful and broadly concur
however the potential for dealing with the
housing shortfall should not be restricted to 1000
dwellings. Further elaboration needed to Core
Policies CP1 and CP6 needed to ensure housing
needs met to 2028 and beyond.

The White paper indicates potential future policy
direction but is not policy in itself. These matters
will be kept under review as work on LPP2
progresses but it is officers’ preliminary view that
any changes which are more strategic in nature will
be more appropriate for a Local Plan review and
that LPP2 should focus upon delivering the
requirements set out in Part 1.
Noted.

Noted. It is also now accepted that the issue of the
1000 homes needs to be revisited in the context of
the ongoing work in relation to the Greater
Birmingham Housing Market Area. It is therefore
officers’ preliminary view that this – and other –
issues are more strategic in nature and are
therefore more appropriate for a Local Plan review.
However this matter will be given further
consideration as work on the plan evolves.

-
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Rep ID No.
IO56
IO57
IO58

IO59

Local Plan Part 2 Chapter 2. Links between Local Plan Part 1 and Local Plan Part 2
Comment
Council Response
Welcome Table 2 on p7 and link between LP1
Noted
policies and LP 2 policies/aspirations.
Houldcroft J
Reason for objecting to Greenbelt housing sites:
Noted – assessment work on LPP2 will be
p9 Table, Policy CP14 part.
undertaken in the light of Local Plan Part 1.
Inglewood Investment Co Ltd (c/o
Consider the areas raised for consideration at
Noted
SLR Consulting)
LPP2 to be appropriate and sufficient to cover
outstanding matters.
Inglewood Investment Co Ltd (c/o
The critical issues which need to be considered
Noted – these issues are being considered as the
SLR Consulting)
are Housing Allocations required to deliver the
plan moves forward, including consideration as to
Cannock Chase Housing Requirement; Green Belt which issues are appropriate for LPP2 and which for
Review and Safeguarded Land for Future Plan
a review.
Periods; Cross Boundary Housing Delivery.
Respondent
Historic England

IO60

Inglewood Investment Co Ltd (c/o
SLR Consulting)

IO61

Natural England

Given the importance of the issues, it is critical to
keep the need for further policy under review as
the Site Options assessment work progresses.
This will ensure that the plan can respond to
changing circumstances.
Agree with assessment of need/no need for
further policy elaboration with following
observations. Welcome reference to the
geographically constrained nature of the local
plan area. No objection to the current
assessments of need (for further policy
elaboration) provided that a strategic approach
to site appraisal and selection is used in order to
reasonably avoid choices that would damage the
district’s natural environment. Welcome the use
of site ’development specifications’ (in particular

Noted – these issues are being considered as the
plan moves forward, including consideration as to
which issues are appropriate for LPP2 and which for
a review.
Noted

-
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for larger developments) in order to foster a
‘tailored’ approach to these sites where they
proceed to the ‘proposed submission’ stage
of LPP2.
IO62

Natural England

IO63

St Modwen (RPS) re Watling St
Business Park

IO64

Sport England

Agree should keep the need for further policy
under review as per above response.
In relation to LPP1 policy CP8: Employment Land,
the need to provide employment development
site allocations and to address longer term
needs/safeguarding is appropriate. However this
does not go far enough. As such, to ensure that
the employment figure is robust, it is important
that up-to-date assessment of the full objective
need for employment land within the plan
period, and beyond, is undertaken, this would
inform to what extent the minimum 88ha
employment figure should be increased.

Section 2. Links between LPP1 and LPP2 re. CP5 –
CP5 supports an update of green space
need/supply (supported) but why have the wider
sporting requirements not also been updated,
especially as the Cannock Stadium site is to be
allocated as green space and is proposed to
include several grass pitches, ancillary sports
facilities and potentially an artificial grass pitch.
The current sports strategy does not support, in
terms of demand, a 4th 3G AGP in Cannock
however the FA strategy for 3G provision has
changed and more recent modelling for 3G
pitches for football increasing demand for 3g

Noted
Noted and these issues will be considered further
as assessment work is undertaken. It is officers’
preliminary view that LPP2 should focus specifically
on delivering the requirements set out by LPP1 and
that more strategic issues are more appropriate to
deal with via a review which will follow the
adoption of LPP2 given the scale and complexity of
some of the more strategic issues which are
emerging. However the comments relating to the
evidence base are noted and work is underway to
consider what evidence updates are needed to
inform the progression of a review so that
unnecessary delay is avoided moving forward.
Noted. Discussions with Sport England ongoing. The
Sport and Playing Field evidence base is in the
process of being updated and will be utilised to
ensure a robust and proportionate approach is
available to inform Local Plan Part 2 and also the a
Local Plan Review, moving forward.

-
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IO65

Woodland Trust

pitches (largely as a result of so many matches
being lost to flooding the plan is to shift more
training and matches onto artificial pitches they
by rationalising the number of grass pitches
needed (e.g. closing single pitch poor quality
pitch sites and focusing on multi pitch sites) and
reducing maintenance budgets for LAs.
Disagree that there is no need to review Policy
CP12 (Biodiversity). Housing White Paper
indicates additional strengthening to protection
of ancient woodland. The local plan should state
that ancient woodland should be protected in all
but the most wholly exceptional
circumstances. Local Plan Part 1 gives this level
of protection to “national sites” but the
protection for ancient woodland is much more
qualified : refers to “appropriate mitigation
measures to compensate for the loss” but this is
highly inappropriate wording for ancient
woodland which is an irreplaceable habitat.
Should include statement in Policy CP12 that
trees and woodland can form an important
component of new green infrastructure,
particularly in association with housing
development.

Noted and this issue will be given further
consideration moving forward. The NPPF also
provides policy context in relation to this issue,
which forms part of local decision making process.

-
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Local Plan Part 2 Chapter 3. Approach to Allocations and Standards
Comment
Council Response

Rep ID
No.
IO66

Respondent

IO67

Bradley B

IO68

Brereton and Ravenhill Parish Council

IO69

Bromford (c/o Pegasus Group)

IO70

Bromford (c/o Pegasus Group)

IO71

Church Commissioners (Barton
Wilmore)

AONB Unit

Include the AONB as a specifically recognised
constraint in the Site Assessment Matrix, with its
own column.
Green Belt score from Green Belt Review within
site assessment matrix-who does the scoring;
who sets the scoring; and what is the scoring.

Suggest amendments to the site assessment
matrix. Do not consider that landowners’
unwillingness to make land available for
development should be a ‘showstopper’; the
matrix should allow for compulsory purchase in
appropriate cases. Impact of the access to a site
under heritage assets and/or existing residents
should also be considered.
Approach to site allocations is generally
acceptable, although this will be influenced by
responses to Options H1a and H1b. Site matrix
table is generally supported, particularly an
opportunity for consideration of site specific
factors.
Support collation of further evidence; however
have concerns regarding elements of the
evidence base published to date.
Site assessment Matrix not supported. Council
recognises the need for Green Belt release so it is
illogical for the site assessment criteria to focus
on the designation of Green belt and for this to

Noted and will be considered further.

The Green Belt review was carried out by
consultants LUC. The review (and methodology)
can be seen on the evidence base page
http://www.cannockchasedc.gov.uk/residents/plan
ning/planning-policy/evidence-base-documentswebsites
Comments noted and will be considered further as
site assessment progresses.

Noted

Noted

Noted although disagree that the approach is
illogical. The approach suggested will be looked at
and given further consideration by officers as to
whether it may or may not be appropriate.
-
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IO72

Coal Authority

be shown as a constraint that results in adverse
scores. All Green Belt sites would fail to accord
with the spatial strategy and would receive a
negative score. Sites should be selected without
prejudice to their Green Belt status and account
should be taken of Para 84 of the NPPF which
focuses on sustainable patterns of development.
Development should be channelled towards
urban areas inside the Green Belt boundary.
Don’t consider the reasons for selecting sites
would be readily apparent using this approach
including weightings and associated judgements.
Should look at the approach of Cheshire East
which uses ‘traffic light’ criteria.

LPP2 needs to be prepared in the context of LPP1
and it is important that Green Belt is still
recognised as a policy constraint. Selecting sites
‘without prejudice’ to their Green Belt status would
be to ignore the adopted spatial strategy which
would be inappropriate.
Numerical scoring is not being proposed in terms of
the assessment matrix. However it is clear there
are differing views on the approach suggested and
that the Council will need to be transparent and
clear in terms of showing how the appraisal is
undertaken and providing clear justification for the
approach used and the conclusions reached.
A Site Selection paper will be prepared to
accompany the proposed submission document
which will set out the process each site has gone
through to determine whether it should or should
not be allocated.

Site selection criteria should include
consideration of ground conditions/land stability
in order to ensure that any potential impacts
from coal mining legacy issues are fully
considered at the site allocation stage. Should
also consider the potential sterilisation of mineral
resources. Note that Policy CP16, criterion f, of
the adopted Cannock Chase Local Plan (Part 1)
requires development proposals to have regard
to stability issues arising from coal mining legacy
and the need for site-specific safeguarding of
minerals. However, expected to see
consideration of, or reference made to, these
issues at the site allocation stage.

Noted and these issues will be included for
consideration. The appraisal mechanisms will be
refined to take account of the issues raised.
Further work with Staffordshire County Council as
the Minerals Authority is underway to address the
potential sterilisation of mineral resources issues.

-
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IO73

Fraser P

The methodology for the selection of sites for
further more detailed assessment should give
high priority to the allocation of existing
brownfield sites, these should be allocated for
development before sites which are currently
either greenfield or green belt.
There should be a high priority given to
developing ways of working with developers and
landowners to bring forward current sites which
are allocated for development (under the existing
policy) but which yet remain to be delivered.
These should be brought forward for
development before sites which are currently
either greenfield or green belt.
The local impact of sites should clearly assess
how proposals affect the existing local
infrastructure, for example the capacity of
highway and drainage systems should be closely
investigated. This should also consider the
increased volatility of the weather, in particular
rainfall. Many existing housing estates have
shared foul and surface water drainage systems
which could easily be overwhelmed by the
addition of additional housing.
There should be a clear policy drive to preserve
and enhance Green Belt land and to direct
development towards brownfield sites.

Yes – the spatial strategy is urban focused and will
maximise urban and brownfield sites as much as
possible and where this accords with the broad
apportionment of development as set out in Local
Plan Part 1.
Bringing forward such sites for development is
something being considered further and indeed is
one of the principles underlying the new
Brownfield Register requirements which all local
authorities have to publish at the end of December.
Impact of sites on infrastructure etc are all matters
which are being considered as assessment work is
progressed, and in tandem with this the
Infrastructure Delivery Plan is being updated.
The appraisal mechanisms will be refined to take
account of the issues raised where applicable and
further clarification provided where necessary.
It is clear there are differing views on the approach
suggested and that the Council will need to be
transparent and clear in terms of showing how the
appraisal is undertaken and providing clear
justification for the approach used and the
conclusions reached.
A Site Selection paper will be prepared to
accompany the proposed submission document
which will set out the process each site has gone
through to determine whether it should or should
not be allocated.
-
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IO74

IO75

Gallagher Estates (Pegasus)

Historic England

Broadly supports approach. Agree should be
based on the most up to date SHLAA / ELAA and
locations identified via LPP1. Members of the
SHLAA panel and confirm that the 2016 SHLAA
represents a robust starting point for identifying
options. Supports the approach for refining the
site options to be appraised. Green Belt changes
will be inevitable through LPP2. The
representations are accompanied by a
masterplan. The site assessment matrix is rather
simplistic but notes that it is supported by
explanatory text. Supports approach provided
that numerical scoring is not used for ranking
purposes. Needs to be supported by a robust
evidence base and have concerns with part of
this. Important to identify allocations consistent
with LPP1 ie spatial strategy.

Support noted. Comments on evidence base noted.

Section 3 p12 lists assessment process for
proposed allocations. Support inclusion of a
criterion in Stage 4 to assess impact to
significance of heritage assets as a result of
proposed development. Table 3 p14 gives further
detail on assessment process; under heading
‘other comments/site specific issues’ would
welcome inclusion of historic environment and
an assessment to look at the impact to the
significance to heritage assets as a result of
proposed development. The assessment process
can identify avoidance/mitigation measures to
prevent harm which can be inserted into LP2,
either via site specific policies or site proformas.
This will also provide evidence to justify inclusion

Noted – and the support and advice offered is
welcomed. Appraisal work on the historic
environment will be undertaken
and the appraisal mechanisms will be refined to
take account of the issues raised where applicable
and further clarification provided where necessary.

It cannot be concluded at this point that Green
Belt changes are ‘inevitable’ through LPP2 until the
assessment work has been completed and further
consideration has been given as to whether more
strategic change is more appropriate for a Local
Plan review.
Agree allocations should accord with the adopted
spatial strategy.

A Site Selection paper will be prepared to
accompany the proposed submission document
which will set out the process each site has gone
through to determine whether it should or should
not be allocated.

-
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of allocations or grounds to seek reasonable
alternatives if their harm precludes their
inclusion. Happy to advise on draft assessment
proformas as well as provide examples of similar
work.
IO76

Houldcroft J

Section 3, Key Issues and Reasons for
Noted and agreed.
Recommendation 3.2 The role of Local Plan Part 2
is to deliver Part 1. It needs to allocate sites to
deliver the amounts of development in the right
locations, and where necessary can also provide
further policy elaboration provided that it links
directly back to Part 1 and can be clearly justified
by robust evidence.
Given that the ‘Approach’ and the ‘Matrix’ allow
Noted and reference to the AONB to be bolstered.
for the consideration of Green Belt (GB) sites as
part of the allocation process we consider that
this chapter covers most relevant areas.
In view of the importance of the AONB
designated areas, specific reference should
however be made to this issue.

IO77

Inglewood Investment Co Ltd (c/o
SLR Consulting)

IO78

Inglewood Investment Co Ltd (c/o
SLR Consulting)

The matrix table is generally appropriate,
provided the comments on AONB, above, are
integrated.

Noted and reference to the AONB to be bolstered.

IO79

Jones TA

Opposed to any redrawing of the Green belt
boundary around Rugeley, Brereton and
Ravenhill. Para 3.6 – do not consider that a
landowners unwillingness to make land available
for development should inevitably be a
showstopper, compulsory purchase powers
should be considered – a land owner unwilling to

Comments noted and will be considered further as
site assessment progresses
Separate Heritage Impact assessment to be
undertaken in line with comments received from
Historic England.

-
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IO80
IO81

Kershaw, Best & Higgins (Peter
Richards & Co Ltd)
Lichfield District Council

IO82

Natural England

IO83

Richborough Estates (Pegasus) re
Brownhills Road Norton canes

sell land that is neither Green belt nor AONB
should not cause other land to be removed from
the Green belt. The matrix should allow for CPO
in appropriate cases. It should also consider
whether access to a site would harm a heritage
asset or adversely impact on existing residents
(eg excessive traffic). To that extent I disagree
with the matrix.
Agree to the approach and the site assessment
matrix is a useful tool to compare sites.
Supportive of the positive approach towards
allocating sites for development and proposed
methodology for assessing site options.
No objection to the proposed approach as a basis
for decision-making though some further
consideration of how decisions are to be made
may be appropriate. Welcome the 5 point matrix
(Section 3.6 page 15). However in view of the
district’s constrained geography and significant
range of natural environment assets, when taken
together with the Council’s intention to proceed
straight to ‘proposed submission’ as the next step
in the LPP2’s evolution, it is suggested that a
another step in the process may allow for a more
step-wise and clearly evidenced site selection
method.
Broadly supports approach. Agree should be
based on the most up to date SHLAA / ELAA and
locations identified via LPP1. Members of the
SHLAA panel and confirm that the 2016 SHLAA
represents a robust starting point for identifying
options. Supports the approach for refining the
site options to be appraised. Green Belt changes

Noted
Noted

Noted. It is officers’ preliminary view that a further
step in the process is not necessary given that this
is a Part 2 Plan and that a review will immediately
proceed once Part 2 is adopted, however this will
be kept under review as work on the plan
progresses.

Support noted. Comments on evidence base noted.
It cannot be concluded at this point that Green
Belt changes are ‘inevitable’ through LPP2 until the
assessment work has been completed and further
consideration has been given as to whether more
strategic change is more appropriate for a Local
-
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will be inevitable through LPP2. The
representations are accompanied by a
masterplan. The site assessment matrix is rather
simplistic but notes that it is supported by
explanatory text. Supports approach provided
that numerical scoring is not used for ranking
purposes. .Needs to be supported by a robust
evidence base and have concerns with part of
this. Important to identify allocations consistent
with LPP1 ie spatial strategy.

IO84

Richborough Estates (Pegasus) re
Land South of Cannock Road Heath
Hayes

Broadly supports approach. Agree should be
based on the most up to date SHLAA / ELAA and
locations identified via LPP1. Members of the
SHLAA panel and confirm that the 2016 SHLAA
represents a robust starting point for identifying
options. Supports the approach for refining the
site options to be appraised. Green Belt changes
will be inevitable through LPP2. The
representations are accompanied by a
masterplan. The site assessment matrix is rather
simplistic but notes that it is supported by
explanatory text. Supports approach provided
that numerical scoring is not used for ranking
purposes. Needs to be supported by a robust
evidence base and have concerns with part of
this. Important to identify allocations consistent

Plan review.
Agree allocations should accord with the adopted
spatial strategy.
It is clear there are differing views on the approach
suggested and that the Council will need to be
transparent and clear in terms of showing how the
appraisal is undertaken and providing clear
justification for the approach used and the
conclusions reached.
A Site Selection paper will be prepared to
accompany the proposed submission document
which will set out the process each site has gone
through to determine whether it should or should
not be allocated.
Support noted. Comments on evidence base noted.
It cannot be concluded at this point that Green
Belt changes are ‘inevitable’ through LPP2 until the
assessment work has been completed and further
consideration has been given as to whether more
strategic change is more appropriate for a Local
Plan review.
Agree allocations should accord with the adopted
spatial strategy.
It is clear there are differing views on the approach
suggested and that the Council will need to be
transparent and clear in terms of showing how the
appraisal is undertaken and providing clear
-
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with LPP1 ie spatial strategy.

IO85

Rugeley Town Council

IO86

Sport England

IO87

Staffordshire County Council

IO88

Staffordshire County Council

Access and heritage considerations should be
borne in mind in allocating sites
Allocations are to be made for green space and
recreation but what about formal sport? The
title, if it is intended to encompass sport, should
really read ‘green space, formal sport and
recreation’.
Para 3.6 p15 sets out scoring matrix including at
point 5 – other site specific issues eg flood risk.
SCC has developed a GIS assessment tool which
can provide site specific information on flood and
drainage issues so the Flood Risk Management
Team can help progress towards site allocations if
shapefile data is provided. Would like to discuss
opportunity for SCC SUDs handbook to be
referenced in LP2. Approach and methodology
for site allocations assessment generally
supported.
Many of the sites are crossed by public rights of
way. If standards are applied to allocations
recommend all public rights of way are protected
and where possible enhanced in conjunction with
development. Enhancements should accord with
SCC Rights of Way Improvement Plan.

justification for the approach used and the
conclusions reached.
A Site Selection paper will be prepared to
accompany the proposed submission document
which will set out the process each site has gone
through to determine whether it should or should
not be allocated.
Noted and agreed. Heritage assessment will be
undertaken.
Noted and will be considered further.

Noted and will be considered further in conjunction
with SCC.

Noted and will be considered further as work
progresses.

-
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IO89

St Modwen (RPS) re Watling St
Business Park

With regard to employment land it is important
to assess the need for certain types of
employment land as most of the units recently
completed, namely at Kingswood Lakeside, have
been primarily B8 units which have a high land
take and low job density. An assessment into the
type of employment land that is available needs
to be undertaken to ensure opportunities to
balance out the employment land portfolio can
be undertaken, such as the one undertaken by
RPS (Appendix 4 of reps). It is recommended that
the site assessment for employment land
considers the likely type of development that
would be expected on a site and seeks to ensure
that this is balanced across all B-classes.

Noted and will be considered further as assessment
work progresses. It is officers’ preliminary view
that LPP2 should focus specifically on delivering the
requirements set out by LPP1 and that more
strategic issues are more appropriate to deal with
via a review which will follow the adoption of LPP2
given the scale and complexity of some of the more
strategic issues which are emerging. However the
comments relating to the evidence base are noted
and work is underway to consider what evidence
updates are needed to inform the progression of a
review so that unnecessary delay is avoided moving
forward.
A Site Selection paper will be prepared to
accompany the proposed submission document
which will set out the process each site has gone
through to determine whether it should or should
not be allocated.
The Local Plan (Part 1) requirement is expressed as
a minimum to allow for flexibility. The Employment
Land Availability Assessment update (anticipated
September 2017) will provide the most up to date
position on the employment land supply, including
likely uses of sites and any implications for the
employment land strategy.

IO90

Taylor Wimpey (Lichfields)

Concerns with para 3.4 – all sites (not just those
selected for assessment) should have their
sustainability merits considered in accordance
with the guidance contained in the Framework
and Practice guidance.

The NPPG states ‘The sustainability appraisal
should only focus on what is needed to assess the
likely significant effects of the Local Plan. It should
focus on the environmental, economic and social
impacts that are likely to be significant. It does not
-
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The assessment matrix is not transparent and
could create inconsistencies. Not clear how sites
will be scored and taken forward and what
weight will be given to each of the criteria.
Concerned that para 3.6 will lead to decisions on
site selection not being transparent.
Site deliverability should be identified in a
separate column to show sites which will come
forward in years 1-5, 5-10 and 10-15.

need to be done in any more detail, or using more
resources, than is considered to be appropriate for
the content and level of detail in the Local Plan.’
The alternatives considered as part of the SA must
be reasonable. While the PPG states that all
reasonable alternatives should be subject to SA,
text in paragraph 018 of the SA section of the PPG
highlights that: “Reasonable alternatives are the
different realistic options considered by the planmaker in developing the policies in its plan. They
must be sufficiently distinct to highlight the
different sustainability implications of each so that
meaningful comparisons can be made. The
alternatives must be realistic and deliverable.”
Stage 2 of the flow chart on Page 12 of the Issue’s
and Option’s document effectively defines what is
considered to be reasonable and as such we
believe the approach is in line with the PPG.

Numerical scoring and weighting are not proposed
to be used in the assessment matrix as it is felt that
clear narrative will be sufficient.
It is clear there are differing views on the approach
suggested and that the Council will need to be
transparent and clear in terms of showing how the
appraisal is undertaken and providing clear
justification for the approach used and the
conclusions reached.

-
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A Site Selection paper will be prepared to
accompany the proposed submission document
which will set out the process each site has gone
through to determine whether it should or should
not be allocated.
At this point it is not considered that a further
assessment stage (i.e. Preferred Options) is likely to
be required however this will be reviewed as the
work on the plan progresses.

IO91

Upton Trust and Carney Brothers Ltd
c/o Wardell Armstrong

IO92

Upton Trust and Carney Brothers Ltd
c/o Wardell Armstrong

IO93

Upton Trust and Carney Brothers Ltd
c/o Wardell Armstrong

Have submitted further potential development
sites. Should form part of assessment described
in paragraph 3.4 of the consultation.
Stage 2 should appropriately reference the
potential of minor site options within the AONB
and Green Belt where specific purposes are
assessed

In relation to the Site Options Selection
Methodology Background Paper (November
2016) this is difficult to comment on without
potential examples of how sites are appropriately
assessed. Paragraph 3 in particular references
‘stringent policy constraints’ and ‘sites for which
for various reasons are restricted’ that are
excluded from consideration as residential sites.
This is unclear, in particular how it will relate to

Information on deliverability is contained within
the Councils’ Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA). This information can be
reflected in the site assessment matrix.
Noted and will be considered / assessed.

It is considered that minor site options within the
AONB would be more effectively dealt with via the
Development Management process. There are no
proposals to change the AONB boundaries and
LPP1 contains policies for assessing development in
these cases.
It is clear there are differing views on the approach
suggested and that the Council will need to be
transparent and clear in terms of showing how the
appraisal is undertaken and providing clear
justification for the approach used and the
conclusions reached. A Site Selection paper will be
prepared to accompany the proposed submission
document which will set out the process each site
has gone through to determine whether it should
-
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the appropriate Green Belt Review process
(Section 7).

IO94

Upton Trust and Carney Brothers Ltd
c/o Wardell Armstrong

Our general comments relate to the
impreciseness of the link between the
Sustainability Appraisal process and the Green
Belt Boundary review, and how this can result in
‘a fully informed judgement’ (end of Section 7).

IO95

Upton Trust and Carney Brothers Ltd
c/o Wardell Armstrong

It is questioned how this residential/employment
process can be properly related to a proposed C2
planning use.

or should not be allocated.
Paragraph 3 refers to why sites within the Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA) are
categorised within a ‘Green Belt, AONB, Restricted
or Excluded’ section of the SHLAA. Further
explanation of the reasons for this is given in
paragraph 3 of the Site Options Selection
Methodology paper and in the SHLAA document
itself.
The SA and the Green Belt review are different
elements of the evidence base which will be used
to inform the assessment work along with other
evidence to come to a balanced judgement as to
which sites are the most appropriate for allocation.
The Local Plan (Part 1) does not set any specific
targets for the delivery of C2 uses. Policy CP7
refers to providing for an ageing population by
being supportive of C2 and C3 uses to meet local
needs. The Council continues to engage with
Staffordshire County Council as part of their
housing strategy (already resulting in several C3 use
class extra care schemes coming forward within the
plan period to meet needs) and has engaged with
the development industry itself with regards to the
Council’s Community Infrastructure Levy (McCarthy
and Stone and Churchill Retirement Living). Prior
to the Local Plan (Part 2) Issues and Options
consultation no specific site allocations were
suggested for C2 use and therefore no specific sites
were proposed for such assessment at that stage.
The Council will keep under review the need to
-
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IO96

Upton Trust and Carney Brothers Ltd
c/o Wardell Armstrong

IO97

Upton Trust and Carney Brothers Ltd
c/o Wardell Armstrong

IO98
IO99

Walsall MBC
West Midlands Housing Associations
Registered Providers Planning
Consortium (c/o Tetlow King)

Section 3.6 refers at 2 and 4 ‘Sustainability
Appraisal scores’ and ‘Green Belt scores’ (2) and
(4). This particular relationship is unclear and
unprecise in how they relate and inform each
other. Again, only when practised examples are
produced will the process become meaningful.
In relation to Green Belt Score (4) the statement
‘how well they are performing’ and ‘provides an
important steer’ should be ensured to be robust
and evidence based, and not superficial and
subjective. The Wardell Armstrong re-evaluation
of the Rugeley Green Belt sites demonstrates this
concept practically (provided as separate
appendix to the representations).
Consider approach to be appropriate.
Should the Council wish to bring in the Nationally
Described Space Standard or optional technical
standards under the building regulations, robust
evidence will need to support it. Such standards
can have a considerable impact on the viability of
schemes when considered against all other policy
requirements. Where schemes are deemed to be
unviable, it is often the case that the level of
affordable housing is then re-negotiated and
reduced on schemes. In light of the need for
affordable housing in the region, every attempt
should be made to ensure that affordable
housing is maximised over the Plan period. Any
standards than the Nationally Described Space
Standards or optional technical standards should
not be considered. Any standards should be in

consider specific C2 use class site allocations. This
may be more appropriate for a Local Plan review.
These are two separate pieces of evidence which
will be used to inform the assessment work along
with other evidence to come to a balanced
judgement as to which sites are the most
appropriate for allocation.
The terminology in the Issues and Options
document was designed to provide an overview
and to show how this is to be used in the wider
context of other evidence: the Green Belt review
itself sets out the methodology and full detail and is
considered to be a robust document which applies
a consistent methodology to all Green Belt parcels
being assessed.
Noted
Noted and will be considered as the plan
progresses.

-
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IO100

Rep ID No.
IO101

Wright T (Pegasus) re Land at Upper
Birches Farm, Rugeley

Respondent
Arduino J

accordance with Written Ministerial Statements
and national planning guidance on housing
standards.
Broadly supports approach although influenced
by the options (H1a and b). Site matrix table
seems reasonable pleased to see inclusion of site
specific factors which should allow for
consideration of new evidence. Concerns
regarding elements of the evidence base.
Local Plan Part 2 Chapter 4. Green Belt Issues
Comment
Against any building on the Green Belt. Green
belt should be preserved for agriculture; fresh air;
to protect the planet; it is an Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty and nature needs to be given
space.

Support noted. Comments on evidence base noted.

Council Response
Noted. The AONB is a different designation to
Green Belt and both serve different purposes, but
the point being made is understood.
The adopted spatial strategy is urban focused and
will maximise urban and brownfield sites as much
as possible and where this accords with the broad
apportionment of development as set out in Local
Plan Part 1. Work is currently being undertaken to
update the data base (Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment) to provide up to date
evidence on housing sites. In the light of comments
received in relation to safeguarding and the wider
shortfall in the Greater Birmingham Housing
Market Area the preliminary view of officers is that
the Green Belt review of land for housing is a
strategic issue which may be more appropriate to
deal with through a Local Plan review following the
adoption of this plan (Local Plan Part 2). This
position will be kept under consideration in the
light of emerging evidence and assessment work.

-
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IO102

Armitage and Handsacre Parish
Council

The Green Belt does not require any more
development of buildings to be dealt with or
considered.

IO103

Bradley B

IO104

Bradley B

Para 4.7- May be more convenient to assess the
Green Belt in ‘smaller parcels of land’, but when
the parcels of land are one piece of the Green
Belt, could result in one parcel of land out of 5
next to one another having planning and the
others not e.g. C264, C265, & C279. When the
parcels of land are connected, then the scope of
the wider view should also be taken in to
consideration when scoring.
4.8 – Until all the brownﬁeld sites in the area,
including the Rugeley Power Station plot are used
for housing there is no reason to use any of the
Green Belt.

Noted and for consideration as the site assessment
work is undertaken. The adopted spatial strategy is
urban focused and will maximise urban and
brownfield sites as much as possible and where this
accords with the broad apportionment of
development as set out in Local Plan Part 1. Work is
currently being undertaken to update the data base
(Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment) to
provide up to date evidence on housing sites. In the
light of comments received in relation to
safeguarding and the wider shortfall in the Greater
Birmingham Housing Market Area the preliminary
view of officers is that the Green Belt review of
land for housing is a strategic issue which may be
more appropriate to deal with through a Local Plan
review following the adoption of this plan (Local
Plan Part 2). This position will be kept under
consideration in the light of emerging evidence and
assessment work.
The Green Belt review has been conducted in
accordance with the methodology and no changes
to the review itself are proposed as this is a
completed piece of the evidence base. However
the comments are noted and will be considered as
assessment work is undertaken.

Noted and for consideration as the site assessment
work is undertaken. The adopted spatial strategy is
urban focused and will maximise urban and
brownfield sites as much as possible and where this
accords with the broad apportionment of
-
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development as set out in Local Plan Part 1. Work is
currently being undertaken to update the data base
(Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment SHLAA) to provide up to date evidence on housing
sites. In the light of comments received in relation
to safeguarding and the wider shortfall in the
Greater Birmingham Housing Market Area the
preliminary view of officers is that the Green Belt
review of land for housing is a strategic issue which
may be more appropriate to deal with through a
Local Plan review following the adoption of this
plan (Local Plan Part 2). This position will be kept
under consideration in the light of emerging
evidence and assessment work.

IO105

Bradley B

IO106

Bradley B

4.10 – There is ‘tidying up’ patches of land along
the M6 Toll and then a suggestion that plot N52,
should be used for housing. The Green Belt runs
from the North to the South of the council area,
where the deer travel across this area. Taking out
N52, C373, & C279 and all the others that are
marked will mean the deer have no route to get
to Chasewater, as the south will be cut off.
Refers to NPPF 5 purposes of the Green Belttaking out N52, C373, & C279 and the other plots
around clearly contradict the NPPF. As detailed

In terms of maximising the use of brownfield sites
all Councils will have to publish a Brownfield Sites
Register by December 31st 2017. An updated
SHLAA incorporating new sites received to the
Local Plan Part 2 consultation and any additional
information on potentially available brownfield
sites will feed into this process.
Noted and for further consideration as assessment
work is undertaken.

Noted and for further consideration as assessment
work is undertaken.

-
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IO107

Briggs T

in LPP1 (Page 98 – Environment) – “The
heathland habitat provides a key link between
the AONB, Chasewater and Sutton Park and
improvements to this strategic wildlife corridor
will be promoted. The high historic landscape
sensitivity to be conserved via retention of the
Green Belt and limited development. “
Disquiet about review of Green Belt boundaries.
Pressure for new housing and commitment to
build more seems likely to generate one result –
reduction in Green Belt with reduced protection
and greater chance that it will be seen as cheap
building land. Whether greenfield land scores
highly on assessment review or not it is still
greenfield, its designation should not be changed
because its an anomaly. Land at Pye Green was
greenfield and is now urban sprawl – an example
of what happens when designations are
removed. Greenfield will be developed in
preference to brownfield, then there will be
another review and more land will be reclassified,
especially if CCDC continues their inexplicable
policy of taking up slack in the Birmingham HMA.
The recent Curborough decision in Lichfield
should focus the mind, I therefore ask that CCDC
does not reclassify greenfield land until
brownfield sites are exhausted.

Noted and for consideration as the site assessment
work is undertaken. The adopted spatial strategy is
urban focused and will maximise urban and
brownfield sites as much as possible and where this
accords with the broad apportionment of
development as set out in Local Plan Part 1. Work is
currently being undertaken to update the data base
(Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment) to
provide up to date evidence on housing sites. In the
light of comments received in relation to
safeguarding and the wider shortfall in the Greater
Birmingham Housing Market Area the preliminary
view of officers is that the Green Belt review of
land for housing is a strategic issue which may be
more appropriate to deal with through a Local Plan
review following the adoption of this plan (Local
Plan Part 2). This position will be kept under
consideration in the light of emerging evidence and
assessment work.
In terms of maximising the use of brownfield sites
all Councils will have to publish a Brownfield Sites
Register by December 31st 2017. An updated
SHLAA incorporating new sites received to the
Local Plan Part 2 consultation and any additional
information on potentially available brownfield
sites will feed into this process.
-
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IO108

Briggs T

The NPPF states that Green Belt boundaries can
only be amended in exceptional circumstances –
what are they?

IO109

Briggs T

The new Housing White Paper says Green Belt
boundaries should only be amended in
exceptional circumstances when local authorities
can demonstrate they have fully examined all
other reasonable options for meeting their
identified housing requirements – if you don’t
build the extra 1000 homes you have 1000 to
bank for the next plan period so no Green Belt
review should be necessary and there are no
special circumstances, so why are you doing it?

IO110

Brindley Heath Parish Council

Strongly opposed to removal of land from the
Green Belt. Consider that sites being considered
within their Parish area continue to meet the
Green Belt national tests. The adverse impact
upon the AONB also needs to be consideredthere are statutory duties with regards to this
designation.

Green Belt boundaries can only be altered through
a Local Plan (NPPF para 83). Exceptional
Circumstances can vary depending on local context
but any changes should ‘take account of the need
to promote sustainable patterns of development’
(NPPF para 84).
Noted and for consideration as the site assessment
work is undertaken. The adopted spatial strategy is
urban focused and will maximise urban and
brownfield sites as much as possible and where this
accords with the broad apportionment of
development as set out in Local Plan Part 1. Work is
currently being undertaken to update the data base
(Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment) to
provide up to date evidence on housing sites. In the
light of comments received in relation to
safeguarding and the wider shortfall in the Greater
Birmingham Housing Market Area the preliminary
view of officers is that the Green Belt review of
land for housing is a strategic issue which may be
more appropriate to deal with through a Local Plan
review following the adoption of this plan (Local
Plan Part 2). This position will be kept under
consideration in the light of emerging evidence and
assessment work.
Noted. These are issues which will be considered
further as the assessment work is progressed.
The adopted spatial strategy is urban focused and
will maximise urban and brownfield sites as much
as possible and where this accords with the broad
apportionment of development as set out in Local
Plan Part 1. Work is currently being undertaken to
update the data base (Strategic Housing Land
-
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IO111

Bromford (c/o Pegasus Group)

Note that Site Option C64, Land at Rawnsley
Road was assessed for inclusion within the Green
Belt as part of the Green Belt Review (2016).
Consider that this site should not be included
within the Green Belt on the basis that the
District is looking to release Green Belt land for
development needs already; that the Green Belt
review did not recommend its inclusion within
the Green Belt; and national policy requires
‘exceptional circumstances’ to amend Green Belt
boundaries.

IO112

Burntwood Town Council

Understand and appreciate the need for a Green
Belt Review. However, ask for the sensitive areas

Availability Assessment) to provide up to date
evidence on housing sites. In the light of comments
received in relation to safeguarding and the wider
shortfall in the Greater Birmingham Housing
Market Area the preliminary view of officers is that
the Green Belt review of land for housing is a
strategic issue which may be more appropriate to
deal with through a Local Plan review following the
adoption of this plan (Local Plan Part 2). This
position will be kept under consideration in the
light of emerging evidence and assessment work.
Noted (see also site specific section) and for
consideration as the site assessment work is
undertaken.
The adopted spatial strategy is urban focused and
will maximise urban and brownfield sites as much
as possible and where this accords with the broad
apportionment of development as set out in Local
Plan Part 1. Work is currently being undertaken to
update the data base (Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment) to provide up to date
evidence on housing sites. In the light of comments
received in relation to safeguarding and the wider
shortfall in the Greater Birmingham Housing
Market Area the preliminary view of officers is that
the Green Belt review of land for housing is a
strategic issue which may be more appropriate to
deal with through a Local Plan review following the
adoption of this plan (Local Plan Part 2). This
position will be kept under consideration in the
light of emerging evidence and assessment work.
Noted and for consideration as the site assessment
work is undertaken. The adopted spatial strategy is
-
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between the boundaries of the Council’s to be
respected including the SSSIs of Biddulphs Pool
and Cuckoo Bank. Areas between Heath Hayes,
Norton Canes and Chase Terrace- if they are
developed it will ruin wildlife (including protected
wildlife areas) and create an urban sprawl
between Cannock Chase and Lichfield District’s.
Government policy on Green Belt states
boundaries should only be changed when efforts
to find suitable Brownfield sites have been
exhausted.

IO113

Cannock Wood Parish Council

Housing and Employment Site Options in
Cannock Wood (Pages 11 & 14) - Oppose the
inclusion for possible future development of any
sites in the Green Belt. Cannock Wood village is
in the AONB and development outside of the
present buildings should not be considered.

urban focused and will maximise urban and
brownfield sites as much as possible and where this
accords with the broad apportionment of
development as set out in Local Plan Part 1. Work is
currently being undertaken to update the data base
(Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment) to
provide up to date evidence on housing sites. In the
light of comments received in relation to
safeguarding and the wider shortfall in the Greater
Birmingham Housing Market Area the preliminary
view of officers is that the Green Belt review of
land for housing is a strategic issue which may be
more appropriate to deal with through a Local Plan
review following the adoption of this plan (Local
Plan Part 2). This position will be kept under
consideration in the light of emerging evidence and
assessment work.
Noted and for consideration as the site assessment
work is undertaken. The adopted spatial strategy is
urban focused and will maximise urban and
brownfield sites as much as possible and where this
accords with the broad apportionment of
development as set out in Local Plan Part 1. Work is
currently being undertaken to update the data base
(Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment) to
provide up to date evidence on housing sites. In the
light of comments received in relation to
safeguarding and the wider shortfall in the Greater
Birmingham Housing Market Area the preliminary
view of officers is that the Green Belt review of
land for housing is a strategic issue which may be
more appropriate to deal with through a Local Plan
review following the adoption of this plan (Local
-
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IO114

Church Commissioners (Barton
Wilmore)

It is not clear why the updated Landscape
Character Assessment would be used to qualify
the options for reviewing Green belt boundaries
over and above other evidence. Landscape
character is not a sole tool to relate to the five
purposes of Green Belt. Other Green Belt
comments are included under the response to
H1.

IO115

Gallagher Estates (Pegasus)

Green Belt changes should be sustainable. Parcel
R6 of the Green Belt review is very large and this
is a concern as smaller parcels within this would
score differently eg site R33 (The Birches) is only
15% of the Green Belt parcel. The site being
promoted relates to the western extent of this
parcel and is contained by a strong tree line to
the northern boundary associated with the
Heritage Trail, the Chase railway line to the south
and the Birches housing estate to the east. The
score for R6 must not be transposed into the
assessment matrix as this would be erroneous
and unsound. A smaller site would score
differently against the Green Belt purposes. The
Green Belt review fails to recognise that areas
within Parcel R6 are more visually self contained

Plan Part 2). This position will be kept under
consideration in the light of emerging evidence and
assessment work.
The AONB issue is noted: assessment work wll be
undertaken with regard to Local Plan Part 1 (policy
CP14) which sets out the context for considering
development in the AONB.
The Landscape Character Assessment is a separate
piece of evidence and has not been used to qualify
the options for reviewing Green Belt boundaries.
Paragraph 4.8 of the Local Plan Part 2 Issues and
Options document sets out the role it will play
alongside other evidence, including the
Sustainability Appraisal in particular. Chapter 3 of
the Local Plan Part 2 Issues and Options also sets
out how other considerations will be taken into
account as part of the site selection process.
Agree that any changes to the Green belt (if
required) should be sustainable.
The Green Belt Review has been undertaken in
accordance with the methodology which has been
applied to ensure a consistent approach. However,
assessment work will also look at other evidence to
ensure that issues such as the ones highlighted are
taken into consideration.
In terms of the statement that ‘Green Belt will be
needed to meet development needs’, the adopted
spatial strategy is urban focused and will maximise
urban and brownfield sites as much as possible and
where this accords with the broad apportionment
of development as set out in Local Plan Part 1.
Work is currently being undertaken to update the
data base (Strategic Housing Land Availability
-
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IO116

Green Party (CCDC)

than others due to the topography and landscape
features. The vegetation is a strong visual and
physical feature of separation and there is no real
sense of any visual connection between Slitting
Mill and Rugeley. It is clear that Green Belt will be
needed to meet development needs and the
methodology of the Green Belt review should be
revised - measurement of distance is too crude
an approach and doesn’t take into account other
features such as topography and landscape. The
review should be refined to account for smaller
sites.
Green Belt should be secured against future
development and other districts, boroughs and
locations be exhausted before consideration of
Green Belt in Cannock Chase. Generally oppose
building on the green belt particularly when there
is underused brownfield sites and empty
buildings in need of bringing back into use.
However, there are some Green Belt areas that
are less important than others. In particular
segments of land that have become sandwiched
between the A5 and the M6 Toll should be
developed prior to encroachment into other
Green Belt land.

Assessment) to provide up to date evidence on
housing sites. In the light of comments received in
relation to safeguarding and the wider shortfall in
the Greater Birmingham Housing Market Area the
preliminary view of officers is that the Green Belt
review of land for housing is a strategic issue which
may be more appropriate to deal with through a
Local Plan review following the adoption of this
plan (Local Plan Part 2). This position will be kept
under consideration in the light of emerging
evidence and assessment work.
Noted, although all Local Authorities in the GBHMA
are having to look at the Green Belt in seeking ways
to address the housing shortfall. The adopted
spatial strategy is urban focused and will maximise
urban and brownfield sites as much as possible and
where this accords with the broad apportionment
of development as set out in Local Plan Part 1.
Work is currently being undertaken to update the
data base (Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment) to provide up to date evidence on
housing sites. In the light of comments received in
relation to safeguarding and the wider shortfall in
the Greater Birmingham Housing Market Area the
preliminary view of officers is that the Green Belt
review of land for housing is a strategic issue which
may be more appropriate to deal with through a
Local Plan review following the adoption of this
plan (Local Plan Part 2). This position will be kept
under consideration in the light of emerging
evidence and assessment work.
In terms of maximising the use of brownfield sites
-
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all Councils will have to publish a Brownfield Sites
Register by December 31st 2017. An updated
SHLAA incorporating new sites received to the
Local Plan Part 2 consultation and any additional
information on potentially available brownfield
sites will feed into this process.
IO117

Griffiths L

I am rather perturbed by the proposal made by
someone to build on the whole of the Bleak
House Green Belt area approximately 6000
homes.
There would be no green belt if this ever went
ahead and the built up area would spread from
Cannock Wood through Prospect Village,
Littleworth and Hazleslade, Wimblebury and
Heath Hayes right through to Cannock Town. All
of these areas would loose their individual
identities and become mere suburbs of Cannock
Town.
We put up with the biggest hole in Europe for 10
years when the open cast mining was allowed
and on the understanding that the land would
return to its former use as farm land and heath.
Now someone is hoping to build a vast estate on
it and make an enormous profit from the sale of
the land at the expense of the local residents,
deer, birds, butterflies and hares and having a
space to roam from our own front door.
The land must surely be unstable as all the hard
rock was removed during the open cast mining.
The legacy for us is that we now live on a race
track of a road with traffic speeding past at
speeds always above 40 mph and often in excess

Noted and for consideration as the site assessment
work is undertaken. The adopted spatial strategy is
urban focused and will maximise urban and
brownfield sites as much as possible and where this
accords with the broad apportionment of
development as set out in Local Plan Part 1. Work is
currently being undertaken to update the data base
(Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment) to
provide up to date evidence on housing sites. In the
light of comments received in relation to
safeguarding and the wider shortfall in the Greater
Birmingham Housing Market Area the preliminary
view of officers is that the Green Belt review of
land for housing is a strategic issue which may be
more appropriate to deal with through a Local Plan
review following the adoption of this plan (Local
Plan Part 2). This position will be kept under
consideration in the light of emerging evidence and
assessment work.

-
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Hallchurch H

of 50 mph on a blind hill with a bend and junction
just over it. I can no longer walk across the road it
always has to be taken at a run as the traffic is so
fast and invisible to pedestrians. We desperately
need traffic calming measures at the moment
and even more houses would mean even more
speeding traffic.
The Green Belt especially this one need to be
protected.
I object to the building on Green Belt land around
the Rugeley area for the following reasons:1 The National Planning Policy Framework and
the 2015 Conservative Manifesto clearly states
that Ministers attach great importance to the
Green Belt and will maintain existing levels of
protection. The Prime Minister declared that
protecting the Green Belt was ‘paramount’.
2 Brown ﬁll sites should always be used ﬁrst and
as the old Power Station site will soon be
available, why are Green Belt sites being even
considered?
3 The purpose of the Green Belt is to stop urban
sprawl and protect villages. Villages, such as
Slitting Mill, will disappear if the proposed sites
are used.
4 Rainfall has increased in the last few years.
Records began in 1910 and the wettest years
have been since 2012. At the moment the Green
Belt is soaking up some of that rainfall, but if
building on those sites take place we are going to
have increasing amounts of ﬂooding, as has been
seen in other parts of the country where this has
happened.

Noted and for consideration as the site assessment
work is undertaken. The adopted spatial strategy is
urban focused and will maximise urban and
brownfield sites as much as possible and where this
accords with the broad apportionment of
development as set out in Local Plan Part 1. Work is
currently being undertaken to update the data base
(Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment) to
provide up to date evidence on housing sites. In the
light of comments received in relation to
safeguarding and the wider shortfall in the Greater
Birmingham Housing Market Area the preliminary
view of officers is that the Green Belt review of
land for housing is a strategic issue which may be
more appropriate to deal with through a Local Plan
review following the adoption of this plan (Local
Plan Part 2). This position will be kept under
consideration in the light of emerging evidence and
assessment work.
In terms of maximising the use of brownfield sites
all Councils will have to publish a Brownfield Sites
Register by December 31st 2017. An updated
SHLAA incorporating new sites received to the
Local Plan Part 2 consultation and any additional
-
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Hammond J

5 At the moment, the population is increasing
year on year and I know that affordable houses
will be needed, however, if you build on Green
Beit land where are you going to grow the food
to feed them?
6 Government has urged Local Authorities to
make long term changes to air pollution. Building
on Green Belt land is hardly going to achieve this.
7 It is a known fact that building on Green Belt
land is cheaper than on a brown site, that often
has to be ‘cleaned up’ ﬁrst. Are you, as
representatives of the local community, going to
allow developer’s proﬁts to come first?
Your leaﬂet quotes ‘Your Community Your Voice’
if this is true, then please listen to local residents
and do not destroy our environment.
(Officer comment: These comments are also
picked up under the individual site references)
I am a resident of Norton Canes and wish to raise
my concerns and objections in relation to the
Green Belt review being conducted, as part of the
Council’s Local Plan Part 2.
More specifically, I write with reference to the
specific land parcels found on Brownhills
Road/Red Lion Lane, adjacent to the newly
created play area and Chasewater Grange
housing development (identified as N46 and
N51).
As a resident, I am strongly opposed to the land
as mentioned above, being removed from the
Green Belt.
The government attaches great importance to
Green Belts. The fundamental aim of Green Belt

information on potentially available brownfield
sites will feed into this process.

Noted and for consideration as the site assessment
work is undertaken. The adopted spatial strategy is
urban focused and will maximise urban and
brownfield sites as much as possible and where this
accords with the broad apportionment of
development as set out in Local Plan Part 1. Work is
currently being undertaken to update the data base
(Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment) to
provide up to date evidence on housing sites. In the
light of comments received in relation to
safeguarding and the wider shortfall in the Greater
Birmingham Housing Market Area the preliminary
view of officers is that the Green Belt review of
land for housing is a strategic issue which may be
more appropriate to deal with through a Local Plan
review following the adoption of this plan (Local
Plan Part 2). This position will be kept under
-
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policy is to prevent urban sprawl by keeping land
permanently open; the essential characteristics
of Green Belts are their openness and their
permanence, and absence of buildings and built
development and any development would
conduct irreparable damage.
Residents and Local councillors are extremely
proud of the village status of Norton Canes, and
this is evident by their annual entrance into the
'best kept village' competition. Any potential over
development of Norton Canes, threatens the
beauty and landscape of our village, which
contradicts the Local Plan Part 1, which wishes
for the landscape to be protected, strengthened
and enhanced”.
Current Council policies are in place in order to
“‘support the protection, conservation and
enhancement of existing green infrastructure and
“also to protect the landscape and the local
wildlife”.
As members of the District Council, you will be
familiar with your own logo – a stag. Deer are
prevalent on the land in question. So much
development has taken place already within
Norton Canes and the district more wildly, and
the habitat of this protected specie is under
threat. By removing this land from the Green
Belt, it is opened up for development, which in
turn would cause irreparable damage to the
species habitat.
Members of the Council will be aware of the
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF),
which states that when creating the Council’s

consideration in the light of emerging evidence and
assessment work.

-
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Local Plan, that members should “satisfy
themselves that Green Belt boundaries will not
need to be altered at the end of the development
plan period”. In creating the Local Plan (Part 1)
members would have been aware of this
statement, and therefore by its nature should be
confident that the current Green Belt boundaries
do not need to be altered, in the creation of the
proposed Local Plan (Part 2).
When drawing up or reviewing Green Belt
boundaries local planning authorities should also
take into account the need to promote
sustainable patterns of development.
The Core Strategy of the Council, as identified
within Local Plan Part 1 (to build 670 homes)
within Norton Canes by 2028, has already been
achieved and therefore there is no direct need to
build upon land within the village of Norton
Canes.
Any potential future development, for example, if
the Council received pressure from other
authorities to assist in fulfilling housing quotas,
should be provided towards the more urban
areas of the district, avoiding Green Belt, and
utilising existing brownfield land which is
currently available. However, the infrastructure
within the local area is fully stretched. Local
schools do not have space for current residents
and it is not accepted that there is further
resource.
Whilst it is appreciated that change, development
and progression should be promoted within the
district, removing specific parcels of land from
-
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Harley K

IO121

Haynes G

the Green Belt, will cause irreparable harm.
The vision of the Council is that “the Green Belt
will be protected from inappropriate
development” and therefore by removing and
altering the boundaries of the Green Belt within
the district, this vision is completely disregarded.
As a long term resident of Cannock wood village, I
am concerned at the possibility of a substantial
residential development of our green belt land. I
feel the impact upon our village would be
extremely negative. At present the roads in and
around the village are below par without the
effect an increase in traffic would have on them.
The village school would be unable to
accommodate the influx of students this
development would undoubtedly bring with it.
The effect such a development would have upon
local wildlife could only be detrimental. I
sincerely hope you consider these concerns when
making a decision on the suitability of the
proposed site as from my understanding the
majority of residents within the village feel the
same way.

We wish to register our objection to the options
within this document to allocate sites within
Slitting Mill’s Green Belt for development which
will ruin an AONB and should remain
unmolested. We believe that the council’s target
has identified enough land to build on without
building on Greenbelt land.

Noted and for consideration as the site assessment
work is undertaken. The adopted spatial strategy is
urban focused and will maximise urban and
brownfield sites as much as possible and where this
accords with the broad apportionment of
development as set out in Local Plan Part 1. Work is
currently being undertaken to update the data base
(Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment) to
provide up to date evidence on housing sites. In the
light of comments received in relation to
safeguarding and the wider shortfall in the Greater
Birmingham Housing Market Area the preliminary
view of officers is that the Green Belt review of
land for housing is a strategic issue which may be
more appropriate to deal with through a Local Plan
review following the adoption of this plan (Local
Plan Part 2). This position will be kept under
consideration in the light of emerging evidence and
assessment work.
Noted and for consideration as the site assessment
work is undertaken. The adopted spatial strategy is
urban focused and will maximise urban and
brownfield sites as much as possible and where this
accords with the broad apportionment of
development as set out in Local Plan Part 1. Work is
currently being undertaken to update the data base
(Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment) to
-
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Historic England

IO123

Home Builders Federation

IO124

Homes & Communities Agency

IO125

Houldcroft J

Ask that Council has regard to specific purposes
of Green Belt (NPPF) ‘to preserve setting and
special character of historic towns’.
Query the significance placed on the impact of
landscape character in the Council’s Green Belt
assessment.

HCA welcomes approach where other evidence
than Green Belt Review considered. In particular
it considers that this other evidence should
include that submitted by
developers/landowners in relation to specific
parcels to supplement Green Belt Review.
Reason for objecting to Greenbelt housing sites:
(page 17) 4.3 LPP1 sets the context for the need
for LPP2. Policy CP1 emphasises the need to

provide up to date evidence on housing sites. In the
light of comments received in relation to
safeguarding and the wider shortfall in the Greater
Birmingham Housing Market Area the preliminary
view of officers is that the Green Belt review of
land for housing is a strategic issue which may be
more appropriate to deal with through a Local Plan
review following the adoption of this plan (Local
Plan Part 2). This position will be kept under
consideration in the light of emerging evidence and
assessment work.
Yes; this is included in the Green Belt Review.

The Green Belt assessment focuses specifically
upon the five purposes of Green Belt. The
Landscape Character assessment is a separate
piece of evidence. Paragraph 4.8 of the Local Plan
Part 2 Issues and Options document sets out the
role it will play alongside other evidence, including
the Sustainability Appraisal in particular. Chapter 3
of the Local Plan Part 2 Issues and Options also sets
out how other considerations will be taken into
account as part of the site selection process.
Noted and evidence submitted with the
representations will be considered.

Noted and for consideration as the site assessment
work is undertaken. The adopted spatial strategy is
urban focused and will maximise urban and
-
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focus investment and regeneration ‘in existing
settlements whilst conserving the landscape of
the AONB.

IO126

Inglewood Investment Co Ltd (c/o
SLR Consulting)

Restricting any Green Belt changes to ‘minor
boundary adjustments’ would represent an
‘opportunity missed’ at a time when brownfield
and urban land is largely exhausted in the
District. At subsequent Plan reviews, further
Green Belt Review will be required if a
comprehensive approach is not taken now.
Successive reviews of the GB at subsequent
development plan reviews would not accord with
NPPF. The Plan review should ensure that
sufficient land is allocated and safeguarded to
avoid the need for successive reviews.

brownfield sites as much as possible and where this
accords with the broad apportionment of
development as set out in Local Plan Part 1. Work is
currently being undertaken to update the data base
(Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment) to
provide up to date evidence on housing sites. In the
light of comments received in relation to
safeguarding and the wider shortfall in the Greater
Birmingham Housing Market Area the preliminary
view of officers is that the Green Belt review of
land for housing is a strategic issue which may be
more appropriate to deal with through a Local Plan
review following the adoption of this plan (Local
Plan Part 2). This position will be kept under
consideration in the light of emerging evidence and
assessment work.
The AONB issue is noted: assessment work wll be
undertaken with regard to Local Plan Part 1 (policy
CP14) which sets out the context for considering
development in the AONB.
Noted and for consideration as the site assessment
work is undertaken. The adopted spatial strategy is
urban focused and will maximise urban and
brownfield sites as much as possible and where this
accords with the broad apportionment of
development as set out in Local Plan Part 1. Work is
currently being undertaken to update the data base
(Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment) to
provide up to date evidence on housing sites. In the
light of comments received in relation to
safeguarding and the wider shortfall in the Greater
Birmingham Housing Market Area the preliminary
view of officers is that the Green Belt review of
-
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IO127

Inglewood Investment Co Ltd (c/o
SLR Consulting)

Generally agree with the approach to the Green
Belt review, provided that the current review is
comprehensive. Any review should lead to a
sufficient level of allocated release and
safeguarded land being taken out of the Green
Belt. Green Belt land outside of the AONB should
be viewed in preference to those sites within
AONB and other protective designations to meet
short, medium and longer terms housing delivery
requirements.

IO128

Jackson D

Wharf Road, Rugeley is a small road which has
become extremely busy due to new houses and
businesses such as the nursery and train station.
At busy times it can take 5 minutes to exit the

land for housing is a strategic issue which may be
more appropriate to deal with through a Local Plan
review following the adoption of this plan (Local
Plan Part 2). This position will be kept under
consideration in the light of emerging evidence and
assessment work.
Noted and for consideration as the site assessment
work is undertaken. The adopted spatial strategy is
urban focused and will maximise urban and
brownfield sites as much as possible and where this
accords with the broad apportionment of
development as set out in Local Plan Part 1. Work is
currently being undertaken to update the data base
(Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment) to
provide up to date evidence on housing sites. In the
light of comments received in relation to
safeguarding and the wider shortfall in the Greater
Birmingham Housing Market Area the preliminary
view of officers is that the Green Belt review of
land for housing is a strategic issue which may be
more appropriate to deal with through a Local Plan
review following the adoption of this plan (Local
Plan Part 2). This position will be kept under
consideration in the light of emerging evidence and
assessment work.
The AONB issue is noted: assessment work will be
undertaken with regard to Local Plan Part 1 (policy
CP14) which sets out the context for considering
development in the AONB.
Noted and for consideration as the site assessment
work is undertaken.

-
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James K

junction. The Green Belt area separates Wharf
Road from the Pear Tree to provide a pleasant
place where wildlife can be seen and the Heritage
Trail can be walked.
I have some concerns regarding the council
reviewing the Green Belt boundaries to help
inform the selection of suitable sites. I note that
16 Green Belt sites across Rugeley and Brereton
have been identified as being able to
accommodate 1,671 homes.
I am unsure as to the current shortfall of housing.
Your non-technical summary document states
that the Local Plan Part 1 commits the council to
delivering at least 5,300 homes up to 2028. It
says that as of March 2016 the council still needs
to deliver almost 3000 new homes - what is the
most up to date figure for this March?
The council is considering "safeguarding" Green
Belt land for after the plan period, so after 2028.
It is estimated this would be 265 homes across
the district. But it also says the council could
consider existing safeguarded land at
Wimblebury Road or other sites.
According to National Planning Policy Framework
(9. Protecting Green Belt land): Paragraph 79.
"The essential characteristics of Green Belts are
their openness and their permanence." How can
you guarantee their permanence if you are going
to re-classify them as white land and open them
up for future development?

Noted and for consideration as the site assessment
work is undertaken. The adopted spatial strategy is
urban focused and will maximise urban and
brownfield sites as much as possible and where this
accords with the broad apportionment of
development as set out in Local Plan Part 1. Work is
currently being undertaken to update the data base
(Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment) to
provide up to date evidence on housing sites. In the
light of comments received in relation to
safeguarding and the wider shortfall in the Greater
Birmingham Housing Market Area the preliminary
view of officers is that the Green Belt review of
land for housing is a strategic issue which may be
more appropriate to deal with through a Local Plan
review following the adoption of this plan (Local
Plan Part 2). This position will be kept under
consideration in the light of emerging evidence and
assessment work.
As at March 2017, the Council has delivered circa
2,700 dwellings meaning a residual requirement for
circa 2,600 dwellings to be delivered. It should be
noted that the Local Plan (Part 2) consultation
document identified that the Council estimates
there is a sufficient supply of sites (with and
without planning permission) to meet this residual
requirement in accordance with the Local Plan
(Part 1) strategy. The most up to date position will
-
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80. Green Belt aims to "assist in safeguarding the
countryside from encroachment" and "assist in
urban regeneration, by encouraging the recycling
of derelict and other urban land".
Brownfield sites should be assessed before
considering "safeguarding" Green Belt land for
development. Existing business parks and town
centre retail units should be revamped and remarketed rather than building business parks or
buildings on Green Belt land, freeing up areas like
the Rugeley Power Station site for mainly housing
use. Are there any sites in the district such as
boarded-up churches or buildings which could be
used for housing or business use?
83. "Green Belt boundaries should only be
altered in exceptional circumstances"

be reflected in the 2017 Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment, which forms part of the
Local Plan evidence base.

According to case law
(http://www.landmarkchambers.co.uk/nppf9),
exceptional circumstances are required for any
revision of the boundary, whether the proposal is
to extend or diminish the Green Belt. It is not
arguable that the mere process of preparing a
new local plan could itself be regarded as an
exceptional circumstance justifying an alteration
to a Green Belt boundary. Once a Green Belt has
been established and approved, it requires more
than general planning concepts to justify an
alteration.
In the case of Hunston Properties Ltd [2013]
EWCA Civ 1610; [2014] JPL 599, Kay and Ryder
LJJ, Sir David Keane where Matthew Reed
-
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appeared for the Council: "The weight to be
attached to the [housing] shortfall may, as a
matter of planning judgment, be reduced where
a shortfall is inevitable due to a district being
subject to policies which restrict development
(such as AONBs, National Parks or Green Belts)" such as Cannock Chase. Therefore the shortfall
would fail to meet the "very special
circumstances" required to alter or "safeguard"
the current Green Belt. Housing developments
should not be built near Areas of Outstanding
Natural Beauty in order to allow people to
continue to enjoy the leisure and health aspects
those areas provide.

IO130

Kershaw, Best & Higgins (Peter
Richards & Co Ltd)

In the case of Calverton Parish Council v
Nottingham City Council, Broxtowe Borough
Council and Gedling Borough Council [2015]
EWHC 1078 (Admin), Jay J where Richard Turney
appeared for the Claimant, "Mr Turney …
submitted that the fact that a particular site
happens to be suitable for housing development
cannot, without more, constitute an exceptional
circumstance justifying an alteration of the Green
Belt."
Agree the Green Belt needs to be reviewed to
accommodate further growth. However,
assessment of sites in smaller parcels would
result in a more accurate score.

The Green Belt Review has been undertaken in
accordance with the methodology which has been
applied to ensure a consistent approach. However,
assessment work will also look at other evidence to
ensure that other issues are taken into
consideration.
NB The adopted spatial strategy is urban focused
and will maximise urban and brownfield sites as
-
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IO131

KGL Estates (Heminsley /
McGregor)

There is a clear need to identify additional
housing land outside the existing developed
area of Cannock/Hednesford/Heath Hayes, which
inevitably means re-drawing Green Belt
boundaries.

much as possible and where this accords with the
broad apportionment of development as set out in
Local Plan Part 1. Work is currently being
undertaken to update the data base (Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment) to provide
up to date evidence on housing sites. In the light of
comments received in relation to safeguarding and
the wider shortfall in the Greater Birmingham
Housing Market Area the preliminary view of
officers is that the Green Belt review of land for
housing is a strategic issue which may be more
appropriate to deal with through a Local Plan
review following the adoption of this plan (Local
Plan Part 2). This position will be kept under
consideration in the light of emerging evidence and
assessment work.
Noted and for consideration as the site assessment
work is undertaken. The adopted spatial strategy is
urban focused and will maximise urban and
brownfield sites as much as possible and where this
accords with the broad apportionment of
development as set out in Local Plan Part 1. Work is
currently being undertaken to update the data base
(Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment) to
provide up to date evidence on housing sites. In the
light of comments received in relation to
safeguarding and the wider shortfall in the Greater
Birmingham Housing Market Area the preliminary
view of officers is that the Green Belt review of
land for housing is a strategic issue which may be
more appropriate to deal with through a Local Plan
review following the adoption of this plan (Local
Plan Part 2). This position will be kept under
-
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consideration in the light of emerging evidence and
assessment work.
IO132

Mr Murray c/o DLP Planning

IO133

Norton Canes Parish Council

Plan currently not sound in relation to Green Belt
issues. Green Belt boundary at 412 Rawnsley
Road, Hednesford should be realigned to follow
northern embankment- boundary currently
dissects garden land. Suggested amendment
previously submitted to Green Belt Review but
not included within final document. Provides
supporting justification for realignment against
five Green Belt purposes set out in national
planning policy. In summary, the site represents
domestic garden land within a residential
curtilage which is not serve any of the purposes
and the embankment would create a defensible
boundary.
Local Plan Part 1 states Norton Canes that the
village should be providing 6% of the dwellings to
meet Cannock Chase District target of 5,300 by
2028. According to the Local Plan Part (2) Norton
Canes will have supplied 18% using the already
available land without considering Green
Belt. The target for Norton Canes has already
been met and no land should be considered to be
taken out of Green Belt.

Noted and will be looked at as work on the plan is
undertaken.

Noted and for consideration as the site assessment
work is undertaken. The adopted spatial strategy is
urban focused and will maximise urban and
brownfield sites as much as possible and where this
accords with the broad apportionment of
development as set out in Local Plan Part 1. Work is
currently being undertaken to update the data base
(Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment) to
provide up to date evidence on housing sites. In the
light of comments received in relation to
safeguarding and the wider shortfall in the Greater
Birmingham Housing Market Area the preliminary
view of officers is that the Green Belt review of
land for housing is a strategic issue which may be
more appropriate to deal with through a Local Plan
review following the adoption of this plan (Local
-
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Plan Part 2). This position will be kept under
consideration in the light of emerging evidence and
assessment work.
It should be noted that the 5% allocation to Norton
Canes was for urban sites only. In addition to that
urban sites allocation there was then provision for
an urban extension of up to 670 dwellings.
IO134

Norton Canes Parish Council

According to the Green Belt Review of March
2016 most of Norton Canes Green Belt ranks in
the top half of importance for Green Belt
designation. Therefore, should the Council be
minded to take any Green Belt out of its
designation, the Green Belt in Norton Canes
should not be considered first. In the Green Belt
review NC7 sits half way on the ranking but ranks
highly for Purpose 2 of Green Belt designation –
preventing neighbouring towns from merging
into one another. This should be given serious
consideration.

IO135

Norton Canes Parish Council

Currently considering production of
Neighbourhood Plan- countryside surrounding
village considered fundamental part. CCDC
should therefore consider the Green Belt to be an
integral part of the village.

Noted and for consideration as the site assessment
work is undertaken. The adopted spatial strategy is
urban focused and will maximise urban and
brownfield sites as much as possible and where this
accords with the broad apportionment of
development as set out in Local Plan Part 1. Work is
currently being undertaken to update the data base
(Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment) to
provide up to date evidence on housing sites. In the
light of comments received in relation to
safeguarding and the wider shortfall in the Greater
Birmingham Housing Market Area the preliminary
view of officers is that the Green Belt review of
land for housing is a strategic issue which may be
more appropriate to deal with through a Local Plan
review following the adoption of this plan (Local
Plan Part 2). This position will be kept under
consideration in the light of emerging evidence and
assessment work.
Noted and early engagement / ongoing dialogue to
discuss the potential neighbourhood plan with the
District Council is important and would be
welcomed.

-
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Preece J (District Councillor Norton
Canes Ward)

Norton Canes is the largest settlement left in the
District that has not merged within another town
or village- it is completely surrounded by Green
Belt. Norton Canes sits between four townsCannock, Burntwood, Walsall and Brownhills.
Current Green Belt designations are essential to
ensuring Norton Canes doesn’t merge to some of
these towns. In the Green Belt Review a number
of the Norton Canes parcels all rank highly
against Purpose 2 of the Green Belt (prevent
neighbouring towns from merging in to one
another).
Developing sites C116(a) and (b), N52, CE4(a) and
CE17 would contravene Purpose 1 of the Green
Belt (check the unrestricted sprawl of built up
areas)- Green Belt parcels C17, C19 and C20 rank
highly against this purpose.
Local Plan (Part 1) refers to protection of the
Green Belt around Norton Canes to protect and
enhance the surrounding natural landscape and
historic environment character. Importance of
the Green Belt demonstrated by parcels C17,
C19, NC1, NC3, NC4 and Broad Area 5 all ranking
highly against Purpose 3 of the Green Belt (to
assist in the safeguarding of the Countryside from
Encroachment).

Noted and for consideration as the site assessment
work is undertaken. The adopted spatial strategy is
urban focused and will maximise urban and
brownfield sites as much as possible and where this
accords with the broad apportionment of
development as set out in Local Plan Part 1. Work is
currently being undertaken to update the data base
(Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment) to
provide up to date evidence on housing sites. In the
light of comments received in relation to
safeguarding and the wider shortfall in the Greater
Birmingham Housing Market Area the preliminary
view of officers is that the Green Belt review of
land for housing is a strategic issue which may be
more appropriate to deal with through a Local Plan
review following the adoption of this plan (Local
Plan Part 2). This position will be kept under
consideration in the light of emerging evidence and
assessment work.
It should be noted that the 5% allocation to Norton
Canes was for urban sites only. In addition to that
urban sites allocation there was then provision for
an urban extension of up to 670 dwellings.

The Green Belt Review identifies only three
parcels within Norton Canes on the bottom half
of the schedule. Of these, NC7 ranks highly in
preventing neighbouring towns from merging-
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namely Brownhills and is only one of two parcels
left to prevent this.

IO137

Preece J (District Councillor Norton
Canes Ward)

National planning policy advises Green Belt
should only be altered under exceptional
circumstances. Do not believe that there are
exceptional circumstances to justify altering the
Greenbelt boundaries in Norton Canes. The
District is forecasted to provide more than the
5,300 dwellings Local Plan Part 1 says that it
needs to provide by 2028. If also factor in other
land suitable for dwellings such as the Rugeley
Power Station site and other potential windfall
sites there could be even be capacity to absorb
the extra 1000 dwellings to supply the Greater
Birmingham housing shortfall. Based on the
findings of the Greenbelt review, and noting the
fact that Norton Canes will have provided
almost 20% of Cannock Chase’s Dwellings Target
for 2028 (which is well more than the 6% it was
expected to provide) would suggest that the
greenbelt designations in Norton Canes remain
in place.
Support the recommendations for “tidying up”
the Greenbelt anomalies identified during the
Greenbelt Review of March 2016 – covered in the
Issue and Options document para. 4.10. – with
the reservation that Cannock Chase District
Council can ensure that the canal route, canal
architecture and the public footpaths (Norton
Canes 8, Norton Canes 37 and the path
connecting the two on Staffordshire County
Council’s footpaths and bridleways map) of land

Noted and will be looked at further as work on the
plan progresses.

-
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IO138

Richborough Estates (Pegasus) re
Brownhills Road Norton canes

parcel NC6 be preserved and recognised as part
of Norton Canes’s mining heritage.
Green Belt changes should be sustainable. Parcel
NC7 contains several erroneous statements. For
clarification it includes the site of the former
greyhound stadium (planning permission for 130
dwellings May 2012) and land off Brownhills Rd
between the former stadium and the M6 Toll (the
site being put forward here). It is understood that
the parcel was assessed prior to the built
development at Chasewater Grange being
underway. This development has altered the
character of the parcel which now serves no
purpose in checking the unrestricted sprawl of
built up areas. This should be reflected in the
score. In terms of distance between neighbouring
towns whilst technically 900m is correct in reality
Norton Canes and Brownhills west could not
merge due to the M6 Toll being a barrier. The
methodology should be revised to account for
whether the settlements would appear to merge.
It is clear that Green Belt will be needed to meet
development needs and the methodology of the
Green belt review should be revised.

Agree that any changes to the Green belt (if
required) should be sustainable.
The Green Belt Review has been undertaken in
accordance with the methodology which has been
applied to ensure a consistent approach. However,
assessment work will also look at other evidence to
ensure that issues such as the ones highlighted are
taken into consideration. The scoring represents
the position at the time the review was completed
but it is accepted that contexts can change and
whilst there are no proposals to alter what is a
completed piece of the evidence base other issues
can be considered alongside this.
It should be noted that the adopted spatial strategy
is urban focused and will maximise urban and
brownfield sites as much as possible and where this
accords with the broad apportionment of
development as set out in Local Plan Part 1. Work is
currently being undertaken to update the data base
(Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment) to
provide up to date evidence on housing sites. In the
light of comments received in relation to
safeguarding and the wider shortfall in the Greater
Birmingham Housing Market Area the preliminary
view of officers is that the Green Belt review of
land for housing is a strategic issue which may be
more appropriate to deal with through a Local Plan
review following the adoption of this plan (Local
Plan Part 2). This position will be kept under
consideration in the light of emerging evidence and
assessment work.
-
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IO139

Richborough Estates (Pegasus) re
Land South of Cannock Road Heath
Hayes

IO140

Roberts-Thomas M&J

Green Belt changes should be sustainable. Parcel
C17 of the Green Belt review is very large and this
is a concern as smaller parcels within this would
score differently eg site C116a is a quarter of the
size of the parcel and the site being promoted for
residential development is smaller still and built
development would extend no further south than
Newlands Lane. The score for C17 must not be
transposed into the assessment matrix as this
would be erroneous. The site would not result in
ribbon development, the woodland to the east of
Newlands lane would provide a natural buffer
and no development near Norton Canes is
proposed. Smaller areas within parcel C17 are
more self contained visually due to the
topography and woodlands / hedgerows and
additional planting could strengthen visual
containment and help new Green Belt
boundaries to endure. It is clear that Green Belt
will be needed to meet development needs and
the methodology of the Green belt review should
be revised - measurement of distance is too
crude an approach and doesn’t take into account
other features such as topography and landscape.
The review should be refined to account for
smaller sites.
We fully understand the need for new housing
but are concerned to see the considerable
amount of Green Belt land that has been put
forward for potential development. We are even
more concerned about the possibility of Green
belt land being earmarked to fulfil up to 5% of
development needs.

Agree that any changes to the Green belt (if
required) should be sustainable.
The Green Belt Review has been undertaken in
accordance with the methodology which has been
applied to ensure a consistent approach. However,
assessment work will also look at other evidence to
ensure that issues such as the ones highlighted are
taken into consideration.
It should be noted that the adopted spatial strategy
is urban focused and will maximise urban and
brownfield sites as much as possible and where this
accords with the broad apportionment of
development as set out in Local Plan Part 1. Work is
currently being undertaken to update the data base
(Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment) to
provide up to date evidence on housing sites. In the
light of comments received in relation to
safeguarding and the wider shortfall in the Greater
Birmingham Housing Market Area the preliminary
view of officers is that the Green Belt review of
land for housing is a strategic issue which may be
more appropriate to deal with through a Local Plan
review following the adoption of this plan (Local
Plan Part 2). This position will be kept under
consideration in the light of emerging evidence and
assessment work.
Noted and for consideration as the site assessment
work is undertaken. The adopted spatial strategy is
urban focused and will maximise urban and
brownfield sites as much as possible and where this
accords with the broad apportionment of
development as set out in Local Plan Part 1. Work is
currently being undertaken to update the data base
-
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Encroaching on the Green Belt is totally
unacceptable. It should and must be protected
and maintained to prevent unrestricted urban
sprawl, maintain areas for forestry/agriculture
and provide habitat for wildlife. It also has a
number of specific benefits:
•
It helps to protect agricultural activities.
•
It preserves the unique character of rural
communities.
•
It provides access to open spaces offering
opportunities for outdoor activities and clean air.
•
It checks the urbanization of the
countryside saving rural communities from being
absorbed by large urban centres.
•
It preserves unique landscapes that
provide recreational and educational
opportunities.
•
It creates a physical barrier between
urban areas and the countryside
•
It improves air quality in urban centres.
•
It helps preserve the unique character of
smaller historic settlements preventing these
from becoming suburbs or merging with larger
urban centres.
•
It encourages better land use within
urban areas. There are numerous alternative
Brownfield sites that could prove suitable for
development [see #WasteofSpace map].
Experience has shown that maintaining green
belt has significant benefits especially when it
comes to protection of the countryside,
conservation of nature and improving the quality
of life for both the rural and the urban

(Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment) to
provide up to date evidence on housing sites. In the
light of comments received in relation to
safeguarding and the wider shortfall in the Greater
Birmingham Housing Market Area the preliminary
view of officers is that the Green Belt review of
land for housing is a strategic issue which may be
more appropriate to deal with through a Local Plan
review following the adoption of this plan (Local
Plan Part 2). This position will be kept under
consideration in the light of emerging evidence and
assessment work.

-
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population. Successive National Governments
have therefore seen the maintenance of the
Green Belt as a priority and expected/encouraged
local authorities to take the same view:
•
The NPPF 2012, Paragraphs 79 to 92,
Protecting Green Belt land, states that: “Once
established, Green Belt boundaries should only
be altered in exceptional circumstances” and
that, “When considering any planning
application, local planning authorities should
ensure that substantial weight is given to any
harm to the Green Belt. ‘Very special
circumstances’ will not exist unless the potential
harm to the Green Belt by reason of
inappropriateness, and any other harm, is clearly
outweighed by other considerations”.
•
The Department for Communities and
Local Government document, Fixing our Broken
Housing Market, February 2017, List of proposals,
Step 1: Planning for the Right Homes in the Right
Places, puts emphasis on “Maintaining existing
strong protections for the Green Belt” and
clarifying that, “Green Belt boundaries should be
amended only in exceptional circumstances when
local authorities can demonstrate that they have
fully examined all other reasonable options for
meeting their identified housing requirements”.
Additionally, individuals within Government have
also recently supported the protection of the
Green Belt:
•
Housing Minister Gavin Barwell made it
clear in February 2017 that “Green Belt land does
-
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not need to be built on in order to solve the
housing shortage which can be met without
building on Green Belt land”.
•
Prime Minister Theresa May also
reaffirmed a Conservative commitment to
protect the Green Belt.

IO141

Severn Trent Water Ltd (c/oGL
Hearn)

The weight of argument and opinion is clearly
against the use or earmarking of any Green Belt
land for future development. If the Council
chooses to ignore this, then it will need to make
clear to us and to the wider local electorate not
only why it has chosen to ignore Government
guidelines but also the exceptional circumstances
that apply.
PROTECT THE GREEN BELT
Consider site at Wedges Mills no longer meets 5
purposes of Green Belts – it is a self contained
parcel which would not result in unrestricted
sprawl; it would not result in coalescence; it
would not result in encroachment in countryside;
it will not affect any heritage assets; it would
effectively round off the area to the north to
meet future employment needs.

Noted and for consideration as the site assessment
work is undertaken. The adopted spatial strategy is
urban focused and will maximise urban and
brownfield sites as much as possible and where this
accords with the broad apportionment of
development as set out in Local Plan Part 1. Work is
currently being undertaken to update the data base
(Employment Land Availability Assessment) to
provide up to date evidence. As noted in the issues
and options consultation if there is still a shortfall
remaining in employment supply there may be a
need to consider Green Belt options for
employment land although it may be appropriate
to consider this in tandem with housing via a Local
Plan review. This will be kept under consideration
in the light of emerging evidence base and
assessment work.
-
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IO142

Staffordshire County Council

Green Belt Review methodology seems
appropriate and principle of minor adjustments is
understandable. However disagree with 2 minor
adjustments in Appendix 4 – D & F (schools).
Green belt Review methodology seems
appropriate and principle of minor adjustments
understandable. However do not agree with two
of minor adjustments – D and F relating to Chase
View and Hazel Slade Primary Schools –
detrimental should schools need to grow and/or
adapt.

Noted and for consideration as the site assessment
work is undertaken.

IO143

St Modwen (c/o RPS)

Local Plan Part 2 should not make any adjustment
to the Green Belt boundary at Pye Green Road.
Green Belt Review (2016) suggests land to the
northern part of the Land West of Pye Green
Road should be put into Green Belt. It is
understood from the Local Plan Part 1 Policies
Map and paragraph 5.5 of the Local Plan Part 2
document that the whole of the site is to remain
as a strategic housing site under Policy CP6. It is
excluded from the site options assessments as it
is already identified in Local Plan Part 1. Object
to the inclusion of the northern part of the site
being returned to Green Belt. This would be
inconsistent with the recommendations of the
1997 Local Plan Inspector who agreed the land
should be safeguarded and that it did not meet
the five purposes of including land within the
Green Belt. Would be inconsistent with Local
Plan Part 2 strategy of making only ‘minor
adjustments’ unless land is being removed for
development purposes (see paragraph 4.10 of

Noted and for consideration as the site assessment
work is undertaken however this particular issue
did not form part of the Issues and Options
consultation.

-
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IO144

Talbot K

the Local Plan Part 2). It is not possible to
identify accurately a boundary for any land to
include within the Green Belt at present. Outline
consent has been granted but it is unknown to
what precise extent the residential development
will cover with it likely that residential
development through future reserved matters
applications will necessitate utilising part of the
site the Green Belt Review is suggesting could be
returned to Green Belt. The parcel of land
suggested for inclusion in the Green Belt is
currently in agricultural use with no defining
features to the southern boundary identified on
the plan. The northern boundary of the entire
site is clearly bounded by existing woodland and
was used to define the boundary to remove from
the Green Belt- this remains the permanent and
robust boundary at present. References NPPF
paragraph 82- putting land back into the Green
Belt may well impact on delivery of the strategic
housing allocation.
Brownfield sites must be used before precious
green space e.g. Rugeley Power Station. Cannock
Wood is AONB and local authorities have a duty
to protect these areas from being lost forever.
Wildlife habitats are being squeezed and should
be given consideration, as well as the impact of
wildlife being pushed towards busy roads.

Noted and for consideration as the site assessment
work is undertaken. The adopted spatial strategy is
urban focused and will maximise urban and
brownfield sites as much as possible and where this
accords with the broad apportionment of
development as set out in Local Plan Part 1. Work is
currently being undertaken to update the data base
(Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment) to
provide up to date evidence on housing sites. In the
light of comments received in relation to
safeguarding and the wider shortfall in the Greater
Birmingham Housing Market Area the preliminary
-
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IO145

Taylor Wimpey (Lichfields)

Support the safeguarded area of land East of
Wimblebury Road but there are exceptional
circumstances to justify releasing the entire site
now to meet the needs of the district and the
wider GBHMA shortfall, and the lack of other
options. If the appropriate approach at present is
determined to be safeguarding then the whole
site should be safeguarded and policy triggers
included in the plan to allow the release of
housing earlier if needed. Evidence base should
be revisited to ensure is compliant with the
White paper. A statement of Common Ground
will be needed to show how authorities are
working together to meet cross boundary
requirements. The shortfall must be addressed

view of officers is that the Green Belt review of
land for housing is a strategic issue which may be
more appropriate to deal with through a Local Plan
review following the adoption of this plan (Local
Plan Part 2). This position will be kept under
consideration in the light of emerging evidence and
assessment work.
The AONB issue is noted: assessment work wll be
undertaken with regard to Local Plan Part 1 (policy
CP14) which sets out the context for considering
development in the AONB.
In terms of maximising the use of brownfield sites
all Councils will have to publish a Brownfield Sites
Register by December 31st 2017. An updated
SHLAA incorporating new sites received to the
Local Plan Part 2 consultation and any additional
information on potentially available brownfield
sites will feed into this process.
Noted and for consideration as the site assessment
work is undertaken. The adopted spatial strategy is
urban focused and will maximise urban and
brownfield sites as much as possible and where this
accords with the broad apportionment of
development as set out in Local Plan Part 1. Work is
currently being undertaken to update the data base
(Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment) to
provide up to date evidence on housing sites. In the
light of comments received in relation to
safeguarding and the wider shortfall in the Greater
Birmingham Housing Market Area the preliminary
view of officers is that the Green Belt review of
land for housing is a strategic issue which may be
more appropriate to deal with through a Local Plan
-
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IO146

Todd M

now and must not be postponed until a future
date. There is not sufficient urban land and Green
Belt will be required.
The methodology set out in the Green belt
review is acknowledged and a full response may
need to be provided at the next consultation
stage. The methodology in relation to Green Belt
parcel ref C14 has been incorrectly applied in
relation to two purposes – purpose 2 and
purpose 3. The site would not result in reduced
separation distance, and the site is already
contained by strong boundaries of built
development or other strong physical
boundaries.
Rugeley has experienced a high level of
development and more is underway without
destroying the Green Belt, with its wonderful
wildlife. The Heritage Trail is used by hikers, dog
walkers, and cyclists so it would be a travesty to
destroy it. Slitting Mill is a lovely village with
history and could loose its village status.

review following the adoption of this plan (Local
Plan Part 2). This position will be kept under
consideration in the light of emerging evidence and
assessment work.
The methodology in relation to the Green Belt
review and the matter raised relating to separation
distance will be looked at further.

Noted and for consideration as the site assessment
work is undertaken. The adopted spatial strategy is
urban focused and will maximise urban and
brownfield sites as much as possible and where this
accords with the broad apportionment of
development as set out in Local Plan Part 1. Work is
currently being undertaken to update the data base
(Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment) to
provide up to date evidence on housing sites. In the
light of comments received in relation to
safeguarding and the wider shortfall in the Greater
Birmingham Housing Market Area the preliminary
view of officers is that the Green Belt review of
land for housing is a strategic issue which may be
more appropriate to deal with through a Local Plan
review following the adoption of this plan (Local
Plan Part 2). This position will be kept under
consideration in the light of emerging evidence and
assessment work.
-
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IO147

Upton Trust and Carney Brothers
Ltd c/o Wardell Armstrong

Refers to national planning policy for Green Belt
(paragraphs 83-85 of the NPPF).
Rugeley is a highly sustainable location forming a
key settlement with primary factors like
employment, strategic road and rail links making
it a primary or tier 1 settlement which is
eminently suitable to accommodate
proportionate growth. Its boundaries are
restrained however, primarily to the west by the
West Midlands Green Belt.
It is agreed that the Green belt needs to be
objectively reviewed to assess the
appropriateness of accommodating required
levels of housing need. The 5% figure is
considered arbitrary and not the subject of
robust and holistic analysis of appropriateness,
including properly embracing the potential
for sustainable development directly adjacent to
primary settlements.
Section 4.10 references ‘anomalies’ and ‘minor
boundary adjustments, tidying up the Green Belt
to ensure it continues to function…’. It is
promoted that this approach to the Green Belt
should be fully objective and whilst only justifying
minor levels of development due to impact
should be more than just a simplistic and limited
exercise.

Comments noted, although regarding the 5%
figure- justification for this option was included
within the supporting text of the Local Plan (Part 2)
consultation document.
Rugeley is also constrained by other factors,
notably the AONB.
The adopted spatial strategy is urban focused and
will maximise urban and brownfield sites as much
as possible and where this accords with the broad
apportionment of development as set out in Local
Plan Part 1. Work is currently being undertaken to
update the data base (Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment) to provide up to date
evidence on housing sites. In the light of comments
received in relation to safeguarding and the wider
shortfall in the Greater Birmingham Housing
Market Area the preliminary view of officers is that
the Green Belt review of land for housing is a
strategic issue which may be more appropriate to
deal with through a Local Plan review following the
adoption of this plan (Local Plan Part 2). This
position will be kept under consideration in the
light of emerging evidence and assessment work.

There is adequate best practice to robustly
review without being prejudiced by target levels
-
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(in this case 5% arbitrary release), or preconceived techniques of restricting change to any
anomalies and adjustments rather than a
rigorous analysis.
IO148

Upton Trust and Carney Brothers
Ltd c/o Wardell Armstrong

It is totally agreed that Green Belt boundaries
should be reviewed in order to properly assess its
function. The March 2016 Cannock Chase Green
Belt study assesses parcels of land in terms of
how they function using a simple scoring system.
Its simplicity does in fact lead to the outcomes
not being robust in terms of appropriately
assessing sites and land parcels in a robust and
non-subjective manner. In addition, at paragraph
3.17 the Cannock Chase study states that “The
NPPF makes clear that all Green Belt purposes
carry the same weight. In order to avoid the
weighting of individual purposes it is important to
ensure that each parcel has the opportunity to
score the same against all of the Green Belt
purposes”. However, this is incorrect as the NPPF
does not state that all Green Belt purposes carry
the same weight. Neither does it rank the
importance of the purposes. The contribution a
parcel makes to each purpose, and the
importance of each purpose for that parcel, will
vary. Land parcels should therefore be
considered on a case-by-case basis in order to
fully understand the complexities of how each
parcel contributes to the Green Belt, rather than
broadly applying equal weighting to all purposes
across all land.

Disagree that the Green belt methodology is
subjective and not robust. It is accepted that there
are different methodologies for undertaking Green
Belt reviews. The Green Belt review undertaken by
LUC on behalf of Cannock Chase Council is
considered robust and the methodology has been
consistently applied across each of the parcels
being assessed.
The landscape character assessment is a separate
piece of evidence which will also be used in
assessing sites.

-
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Because of this subjectivity, an alternative
assessment has been undertaken of the Rugeley
Green Belt sites utilising the methodology from
the 2016 Lichfield Green Belt analysis as this
provides a greater level of objectivity in
understanding the complexities of the Green belt
purposes (provided as Appendix 1 to the
representation). This provides a much more
objective analysis, better related to the NPPF
utilising a system of three defined
categories (important, moderate and minor) in
relation to a high level of defined purposes of the
Green Belt. This process has stood Inspector
scrutiny through to Plan adoption. This process is
more rigorous, analytical and robust and as such
is a sound process for Plan preparation.
However, for the purpose ‘to check ‘the
unrestricted sprawl of large built-up areas’ the
Lichfield criteria is tailored to the West Midlands
context. Therefore, in this case the Cannock
Chase criteria are used.
It is agreed that an updated landscape Character
Assessment will be required to objectively
support this process of Green Belt review and
ensure objectivity and henceforth soundness.
The Consultant has extensive experience of work
on Green belt assessment, including work for
local authorities.
In this case, the reference point is land parcels R1
-
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IO149

Walsall MBC

IO150

Walsall MBC

and R2, within which the client’s small sites sit.
These form two of the 15 land parcels assessed.
Summary tables provided showing outcomes
from different scoring methods. This more
objective analysis demonstrates that there are 6
no. Sites (Minor & Minor-Moderate
classifications) that should be taken forward for
further analysis for their suitability for Green Belt
release on the grounds of their exceptional
circumstances of lack of contribution and their
lack of contribution to openness.
Recognise that the LPP1 proposes some
alterations to the boundaries of the Green Belt, in
particular to accommodate housing development
in certain locations and to allocate sites for
gypsies and travellers. Issue as to whether this
approach will be sufficient if the district council is
looking to address the issue of housing need
arising from Birmingham as part of this plan.

Commented previously on the proposed
methodology for this study. Generally accept its
conclusions. However, statement that “Broad

Noted and for consideration as the site assessment
work is undertaken. The adopted spatial strategy is
urban focused and will maximise urban and
brownfield sites as much as possible and where this
accords with the broad apportionment of
development as set out in Local Plan Part 1. Work is
currently being undertaken to update the data base
(Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment) to
provide up to date evidence on housing sites. In the
light of comments received in relation to
safeguarding and the wider shortfall in the Greater
Birmingham Housing Market Area the preliminary
view of officers is that the Green Belt review of
land for housing is a strategic issue which may be
more appropriate to deal with through a Local Plan
review following the adoption of this plan (Local
Plan Part 2). This position will be kept under
consideration in the light of emerging evidence and
assessment work.
Noted. Broad Area 5 was considered not to lie
adjacent to a built up area as it is bounded by other
Green belt parcels which lie in between this Broad
-
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Area 5 does not lie adjacent to a built-up area”
does not appear to take account of the close
proximity of Pelsall and Brownhills.
Question the purpose of scoring area M6T1 as
this consists solely of the motorway and its
associated landscaping.

IO151

Warman C

IO152

Wright T (Pegasus) re Land at
Upper Birches Farm, Rugeley

Proposed Minor Adjustment H- Within the
Cannock Wood village envelope there are many
instances of the Green Belt Boundary not
coinciding with property boundaries. Therefore
the situation at 74, Hayfield Hill cannot be seen
as anomalous.
The Environmental Capacity Report shows that
additional development will need Green Belt
release. Safeguarding should be considered in
addition to allocations. Agree that sustainability is
key. Support the approach of the Green belt
Review in terms of assessing land parcels against
the five purposes of Green Belt.

area and the built up area and that are separately
appraised. It is stated as making a considerable
contribution to preventing neighbouring towns
merging (Norton Canes, Great Wyrley, Brownhills
and the Walsall urban area). M6T1 was included to
reflect the fact that the M6 Toll has been built since
the last review of the Green Belt in the Local Plan
(1997) so still lies within Green Belt land that
should be reviewed for consistency across the
District.
Noted – this will be looked at further as work on
the plan progresses.

Noted and for consideration as the site assessment
work is undertaken. The adopted spatial strategy is
urban focused and will maximise urban and
brownfield sites as much as possible and where this
accords with the broad apportionment of
development as set out in Local Plan Part 1. Work is
currently being undertaken to update the data base
(Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment) to
provide up to date evidence on housing sites. In the
light of comments received in relation to
safeguarding and the wider shortfall in the Greater
Birmingham Housing Market Area the preliminary
view of officers is that the Green Belt review of
land for housing is a strategic issue which may be
more appropriate to deal with through a Local Plan
review following the adoption of this plan (Local
Plan Part 2). This position will be kept under
-
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IO153

Wright T (Pegasus) re Land at
Upper Birches Farm, Rugeley

The land adjacent to Hednesford Road, Rugeley
site is assessed in the 2016 Green Belt
Assessment under individual parcel reference R7.

consideration in the light of emerging evidence and
assessment work.
Comments noted and these detailed issues will be
considered further as work on the plan continues.

The site being promoted by the
landowner Mr Tony Wright (R112) has an overall
score of 9/20 when assessed against
the five purposes of the Green Belt, which is a
low to medium score in terms of how sensitive
the site is related to Green Belt/ landscape
matters.
Issue 1b of the Green Belt Assessment discusses
openness, with Parcel R7 scoring 1 against this
category. It is noted in the Assessment that the
site has some farm buildings to the north east of
the site, in addition to a disused sewage
works in the centre of the site. The assessment
notes that the buildings associated with the farm
compromise the openness of the Green Belt
within their immediate vicinity, but notes the
majority of the parcel is undeveloped and open.
Given the size of the buildings and the extent of
hardstanding we believe that the
assessment of the impact of the existing
development is understated, but on
balance the scoring is probably reasonable.
Issue 3a of the Green Belt Assessment also
discusses the farm buildings, under
the category ‘significance of existing urban
-
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influences’. Again we would like to
reiterate that these existing buildings do present
an urban influence which arguably decreases the
sensitivity of the site in Green Belt terms. The site
is also located directly adjacent to the urban form
of Rugeley. By virtue of its immediate proximity
to the settlement and the presence of built
development it is considered that the site is less
sensitive than other parcels of land around
Rugeley in Green Belt terms.
Issue 3b of the assessment discusses the
significance of boundaries/features to
contain development and prevent encroachment.
there are no significant boundaries to the south
of the site, although clearly Hednesford Road
and the Chase Rail provide defensible boundaries
to the east and west. Whilst it is acknowledged
that the southern extent of the site is limited in
terms of physical features, the provision of a
potential new country park on site as a part of a
residential development could provide an
effective way to achieve a defensible
boundary and contain any future residential
development. Notably this is an
approach which Lichfield District Council have
adopted with their Strategic Development
Allocations South of Lichfield

-
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Rep ID No.
IO154

Respondent
AONB Unit

IO155

Black N

Local Plan Part 2 Chapter 5. Housing- Issue H1/Options H1a and H1b
Comment
Council Response
At paras 5.15 and 5.16 include an option that is
Local Plan Part 1 does not wholly preclude
based on no assessment of any potential sites
development within the AONB as set out in Policy
for new housing and employment in the AONB.
CP14 and assessment work needs to be undertaken
in this context.
Please could the recently approved development It is assumed that the sites being referred to are
sites of Hayfield Hill adjacent to number 51 and
minor sites with planning permission (CH/16/178 for
of Park Gate Road be added to the plan to show 2 net dwellings and CH/16/348 for 3 net dwellings
that there is currently ongoing proposed
respectively). The Local Plan (Part 2) consultation
development in this local area which is highly
proposed two options for site allocations (see
significant as both locations are within the
Options H1a and H1b). This excluded minor sites
AONB.
with planning permission as justified in the
supporting text to the options. It is officers’
preliminary view that this approach remains valid at
this stage based upon evidence and consultation
responses. However, whilst these sites may not be
shown as allocations on the Local Plan Policies Map,
they are still counted as contributing to the housing
supply overall and all sites with planning permission
that are contributing to delivering housing in the
District are included within the Councils’ Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA). All
sites are mapped and are available to view online at
http://cannockchase.addresscafe.com/app/exploreit/
The Council will also consider how to present the
housing supply information in the next iteration of
the Local Plan (Part 2) so as to make transparent
which areas of the District are contributing to the
housing supply. This may include a section on the
rural areas supply, as presented in the SHLAA at
present.

-
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IO156

Brereton and Ravenhill Parish
Council

Agree with paragraph 5.15 “there is no need to
consider the release of further sites that lie
within the Green Belt to meet current
development requirements”.

IO157

Bromford (c/o Pegasus Group)

IO158

Bromford (c/o Pegasus Group)

Document fails to highlight that there are less
than 15 years of remaining within the Plan
period.
The surplus in supply should be viewed with
caution. It should be recognised that
‘developable’ sites within the SHLAA have no
guarantee of delivery- number of reasons as to
why a site may not come forward/be delayed
e.g. unexpected constraints or landowners not
being willing to sell. The LPP2 provides an
opportunity to deliver uplift in housing delivery
over and above the minimum LPP1 requirement.

IO159

Bromford (c/o Pegasus Group)

Support no supply capacity being assumed from
Rugeley Power Station at this time. No certainty
that delivery can be achieved within the plan

Noted. The adopted spatial strategy is urban focused
and will maximise urban and brownfield sites as
much as possible and where this accords with the
broad apportionment of development as set out in
Local Plan Part 1. Work is currently being undertaken
to update the data base (Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment) to provide up to date
evidence on housing sites. In the light of comments
received in relation to safeguarding and the wider
shortfall in the Greater Birmingham Housing Market
Area the preliminary view of officers is that the
Green Belt review of land for housing is a strategic
issue which may be more appropriate to deal with
through a Local Plan review following the adoption of
this plan (Local Plan Part 2). This position will be kept
under consideration in the light of emerging evidence
and assessment work.
For clarification Local Plan Part 2 delivers Part 1
which covers the period 2006 – 2028.
An updated SHLAA will be published shortly –
anticipated September. This assesses the likelihood
at a site being delivered at a given point in time. The
supply calculations also factor in a nonimplementation discount to account for the fact that
some sites may not come forward (based on past
trends in the District). It is considered important that
flexibility in supply is maintained to deliver LPP1
requirements to allow for the occurrence of the
issues being raised.
Noted. Work on the power station is ongoing
(including consultation on an SPD relating to this site,
being produced jointly with Lichfield District Council).
-
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Bromford (c/o Pegasus Group)

IO161

District Councillor Burnett G
(Hednesford Green Heath Ward)

IO162

Butler R

period, based upon adjacent former power
station site progress.
Support Option H1b on the basis that issues may
arise which might impact delivery. Sites
identified in List 3 of Appendix 1 should be
assessed, particularly site C64.
Fundamentally remove all housing
development options in List 3 AONB Restricted
and Excluded SHLAA Sites (options H1a and H1b)
including option N13a.

Noted

Noted and for consideration as the site assessment
work is undertaken. The adopted spatial strategy is
urban focused and will maximise urban and
brownfield sites as much as possible and where this
accords with the broad apportionment of
development as set out in Local Plan Part 1. Work is
currently being undertaken to update the data base
(Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment) to
provide up to date evidence on housing sites. In the
light of comments received in relation to
safeguarding and the wider shortfall in the Greater
Birmingham Housing Market Area the preliminary
view of officers is that the Green Belt review of land
for housing is a strategic issue which may be more
appropriate to deal with through a Local Plan review
following the adoption of this plan (Local Plan Part 2).
This position will be kept under consideration in the
light of emerging evidence and assessment work.
Please could the recently approved development It is assumed that the sites being referred to are
sites of Hayfield hill adjacent to number 51 and
minor sites with planning permission (CH/16/178 for
of Park Gate Road be added to the plan to show 2 net dwellings and CH/16/348 for 3 net dwellings
that there is currently ongoing proposed
respectively). The Local Plan (Part 2) consultation
development in this local area which is highly
proposed two options for site allocations (see
significant as both locations are within the
Options H1a and H1b). This excluded minor sites
AONB.
with planning permission as justified in the
supporting text to the options. It is officers’
preliminary view that this approach remains valid at
-
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Cannock Chase District
Conservative Group

Fundamentally remove all housing
development options in List 3 AONB Restricted
and Excluded SHLAA Sites (options H1a and H1b)
including option N13a.

this stage based upon evidence and consultation
responses. However, whilst these sites may not be
shown as allocations on the Local Plan Policies Map,
they are still counted as contributing to the housing
supply overall and all sites with planning permission
that are contributing to delivering housing in the
District are included within the Councils’ Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA). All
sites are mapped and are available to view online at
http://cannockchase.addresscafe.com/app/exploreit/
The Council will also consider how to present the
housing supply information in the next iteration of
the Local Plan (Part 2) so as to make transparent
which areas of the District are contributing to the
housing supply. This may include a section on the
rural areas supply, as presented in the SHLAA at
present.
Noted and for consideration as the site assessment
work is undertaken. The adopted spatial strategy is
urban focused and will maximise urban and
brownfield sites as much as possible and where this
accords with the broad apportionment of
development as set out in Local Plan Part 1. Work is
currently being undertaken to update the data base
(Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment) to
provide up to date evidence on housing sites. In the
light of comments received in relation to
safeguarding and the wider shortfall in the Greater
Birmingham Housing Market Area the preliminary
view of officers is that the Green Belt review of land
for housing is a strategic issue which may be more
appropriate to deal with through a Local Plan review
following the adoption of this plan (Local Plan Part 2).
-
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Chappells H

IO165

Church Commissioners (Barton
Wilmore)

This position will be kept under consideration in the
light of emerging evidence and assessment work.
Please could the recently approved development It is assumed that the sites being referred to are
sites of Hayfield hill adjacent to number 51 and
minor sites with planning permission (CH/16/178 for
of Park Gate Road be added to the plan to show 2 net dwellings and CH/16/348 for 3 net dwellings
that there is currently ongoing proposed
respectively). The Local Plan (Part 2) consultation
development in this local area which is highly
proposed two options for site allocations (see
significant as both locations are within the
Options H1a and H1b). This excluded minor sites
AONB.
with planning permission as justified in the
supporting text to the options. It is officers’
preliminary view that this approach remains valid at
this stage based upon evidence and consultation
responses. However, whilst these sites may not be
shown as allocations on the Local Plan Policies Map,
they are still counted as contributing to the housing
supply overall and all sites with planning permission
that are contributing to delivering housing in the
District are included within the Councils’ Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA). All
sites are mapped and are available to view online at
http://cannockchase.addresscafe.com/app/exploreit/
The Council will also consider how to present the
housing supply information in the next iteration of
the Local Plan (Part 2) so as to make transparent
which areas of the District are contributing to the
housing supply. This may include a section on the
rural areas supply, as presented in the SHLAA at
present.
The figures do not include any potential capacity The ‘policy on’ approach stems from the fact that
from sites identified within the ‘Green belt,
Local Plan Part 2 is to deliver Part 1. The SHLAA
AONB, Restricted and Excluded’ section of the
details the ‘policy on’ methodology further, which is
SHLAA. Concerned by the exclusion of Green
considered in accordance with the NPPF.
Belt sites and reliance on urban sites, no
-
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Cocker A

guarantees that they are deliverable and
developable. Dealing with Green Belt sites
should not be left to the next plan period, many
are sustainable and allow flexibility and would
boost the supply of housing as per NPPF para 47.
Unclear why the Council is adopting a ‘policy on’
approach for the provision of housing and
excluding the capacity of Green belt sites in the
SHLAA. If Green belt sites are not considered
until the next plan period (or review) they will
not be able to be delivered sooner if urban
SHLAA sites do not deliver as planned. Do not
support H1a or H1b given the need to consider
the release of sites in the Green Belt to meet
current development needs. Bleak House is
sustainable and accessible on the edge of an
urban area which can be delivered flexibly in
phases – it could accommodate 1000 homes.

The adopted spatial strategy is urban focused and
will maximise urban and brownfield sites as much as
possible and where this accords with the broad
apportionment of development as set out in Local
Plan Part 1. Work is currently being undertaken to
update the data base (Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment) to provide up to date
evidence on housing sites. In the light of comments
received in relation to safeguarding and the wider
shortfall in the Greater Birmingham Housing Market
Area the preliminary view of officers is that the
Green Belt review of land for housing is a strategic
issue which may be more appropriate to deal with
through a Local Plan review following the adoption of
this plan (Local Plan Part 2). This position will be kept
under consideration in the light of emerging evidence
and assessment work.

Please could the recently approved development
sites of Hayfield hill adjacent to number 51 and
of Park Gate Road be added to the plan to show
that there is currently ongoing proposed
development in this local area which is highly
significant as both locations are within the
AONB.

It is assumed that the sites being referred to are
minor sites with planning permission (CH/16/178 for
2 net dwellings and CH/16/348 for 3 net dwellings
respectively). The Local Plan (Part 2) consultation
proposed two options for site allocations (see
Options H1a and H1b). This excluded minor sites
with planning permission as justified in the
supporting text to the options. It is officers’
preliminary view that this approach remains valid at
this stage based upon evidence and consultation
responses. However, whilst these sites may not be
shown as allocations on the Local Plan Policies Map,
they are still counted as contributing to the housing
supply overall and all sites with planning permission
-
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Cook J

Para 5.15 says that there is no need to consider
the release of further Green belt sites to meet
current development requirements.
Furthermore, para 5.24 makes it clear that there
is already a surplus of around 600 dwellings on
urban and urban extension sites over and above
current development requirements, and this is
without taking into account the longer term
redevelopment of the power station site. In the
light of this, there is no justification for taking
the land parcels lying between Slitting Mill and
Rugeley , assessed by the Green belt Study as
higher performing, out of the existing Green belt
to allow them to be used for housing
development.
In para 5.30, the Council says that it is
considering testing the potential to
accommodate an additional 1000 dwellings
(over and above the 5300 target). This is to
meet Birmingham’s shortfall in the supply of
housing land. This is not a reasonable option for

that are contributing to delivering housing in the
District are included within the Councils’ Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA). All
sites are mapped and are available to view online at
http://cannockchase.addresscafe.com/app/exploreit/
The Council will also consider how to present the
housing supply information in the next iteration of
the Local Plan (Part 2) so as to make transparent
which areas of the District are contributing to the
housing supply. This may include a section on the
rural areas supply, as presented in the SHLAA at
present.
The adopted spatial strategy is urban focused and
will maximise urban and brownfield sites as much as
possible and where this accords with the broad
apportionment of development as set out in Local
Plan Part 1. Work is currently being undertaken to
update the data base (Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment) to provide up to date
evidence on housing sites. In the light of comments
received in relation to safeguarding and the wider
shortfall in the Greater Birmingham Housing Market
Area the preliminary view of officers is that the
Green Belt review of land for housing is a strategic
issue which may be more appropriate to deal with
through a Local Plan review following the adoption of
this plan (Local Plan Part 2). This position will be kept
under consideration in the light of emerging evidence
and assessment work.
In terms of maximising the use of brownfield sites all
Councils will have to publish a Brownfield Sites
Register by December 31st 2017. An updated SHLAA
-
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Davies A Mr

the Council to consider , unless the additional
capacity can be provided through brownfield
development in the Cannock Chase area.
Green belt land in Cannock chase, and in
particular high performing Green Belt land such
as that lying between Slitting Mill and Rugeley,
should not be sacrificed to meet Birmingham’s
shortfall. As the Council’s own Green belt Study
says in para 5.6 (in ‘Final 4’), any changes to the
Green belt should only be done in exceptional
circumstances, such as unmet housing need,
that can’t be met elsewhere. If it were the case
that there was insufficient brownfield land in
Cannock Chase to meet Birmingham’s shortfall,
then Birmingham’s lower performing Green Belt
should be sacrificed to meet the shortfall.
Please could the recently approved development
sites of Hayfield hill adjacent to number 51 and
of Park Gate Road be added to the plan to show
that there is currently ongoing proposed
development in this local area which is highly
significant as both locations are within the
AONB.

incorporating new sites received to the Local Plan
Part 2 consultation and any additional information on
potentially available brownfield sites will feed into
this process.

It is assumed that the sites being referred to are
minor sites with planning permission (CH/16/178 for
2 net dwellings and CH/16/348 for 3 net dwellings
respectively). The Local Plan (Part 2) consultation
proposed two options for site allocations (see
Options H1a and H1b). This excluded minor sites
with planning permission as justified in the
supporting text to the options. It is officers’
preliminary view that this approach remains valid at
this stage based upon evidence and consultation
responses. However, whilst these sites may not be
shown as allocations on the Local Plan Policies Map,
they are still counted as contributing to the housing
supply overall and all sites with planning permission
that are contributing to delivering housing in the
District are included within the Councils’ Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA). All
-
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Gallagher Estates (Pegasus)

LPP2 fails to state that less than 15 years remain
in the plan period.

IO170

Gallagher Estates (Pegasus)

The assertion that the SHLAA identifies a surplus
of 750 dwellings against the LPP1 target (14% of
the requirement) should be viewed with caution.
‘Developable’ sites have no guarantee of
delivery within the plan’s timescales (or at all).
Robust contingency / uplift should be provided –
would allow issues to be dealt with ahead of a
local plan review and would ensure more
flexibility in the supply.

IO171

Gallagher Estates (Pegasus)

IO172

Gallagher Estates (Pegasus)

IO173

Garner D

Support the exclusion of potential capacity of
the power station site as no certainty as to what
can be achieved during the plan period.
Endorse Option H1b
The assessment should include ‘restricted’ sites
in line with the proposed site selection
methodology including Green Belt.
The sites in those parts of your Council's district
where I believe housing developments should
now take place are the following.
1.
The site in St. Michaels Road, Brereton

sites are mapped and are available to view online at
http://cannockchase.addresscafe.com/app/exploreit/
The Council will also consider how to present the
housing supply information in the next iteration of
the Local Plan (Part 2) so as to make transparent
which areas of the District are contributing to the
housing supply. This may include a section on the
rural areas supply, as presented in the SHLAA at
present.
For clarification Local Plan Part 2 delivers Part 1
which covers the period 2006 – 2028.
An updated SHLAA will be published shortly –
anticipated September. This assesses the likelihood
at a site being delivered at a given point in time. The
supply calculations also factor in a nonimplementation discount to account for the fact that
some sites may not come forward (based on past
trends in the District). It is considered important that
flexibility in supply is maintained to deliver LPP1
requirements to allow for the occurrence of the
issues being raised.
Noted. Work on the power station is ongoing
(including consultation on an SPD relating to this site,
being produced jointly with Lichfield District Council).
Noted

Noted – these issues will be taken into account and
explored as work on the plan moves forward. Some
of these sites are already included in the site options
assessment. Others have not been promoted for
-
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where the former Nurseryfields School was until inclusion in the assessment by landowners- will
several years before it was demolished and
consider if appropriate for inclusion.
where the appropriate services are still available.
'Yes', it may still be owned by Staffordshire
County Council but I do not believe that would
stop you working with that Authority to have it
made available, sold to a 'Developer' for such
development thus bringing in much needed
income for that Authority in its present financial
situation.
2.
Your Authority's offices in Anson Street,
Rugeley which it is understood are to be closed
in the not too distant future and the staff there
to be moved elsewhere in the town to provide
'part-time services' for the public, etc. Those
offices could then be turned into
flats/apartments.
3.
The piece of land in Shugborough Road
adjacent to The Beeches Estate and Co-Operate
Food Store in Springfields Road. That piece of
land has not been used for any purposes for
several years despite a few concrete fencing
posts being left in place. It is believed that that
land is owned by yourselves.
4.
A similar piece of land to that in
Shugborough Road with some similar posts left
there too in Rutland Avenue which is part of
Draycott Park Housing Estate.
5.
The site of the former Rugeley British
Legion Club at the junction of Bow Street and
Crossley Stone. That site backs on to the one in
Lion Street - which is just round the corner from
Crossley Stone - where that housing
-
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development was given permission by
yourselves previously to its owner who own The
Vine Public House too.
6.
Station Road - at its junction with Power
Station Road and opposite McDonalds, etc. there is a piece of land which Staffordshire
County Council used as a site for its machinery,
etc. when it was building the new by-pass for
Rugeley a few years ago. I believe it is currently
being used by the developers of the New Tippers
Building Merchants building, etc. between
McDonalds and Amazon. That piece of land
would be suitable for some new
flats/apartments.
7.
Stile Cop Road - on the left as you leave
Hednesford Road to go towards Stile Cop Road is a large piece of land adjacent to Draycott Park
Estate which could be used for a large
development. Again, it is probably owned by
Staffordshire County Council which should not
prevent it being put forward for housing
development in order to create more income for
that body in its present financial circumstances.
The '106 Monies' (if that is what they are still
called) payable by developers on every occasion
can be contributed to clearing the 'flooding
problems' which occur in that Road. To have
those problems dealt with anyway is of higher
priority as more 'funeral corteges' now use that
Road to go to Stile Cop Cemetery as some of the
cemeteries in Cannock and Hednesford have
been closed as they are full. The one in Stile Cop
Road has been extended to cater for the
-
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Green M

resultant burials, etc.
8.
Regarding the site of Rugeley Power
Station - the whole site was previously outlined
for housing development/s by yourselves and
Lichfield District Council but only part of those
went ahead. I believe that, when - and if - the
present Power Station is removed its site would
be used for housing and industrial purposes.
I do not believe that there should be any
developments on 'green land sites' whatsoever
in either the Cannock Chase District Council's are
or in those owned by Public Bodies and adjacent
to our District. Those sites should be used for
only relaxation - recreation - rambling - public
footpaths -and all other similar purposes by the
general public, etc.
Please could the recently approved development
sites of Hayfield hill adjacent to number 51 and
of Park Gate Road be added to the plan to show
that there is currently ongoing proposed
development in this local area which is highly
significant as both locations are within the
AONB.

It is assumed that the sites being referred to are
minor sites with planning permission (CH/16/178 for
2 net dwellings and CH/16/348 for 3 net dwellings
respectively). The Local Plan (Part 2) consultation
proposed two options for site allocations (see
Options H1a and H1b). This excluded minor sites
with planning permission as justified in the
supporting text to the options. It is officers’
preliminary view that this approach remains valid at
this stage based upon evidence and consultation
responses. However, whilst these sites may not be
shown as allocations on the Local Plan Policies Map,
they are still counted as contributing to the housing
supply overall and all sites with planning permission
that are contributing to delivering housing in the
District are included within the Councils’ Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA). All
-
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Griffiths J

IO176

Herbert R

sites are mapped and are available to view online at
http://cannockchase.addresscafe.com/app/exploreit/
The Council will also consider how to present the
housing supply information in the next iteration of
the Local Plan (Part 2) so as to make transparent
which areas of the District are contributing to the
housing supply. This may include a section on the
rural areas supply, as presented in the SHLAA at
present.
Objection noted and these issues will be considered
further as work on the plan moves forward.

Please find this email as an objection to the
proposed removal of green belt land for high
density development, what particular concerns
me is the potential flooding risk plus the
following points:
Cannock Chase council is in a surplus of housing
and the Rugeley power station site would
provide ample space for any additional
requirement.
Norton Canes has provided the land for ample
housing supply as part of local plan part 1, and
therefore no further land should be
surrendered, especially given Cannock chase is in
a surplus.
Please class this email as a formal objection to
the above planning proposal.
With regard to the proposed sites outlined and
Noted and these issues will be taken into
the number of dwellings estimated, l
consideration as the plan moves forward:
acknowledge the need, but
infrastructure planning will be updated accordingly.
at what cost to the local environment ?
I am sure that you are aware already of the
shortage of access to many services to the
already large population, Hospitals, Schools.
Local government shortfalls in social care,
-
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Houldcroft J

IO178

Houldcroft J

appointments at the local doctors surgeries
being over a week .the list is long as you know,
can
this even stand a chance of improvement when
more people more cars put ever more strain on
local infrastructure?
Please consider this as an objection to large
numbers of dwellings, particularly when so many
of the proposed areas are within the A.O.N.B
Green Belt and S.S.l. The roads in Cannock
Wood are already dangerous, and with the
prospect of two thousand houses being built,
that could mean four thousand additional cars.
5.6 - As Local Plan Part 2 is to deliver the detail
set out in Part 1, it is imperative that it is
consistent with it.
Reason for objecting to Greenbelt housing sites:
5.14 - The National Planning Policy Framework
states that Green Belt has five
purposes. Its role is:
• To check the unrestricted sprawl of built up
areas;
• To prevent neighbouring towns merging in to
one another;
• To assist in safeguarding the countryside from
encroachment;
• To preserve the setting and special character
of historic towns; and
• To assist in urban regeneration, by
encouraging the recycling of derelict
and other urban land.

Agreed.

Agreed these are the five purposes of Green Belt set
out in national policy. The adopted spatial strategy is
urban focused and will maximise urban and
brownfield sites as much as possible and where this
accords with the broad apportionment of
development as set out in Local Plan Part 1. Work is
currently being undertaken to update the data base
(Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment) to
provide up to date evidence on housing sites. In the
light of comments received in relation to
safeguarding and the wider shortfall in the Greater
Birmingham Housing Market Area the preliminary
view of officers is that the Green Belt review of land
for housing is a strategic issue which may be more
appropriate to deal with through a Local Plan review
following the adoption of this plan (Local Plan Part 2).
This position will be kept under consideration in the
-
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light of emerging evidence and assessment work.
IO179

Houldcroft J

Local Plan Part 2 is contradictory to deliver Local
Plan Part 1 and Cannock Chase AONB
Management Plan 2014-19 with sites C136,
C137, C373, C376, C399, C400, C401, C402,
C403, C404 and CE55 all being within the Green
Belt and AONB, these sites should be taken out
of the next round of the plan on these points
alone. All these sites would ruin the character of
Cannock Wood village and be detrimental to the
AONB.
Furthermore with sites C264, C264(a), C264(b),
C285, C264 (c), C264(d), C264 (e) and C265.
These proposed sites would be detrimental to
the area in general linking urban areas together,
ruining the local landscape and the views into
and out of the AONB. These sites are not in
keeping with the local area and would ruin the
local community having such an increase
population.

The adopted spatial strategy is urban focused and
will maximise urban and brownfield sites as much as
possible and where this accords with the broad
apportionment of development as set out in Local
Plan Part 1. Work is currently being undertaken to
update the data base (Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment) to provide up to date
evidence on housing sites. In the light of comments
received in relation to safeguarding and the wider
shortfall in the Greater Birmingham Housing Market
Area the preliminary view of officers is that the
Green Belt review of land for housing is a strategic
issue which may be more appropriate to deal with
through a Local Plan review following the adoption of
this plan (Local Plan Part 2). This position will be kept
under consideration in the light of emerging evidence
and assessment work.
Issues raised in these detailed referenced comments
will be considered further as assessment work on the
plan progresses.

The sites C136, C137, C373, C376, C399, C400,
C401, C402, C403, C404 and CE55 would
overwhelm the small village of Cannock Wood
which does not have the infrastructure to
support developments of this size. They would
also effect the environment, much of the traffic
would have to pass via the 5 ways junction at
Heath Hayes which already has air pollution
issues and requires measures to bring the air
quality at this junction within European
-
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standards.
Much of the proposed land in sites C136, C137,
C373, C376, C399, C400, C401, C402, C403, C404
and CE55 is used for equestrian purposes.
Cannock Chase and the AONB is being promoted
as recreational and leisure use, where would
people keep their horses if these sites went
ahead? Locally Coney Lodge Farm on Rugeley
Road, Chase Terrace is currently already under
development into and housing complex.
Many of the sites C136, C137, C373, C376, C399,
C400, C401, C402, C403, C404 and CE55 are on
top of old unmarked? Mine workings which
would cause issues during any development.
Another concern that I would have is having
such a mass of houses so close to the
Beaudesert Scout and Guide camp for security
reasons. Therefore making this site easily
accessible on foot etc. could cause issues.
The site that is proposed at C373, CE55 would
have a detrimental impact on the local wildlife
with many trees, ancient woods, streams and
pools there is a rich diversity of wildlife from
Deere, birds, newts etc.
Below are various extracts to support my
comments (which I have added comments in red
or made key sentences bold) to support the fact
that the sites C136, C137, C373, C376, C399,
-
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C400, C401, C402, C403, C404 and CE55 should
be taken out of the local plan due to them not
being in fitting with Local Plan Part 1 2014 and
the Cannock Chase AONB Management Plan
2014-19:
Page 35 of Local Plan Part 1, 3.0 Vision states
‘People will be proud of their local environment
which will be well managed. All of the
District’s landscapes, habitats, heritage assets
and cultural heritage will be conserved and
enhanced in a way which protects local identity
and distinctiveness. There will be no
inappropriate development within or on the
edge of the Cannock Chase Area of Outstanding
Natural Beauty. The Green Belt will be protected
from inappropriate development, will be well
managed and will be linked to the Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty. There will be a
‘green corridor’ of restored lowland heathland
habitat linking the Cannock Chase Area
of Outstanding Natural Beauty to Sutton Park.
• Cannock Chase Area of Outstanding Natural
Beauty will be better known as a place for
day visits and also as a place for longer stays
nearby, as guided by the AONB Management
Plan and Cannock Chase SAC mitigation
measures. There will be greater understanding
of the area’s heritage e.g. former military sites.
The network of open green space, including
canals and the Forest of Mercia, will be
strengthened and positively managed in the
interests
-
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of recreation and biodiversity. Agriculture and
forestry will continue to play major roles in
managing the rural landscape.’
Local Plan Part 1, Section 1 core strategy, figure
4.1. (see below) States that Cannock Wood is
within AONB and to ‘Respect Village Character’
The sites C136, C137, C373, C376, C399, C400,
C401, C402, C403, C404 and CE55 would not
be ‘respecting’ the village character as Cannock
Wood would be overwhelmed.
IO180

Houldcroft J

From the Cannock Chase AONB Management
Plan 2014-19, Cannock Wood and sites C136,
C137, C373, C376, C399, C400, C401, C402,
C403, C404 and CE55 are all within the area
classed as ‘Settled Plateau Farmlands’ as per
Figure 3 (page 13).
With Special Qualities (page 18) being :• Undulating landform dissected by small
wooded stream valleys
• Clustered farmsteads and roadside cottages
• Winding lanes with high hedgebanks
• Small irregular hedged fields

Issues raised in these detailed referenced comments
will be considered further as assessment work on the
plan progresses.
AONB context noted: Local Plan part 1 provides the
adopted policy context for consideration of sites
(Policy CP14) and issues raised will be considered
further as assessment work on the plan progresses.

These special qualities should therefore be
preserved.
Page 8 states
• HLO2 Conserve and enhance the distinctive
and nationally important landscape of Cannock
Chase AONB and the locally, nationally and
-
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internationally important biodiversity and
geodiversity it supports, ensuring links between
habitats within the AONB and surrounding
landscape.
Landscape Key issues (page 24) states:• KI6 Pressure for development, its quality and
impacts may change the character of the AONB
landscapes and its setting.
• KI7 Encroachment of urban elements into
landscapes.
• KI9 The development of major new housing
provision immediately surrounding the
AONB may significantly increase the impact of
regular visitors to localised areas.
Already on key dates i.e. Christmas, New year
and summer days Castle ring car park is full with
vehicles parking in surrounding narrow lanes
making walking around the local area dangerous.
Around the popular Castle Ring area and
Gentleshaw Common there are already signs of
too many visitors of trampled pathways, flora /
fauna and littering, dog fowling etc.
• KI21 Maintaining views from and into the
AONB.
Sites C136, C137, C373, C376, C399, C400, C401,
C402, C403, C404 and CE55 would ruin views
into and out of the AONB.
All the site listed above would have a
-
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detrimental impact on views from and into the
AONB. The green space in and around the
Cannock Chase AONB must be protected.
• KI22 Ancient woodland needs to be protected
and restored to secure its long term future.
There are ancient woodlands that form part of
site C373 and CE55.
Landscape Policies (page 30) states:• LP6 The Partnership will seek to influence
planning policies, Local Plans and planning
decisions to ensure they incorporate measures
for the conservation and enhancement of the
AONB landscape and scenic beauty.
I do not see how any of the sites C136, C137,
C373, C376, C399, C400, C401, C402, C403, C404
and CE55 conserve or enhance the AONB
landscape and scenic beauty.

IO181

Hurley MJ

• LP11 Work will be undertaken to ensure
protection of all landscape, heritage, geological
and ecological designated assets.
There is an old moat that is within the C373 and
CE55 sites so this should be protected as
heritage.
Attending the planning drop in at Rugeley, I
asked the question why the land between Fair
Oak school and Hagley park farm in Jones Lane
was not being considered for housing as the
council own the land. Surely this would be very

Noted but this is not a site which has been put
forward for potential development by landownerswill consider if appropriate for inclusion following
further investigation.

-
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Holford Estates (c/o Hawksmoor)

IO183

Home Builders Federation

IO184

Homes and Communities Agency
(c/o Jones Lang LaSalle)
Howard C

IO185

lucrative as the proceeds from the sale and a
possible 150 homes would generate a huge sum
of money. The proposal for the Hednesford site
would be an ideal option as there would be
minimum disruption to local amenities. The
Jones lane site would encroach on the heritage
lottery funded trail and also the junction with
Penkridge bank is not suitable for a large volume
of traffic. The site at the top of Burnthill lane
could be an option running along side the
railway line as long as there were restrictions in
place to safeguard the heritage trail.
Support Option H1b. Landowner of part of site
N13 which has outline planning permission. Site
should be allocated. Important to ensure the
future delivery of the site is maintained and
adopted in planning policy, should the planning
permission expire/current option agreement fall
away.
Suggest a hybrid approach based on option 1a
but also including any large sites on which
existing planning consents have lapsed.
HCA supports both options.

Comments on the other sites will be considered as
work on the plan moves forward.

Please could the recently approved development
sites of Hayfield hill adjacent to number 51 and
of Park Gate Road be added to the plan to show
that there is currently ongoing proposed
development in this local area which is highly
significant as both locations are within the
AONB.

It is assumed that the sites being referred to are
minor sites with planning permission (CH/16/178 for
2 net dwellings and CH/16/348 for 3 net dwellings
respectively). The Local Plan (Part 2) consultation
proposed two options for site allocations (see
Options H1a and H1b). This excluded minor sites
with planning permission as justified in the
supporting text to the options. It is officers’
preliminary view that this approach remains valid at

Noted and comments will be considered as
assessment work moves forward.

Noted

Noted

-
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Ingelwood Investments Co Ltd
(c/o SLR Consulting)

Although land in excess of the quantity required
for the current development plan period is
identified, a sensible review of the Green Belt
and release of Green Belt is still needed in order
to deliver a responsive Plan now and at
subsequent reviews. Disagree with Paragraph
5.15. The Green Belt should be
reviewed and land identified for early housing
delivery to meet any shortfall which might occur
due to land not being brought forward. This
need not compromise the delivery of urban
‘previously developed sites’ coming forward
first, but would allow more flexibility and
responsiveness to growing housing
requirements and the cross boundary demand
from the GBHMA. Option H1a should be

this stage based upon evidence and consultation
responses. However, whilst these sites may not be
shown as allocations on the Local Plan Policies Map,
they are still counted as contributing to the housing
supply overall and all sites with planning permission
that are contributing to delivering housing in the
District are included within the Councils’ Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA). All
sites are mapped and are available to view online at
http://cannockchase.addresscafe.com/app/exploreit/
The Council will also consider how to present the
housing supply information in the next iteration of
the Local Plan (Part 2) so as to make transparent
which areas of the District are contributing to the
housing supply. This may include a section on the
rural areas supply, as presented in the SHLAA at
present.
The adopted spatial strategy is urban focused and
will maximise urban and brownfield sites as much as
possible and where this accords with the broad
apportionment of development as set out in Local
Plan Part 1. Work is currently being undertaken to
update the data base (Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment) to provide up to date
evidence on housing sites. In the light of comments
received in relation to safeguarding and the wider
shortfall in the Greater Birmingham Housing Market
Area the preliminary view of officers is that the
Green Belt review of land for housing is a strategic
issue which may be more appropriate to deal with
through a Local Plan review following the adoption of
this plan (Local Plan Part 2). This position will be kept
under consideration in the light of emerging evidence
-
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James H

IO188

Jones TA

IO189

Kershaw, Best & Higgins (Peter

amended to consider List 4 sites in preference to
AONB sites contained within List 3.
Please could the recently approved development
sites of Hayfield hill adjacent to number 51 and
of Park Gate Road be added to the plan to show
that there is currently ongoing proposed
development in this local area which is highly
significant as both locations are within the
AONB.

Agree with and support statement that ‘there is
no need to consider the release of further sites
that lie within the Green belt to meet current
development requirements.’
Prefer H1a.

and assessment work.
It is assumed that the sites being referred to are
minor sites with planning permission (CH/16/178 for
2 net dwellings and CH/16/348 for 3 net dwellings
respectively). The Local Plan (Part 2) consultation
proposed two options for site allocations (see
Options H1a and H1b). This excluded minor sites
with planning permission as justified in the
supporting text to the options. It is officers’
preliminary view that this approach remains valid at
this stage based upon evidence and consultation
responses. However, whilst these sites may not be
shown as allocations on the Local Plan Policies Map,
they are still counted as contributing to the housing
supply overall and all sites with planning permission
that are contributing to delivering housing in the
District are included within the Councils’ Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA). All
sites are mapped and are available to view online at
http://cannockchase.addresscafe.com/app/exploreit/
The Council will also consider how to present the
housing supply information in the next iteration of
the Local Plan (Part 2) so as to make transparent
which areas of the District are contributing to the
housing supply. This may include a section on the
rural areas supply, as presented in the SHLAA at
present.
Noted although this will be subject to the detailed
assessment work being undertaken

Noted
-
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Richards & Co Ltd)
KGL Estates (Heminsley /
McGregor)

IO191

Knappik Mr & Mrs

There are only 11 years left of the current
adopted plan period and several of the 6-15
developable sites in the SHLAA have been rolled
forward annually on several occasions with no
indication of any significant progress having
been made to bring them forward. Examples are
sites C220(a), C220(b) and C80 in Hednesford
amounting to 157 units. The first two are still in
active employment use and it is probable that
delivery could take until beyond the end of the
plan period i.e. in the 11 to 15 year period of the
deliverable timescale. In Brereton sites R43 (a to
h), which are predicted to provide 137 units, are
similarly in active employment use and could
take over 10 years to come forward. This calls
into question the deliverability of the overall
SHLAA numbers even with the 20% discount
applied.
(Officer comment: These comments are also
picked up under the individual site references)
Housing Site Options in Rugeley and Brereton
(P12) – Assessments and priority of existing
brownfield sites must be allocated for
development before greenfield/greenbelt areas
are considered, especially if they border the
AONB or Cannock Chase, or they will be lost
forever.
I fully support the re-development of brownfield
sites (R43 a-h) in the Brereton area because
they already have access by road and in part
have an infrastructure of electricity, sewer and

An updated SHLAA will be published shortly –
anticipated September. This assesses the likelihood
at a site being delivered at a given point in time. The
supply calculations also factor in a nonimplementation discount to account for the fact that
some sites may not come forward (based on past
trends in the District). It is considered important that
flexibility in supply is maintained to deliver LPP1
requirements to allow for the occurrence of the
issues being raised. The SHLAA will consider how to
present information on sites so as to be clear which
are contributing to the supply within the plan period
and which are likely to be beyond the plan period.

Noted. The adopted spatial strategy is urban focused
and will maximise urban and brownfield sites as
much as possible and where this accords with the
broad apportionment of development as set out in
Local Plan Part 1. Work is currently being undertaken
to update the data base (Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment) to provide up to date
evidence on housing sites. In the light of comments
received in relation to safeguarding and the wider
shortfall in the Greater Birmingham Housing Market
Area the preliminary view of officers is that the
Green Belt review of land for housing is a strategic
issue which may be more appropriate to deal with
through a Local Plan review following the adoption of
-
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drainage already in place.

IO192

Mackinnon A

I oppose development of site R83 because the
impact and disruption would be devastating to
local wildlife habitats. The site could also be
surveyed as a historic wildlife site as it has not
been farmed or disturbed for around 50 years.
The adverse topography would not make it cost
effective to develop and this piece of land clearly
separates Brereton from Rugeley, one of the
functions of Greenbelt. The Greenbelt performs
an important to buffer to develop around the
Cannock Chase AONB and protects the rural
character of our small towns that surround it.
Please could the recently approved development
sites of Hayfield hill adjacent to number 51 and
of Park Gate Road be added to the plan to show
that there is currently ongoing proposed
development in this local area which is highly
significant as both locations are within the
AONB.

this plan (Local Plan Part 2). This position will be kept
under consideration in the light of emerging evidence
and assessment work.
AONB context noted: Local Plan part 1 provides the
adopted policy context for consideration of sites
(Policy CP14) and issues raised will be considered
further as assessment work on the plan progresses.

It is assumed that the sites being referred to are
minor sites with planning permission (CH/16/178 for
2 net dwellings and CH/16/348 for 3 net dwellings
respectively). The Local Plan (Part 2) consultation
proposed two options for site allocations (see
Options H1a and H1b). This excluded minor sites
with planning permission as justified in the
supporting text to the options. It is officers’
preliminary view that this approach remains valid at
this stage based upon evidence and consultation
responses. However, whilst these sites may not be
shown as allocations on the Local Plan Policies Map,
they are still counted as contributing to the housing
supply overall and all sites with planning permission
that are contributing to delivering housing in the
District are included within the Councils’ Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA). All
sites are mapped and are available to view online at
http://cannockchase.addresscafe.com/app/exploreit/
-
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Mackinnon C

The Council will also consider how to present the
housing supply information in the next iteration of
the Local Plan (Part 2) so as to make transparent
which areas of the District are contributing to the
housing supply. This may include a section on the
rural areas supply, as presented in the SHLAA at
present.
Please could the recently approved development It is assumed that the sites being referred to are
sites of Hayfield hill adjacent to number 51 and
minor sites with planning permission (CH/16/178 for
of Park Gate Road be added to the plan to show 2 net dwellings and CH/16/348 for 3 net dwellings
that there is currently ongoing proposed
respectively). The Local Plan (Part 2) consultation
development in this local area which is highly
proposed two options for site allocations (see
significant as both locations are within the
Options H1a and H1b). This excluded minor sites
AONB.
with planning permission as justified in the
supporting text to the options. It is officers’
preliminary view that this approach remains valid at
this stage based upon evidence and consultation
responses. However, whilst these sites may not be
shown as allocations on the Local Plan Policies Map,
they are still counted as contributing to the housing
supply overall and all sites with planning permission
that are contributing to delivering housing in the
District are included within the Councils’ Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA). All
sites are mapped and are available to view online at
http://cannockchase.addresscafe.com/app/exploreit/
The Council will also consider how to present the
housing supply information in the next iteration of
the Local Plan (Part 2) so as to make transparent
which areas of the District are contributing to the
housing supply. This may include a section on the
rural areas supply, as presented in the SHLAA at
present.
-
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Mackinnon J

IO195

McCrann L

Please could the recently approved development
sites of Hayfield hill adjacent to number 51 and
of Park Gate Road be added to the plan to show
that there is currently ongoing proposed
development in this local area which is highly
significant as both locations are within the
AONB.

It is assumed that the sites being referred to are
minor sites with planning permission (CH/16/178 for
2 net dwellings and CH/16/348 for 3 net dwellings
respectively). The Local Plan (Part 2) consultation
proposed two options for site allocations (see
Options H1a and H1b). This excluded minor sites
with planning permission as justified in the
supporting text to the options. It is officers’
preliminary view that this approach remains valid at
this stage based upon evidence and consultation
responses. However, whilst these sites may not be
shown as allocations on the Local Plan Policies Map,
they are still counted as contributing to the housing
supply overall and all sites with planning permission
that are contributing to delivering housing in the
District are included within the Councils’ Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA). All
sites are mapped and are available to view online at
http://cannockchase.addresscafe.com/app/exploreit/
The Council will also consider how to present the
housing supply information in the next iteration of
the Local Plan (Part 2) so as to make transparent
which areas of the District are contributing to the
housing supply. This may include a section on the
rural areas supply, as presented in the SHLAA at
present.
Please could the recently approved development It is assumed that the sites being referred to are
sites of Hayfield hill adjacent to number 51 and
minor sites with planning permission (CH/16/178 for
of Park Gate Road be added to the plan to show 2 net dwellings and CH/16/348 for 3 net dwellings
that there is currently ongoing proposed
respectively). The Local Plan (Part 2) consultation
development in this local area which is highly
proposed two options for site allocations (see
significant as both locations are within the
Options H1a and H1b). This excluded minor sites
AONB.
with planning permission as justified in the
-
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McGeough C

supporting text to the options. It is officers’
preliminary view that this approach remains valid at
this stage based upon evidence and consultation
responses. However, whilst these sites may not be
shown as allocations on the Local Plan Policies Map,
they are still counted as contributing to the housing
supply overall and all sites with planning permission
that are contributing to delivering housing in the
District are included within the Councils’ Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA). All
sites are mapped and are available to view online at
http://cannockchase.addresscafe.com/app/exploreit/
The Council will also consider how to present the
housing supply information in the next iteration of
the Local Plan (Part 2) so as to make transparent
which areas of the District are contributing to the
housing supply. This may include a section on the
rural areas supply, as presented in the SHLAA at
present.
Please could the recently approved development It is assumed that the sites being referred to are
sites of Hayfield hill adjacent to number 51 and
minor sites with planning permission (CH/16/178 for
of Park Gate Road be added to the plan to show 2 net dwellings and CH/16/348 for 3 net dwellings
that there is currently ongoing proposed
respectively). The Local Plan (Part 2) consultation
development in this local area which is highly
proposed two options for site allocations (see
significant as both locations are within the
Options H1a and H1b). This excluded minor sites
AONB.
with planning permission as justified in the
supporting text to the options. It is officers’
preliminary view that this approach remains valid at
this stage based upon evidence and consultation
responses. However, whilst these sites may not be
shown as allocations on the Local Plan Policies Map,
they are still counted as contributing to the housing
supply overall and all sites with planning permission
-
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Middleton White S

that are contributing to delivering housing in the
District are included within the Councils’ Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA). All
sites are mapped and are available to view online at
http://cannockchase.addresscafe.com/app/exploreit/
The Council will also consider how to present the
housing supply information in the next iteration of
the Local Plan (Part 2) so as to make transparent
which areas of the District are contributing to the
housing supply. This may include a section on the
rural areas supply, as presented in the SHLAA at
present.
(Officer comment: These comments are also
Noted. The adopted spatial strategy is urban focused
picked up under the individual site references)
and will maximise urban and brownfield sites as
Ref - Section 5
much as possible and where this accords with the
Are there any options which should be
broad apportionment of development as set out in
discounted at this stage? This includes any
Local Plan Part 1. Work is currently being undertaken
specific sites the Council is considering for
to update the data base (Strategic Housing Land
potential allocation (Please see Appendix 1 and 2 Availability Assessment) to provide up to date
for full list of sites and consultation map). At
evidence on housing sites. In the light of comments
the risk of appearing to adopt a NIMBY attitude I received in relation to safeguarding and the wider
would suggest that the proposal for 700+
shortfall in the Greater Birmingham Housing Market
housing development between Slitting Mill and
Area the preliminary view of officers is that the
the Hednesford Road (R112) represents an
Green Belt review of land for housing is a strategic
unwarranted despoiling of a popular and
issue which may be more appropriate to deal with
attractive heritage path route leading out of
through a Local Plan review following the adoption of
Rugeley onto the Chase.
this plan (Local Plan Part 2). This position will be kept
The Cannock Chase HEA notes the significance of under consideration in the light of emerging evidence
Slitting Mill. This development would effectively and assessment work. This will include the issues
make Slitting Mill as a hamlet disappear, with a 3 raised in these detailed comments. Comments on the
fold increase in housing. The potential for
IIA have also been cross referenced to the specific
archaeological / historical interest in the
section on this for a more tailored response.
adjoining fields is recognised and a
-
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recommendation made that
“Consequently there would be a need to address
the following issues at an early stage in the
development process: 93 • Early consultation
with SCC’s Cultural Heritage Team to discuss
strategies for assessing the condition and
survival of the Prisoner of War Camp. • The
retention of the surviving historic buildings
within the farmstead. • A strategy for assessing
the potential impacts upon
archaeological features, both known and
unknown, and any consequent mitigation
identified.”
The CANNOCK CHASE SPECIAL AREA OF
CONSERVATION (SAC) GUIDANCE TO MITIGATE
THE IMPACT OF NEW RESIDENTIAL
DEVELOPMENT (January 2017) notes –
“1.6 The Council must ensure that decisions
made on planning applications, and policies in
the Local Plan will avoid and mitigate recreation
impacts on Cannock Chase SAC. If there are any
likely significant effects, the Council is either
unable to grant planning permission due to the
restrictions of the habitat Regulations, or it must
ensure there are appropriate mitigation
measures in place.” Whilst the conclusion of this
document is that there should be a charge to
mitigate against the impact of development as
suggested by the current plan, there is also
attention given to the need to minimise impact
within an 8km radius of any SAC. Any build
between Slitting Mill and Hednesford Rd is
significantly closer than 8kms (one could argue
-
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that it is effectively adjacent), and it is not clear
how development would be sensitive to the
“knock on” impact both for flora and fauna.
The area under consideration has considerable
drainage issues, and it is not clear that the
potential for resolution of this to impact
adversely on the AONB has been fully
considered.
The location of the field, effectively being the
crossing route between two AONB, means that it
represents a route for the wildlife of the Chase
to appropriately migrate across the forest.
The Integrated Impact Assessment: Cannock
Chase (Local Plan Part 2): Issues and Options,
document notes
“ SFRA shows that parts of Cannock Chase are at
risk from pluvial and fluvial flooding. The
watercourses within the Cannock Chase Council
area impose a fluvial flood risk to urban areas,
particularly Rising Brook, Risings Brook and
Wash Brook Local Plan (Part 1) contains a
general aspiration to avoid development in high
flood risk areas through Policy CP16: Climate
Change and Sustainable Resource Use (part 3c).”
The proposed large development between
Slitting Mill and Hednesford Rd is a boggy field
that runs alongside Rising Brook immediately at
the point that the Brook exits the forest. There
are potential consequences for the AONB and
historic Mill workings of any works to make the
site “build ready”.
The IIA contains some apparently contradictory
indicators in respect of the benefits of
-
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Painter G

developing site R112 (the field between Slitting
Mill and Hednesford Rd). It suggests that
sustainable transport is a significant plus (not
sure how this is established) whilst at the same
time noting that it faces significant risk of
pollution. Building a large estate in a dip
between two AONB is likely to encourage
pollution to sit above the housing, impacting
both on the new build residents and the already
established housing that sits on a slightly
elevated line on the Slitting Mill Rd, as well as
the Chase itself.
Assuming 1 to 2 cars per household the increase
in traffic on the Hednesford Rd and the resulting
use of Slitting Mill Rd as a “rat run” will not only
increase pollution but also the risk to wildlife
and pedestrians / cyclists that make use of the
area . This represents a risk to the recreational /
tourist reputation of the area, as well as the
wellbeing of local residence and wildlife.
Please could the recently approved development
sites of Hayfield hill adjacent to number 51 and
of Park Gate Road be added to the plan to show
that there is currently ongoing proposed
development in this local area which is highly
significant as both locations are within the
AONB.

It is assumed that the sites being referred to are
minor sites with planning permission (CH/16/178 for
2 net dwellings and CH/16/348 for 3 net dwellings
respectively). The Local Plan (Part 2) consultation
proposed two options for site allocations (see
Options H1a and H1b). This excluded minor sites
with planning permission as justified in the
supporting text to the options. It is officers’
preliminary view that this approach remains valid at
this stage based upon evidence and consultation
responses. However, whilst these sites may not be
shown as allocations on the Local Plan Policies Map,
they are still counted as contributing to the housing
-
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Painter W

supply overall and all sites with planning permission
that are contributing to delivering housing in the
District are included within the Councils’ Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA). All
sites are mapped and are available to view online at
http://cannockchase.addresscafe.com/app/exploreit/
The Council will also consider how to present the
housing supply information in the next iteration of
the Local Plan (Part 2) so as to make transparent
which areas of the District are contributing to the
housing supply. This may include a section on the
rural areas supply, as presented in the SHLAA at
present.
Please could the recently approved development It is assumed that the sites being referred to are
sites of Hayfield hill adjacent to number 51 and
minor sites with planning permission (CH/16/178 for
of Park Gate Road be added to the plan to show 2 net dwellings and CH/16/348 for 3 net dwellings
that there is currently ongoing proposed
respectively). The Local Plan (Part 2) consultation
development in this local area which is highly
proposed two options for site allocations (see
significant as both locations are within the
Options H1a and H1b). This excluded minor sites
AONB.
with planning permission as justified in the
supporting text to the options. It is officers’
preliminary view that this approach remains valid at
this stage based upon evidence and consultation
responses. However, whilst these sites may not be
shown as allocations on the Local Plan Policies Map,
they are still counted as contributing to the housing
supply overall and all sites with planning permission
that are contributing to delivering housing in the
District are included within the Councils’ Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA). All
sites are mapped and are available to view online at
http://cannockchase.addresscafe.com/app/exploreit/
The Council will also consider how to present the
-
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housing supply information in the next iteration of
the Local Plan (Part 2) so as to make transparent
which areas of the District are contributing to the
housing supply. This may include a section on the
rural areas supply, as presented in the SHLAA at
present.
Refers to Local Plan (Part 1) spatial strategy
The Local Plan (Part 2) consultation document sets
requirement for Norton Canes which is identified out the spatial strategy from Local Plan (Part 1) and
to accommodate 6% of housing growth from
how the housing supply identified aligns with this
urban areas. Refers to 2016 SHLAA assessment
strategy (see page 25, Table 7). The 6% refers to
(summarised in para. 5.1 of Local Plan Part 2
capacity on urban area sites. The Local Plan (Part 1)
document) which identifies 939 houses in
then identified the potential for an urban extension
Norton Canes that have either been completed,
in addition to this 6% urban area site capacity.
currently being built, awaiting to be built or
receive full planning permissions. This equates
to 18% of the overall housing requirement, not
6% set out in Local Plan Part 1.
The assertion that the SHLAA identifies a surplus An updated SHLAA will be published shortly – An
of 750 dwellings against the LPP1 target (14% of updated SHLAA will be published shortly –
the requirement) should be viewed with caution. anticipated September. This assesses the likelihood
‘Developable’ sites have no guarantee of
at a site being delivered at a given point in time. The
delivery within the plan’s timescales (or at all).
supply calculations also factor in a nonRobust contingency / uplift should be provided – implementation discount to account for the fact that
would allow issues to be dealt with ahead of a
some sites may not come forward (based on past
local plan review and would ensure more
trends in the District). It is considered important that
flexibility in the supply.
flexibility in supply is maintained to deliver LPP1
requirements to allow for the occurrence of the
issues being raised.

IO200

District Councillor J Preece
(Norton Canes Ward)

IO201

Richborough Estates (Pegasus) re
Brownhills Road Norton Canes

IO202

Richborough Estates (Pegasus) re
Brownhills Road Norton Canes

LPP2 fails to state that less than 15 years remain
in the plan period.

For clarification Local Plan Part 2 delivers Part 1
which covers the period 2006 – 2028.

IO203

Richborough Estates (Pegasus) re

Support the exclusion of potential capacity of

Noted. Work on the power station is ongoing
-
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Brownhills Road Norton Canes
IO204

Richborough Estates (Pegasus) re
Brownhills Road Norton Canes

IO205

Richborough Estates (Pegasus) re
Land South of Cannock Road
Heath Hayes

IO206

Richborough Estates (Pegasus) re
Land South of Cannock Road
Heath Hayes
Richborough Estates (Pegasus) re
Land South of Cannock Road
Heath Hayes
Richborough Estates (Pegasus) re
Land South of Cannock Road
Heath Hayes

IO207

IO208

IO209

Sanvel S

IO210

Shiner D

the power station site as no certainty as to what
can be achieved during the plan period.
Endorse Option H1b
The assessment should include ‘restricted’ sites
in line with the proposed site selection
methodology including Green Belt site N51.
The assertion that the SHLAA identifies a surplus
of 750 dwellings against the LPP1 target (14% of
the requirement) should be viewed with caution.
‘Developable’ sites have no guarantee of
delivery within the plan’s timescales (or at all).
Robust contingency / uplift should be provided
– would allow issues to be dealt with ahead of a
local plan review and would ensure more
flexibility in the supply

(including consultation on an SPD relating to this site,
being produced jointly with Lichfield District Council).
Noted

LPP2 fails to state that less than 15 years remain
in the plan period.

For clarification Local Plan Part 2 delivers Part 1
which covers the period 2006 – 2028.

Support the exclusion of potential capacity of
the power station site as no certainty as to what
can be achieved during the plan period.
Endorse Option H1b The assessment should
include ‘restricted’ sites in line with the
proposed site selection methodology including
Green Belt sites C116a and C116b.
Cannock Wood should not be considered for
development as it is within the AONB and would
damage wildlife habitats including the roaming
deer. Road access, schools, shops and amenities
are poor.
Paragraph 5.15 says that there is no need to

Noted. Work on the power station is ongoing
(including consultation on an SPD relating to this site,
being produced jointly with Lichfield District Council).
Noted

An updated SHLAA will be published shortly –
anticipated September. This assesses the likelihood
at a site being delivered at a given point in time. The
supply calculations also factor in a nonimplementation discount to account for the fact that
some sites may not come forward (based on past
trends in the District). It is considered important that
flexibility in supply is maintained to deliver LPP1
requirements to allow for the occurrence of the
issues being raised.

AONB context noted: Local Plan part 1 provides the
adopted policy context for consideration of sites
(Policy CP14) and issues raised will be considered
further as assessment work on the plan progresses.
Noted. The adopted spatial strategy is urban focused
-
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consider the release of further Green Belt sites
to meet current development requirements.
Furthermore, paragraph 5.24 makes it clear that
there is already a surplus of around 600
dwellings on urban and urban extension sites
over and above current development
requirements, and this is without taking into
account the longer term redevelopment of the
power station site. In the light of this, there is no
justification for taking the land parcels lying
between Slitting Mill and Rugeley, assessed by
the Green Belt Study as higher performing, out
of the existing Green Belt to allow them to be
used for housing development.
In paragraph 5.30, the Council says that it is
considering testing the potential to
accommodate an additional 1000 dwellings
(over and above the 5300 target). This is to meet
Birmingham's shortfall in the supply of housing
land. This is not a reasonable option for the
Council to consider, unless the additional
capacity can be provided through brownfield
development in the Cannock Chase area.

and will maximise urban and brownfield sites as
much as possible and where this accords with the
broad apportionment of development as set out in
Local Plan Part 1. Work is currently being undertaken
to update the data base (Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment) to provide up to date
evidence on housing sites. In the light of comments
received in relation to safeguarding and the wider
shortfall in the Greater Birmingham Housing Market
Area the preliminary view of officers is that the
Green Belt review of land for housing is a strategic
issue which may be more appropriate to deal with
through a Local Plan review following the adoption of
this plan (Local Plan Part 2). This position will be kept
under consideration in the light of emerging evidence
and assessment work. This will include the issues
raised in these detailed comments.

Green Belt land in Cannock Chase, and in
particular high performing Green Belt land such
as that lying between Slitting Mill and Rugeley,
should not be sacrificed to meet Birmingham's
shortfall. As the Council's own Green Belt Study
says in paragraph 5.6 (in 'CCDC Green Belt Study
Final 4'), any changes to the Green Belt should
only be done in exceptional circumstances, such
-
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Shiner J

as unmet housing need, that can't be met
elsewhere. If it were the case that there was
insufficient brownfield land in Cannock Chase to
meet Birmingham's shortfall, then Birmingham's
Green Belt should be sacrificed to meet the
shortfall.
Paragraph 5.15 says that there is no need to
consider the release of further Green Belt sites
to meet current development requirements.
Furthermore, paragraph 5.24 makes it clear that
there is already a surplus of around 600
dwellings on urban and urban extension sites
over and above current development
requirements, and this is without taking into
account the longer term redevelopment of the
power station site. In the light of this, there is no
justification for taking the land parcels lying
between Slitting Mill and Rugeley, assessed by
the Green Belt Study as higher performing, out
of the existing Green Belt to allow them to be
used for housing development.
In paragraph 5.30, the Council says that it is
considering testing the potential to
accommodate an additional 1000 dwellings
(over and above the 5300 target). This is to meet
Birmingham's shortfall in the supply of housing
land. This is not a reasonable option for the
Council to consider, unless the additional
capacity can be provided through brownfield
development in the Cannock Chase area.

Noted. The adopted spatial strategy is urban focused
and will maximise urban and brownfield sites as
much as possible and where this accords with the
broad apportionment of development as set out in
Local Plan Part 1. Work is currently being undertaken
to update the data base (Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment) to provide up to date
evidence on housing sites. In the light of comments
received in relation to safeguarding and the wider
shortfall in the Greater Birmingham Housing Market
Area the preliminary view of officers is that the
Green Belt review of land for housing is a strategic
issue which may be more appropriate to deal with
through a Local Plan review following the adoption of
this plan (Local Plan Part 2). This position will be kept
under consideration in the light of emerging evidence
and assessment work. This will include the issues
raised in these detailed comments.

Green Belt land in Cannock Chase, and in
-
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Sport England

IO213

Staffordshire County Council

IO214

Taylor Wimpey (Lichfields)

particular high performing Green Belt land such
as that lying between Slitting Mill and Rugeley,
should not be sacrificed to meet Birmingham's
shortfall. As the Council's own Green Belt Study
says in paragraph 5.6 (in 'CCDC Green Belt Study
Final 4'), any changes to the Green Belt should
only be done in exceptional circumstances, such
as unmet housing need, that can't be met
elsewhere. If it were the case that there was
insufficient brownfield land in Cannock Chase to
meet Birmingham's shortfall, then Birmingham's
Green Belt should be sacrificed to meet the
shortfall.
Section 5 - Housing allocations - numbers/sites –
the only site (apart from Rugeley Power Station)
that appears to lead to the loss of previously
used playing field at Pear Tree Primary School.
This has been under discussion for some years
and compensation for the loss of this playing
field needs to be confirmed as secured. (Map
provided with full rep).
Sites need to be considered for allocation in
relation to potential need for additional school
places, details provided re school cluster areas.
Once a short list of potential sites is available
further work will be undertaken to assess impact
on school places or a new school.
Object to the suggestion that there is no need to
release Green Belt land to meet the current
development needs of the district. Housing
supply as at March 2016 shows an over supply of
578 dwellings or 11%. The balance of need and
supply is constantly evolving. The LPEG review

Noted – this will be fully considered as part of the site
assessment work process.

Noted and discussions underway.

Noted and issues will be considered further as
assessment takes place using the updated SHLAA.
The adopted spatial strategy is urban focused and
will maximise urban and brownfield sites as much as
possible and where this accords with the broad
apportionment of development as set out in Local
-
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Torrell L

suggests 20% for reserve sites. The 11% surplus
is not enough for flexibility and to adapt to
changing circumstances. Some sites are complex
eg Rugeley Power Station where the
deliverability is uncertain. Enough land must be
provided to accommodate local need, the
additional GBHMA need and additional
flexibility.
Supports the allocation of land East of
Wimblebury Road for development
(development statement submitted with the
representations). It will not compromise the
Green Belt – is well contained and well related
to the built up area, will provide a strong
landscaped boundary, does not fulfil any
strategic Green Belt function and will not lead to
coalescence. It is a sustainable site, there are no
policy constraints apart form Green belt where
exceptional circumstances exist for its release. It
could be brought forward in the first five years
on the plan period.
Please could the recently approved development
sites of Hayfield hill adjacent to number 51 and
of Park Gate Road be added to the plan to show
that there is currently ongoing proposed
development in this local area which is highly
significant as both locations are within the
AONB.

Plan Part 1. Work is currently being undertaken to
update the data base (Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment) to provide up to date
evidence on housing sites. In the light of comments
received in relation to safeguarding and the wider
shortfall in the Greater Birmingham Housing Market
Area the preliminary view of officers is that the
Green Belt review of land for housing is a strategic
issue which may be more appropriate to deal with
through a Local Plan review following the adoption of
this plan (Local Plan Part 2). This position will be kept
under consideration in the light of emerging evidence
and assessment work.
The Local Plans Expert Group (LPEG)
recommendations are not government policy.

It is assumed that the sites being referred to are
minor sites with planning permission (CH/16/178 for
2 net dwellings and CH/16/348 for 3 net dwellings
respectively). The Local Plan (Part 2) consultation
proposed two options for site allocations (see
Options H1a and H1b). This excluded minor sites
with planning permission as justified in the
supporting text to the options. It is officers’
preliminary view that this approach remains valid at
this stage based upon evidence and consultation
responses. However, whilst these sites may not be
shown as allocations on the Local Plan Policies Map,
-
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Upton Trust and Carney Brothers
Ltd c/o Wardell Armstrong

The concept of not including any capacity
related to Rugeley Power Station is fully
supported. The anomaly is that it is understood
that Lichfield District are already ascribing
certain capacities to the site, which is a perverse
planning approach.

IO217

Upton Trust and Carney Brothers
Ltd c/o Wardell Armstrong

With reference to Section 5.13 and the oversupply of Local Plan requirement, it is
recommended that this be increased from 14%
to 20% in line with Plan-making best practice
guidance.

they are still counted as contributing to the housing
supply overall and all sites with planning permission
that are contributing to delivering housing in the
District are included within the Councils’ Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA). All
sites are mapped and are available to view online at
http://cannockchase.addresscafe.com/app/exploreit/
The Council will also consider how to present the
housing supply information in the next iteration of
the Local Plan (Part 2) so as to make transparent
which areas of the District are contributing to the
housing supply. This may include a section on the
rural areas supply, as presented in the SHLAA at
present.
Noted: Lichfield and Cannock Chase councils are
working together on a joint SPD to guide the future
of the site.
CCDC has not attributed any figures to the proportion
of the site in its own area as this part of the site
contains the highest level of heavy infrastructure and
therefore there are too many ‘unknowns’ at present
to have any confidence in any figure to be realistically
attributed although this may change as progress on
the site moves forward.

There is no specific guidance set in national planning
policy or guidance which dictates the extent of
flexibility required. No consistent approach has been
taken in local plans nationwide. It is appropriate to
consider the degree of flexibility provided for within
-
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the local context. The Cannock Chase Local Plan (Part
1) was adopted on the basis of a lower level of
flexibility in supply (circa 5%).
Noted

Upton Trust and Carney Brothers
Ltd c/o Wardell Armstrong
Walsall MBC

Option H1a is supported
Option H1b would guarantee a sufficient supply
to meet the full Local Plan requirement- would
appear to be the preferable option. It would also
provide a buffer in the event that some sites
prove to be undeliverable, would help to
address the Birmingham shortfall and would
assist in meeting need beyond the plan period.

Noted

IO220

Wright T (Pegasus) re Land at
Upper Birches Farm, Rugeley

The assertion that the SHLAA identifies a surplus
of 750 dwellings against the LPP1 target (14% of
the requirement) should be viewed with caution.
‘Developable’ sites have no guarantee of
delivery within the plan’s timescales (or at all).
Robust contingency / uplift should be provided
– would allow issues to be dealt with ahead of a
local plan review and would ensure more
flexibility in the supply

IO221

Wright T (Pegasus) re Land at
Upper Birches Farm, Rugeley
Wright T (Pegasus) re Land at
Upper Birches Farm, Rugeley

An updated SHLAA will be published shortly –
anticipated September. This assesses the likelihood
at a site being delivered at a given point in time. The
supply calculations also factor in a nonimplementation discount to account for the fact that
some sites may not come forward (based on past
trends in the District). It is considered important that
flexibility in supply is maintained to deliver LPP1
requirements to allow for the occurrence of the
issues being raised.
For clarification Local Plan Part 2 delivers Part 1
which covers the period 2006 – 2028.
Noted. Work on the power station is ongoing
(including consultation on an SPD relating to this site,
being produced jointly with Lichfield District Council).
Noted

IO219
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IO223

LPP2 fails to state that less than 15 years remain
in the plan period.
Support the exclusion of potential capacity of
the power station site as no certainty as to what
can be achieved during the plan period.
Wright T (Pegasus) re Land at
Endorse Option H1b
Upper Birches Farm, Rugeley
The assessment should include ‘restricted’ sites
in line with the proposed site selection
methodology including Green Belt site R112
Local Plan Part 2 Chapter 5. Housing- Issue H2/Options H2a and H2b

-
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Rep ID No.
IO224

Respondent
Bromford (c/o Pegasus Group)

Comment
Support Option H2b on basis of existing policy
framework that already exists.

Council Response
These issues will be considered further as part of
the ongoing work to progress the plan. In general,
the preliminary view is that most sites will not
require site specific policies and that these policies
will only be developed where absolutely necessary
e.g. in relation to large or complex sites. As an
alternative to site specific policies, the Local Plan
Part 2 could still highlight key issues to be
addressed on sites where necessary for instance in
an Appendix to the main document.
In some cases it may be more appropriate to
update SPDs but this will be given further
consideration.

IO225

Church Commissioners (Barton
Wilmore)

Support option H2a – rely on policies in LPP1 and
in the Design SPD.

These issues will be considered further as part of
the ongoing work to progress the plan. In general,
the preliminary view is that most sites will not
require site specific policies and that these policies
will only be developed where absolutely necessary
e.g. in relation to large or complex sites. As an
alternative to site specific policies, the Local Plan
Part 2 could still highlight key issues to be
addressed on sites where necessary for instance in
an Appendix to the main document.
In some cases it may be more appropriate to
update SPDs but this will be given further
consideration.

IO226

Gallagher Estates (Pegasus)

LPP1 sets out the policies, not necessary to
establish further policy standards and / or
requirements.

These issues will be considered further as part of
the ongoing work to progress the plan. In general,
the preliminary view is that most sites will not
require site specific policies and that these policies
-
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Home Builders Federation

Prefer H2a so that there are no site specific policy
standards / requirements but rely on LPP1
policies and design SPD guidance.

IO228

Inglewood Investments Co Ltd (c/o
SLR Consulting)

Specific standards should be considered for any
Green Belt release sites to optimise the benefits.

will only be developed where absolutely necessary
e.g. in relation to large or complex sites. As an
alternative to site specific policies, the Local Plan
Part 2 could still highlight key issues to be
addressed on sites where necessary for instance in
an Appendix to the main document.
In some cases it may be more appropriate to
update SPDs but this will be given further
consideration.
These issues will be considered further as part of
the ongoing work to progress the plan. In general,
the preliminary view is that most sites will not
require site specific policies and that these policies
will only be developed where absolutely necessary
e.g. in relation to large or complex sites. As an
alternative to site specific policies, the Local Plan
Part 2 could still highlight key issues to be
addressed on sites where necessary for instance in
an Appendix to the main document.
In some cases it may be more appropriate to
update SPDs but this will be given further
consideration.
These issues will be considered further as part of
the ongoing work to progress the plan. In general,
the preliminary view is that most sites will not
require site specific policies and that these policies
will only be developed where absolutely necessary
e.g. in relation to large or complex sites. As an
alternative to site specific policies, the Local Plan
Part 2 could still highlight key issues to be
addressed on sites where necessary for instance in
an Appendix to the main document.
In some cases it may be more appropriate to
-
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Kershaw, Best & Higgins (Peter
Richards & Co Ltd)

Prefer H2b. When allocating sites the Council
would create sites to specific policy standards
and requirements where necessary eg sites on
the edge of settlements in respect of density,
landscaping etc.

IO230

Natural England

Support Option H2a. Due to the geographical
constraints of the district and its significant range
of environmental assets would welcome
proactive and tailored measures to deliver LPP1
policies on the allocated sites (e.g. development
specifications or development briefs).

IO231

Richborough Estates (Pegasus) re
Brownhills Road Norton Canes

LPP1 sets out the policies, not necessary to
establish further policy standards and / or
requirements.

update SPDs but this will be given further
consideration.
These issues will be considered further as part of
the ongoing work to progress the plan. In general,
the preliminary view is that most sites will not
require site specific policies and that these policies
will only be developed where absolutely necessary
e.g. in relation to large or complex sites. As an
alternative to site specific policies, the Local Plan
Part 2 could still highlight key issues to be
addressed on sites where necessary for instance in
an Appendix to the main document.
In some cases it may be more appropriate to
update SPDs but this will be given further
consideration.
These issues will be considered further as part of
the ongoing work to progress the plan. In general,
the preliminary view is that most sites will not
require site specific policies and that these policies
will only be developed where absolutely necessary
e.g. in relation to large or complex sites. As an
alternative to site specific policies, the Local Plan
Part 2 could still highlight key issues to be
addressed on sites where necessary for instance in
an Appendix to the main document.
In some cases it may be more appropriate to
update SPDs but this will be given further
consideration.
These issues will be considered further as part of
the ongoing work to progress the plan. In general,
the preliminary view is that most sites will not
require site specific policies and that these policies
will only be developed where absolutely necessary
-
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e.g. in relation to large or complex sites. As an
alternative to site specific policies, the Local Plan
Part 2 could still highlight key issues to be
addressed on sites where necessary for instance in
an Appendix to the main document.
In some cases it may be more appropriate to
update SPDs but this will be given further
consideration.
IO232

Richborough Estates (Pegasus) re
Land South of Cannock Road Heath
Hayes

LPP1 sets out the policies, not necessary to
establish further policy standards and / or
requirements.

These issues will be considered further as part of
the ongoing work to progress the plan. In general,
the preliminary view is that most sites will not
require site specific policies and that these policies
will only be developed where absolutely necessary
e.g. in relation to large or complex sites. As an
alternative to site specific policies, the Local Plan
Part 2 could still highlight key issues to be
addressed on sites where necessary for instance in
an Appendix to the main document.
In some cases it may be more appropriate to
update SPDs but this will be given further
consideration.

IO233

Staffordshire County Council

Site specific standards of potential benefit to
guide future development on major allocation
sites. Would be supported in order to ensure
appropriate green infrastructure which
contributes to ecological connectivity and
complements SAC and SSSI’s.
H2b supported re landscape impacts, site specific
standards potentially of benefit to guide future
development, could be informed by the
Landscape Character Assessment for the District

These issues will be considered further as part of
the ongoing work to progress the plan. In general,
the preliminary view is that most sites will not
require site specific policies and that these policies
will only be developed where absolutely necessary
e.g. in relation to large or complex sites. As an
alternative to site specific policies, the Local Plan
Part 2 could still highlight key issues to be
addressed on sites where necessary for instance in
an Appendix to the main document.
-
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with the advice of a landscape professional.

IO234

Taylor Wimpey (Lichfields)

Policy requirements should be created – most
likely a masterplan to give clear guidance and
provide certainty.

IO235

West Midlands Housing
Associations Registered Providers
Planning Consortium (c/o Tetlow
King)

Should the Council wish to bring in the Nationally
Described Space Standard or optional technical
standards under the building regulations, robust
evidence will need to support it. Such standards
can have a considerable impact on the viability of
schemes when considered against all other policy
requirements. Where schemes are deemed to be
unviable, it is often the case that the level of
affordable housing is then re-negotiated and
reduced on schemes. In light of the need for
affordable housing in the region, every attempt
should be made to ensure that affordable
housing is maximised over the Plan period. Any
standards than the Nationally Described Space
Standards or optional technical standards should
not be considered. Any standards should be in
accordance with Written Ministerial Statements

In some cases it may be more appropriate to
update SPDs but this will be given further
consideration.
These issues will be considered further as part of
the ongoing work to progress the plan. In general,
the preliminary view is that most sites will not
require site specific policies and that these policies
will only be developed where absolutely necessary
e.g. in relation to large or complex sites. As an
alternative to site specific policies, the Local Plan
Part 2 could still highlight key issues to be
addressed on sites where necessary for instance in
an Appendix to the main document.
In some cases it may be more appropriate to
update SPDs but this will be given further
consideration.
These issues will be considered further as part of
the ongoing work to progress the plan. In general,
the preliminary view is that most sites will not
require site specific policies and that these policies
will only be developed where absolutely necessary
e.g. in relation to large or complex sites. As an
alternative to site specific policies, the Local Plan
Part 2 could still highlight key issues to be
addressed on sites where necessary for instance in
an Appendix to the main document.
In some cases it may be more appropriate to
update SPDs but this will be given further
consideration.

-
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and national planning guidance on housing
standards.
LPP1 sets out the policies, not necessary to
establish further policy standards and / or
requirements.

IO236

Wright T (Pegasus) re Land at
Upper Birches Farm, Rugeley

IO237

Cannock Chase Council (Officer
comments – Managing Director)

Public open spaces as part of housing
developments have historically been maintained
by the council in exchange for commuted sums
from housing developers set out in S106
agreements. The council is facing very significant
financial pressures and the policy needs
reviewing. An alternative approach could be the
formation of a maintenance management
company to maintain the relevant open space,
community areas and unadopted roads (as
relevant), eg as per Lichfield District Council
policy approach.

IO238

Cannock Chase Council ( officer
comments – Waste & Engineering
services)

New allocations: herringbone paving should be
avoided when surfacing roads, it is not suitable
for HGVs / RCVs and is a problem for ongoing
maintenance as when the paving gets taken up
for other maintenance works (cables, pipes etc it

These issues will be considered further as part of
the ongoing work to progress the plan. In general,
the preliminary view is that most sites will not
require site specific policies and that these policies
will only be developed where absolutely necessary
e.g. in relation to large or complex sites. As an
alternative to site specific policies, the Local Plan
Part 2 could still highlight key issues to be
addressed on sites where necessary for instance in
an Appendix to the main document.
In some cases it may be more appropriate to
update SPDs but this will be given further
consideration.
These issues will be considered further as part of
the ongoing work to progress the plan. In general,
the preliminary view is that most sites will not
require site specific policies and that these policies
will only be developed where absolutely necessary
e.g. in relation to large or complex sites. As an
alternative to site specific policies, the Local Plan
Part 2 could still highlight key issues to be
addressed on sites where necessary for instance in
an Appendix to the main document.
In some cases it may be more appropriate to
update SPDs but this will be given further
consideration.
These issues will be considered further as part of
the ongoing work to progress the plan. In general,
the preliminary view is that most sites will not
require site specific policies and that these policies
will only be developed where absolutely necessary
-
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does not go back into place easily).
Adequate off street parking needed and proper
alternatives to on street parking need to be
provided as on street parking prevents access by
bin lorries / emergency vehicles etc.
Siting and sizing of bin stores is vital – some
stores are too small for communal ‘euro bins’.
Guidance from East Staffs Council is helpful.
Inadequate bin storage leads to problems with
collections and waste left on floors. Open bins
stores often targeted by fly tippers.
Avoid private roads – bins will only be collected
from a collection point on an adopted road.
Avoid areas of no-mans –land on estates
SUDS schemes need maintaining.

Rep ID No.
IO239

Respondent
Bradley B

e.g. in relation to large or complex sites. As an
alternative to site specific policies, the Local Plan
Part 2 could still highlight key issues to be
addressed on sites where necessary for instance in
an Appendix to the main document.
In some cases it may be more appropriate to
update SPDs but this will be given further
consideration.

Local Plan Part 2 Chapter 5. Housing- Issue H3/Options H3a and H3b
Comment
Council Response
Support option H3b- Examples of other Councils
This will be given further consideration in the light
providing serviced plots of land with criteria for
of the responses received. However, in light of the
the builds to adhere to- see Graven hill near
current levels of demand on the self build register
Bicester. Even where Council’s don’t have land at the Council is unlikely to impose a requirement
disposal, small plots can provide good quality
upon larger sites at this time.
‘Self-Build/Custom Build’ homes- see recent
‘Fallow Park’ in Hednesford, not a self build, but
more courageous on the design and layout.
Councils need to allow broader architecture that
complements the location for better design and
development of areas, rather than the standard
‘brick and block’ method. ‘Community Builds’
could be considered for a build that adheres to
-
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IO240

Home Builders Federation

IO241

Inglewood Investments Co Ltd (c/o
SLR Consulting)

IO242

Kershaw, Best & Higgins (Peter
Richards & Co Ltd)
Upton Trust and Carney Brothers
Ltd c/o Wardell Armstrong
Walsall MBC

IO243
IO244

the wider landscape. Support inclusion of 5% of
plots for self builds- key issue will be the scope of
design criteria for each plot. Consider it is the
Councils preference to have large national house
developer to develop as many homes as possible
for additional council revenue. The Council
should promote self builds more.
Prefer H3a – no further policies but rely on
existing policies in LPP1 to support small scale /
self build developments. Supportive of positive
policy approaches such as investigating
opportunities for custom build dwellings on
council owned land as and when available for
redevelopment / disposal. HBF would object to
any imposed requirement to provide a
proportion of self build plots on larger allocated
sites.
Option H3b- considering/understanding the
potential of small scale sites would highlight the
likely shortage of such sites looking forward and
underline the need for a sensible release of
Green Belt Land.
H3a preferred, rely on existing policies.
Option H3b is supported.
Small sites can make a significant contribution to
the housing land supply, particularly in urban
areas, but we have no view on the two options.

This will be given further consideration in the light
of the responses received. However, in light of the
current levels of demand on the self build register
the Council is unlikely to impose a requirement
upon larger sites at this time.

Noted - this will be given further consideration in
the light of the responses received.

Noted - this will be given further consideration in
the light of the responses received.
Noted - this will be given further consideration in
the light of the responses received.
Noted - this will be given further consideration in
the light of the responses received.

-
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Rep ID No.
IO245

IO246

IO247

Local Plan Part 2 Chapter 5. Housing- Issue H4/Options H4a and H4b
Respondent
Comment
Council Response
Bradley B
Paragraph 5.22/23- No reference made to
Brexit potentially may have an impact over the longer
BREXIT in Local Plan Part 2, and wasn’t
term but this is unknown at present and would need
considered in Local Plan Part 1. Until terms of
to be considered through an updated evidence base.
BREXIT are finalised, do not know longer term
This would be more appropriate at the stage of a
needs of the area. Provides extract from South
Local Plan Review. Local Plan part 2 needs to deliver
Staffordshire Districts Housing Needs Study and the requirements set out in part 1.
SHMA Update of housing needs forecast- only a
forecast of need and the impact of BREXIT is not
known.
Briggs T
H4a – does this mean you already have enough We need to ensure the plan provides enough
land from identified sources to build 1000 more flexibility (eg if some sites do not come forward as
homes than you need to, yet still want to use
predicted). The adopted spatial strategy is urban
Green Belt land for 5% of a future allocation?
focused and will maximise urban and brownfield sites
How does that tally with the ‘exceptional
as much as possible and where this accords with the
circumstances’, why not leave the Green Belt
broad apportionment of development as set out in
alone and not build the 1000 houses?
Local Plan Part 1. Work is currently being undertaken
to update the data base (Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment) to provide up to date
evidence on housing sites. In the light of comments
received in relation to safeguarding and the wider
shortfall in the Greater Birmingham Housing Market
Area the preliminary view of officers is that the
Green Belt review of land for housing is a strategic
issue which may be more appropriate to deal with
through a Local Plan review following the adoption of
this plan (Local Plan Part 2). This position will be kept
under consideration in the light of emerging evidence
and assessment work.
Brindley Heath Parish Council
CCDC should consider whether the existing
Noted. The adopted spatial strategy is urban focused
safeguarded land could continue to meet longer and will maximise urban and brownfield sites as
term needs, and hopes that other undesignated much as possible and where this accords with the
-
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land will be identified to deliver the 5% target.

IO248

Bromford (c/o Pegasus Group)

Based upon NPPF requirements the LPP2 should
consider future development needs within the
District beyond the existing plan period to
2028 and safeguard land where necessary to
meet this need.

IO249

Church Commissioners (Barton
Wilmore)

There is no rationale for the 5% safeguarding
figure nor explanation as to how this relates to

broad apportionment of development as set out in
Local Plan Part 1. Work is currently being undertaken
to update the data base (Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment) to provide up to date
evidence on housing sites. In the light of comments
received in relation to safeguarding and the wider
shortfall in the Greater Birmingham Housing Market
Area the preliminary view of officers is that the
Green Belt review of land for housing is a strategic
issue which may be more appropriate to deal with
through a Local Plan review following the adoption of
this plan (Local Plan Part 2). This position will be kept
under consideration in the light of emerging evidence
and assessment work.
Noted. The adopted spatial strategy is urban focused
and will maximise urban and brownfield sites as
much as possible and where this accords with the
broad apportionment of development as set out in
Local Plan Part 1. Work is currently being undertaken
to update the data base (Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment) to provide up to date
evidence on housing sites. In the light of comments
received in relation to safeguarding and the wider
shortfall in the Greater Birmingham Housing Market
Area the preliminary view of officers is that the
Green Belt review of land for housing is a strategic
issue which may be more appropriate to deal with
through a Local Plan review following the adoption of
this plan (Local Plan Part 2). This position will be kept
under consideration in the light of emerging evidence
and assessment work.
LPP2 set out the justification for the quantum for
potential safeguarding. Comments are noted and
-
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the current housing requirement. When
combined with the 11% surplus and the
residential potential at Rugeley Power Station,
consider the figure to be too low. The Local
Plans Expert Group suggest provision is made for
developable Reserve Sites equivalent to 20% of
housing requirements. Safeguarded land should
be increased to provide a more effective supply
of developable land long term as without this
there is a risk Green Belt boundaries will not
endure. Do not consider sites in the SHLAA 2016
can wholly be relied on to provide for the
housing requirement to 2028.

IO250

Davis A

4A/B – who will make the final decision on use
of existing safeguarded land? Will this be
communicated to those presently concerned?
Are smaller infill sites currently being included in
development areas? (Hayfield Hill has a planning
notice for 3 dwellings adj no. 51; site in Park
Gate Road? )These do not appear on the plan?
What consideration will be given to existing infill
sites without planning permission? Will
potential sites be removed at the request of
landowners should this be received?

further consideration will be given to the matter. The
LPEG review is not policy, however the situation will
be kept under review.
An updated Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA- anticipated September 2017)
will provide an up to date evidence base on sites
available for residential development. Subject to this
and other evidence demonstrating sufficient supply
on sites outside of the Green Belt (as envisaged in the
Issues and Options consultation) and in view of
comments received in relation to safeguarding and
the Greater Birmingham Housing Market shortfall,
the preliminary view is that Green Belt review of land
for housing may be more appropriate to consider via
an immediate Local Plan review, following the
adoption of Local Plan Part 2. However, this position
will be kept under consideration in light of emerging
evidence base and assessment work
An updated Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA- anticipated September 2017)
will provide an up to date evidence base on sites
available for residential development. Subject to this
and other evidence demonstrating sufficient supply
on sites outside of the Green Belt (as envisaged in the
Issues and Options consultation) and in view of
comments received in relation to safeguarding and
the Greater Birmingham Housing Market shortfall,
the preliminary view is that Green Belt review of land
for housing may be more appropriate to consider via
an immediate Local Plan review, following the
adoption of Local Plan Part 2. However, this position
will be kept under consideration in light of emerging
-
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evidence base and assessment work.
In terms of who makes the decisions, ultimately it will
be for a planning inspector to examine the plan and if
found ‘sound’ it can then be adopted by the Council.
It is assumed that the sites being referred to are
minor sites with planning permission (CH/16/178 for
2 net dwellings and CH/16/348 for 3 net dwellings
respectively). The Local Plan (Part 2) consultation
proposed two options for site allocations (see
Options H1a and H1b). This excluded minor sites
with planning permission as justified in the
supporting text to the options. It is officers’
preliminary view that this approach remains valid at
this stage based upon evidence and consultation
responses. However, whilst these sites may not be
shown as allocations on the Local Plan Policies Map,
they are still counted as contributing to the housing
supply overall and all sites with planning permission
that are contributing to delivering housing in the
District are included within the Councils’ Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA). All
sites are mapped and are available to view online at
http://cannockchase.addresscafe.com/app/exploreit/
The Council will also consider how to present the
housing supply information in the next iteration of
the Local Plan (Part 2) so as to make transparent
which areas of the District are contributing to the
housing supply. This may include a section on the
rural areas supply, as presented in the SHLAA at
present.

-
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Gallagher Estates (Pegasus)

Home Builders Federation

LPP2 needs to safeguard and between the urban
area and Green Belt to allow for long term needs
to be met. In deciding the quantum the local
context should be considered including long
term development needs, likely future level of
housing and employment, cross boundary
pressures, the approach of neighbouring
authorities. CCDC should be identifying a surplus
over the LPP1 requirement. It should adopt a
similar approach to South Staffs Council –
safeguarding over a ten year period following
the % split of the spatial strategy would result in
the need to deliver a minimum 2,410) between
2028 and 2038 with 627 being assigned to
Rugeley and Brereton (26%). Neither option H4a
or H4b provides the necessary quantum and H4b
incorrectly assumes all longer term housing
needs will be met in one location.
There is no evidence for the 5% figure for the
amount of safeguarded land, suggest the figure
is too low. How has the long term housing need
been assessed as 5% of the current housing
requirement? Even when combined with the
Council’s identified surplus of 11% and the
residential potential at Rugeley Power Station
the Council’s proposal is below the Local Plans
Expert Group’s recommendation which

In terms of landowner intentions, this will be taken
into account as part of the assessment process i.e. if
a landowner is no longer promoting development of
the site then this will ultimately affect its ability to be
considered for development.
LPP2 set out the justification for the quantum for
potential safeguarding. Comments are noted and
further consideration will be given to the matter.
An updated Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA- anticipated September 2017)
will provide an up to date evidence base on sites
available for residential development. Subject to this
and other evidence demonstrating sufficient supply
on sites outside of the Green Belt (as envisaged in the
Issues and Options consultation) and in view of
comments received in relation to safeguarding and
the Greater Birmingham Housing Market shortfall,
the preliminary view is that Green Belt review of land
for housing may be more appropriate to consider via
an immediate Local Plan review, following the
adoption of Local Plan Part 2. However, this position
will be kept under consideration in light of emerging
evidence base and assessment work
LPP2 set out the justification for the quantum for
potential safeguarding. Comments are noted and
further consideration will be given to the matter.
An updated Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA- anticipated September 2017)
will provide an up to date evidence base on sites
available for residential development. Subject to this
and other evidence demonstrating sufficient supply
-
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Homes and Communities Agency

proposed that ‘The NPPF makes clear that Local
Plans should be required not only to
demonstrate a five year land supply but also
focus on ensuring a more effective supply of
developable land for the medium to long term
(over the whole plan period) plus make provision
for and provide a mechanism for the release of
developable Reserve sites equivalent to 20% of
their housing requirement as far as is consistent
with the policies set out in the NPPF’ (LPEG Para
11.4). All options should be considered including
assessing the suitability of increasing the
capacity of existing safeguarded land as well as
other Green Belt sites. If the Council identifies
insufficient safeguarded land then there is an
increased risk that Green Belt boundaries will
not endure.
(Officer comment: These comments are also
picked up under the individual site references)
HCA agrees with need for LP2 to cater for longer
term housing needs. LP1997 includes 3
safeguarded sites which were removed from
Green Belt, but assessment for this is 20 years
old so could be considered out of date. HCA
agrees that an updated assessment of Green
Belt should inform identification of further
safeguarded land to ensure any Green Belt
release is based on an up to date and robust
assessment. Option 4a most appropriate.
In considering need to release Green Belt a
robust and detailed parcel assessment is
required, not limited to the 2016 Green Belt
Review(GBR) but including further evidence

on sites outside of the Green Belt (as envisaged in the
Issues and Options consultation) and in view of
comments received in relation to safeguarding and
the Greater Birmingham Housing Market shortfall,
the preliminary view is that Green Belt review of land
for housing may be more appropriate to consider via
an immediate Local Plan review, following the
adoption of Local Plan Part 2. However, this position
will be kept under consideration in light of emerging
evidence base and assessment work.
The Local Plans Expert Group (LPEG)
recommendations are not government policy.

LPP2 set out the justification for the quantum for
potential safeguarding. Comments are noted and
further consideration will be given to the matter.
An updated Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA- anticipated September 2017)
will provide an up to date evidence base on sites
available for residential development. Subject to this
and other evidence demonstrating sufficient supply
on sites outside of the Green Belt (as envisaged in the
Issues and Options consultation) and in view of
comments received in relation to safeguarding and
the Greater Birmingham Housing Market shortfall,
the preliminary view is that Green Belt review of land
for housing may be more appropriate to consider via
an immediate Local Plan review, following the
-
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IO255
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from developers/landowners. GBR report
parcels contain areas of land in some cases
which are in multiple ownerships with different
characteristics and which have implications for
accurate assessment of true value of parcel to
the green belt. Eg parcel R12, part of which is
HCA land (map, details and analysis in terms of
Green Belt purposes provided, plus list of
technical evidence available). HCA would
welcome release of this site.
Inglewood Investments Co Ltd (c/o Given the Districts context, significantly more
SLR Consulting)
land should be taken out of the Green Belt than
identified in either of these options. Land to
accommodate the housing requirements for at
least two Local Plan reviews should be removed
and safeguarded. This would also provide more
scope for assisting in the delivery of some of the
housing from the GBHMA requirements. This
would likely safeguard land for housing numbers
in the thousands, rather than the hundreds.

Kershaw, Best & Higgins (Peter
Richards & Co Ltd)
KGL Estates (Heminsley /
McGregor)

Prefer Option 4a – identify land beyond the plan
period.
Only a very small area of safeguarded land was
carried forward from the previous Local Plan to

adoption of Local Plan Part 2. However, this position
will be kept under consideration in light of emerging
evidence base and assessment work
The Green Belt review is one piece of evidence but
will be considered with other evidence.

LPP2 set out the justification for the quantum for
potential safeguarding. Comments are noted and
further consideration will be given to the matter.
An updated Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA- anticipated September 2017)
will provide an up to date evidence base on sites
available for residential development. Subject to this
and other evidence demonstrating sufficient supply
on sites outside of the Green Belt (as envisaged in the
Issues and Options consultation) and in view of
comments received in relation to safeguarding and
the Greater Birmingham Housing Market shortfall,
the preliminary view is that Green Belt review of land
for housing may be more appropriate to consider via
an immediate Local Plan review, following the
adoption of Local Plan Part 2. However, this position
will be kept under consideration in light of emerging
evidence base and assessment work
Noted
LPP2 set out the justification for the quantum for
potential safeguarding. Comments are noted and
-
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Natural England

IO258

Painter GK

the current adopted LPP 1, with potential
capacity of 150 dwellings. This will not be
sufficient to comply with national policy which
requires safeguarded land to be identified to
accommodate growth for 2 plan periods, so that
Green Belt boundaries have a degree of
permanence. The suggestion that a 5% addition
of safeguarded land is very unlikely to deal with
potential growth demands beyond the end of
the current plan period of 2028, including the
final 3 years of the Birmingham Local Plan to
2031 and Cannock Chase locally generated
needs going forward to 2043. As brownfield
opportunities within the urban areas become
more difficult to find in future, a safeguarding
amount of at least 15% should be the minimum
to aim for.
Longer term needs should take account of
Sustainability Appraisal related criteria including:
-The outcome of the current evidence base
review in relation to the Cannock Chase SAC and
associated ‘Strategic Access Management and
Monitoring Measures’ (SAMMM).
- Progress in relation to the Greater Birmingham
Housing Market Area housing shortfall (over and
above matters of specific relevance to the
Cannock Chase SAC Partnership
project)
- Who will make the final decision on use of
existing safeguarded land?
- Will this be communicated to those
presently concerned about the plan?
- Are smaller individual infill sites currently

further consideration will be given to the matter.
An updated Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA- anticipated September 2017)
will provide an up to date evidence base on sites
available for residential development. Subject to this
and other evidence demonstrating sufficient supply
on sites outside of the Green Belt (as envisaged in the
Issues and Options consultation) and in view of
comments received in relation to safeguarding and
the Greater Birmingham Housing Market shortfall,
the preliminary view is that Green Belt review of land
for housing may be more appropriate to consider via
an immediate Local Plan review, following the
adoption of Local Plan Part 2. However, this position
will be kept under consideration in light of emerging
evidence base and assessment work
The preliminary view is that Green Belt review of land
for longer term housing needs may be more
appropriate to consider via an immediate Local Plan
review, following the adoption of Local Plan Part 2.
However, this position will be kept under
consideration in light of emerging evidence base and
assessment work which includes evidence relating to
the SAC, and relating to the GBHMA.

An updated Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA- anticipated September 2017)
will provide an up to date evidence base on sites
available for residential development. Subject to this
and other evidence demonstrating sufficient supply
-
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being included in development areas?
(Hayfield Hill presently has planning notice
for 3 dwellings adjacent to 51 Hayfield Hill?
Planning in process for a site in Park Gate
Road?) These sites do not appear on the
plan although planning has been applied for
during 2016?
- What consideration will be given to existing
infill sites without planning permission?
Additionally- how will the outcome from
consultation be communicated to residents?
Will potential sites be removed at the request
of landowners should this be received?

on sites outside of the Green Belt (as envisaged in the
Issues and Options consultation) and in view of
comments received in relation to safeguarding and
the Greater Birmingham Housing Market shortfall,
the preliminary view is that Green Belt review of land
for housing may be more appropriate to consider via
an immediate Local Plan review, following the
adoption of Local Plan Part 2. However, this position
will be kept under consideration in light of emerging
evidence base and assessment work.
In terms of who makes the decisions, ultimately it will
be for a planning inspector to examine the plan and if
found ‘sound’ it can then be adopted by the Council.
It is assumed that the sites being referred to are
minor sites with planning permission (CH/16/178 for
2 net dwellings and CH/16/348 for 3 net dwellings
respectively). The Local Plan (Part 2) consultation
proposed two options for site allocations (see
Options H1a and H1b). This excluded minor sites
with planning permission as justified in the
supporting text to the options. It is officers’
preliminary view that this approach remains valid at
this stage based upon evidence and consultation
responses. However, whilst these sites may not be
shown as allocations on the Local Plan Policies Map,
they are still counted as contributing to the housing
supply overall and all sites with planning permission
that are contributing to delivering housing in the
District are included within the Councils’ Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA). All
sites are mapped and are available to view online at
http://cannockchase.addresscafe.com/app/exploreit/
-
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The Council will also consider how to present the
housing supply information in the next iteration of
the Local Plan (Part 2) so as to make transparent
which areas of the District are contributing to the
housing supply. This may include a section on the
rural areas supply, as presented in the SHLAA at
present.
In terms of landowner intentions, this will be taken
into account as part of the assessment process i.e. if
a landowner is no longer promoting development of
the site then this will ultimately affect its ability to be
considered for development.
IO259

Painter J

Who will make the final decision on use of
existing safeguarded land?
- Will this be communicated to those
presently concerned about the plan?
- Are smaller individual infill sites currently
being included in development areas?
(Hayfield Hill presently has planning notice
for 3 dwellings adjacent to 51 Hayfield Hill?
Planning in process for a site in Park Gate
Road?) These sites do not appear on the
plan although planning has been applied for
during 2016?
- What consideration will be given to existing
infill sites without planning permission?
Additionally- how will the outcome from
consultation be communicated to residents?
Will potential sites be removed at the request
of landowners should this be received?

-

An updated Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA- anticipated September 2017)
will provide an up to date evidence base on sites
available for residential development. Subject to this
and other evidence demonstrating sufficient supply
on sites outside of the Green Belt (as envisaged in the
Issues and Options consultation) and in view of
comments received in relation to safeguarding and
the Greater Birmingham Housing Market shortfall,
the preliminary view is that Green Belt review of land
for housing may be more appropriate to consider via
an immediate Local Plan review, following the
adoption of Local Plan Part 2. However, this position
will be kept under consideration in light of emerging
evidence base and assessment work.
In terms of who makes the decisions, ultimately it will
be for a planning inspector to examine the plan and if
found ‘sound’ it can then be adopted by the Council.
-
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It is assumed that the sites being referred to are
minor sites with planning permission (CH/16/178 for
2 net dwellings and CH/16/348 for 3 net dwellings
respectively). The Local Plan (Part 2) consultation
proposed two options for site allocations (see
Options H1a and H1b). This excluded minor sites
with planning permission as justified in the
supporting text to the options. It is officers’
preliminary view that this approach remains valid at
this stage based upon evidence and consultation
responses. However, whilst these sites may not be
shown as allocations on the Local Plan Policies Map,
they are still counted as contributing to the housing
supply overall and all sites with planning permission
that are contributing to delivering housing in the
District are included within the Councils’ Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA). All
sites are mapped and are available to view online at
http://cannockchase.addresscafe.com/app/exploreit/
The Council will also consider how to present the
housing supply information in the next iteration of
the Local Plan (Part 2) so as to make transparent
which areas of the District are contributing to the
housing supply. This may include a section on the
rural areas supply, as presented in the SHLAA at
present.
In terms of landowner intentions, this will be taken
into account as part of the assessment process i.e. if
a landowner is no longer promoting development of
the site then this will ultimately affect its ability to be
-
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Richborough Estates (Pegasus) re
Brownhills Road Norton Canes

Richborough Estates (Pegasus) re
Land South of Cannock Road
Heath Hayes

LPP2 needs to safeguard land between the
urban area and Green Belt to allow for long term
needs to be met. In deciding the quantum the
local context should be considered including
long term development needs, likely future level
of housing and employment, cross boundary
pressures, the approach of neighbouring
authorities. CCDC should be identifying a surplus
over the LPP1 requirement. It should adopt a
similar approach to South Staffs Council –
safeguarding over a ten year period following
the % split of the spatial strategy would result in
the need to deliver a minimum 2,410) between
2028 and 2038 with 145 being assigned to
Norton Canes (6%). Neither option H4a or H4b
provides the necessary quantum and H4b
incorrectly assumes all longer term housing
needs will be met in one location.
LPP2 needs to safeguard and between the urban
area and Green Belt to allow for long term needs
to be met. In deciding the quantum the local
context should be considered including long
term development needs, likely future level of
housing and employment, cross boundary
pressures, the approach of neighbouring
authorities. CCDC should be identifying a surplus
over the LPP1 requirement. It should adopt a
similar approach to South Staffs Council –
safeguarding over a ten year period following
the % split of the spatial strategy would result in
the need to deliver a minimum 2,410) between

considered for development.
LPP2 set out the justification for the quantum for
potential safeguarding. Comments are noted and
further consideration will be given to the matter.
An updated Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA- anticipated September 2017)
will provide an up to date evidence base on sites
available for residential development. Subject to this
and other evidence demonstrating sufficient supply
on sites outside of the Green Belt (as envisaged in the
Issues and Options consultation) and in view of
comments received in relation to safeguarding and
the Greater Birmingham Housing Market shortfall,
the preliminary view is that Green Belt review of land
for housing may be more appropriate to consider via
an immediate Local Plan review, following the
adoption of Local Plan Part 2. However, this position
will be kept under consideration in light of emerging
evidence base and assessment work
LPP2 set out the justification for the quantum for
potential safeguarding. Comments are noted and
further consideration will be given to the matter.
An updated Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA- anticipated September 2017)
will provide an up to date evidence base on sites
available for residential development. Subject to this
and other evidence demonstrating sufficient supply
on sites outside of the Green Belt (as envisaged in the
Issues and Options consultation) and in view of
comments received in relation to safeguarding and
the Greater Birmingham Housing Market shortfall,
-
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2028 and 2038 with 1,639 assigned to Cannock /
Hednesford / Heath Hayes (68%). Neither option
H4a or H4b provides the necessary quantum and
H4b incorrectly assumes all longer term housing
needs will be met in one location.
IO262

Shiner D

Paragraph 5.15 says that there is no need to
consider the release of further Green Belt sites
to meet current development requirements.
Furthermore, paragraph 5.24 makes it clear that
there is already a surplus of around 600
dwellings on urban and urban extension sites
over and above current development
requirements, and this is without taking into
account the longer term redevelopment of the
power station site. In the light of this, there is no
justification for taking the land parcels lying
between Slitting Mill and Rugeley, assessed by
the Green Belt Study as higher performing, out
of the existing Green Belt to allow them to be
used for housing development.

the preliminary view is that Green Belt review of land
for housing may be more appropriate to consider via
an immediate Local Plan review, following the
adoption of Local Plan Part 2. However, this position
will be kept under consideration in light of emerging
evidence base and assessment work
An updated Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA- anticipated September 2017)
will provide an up to date evidence base on sites
available for residential development. Subject to this
and other evidence demonstrating sufficient supply
on sites outside of the Green Belt (as envisaged in the
Issues and Options consultation) and in view of
comments received in relation to safeguarding and
the Greater Birmingham Housing Market shortfall,
the preliminary view is that Green Belt review of land
for housing may be more appropriate to consider via
an immediate Local Plan review, following the
adoption of Local Plan Part 2. However, this position
will be kept under consideration in light of emerging
evidence base and assessment work

In paragraph 5.30, the Council says that it is
considering testing the potential to
accommodate an additional 1000 dwellings
(over and above the 5300 target). This is to meet
Birmingham's shortfall in the supply of housing
land. This is not a reasonable option for the
Council to consider, unless the additional
capacity can be provided through brownfield
development in the Cannock Chase area.
Green Belt land in Cannock Chase, and in
-
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particular high performing Green Belt land such
as that lying between Slitting Mill and Rugeley,
should not be sacrificed to meet Birmingham's
shortfall. As the Council's own Green Belt Study
says in paragraph 5.6 (in 'CCDC Green Belt Study
Final 4'), any changes to the Green Belt should
only be done in exceptional circumstances, such
as unmet housing need, that can't be met
elsewhere. If it were the case that there was
insufficient brownfield land in Cannock Chase to
meet Birmingham's shortfall, then Birmingham's
Green Belt should be sacrificed to meet the
shortfall.
IO263

Shiner J

Paragraph 5.15 says that there is no need to
consider the release of further Green Belt sites
to meet current development requirements.
Furthermore, paragraph 5.24 makes it clear that
there is already a surplus of around 600
dwellings on urban and urban extension sites
over and above current development
requirements, and this is without taking into
account the longer term redevelopment of the
power station site. In the light of this, there is no
justification for taking the land parcels lying
between Slitting Mill and Rugeley, assessed by
the Green Belt Study as higher performing, out
of the existing Green Belt to allow them to be
used for housing development.

An updated Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA- anticipated September 2017)
will provide an up to date evidence base on sites
available for residential development. Subject to this
and other evidence demonstrating sufficient supply
on sites outside of the Green Belt (as envisaged in the
Issues and Options consultation) and in view of
comments received in relation to safeguarding and
the Greater Birmingham Housing Market shortfall,
the preliminary view is that Green Belt review of land
for housing may be more appropriate to consider via
an immediate Local Plan review, following the
adoption of Local Plan Part 2. However, this position
will be kept under consideration in light of emerging
evidence base and assessment work

In paragraph 5.30, the Council says that it is
considering testing the potential to
accommodate an additional 1000 dwellings
-
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(over and above the 5300 target). This is to meet
Birmingham's shortfall in the supply of housing
land. This is not a reasonable option for the
Council to consider, unless the additional
capacity can be provided through brownfield
development in the Cannock Chase area.

IO264

Staffordshire County Council

Green Belt land in Cannock Chase, and in
particular high performing Green Belt land such
as that lying between Slitting Mill and Rugeley,
should not be sacrificed to meet Birmingham's
shortfall. As the Council's own Green Belt Study
says in paragraph 5.6 (in 'CCDC Green Belt Study
Final 4'), any changes to the Green Belt should
only be done in exceptional circumstances, such
as unmet housing need, that can't be met
elsewhere. If it were the case that there was
insufficient brownfield land in Cannock Chase to
meet Birmingham's shortfall, then Birmingham's
Green Belt should be sacrificed to meet the
shortfall.
Further transport work required to inform
impacts re H4a and b. IDP requires updating re
transport, an updated District Integrated
Transport Strategy will be provided in due
course.

Evidence requirements noted and discussions
underway. An updated Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment (SHLAA- anticipated
September 2017) will provide an up to date evidence
base on sites available for residential development.
Subject to this and other evidence demonstrating
sufficient supply on sites outside of the Green Belt (as
envisaged in the Issues and Options consultation) and
in view of comments received in relation to
safeguarding and the Greater Birmingham Housing
Market shortfall, the preliminary view is that Green
Belt review of land for housing may be more
-
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Taylor Wimpey (Lichfields)

Upton Trust and Carney Brothers
Ltd c/o Wardell Armstrong

Safeguarding requirements are set out in NPPF
para 85 and the need for flexibility in para 153.
Support safeguarding in general. LPP2 should
include triggers for full / partial reviews of plans
where they are failing to deliver. In accordance
with the LPEG report a mechanism for releasing
developable reserve sites (20% of the
requirement) should be factored in – to be taken
out of the safeguarded supply when triggers are
hit eg West Lancashire Local Plan Policy RS6
which triggers release of safeguarded land if less
than 80% of the pro rata housing target not hot
after 5 years of the plan period. Para 5.26 of
LPP2 I&O says that identifying a significant
supply of additional sites could prejudice options
of a local plan review: this is disagreed with:
allocating sites would provide a formal response
within the plan to address circumstances where
there is persistent under delivery which would
removed the need for a formal plan review
process to be undertaken prior to permission
being granted on such reserved sites. Otherwise
this will result in unplanned release and
speculative applications which might not be as
sustainable.
Section 5.23 references around ‘11% flexibility’
above current development requirements in
relation to Issue H4 longer term needs. Rugeley

appropriate to consider via an immediate Local Plan
review, following the adoption of Local Plan Part 2.
However, this position will be kept under
consideration in light of emerging evidence base and
assessment work
LPP2 set out the justification for the quantum for
potential safeguarding. Comments are noted and
further consideration will be given to the matter. The
LPEG review is not policy, however the situation will
be kept under review.
An updated Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA- anticipated September 2017)
will provide an up to date evidence base on sites
available for residential development. Subject to this
and other evidence demonstrating sufficient supply
on sites outside of the Green Belt (as envisaged in the
Issues and Options consultation) and in view of
comments received in relation to safeguarding and
the Greater Birmingham Housing Market shortfall,
the preliminary view is that Green Belt review of land
for housing may be more appropriate to consider via
an immediate Local Plan review, following the
adoption of Local Plan Part 2. However, this position
will be kept under consideration in light of emerging
evidence base and assessment work

LPP2 set out the justification for the quantum for
potential safeguarding. Comments are noted and
further consideration will be given to the matter.
-
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Power Station’s potential is referenced but
cannot be robustly assessed or included as
anything other than a notional housing site of
limited potential, bearing in mind its decommissioning and practical future re-use for
energy and or other commercial uses.

IO267

Upton Trust and Carney Brothers
Ltd c/o Wardell Armstrong

IO268

Upton Trust and Carney Brothers
Ltd c/o Wardell Armstrong

IO269

Upton Trust and Carney Brothers
Ltd c/o Wardell Armstrong

Section 5.26 references AONB as ‘an absolute
constraint’ to major development. This is
accepted as a principle, but this should make
clear that it does not fully restrict limited scale
urban edge sustainable development.
It is suggested that the schedule of sites list of
Green Belt options is updated to include
additional sites promoted in this consultation
process (including the sites referred by our
clients) before the assessment process is
undertaken.
In relation to Option H4a the ‘land from the
Green Belt for up to 5% of the District’s current

Work on the power station is ongoing and Cannock
Chase council is working jointly with Lichfield District
Council on an SPD but again comments on this
matter are noted.
An updated Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA- anticipated September 2017)
will provide an up to date evidence base on sites
available for residential development. Subject to this
and other evidence demonstrating sufficient supply
on sites outside of the Green Belt (as envisaged in the
Issues and Options consultation) and in view of
comments received in relation to safeguarding and
the Greater Birmingham Housing Market shortfall,
the preliminary view is that Green Belt review of land
for housing may be more appropriate to consider via
an immediate Local Plan review, following the
adoption of Local Plan Part 2. However, this position
will be kept under consideration in light of emerging
evidence base and assessment work
Noted and sites are to be assessed in the context of
Local plan Part 1 which includes Policy CP14
(Landscape Character and AONB).

Noted and will be included for assessment

LPP2 set out the justification for the quantum for
potential safeguarding. Comments are noted and
-
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IO270

Walsall MBC

IO271

Wright T (Pegasus) re Land at
Upper Birches Farm, Rugeley

development needs (aka 265 dwelling)’, it
cannot be seen anywhere how this arbitrary
figure is arrived at in relation to any OAHN
analysis, SA parameter or other means. If the
recommended level of flexibility or other
provision of 20% is developed, this figure is
highly likely to have to be appropriately
increased. Nowhere can other thresholds be
seen as alternatives, and how they are more or
less effective, or their repercussions in achieving
planned growth in sustainable locations.
Paragraph 5.26 notes there is an existing
oversupply of housing land in the district and
that most land that might serve longer term
needs lies in the Green Belt. Allocation or
safeguarding of further land would therefore
appear to be contrary to the purposes of the
Green Belt as set out in the NPPF, including
assisting in urban regeneration. Option H4b
would is preferred, if the LPP2 is to deliver LPP1
and if it is not intended to go farther at this
stage.
LPP2 needs to safeguard and between the urban
area and Green Belt to allow for long term needs
to be met. In deciding the quantum the local
context should be considered including long
term development needs, likely future level of
housing and employment, cross boundary
pressures, the approach of neighbouring
authorities. CCDC should be identifying a surplus
over the LPP1 requirement. It should adopt a
similar approach to South Staffs Council –
safeguarding over a ten year period following

further consideration will be given to the matter.
LPP2 is to deliver LPP1 so no updated OAN has been
produced. This would be more appropriate for a
Local Plan review.
In terms of alternative thresholds the Issues and
Options consultation invited comment on this.

Noted.

LPP2 set out the justification for the quantum for
potential safeguarding. Comments are noted and
further consideration will be given to the matter.
An updated Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment (SHLAA- anticipated September 2017)
will provide an up to date evidence base on sites
available for residential development. Subject to this
and other evidence demonstrating sufficient supply
on sites outside of the Green Belt (as envisaged in the
Issues and Options consultation) and in view of
-
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the % split of the spatial strategy would result in
the need to deliver a minimum 2,410) between
2028 and 2038 with 627 assigned to Rugeley
(26%). Neither option H4a or H4b provides the
necessary quantum and H4b incorrectly assumes
all longer term housing needs will be met in one
location.

Rep ID No.
IO272

Respondent
Birmingham City Council

comments received in relation to safeguarding and
the Greater Birmingham Housing Market shortfall,
the preliminary view is that Green Belt review of land
for housing may be more appropriate to consider via
an immediate Local Plan review, following the
adoption of Local Plan Part 2. However, this position
will be kept under consideration in light of emerging
evidence base and assessment work

Local Plan Part 2 Chapter 5. Housing- Issue H5/Options H5a, H5b and H5c
Comment
Council Response
At the time Local Plan Part 1 was prepared it was Note support for Option H5b provided the Council
envisaged that there would be more clarity as to
formally commits to an early review of the Local
the distribution of the HMA shortfall to inform
Plan including a review of the Green Belt of
Local Plan Part 2. As this has not materialised, the necessary.
Council supports the pragmatic approach which
proposes an option of suspending the Green Belt An updated Strategic Housing Land Availability
review to meet any HMA requirements via
Assessment (SHLAA- anticipated September 2017)
safeguarding and to consider the matter via an
will provide an up to date evidence base on sites
early review of the Plan, if necessary, following
available for residential development. Subject to
the completion of the HMA Strategic Growth
this and other evidence demonstrating sufficient
Study that has been commissioned by the HMA
supply on sites outside of the Green Belt (as
authorities. Support for Option H5b provided
envisaged in the Issues and Options consultation)
that Cannock Chase formally commits to an early and in view of comments received in relation to
review of the Local Plan including a review of
safeguarding and the Greater Birmingham Housing
Green Belt, if necessary, following completion of
Market shortfall, the preliminary view is that Green
the Study.
Belt review of land for housing may be more
-
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IO273

Bradley B

Neither H5a/b/c should be considered. Question
notion of the ‘Greater Birmingham Housing
Market Area’ –Birmingham
has got plenty of brownﬁeld sites to regenerate
for housing if they are not to be used for
industry. North Staffordshire councils would not
like Cannock Chase District Council in the future
asking them to accept a 1,000 homes. Have to
protect Green Belt. No A&E Hospital within the
District to take another 1,000 homes, or other
infrastructure that is required. What is
Birmingham Council going to give CCDC if this is
approved?

IO274

Briggs T

Aim to provide 1000 extra houses above
allocation to close gap across wider HMA is
shortsighted and will have considerable
implications for services, roads, schools and for
the land to be identified post 2028, with more
pressure on greenfield and AONB sites. Recent
vast housing expansion locally – a cynical view is
the financial benefit to the Council. Councillors
should act in the best interests of their electors
not facilitate reduced development in rest of

appropriate to consider via an immediate Local
Plan review, following the adoption of Local Plan
Part 2. However, this position will be kept under
consideration in light of emerging evidence base
and assessment work
Noted. The adopted spatial strategy is urban
focused and will maximise urban and brownfield
sites as much as possible and where this accords
with the broad apportionment of development as
set out in Local Plan Part 1. Work is currently being
undertaken to update the data base (Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment) to provide
up to date evidence on housing sites. In the light of
comments received in relation to safeguarding and
the wider shortfall in the Greater Birmingham
Housing Market Area the preliminary view of
officers is that the Green Belt review of land for
housing is a strategic issue which may be more
appropriate to deal with through a Local Plan
review following the adoption of this plan (Local
Plan Part 2). This position will be kept under
consideration in the light of emerging evidence and
assessment work.
Noted. The adopted spatial strategy is urban
focused and will maximise urban and brownfield
sites as much as possible and where this accords
with the broad apportionment of development as
set out in Local Plan Part 1. Work is currently being
undertaken to update the data base (Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment) to provide
up to date evidence on housing sites. In the light of
comments received in relation to safeguarding and
the wider shortfall in the Greater Birmingham
-
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HMA. Also concerns at the employment
opportunities for future residents and level of out
commuting on highly stressed road network.
Urge rethink of this policy which is not in best
interests of area. Cannock Chase should not be a
dumping ground for houses that others do not
want.
IO275

Brindley Heath Parish Council

Options to address the shortfall in housing within
the Greater Birmingham Housing Market Area
could be dealt with separately and looked at in a
later review.

IO276

Bromford (c/o Pegasus Group)

IO277

Bromford (c/o Pegasus Group)

Welcome reference to the emerging cross
boundary evidence being undertaken in respect
of the Birmingham Housing Market Area.
Summarises Birmingham Development Plan
policies related to addressing the housing
shortfall.
No clear evidence on how the 1,000 figure for
CCDC has been derived. Understood that further
work has been recently commissioned to
consider the housing shortfall in more detail in
partnership with the other GBHMA authorities.
Consider that at present there is an
uncoordinated approach in current local
authority plans’ e.g. North Warwickshire and
Solihull testing alternative figures. Recommend

Housing Market Area the preliminary view of
officers is that the Green Belt review of land for
housing is a strategic issue which may be more
appropriate to deal with through a Local Plan
review following the adoption of this plan (Local
Plan Part 2). This position will be kept under
consideration in the light of emerging evidence and
assessment work.
Noted. In the light of comments received in relation
to safeguarding and the wider shortfall in the
Greater Birmingham Housing Market Area the
preliminary view of officers is that the Green Belt
review of land for housing is a strategic issue which
may be more appropriate to deal with through a
Local Plan review following the adoption of this
plan (Local Plan Part 2). This position will be kept
under consideration in the light of emerging
evidence and assessment work.
Noted

In terms of testing the figure for 1000 homes, this
was shown to be the amount of the wider HMA
shortfall which arose from Cannock Chase District
(Strategic Housing Needs Study Stage 3 Report
produced August 2015 for the GBSLEP and Black
Country Authorities) and it was agreed to test this
figure at Cabinet on 24th March 2016. However it is
acknowledged that things have moved on and the
situation is being kept under review in the light of
-
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that CCDC should publish further evidence to
justify the appropriate contribution to meeting
cross boundary requirements- this should be
informed by the recently commissioned work by
the GBHMA authorities.

the ongoing work across the GBHMA as is the most
appropriate mechanism for dealing with this. In
terms of the different approaches, this does rather
reflect the planning system as a whole, the absence
of a higher level spatial strategy crossing local
authority boundaries, and the fact that all Local
Authority plans are at different stages of plan
preparation. However under the Duty to Cooperate all authorities across the GBHMA are
working together to try and address the issue in as
consistent a manner as possible and reviews will be
informed by the ongoing work.

IO278

Bromford (c/o Pegasus Group)

Do not support Option H5b- given timescales for
the GBHMA further study work it should be
possible to have a firm commitment to delivering
an appropriate proportion of the housing
shortfall within LPP2. Concerned that the options
in the consultation document do not recognise
the recently commissioned further study work.
Making provision via LPP2 would be only option
for complying with Birmingham Development
Plan policies regarding the adoption of plans
within three years that cater for the shortfall.

There is no specific reference to the GL Hearn work
in the LPP2 Issues and Options document as at the
point of writing it had not been commissioned.
In the light of comments received in relation to
safeguarding and the wider shortfall in the Greater
Birmingham Housing Market Area the preliminary
view of officers is that the Green Belt review of
land for housing is a strategic issue which may be
more appropriate to deal with through a Local Plan
review following the adoption of this plan (Local
Plan Part 2). This position will be kept under
consideration in the light of emerging evidence and
assessment work.

IO279

Carney D

Testing additional 1,000 houses is not a
reasonable option unless additional capacity can
be provided through brownfield development.
Green Belt land should not be used to meet
Birmingham’s housing shortfall. If there is
insufficient brownfield land in Cannock Chase

Noted. The adopted spatial strategy is urban
focused and will maximise urban and brownfield
sites as much as possible and where this accords
with the broad apportionment of development as
set out in Local Plan Part 1. Work is currently being
undertaken to update the data base (Strategic
-
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District then Birmingham’s lower performing
Green Belt should be used to meet the shortfall.

IO280

Church Commissioners (Barton
Wilmore)

IO281

Fraser P

In terms of the 1000 dwellings, concerns over the
lack of provision being proposed especially when
the housing needs for each constituent authority
in the GBHMA is yet to be established. No clear
evidence as to how the 1000 was arrived at.
Needs evidence. CCDC need a MoU with
Birmingham City Council and follow the example
of other LPAs such as Warwickshire but weighting
the distribution of unmet need based on their
socio-economic links with the City.
Notwithstanding this prefer Option H5a to
provide for the additional dwellings in LPP2. The
GBHMA shortfall needs to be accommodated
now rather than being delayed to a Local Plan
review which will cause greater backlog.
Whilst understanding the need to contribute to
the Greater Birmingham Housing Market Area
(GBHMA) the Cannock Local Plan should focus
clearly on meeting local needs first and should
not sacrifice current Green Belt land to address
the needs of the wider area unless it can be

Housing Land Availability Assessment) to provide
up to date evidence on housing sites. In the light of
comments received in relation to safeguarding and
the wider shortfall in the Greater Birmingham
Housing Market Area the preliminary view of
officers is that the Green Belt review of land for
housing is a strategic issue which may be more
appropriate to deal with through a Local Plan
review following the adoption of this plan (Local
Plan Part 2). This position will be kept under
consideration in the light of emerging evidence and
assessment work.
Comments noted. In terms of testing the figure for
1000 homes, this was shown to be the amount of
the wider HMA shortfall which arose from Cannock
Chase District (Strategic Housing Needs Study Stage
3 Report produced August 2015 for the GBSLEP and
Black Country Authorities) and it was agreed to test
this figure at Cabinet on 24th March 2016.
However it is acknowledged that things have
moved on and the situation is being kept under
review in the light of the ongoing work across the
GBHMA as is the most appropriate mechanism for
dealing with this.

Noted. The adopted spatial strategy is urban
focused and will maximise urban and brownfield
sites as much as possible and where this accords
with the broad apportionment of development as
set out in Local Plan Part 1. Work is currently being
undertaken to update the data base (Strategic
-
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clearly shown that all brownfield sites in the
GBHMA have first been delivered for redevelopment.

IO282

Gallagher Estates (Pegasus)

IO283

Gallagher Estates (Pegasus)

Welcome reference to the emerging cross
boundary evidence being undertaken in respect
of the Birmingham Housing Market Area.
Summarises Birmingham Development Plan
policies related to addressing the housing
shortfall.
No clear evidence on how the 1,000 figure for
CCDC has been derived. Understood that further
work has been recently commissioned to
consider the housing shortfall in more detail in
partnership with the other GBHMA authorities.
Consider that at present there is an
uncoordinated approach in current local
authority plans’ e.g. North Warwickshire and
Solihull testing alternative figures. Recommend
that CCDC should publish further evidence to
justify the appropriate contribution to meeting
cross boundary requirements- this should be
informed by the recently commissioned work by
the GBHMA authorities.

Housing Land Availability Assessment) to provide
up to date evidence on housing sites. In the light of
comments received in relation to safeguarding and
the wider shortfall in the Greater Birmingham
Housing Market Area the preliminary view of
officers is that the Green Belt review of land for
housing is a strategic issue which may be more
appropriate to deal with through a Local Plan
review following the adoption of this plan (Local
Plan Part 2). This position will be kept under
consideration in the light of emerging evidence and
assessment work.
Noted

In terms of testing the figure for 1000 homes, this
was shown to be the amount of the wider HMA
shortfall which arose from Cannock Chase District
(Strategic Housing Needs Study Stage 3 Report
produced August 2015 for the GBSLEP and Black
Country Authorities) and it was agreed to test this
figure at Cabinet on 24th March 2016. However it is
acknowledged that things have moved on and the
situation is being kept under review in the light of
the ongoing work across the GBHMA as is the most
appropriate mechanism for dealing with this. In
terms of the different approaches, this does rather
reflect the planning system as a whole, the absence
of a higher level spatial strategy crossing local
authority boundaries, and the fact that all Local
-
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Authority plans are at different stages of plan
preparation. However under the Duty to Cooperate all authorities across the GBHMA are
working together to try and address the issue in as
consistent a manner as possible and reviews will be
informed by the ongoing work.
IO284

Gallagher Estates (Pegasus)

IO285

Gallagher Estates (Pegasus)

IO286

Highways England

Do not support Option H5b- given timescales for
the GBHMA further study work it should be
possible to have a firm commitment to delivering
an appropriate proportion of the housing
shortfall within LPP2. Concerned that the options
in the consultation document do not recognise
the recently commissioned further study work.
Making provision via LPP2 would be only option
for complying with Birmingham Development
Plan policies regarding the adoption of plans
within three years that cater for the shortfall.
Welcome reference to the emerging cross
boundary evidence being undertaken in respect
of the Birmingham Housing Market Area.
Summarises Birmingham Development Plan
policies related to addressing the housing
shortfall.
With regard to the additional 1000 dwellings
which Cannock Chase are committed to testing to
assist in addressing the housing shortfall in the
greater Birmingham Housing Market Area,
Highways England would expect the transport
implications of the additional development to be
properly addressed regardless of whether they
are tested through the Local Plan Part 2 or an
early review of the Local Plan.

There is no specific reference to the GL Hearn work
in the LPP2 Issues and Options document as at the
point of writing it had not been commissioned.
See also above response.

Noted

Noted. In terms of testing the figure for 1000
homes, this was shown to be the amount of the
wider HMA shortfall which arose from Cannock
Chase District (Strategic Housing Needs Study Stage
3 Report produced August 2015 for the GBSLEP and
Black Country Authorities) and it was agreed to test
this figure at Cabinet on 24th March 2016.
However it is acknowledged that things have
moved on and the situation is being kept under
-
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review in the light of the ongoing work across the
GBHMA as is the most appropriate mechanism for
dealing with this.
IO287

Home Builders federation

Prefer H5c for a combination of providing some
additional dwellings in the District via LPP2 to
help meet the shortfall plus a commitment to
review LPP1. The quantum should be justified
however. The HBF note that an early review as
proposed under H5b cannot be fulfilled as the
Council is already failing to undertake a first
review of LPP1 in the at least 5 yearly review
timescale proposed in the Housing White Paper.

IO288

Homes and Communities Agency

HCA agrees with need to consider further need
from Greater Birmingham HMA. No preference
on approach in options H5a-c. In considering
need to release Green Belt a robust and detailed
parcel assessment is required, not limited to the
2016 Green Belt Review but including further
evidence from developers/landowners

In terms of testing the figure for 1000 homes, this
was shown to be the amount of the wider HMA
shortfall which arose from Cannock Chase District
(Strategic Housing Needs Study Stage 3 Report
produced August 2015 for the GBSLEP and Black
Country Authorities) and it was agreed to test this
figure at Cabinet on 24th March 2016. However it is
acknowledged that things have moved on and the
situation is being kept under review in the light of
the ongoing work across the GBHMA as is the most
appropriate mechanism for dealing with this.
The White Paper is not policy, but notwithstanding
this the Council intends to progress an immediate
review of the Local Plan, as soon as LPP2 is adopted
Noted and evidence from a range of sources will be
considered. The adopted spatial strategy is urban
focused and will maximise urban and brownfield
sites as much as possible and where this accords
with the broad apportionment of development as
set out in Local Plan Part 1. Work is currently being
undertaken to update the data base (Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment) to provide
up to date evidence on housing sites. In the light of
comments received in relation to safeguarding and
the wider shortfall in the Greater Birmingham
Housing Market Area the preliminary view of
officers is that the Green Belt review of land for
housing is a strategic issue which may be more
appropriate to deal with through a Local Plan
-
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IO289

Inglewood Investment Co Ltd (c/o
SLR Consulting)

The plan should fully test the delivery of 1,000
homes over and above the Districts requirement
and consider whether more development might
be accommodated in subsequent plan reviews to
assist its neighbouring authorities.

IO290

Inglewood Investment Co Ltd (c/o
SLR Consulting)

Some assessment of likely long-term housing
requirements should be undertaken to inform
the levels of Green Belt release required to cover
at least two Plan reviews. By focusing only on
the housing requirements of this Plan period,
any considered review of Green Belt will not take
account of longer term housing requirements
which is likely to necessitate a further early
Green Belt reassessment. Site R28 should be
removed from the Green Belt to provide land for
housing now and early in any subsequent Plan
Review (technical evidence provided to support
submission).

review following the adoption of this plan (Local
Plan Part 2). This position will be kept under
consideration in the light of emerging evidence and
assessment work.
In terms of testing the figure for 1000 homes, this
was shown to be the amount of the wider HMA
shortfall which arose from Cannock Chase District
(Strategic Housing Needs Study Stage 3 Report
produced August 2015 for the GBSLEP and Black
Country Authorities) and it was agreed to test this
figure at Cabinet on 24th March 2016. However it is
acknowledged that things have moved on and the
situation is being kept under review in the light of
the ongoing work across the GBHMA as is the most
appropriate mechanism for dealing with this.
The adopted spatial strategy is urban focused and
will maximise urban and brownfield sites as much
as possible and where this accords with the broad
apportionment of development as set out in Local
Plan Part 1. Work is currently being undertaken to
update the data base (Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment) to provide up to date
evidence on housing sites. In the light of comments
received in relation to safeguarding and the wider
shortfall in the Greater Birmingham Housing
Market Area the preliminary view of officers is that
the Green Belt review of land for housing is a
strategic issue which may be more appropriate to
deal with through a Local Plan review following the
adoption of this plan (Local Plan Part 2). This
position will be kept under consideration in the
light of emerging evidence and assessment work.

-
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IO291

Inglewood Investment Co Ltd (c/o
SLR Consulting)

At this stage the Power Station site should be
discounted from this process due to the
uncertainties in terms of capacity, timing and
ground conditions etc.

IO292

Jones TA

IO293

Kershaw, Best & Higgins (Peter
Richards & Co Ltd)

Q2 – CCDC should be prepared to consider
compulsory purchase of non Green belt/non
AONB land. If land is suitable for development
non consent by owner should not be a cause of
less suitable land being developed.
Q3 – the following sites should be discounted –
R18, R18a, R28, R32, R83, R126, R128 and RE25.
Prefer H5b – commit to providing 1000 dwellings
via LPP2.

Work on the power station is ongoing (including an
SPD being progressed jointly by Cannock Chase and
Lichfield Councils). It cannot be ignored but at the
time of writing it is not possible to assume any
capacity on that part of the site falling within
Cannock chase district due to the heavy
infrastructure and the complexity of any
remediation programme for which details are not
yet known.
These issues will be considered as work on the next
stage of the plan progresses.

The adopted spatial strategy is urban focused and
will maximise urban and brownfield sites as much
as possible and where this accords with the broad
apportionment of development as set out in Local
Plan Part 1. Work is currently being undertaken to
update the data base (Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment) to provide up to date
evidence on housing sites. In the light of comments
received in relation to safeguarding and the wider
shortfall in the Greater Birmingham Housing
Market Area the preliminary view of officers is that
the Green Belt review of land for housing is a
strategic issue which may be more appropriate to
deal with through a Local Plan review following the
adoption of this plan (Local Plan Part 2). This
position will be kept under consideration in the
light of emerging evidence and assessment work.
-
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IO294

KGL Estates (Heminsley /
McGregor)

Through LPP1 the Council committed to a review
of Green Belt boundaries including safeguarding
and dealing with the then emerging Birmingham
shortfall via LPP2. The extent of the issue is now
clear. It is not appropriate to further defer the
matter. This does not involve any change to the
overall strategy which apportioned development
in relation to the size of the existing settlements.
Cannock / Hednesford / Heath Hayes is the
largest area and offers the only deliverable
options for significant housing growth within the
district – the Northern areas including the AONB
and SAC place major constraints on growth in this
area. There is no scope for further major growth
at Norton Canes. Rugeley is constrained by the
AONB and the power station site will have a long
lead time to deliver.

The adopted spatial strategy is urban focused and
will maximise urban and brownfield sites as much
as possible and where this accords with the broad
apportionment of development as set out in Local
Plan Part 1. Work is currently being undertaken to
update the data base (Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment) to provide up to date
evidence on housing sites. In the light of comments
received in relation to safeguarding and the wider
shortfall in the Greater Birmingham Housing
Market Area the preliminary view of officers is that
the Green Belt review of land for housing is a
strategic issue which may be more appropriate to
deal with through a Local Plan review following the
adoption of this plan (Local Plan Part 2). This
position will be kept under consideration in the
light of emerging evidence and assessment work.

IO295

Lichfield District Council

The authorities within the Greater Birmingham
Housing Market Area (GBHMA) are working
together to determine how to address the
housing supply shortfall. Lichfield Council has
committed to reviewing its Plan in full to address
the issue, and is supportive of CCDC taking a
similar flexible approach, by assessing the
potential to accommodate additional dwellings as
part of the LPP2 and commit to undertaking a
partial review or early review of the Local Plan
once the quantum and distribution of unmet
housing need has been established.

In terms of testing the figure for 1000 homes, this
was shown to be the amount of the wider HMA
shortfall which arose from Cannock Chase District
(Strategic Housing Needs Study Stage 3 Report
produced August 2015 for the GBSLEP and Black
Country Authorities) and it was agreed to test this
figure at Cabinet on 24th March 2016. However it is
acknowledged that things have moved on and the
situation is being kept under review in the light of
the ongoing work across the GBHMA as is the most
appropriate mechanism for dealing with this.

IO296

Natural England

Understand LPAs across the Greater Birmingham
HMA await the production of a report on

In the light of comments received in relation to
safeguarding and the wider shortfall in the Greater
-
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strategic options for resolving the housing supply
shortfall. Welcome the Council exploring
suitable options to ‘test’ how it might contribute
to resolving this housing shortfall. Consider this
information as one part of a wider set of issues,
all of which will need to be taken into account
when deciding the way forward. Welcome the
Council’s active participation with the Cannock
Chase SAC Partnership to commission updated
evidence in respect of the SAC’s protection in the
context of this regional issue.

Birmingham Housing Market Area the preliminary
view of officers is that the Green Belt review of
land for housing is a strategic issue which may be
more appropriate to deal with through a Local Plan
review following the adoption of this plan (Local
Plan Part 2). This position will be kept under
consideration in the light of emerging evidence and
assessment work. This includes work in relation to
Cannock Chase SAC as mentioned.

IO297

District Councillor J Preece (Norton
Canes Ward)

Should there be a need to deliver an additional
1,000 houses to address the shortfall, Norton
Canes would have provided 62% of this target
through the extra capacity (set out in response to
Issues H1).

The adopted spatial strategy is urban focused and
will maximise urban and brownfield sites as much
as possible and where this accords with the broad
apportionment of development as set out in Local
Plan Part 1. Work is currently being undertaken to
update the data base (Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment) to provide up to date
evidence on housing sites. In the light of comments
received in relation to safeguarding and the wider
shortfall in the Greater Birmingham Housing
Market Area the preliminary view of officers is that
the Green Belt review of land for housing is a
strategic issue which may be more appropriate to
deal with through a Local Plan review following the
adoption of this plan (Local Plan Part 2). This
position will be kept under consideration in the
light of emerging evidence and assessment work.

IO298

Richborough Estates (Pegasus) re
Brownhills Road Norton Canes

Welcome reference to the emerging cross
boundary evidence being undertaken in respect
of the Birmingham Housing Market Area.

Noted

-
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IO299

Richborough Estates (Pegasus) re
Brownhills Road Norton Canes

IO300

Richborough Estates (Pegasus) re
Brownhills Road Norton Canes

Summarises Birmingham Development Plan
policies related to addressing the housing
shortfall.
No clear evidence on how the 1,000 figure for
CCDC has been derived. Understood that further
work has been recently commissioned to
consider the housing shortfall in more detail in
partnership with the other GBHMA authorities.
Consider that at present there is an
uncoordinated approach in current local
authority plans’ e.g. North Warwickshire and
Solihull testing alternative figures. Recommend
that CCDC should publish further evidence to
justify the appropriate contribution to meeting
cross boundary requirements- this should be
informed by the recently commissioned work by
the GBHMA authorities.

Do not support Option H5b- given timescales for
the GBHMA further study work it should be
possible to have a firm commitment to delivering
an appropriate proportion of the housing
shortfall within LPP2. Concerned that the options
in the consultation document do not recognise
the recently commissioned further study work.
Making provision via LPP2 would be only option

In terms of testing the figure for 1000 homes, this
was shown to be the amount of the wider HMA
shortfall which arose from Cannock Chase District
(Strategic Housing Needs Study Stage 3 Report
produced August 2015 for the GBSLEP and Black
Country Authorities) and it was agreed to test this
figure at Cabinet on 24th March 2016. However it is
acknowledged that things have moved on and the
situation is being kept under review in the light of
the ongoing work across the GBHMA as is the most
appropriate mechanism for dealing with this. In
terms of the different approaches, this does rather
reflect the planning system as a whole, the absence
of a higher level spatial strategy crossing local
authority boundaries, and the fact that all Local
Authority plans are at different stages of plan
preparation. However under the Duty to Cooperate all authorities across the GBHMA are
working together to try and address the issue in as
consistent a manner as possible and reviews will be
informed by the ongoing work..
There is no specific reference to the GL Hearn work
in the LPP2 Issues and Options document as at the
point of writing it had not been commissioned.
See also above response.

-
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for complying with Birmingham Development
Plan policies regarding the adoption of plans
within three years that cater for the shortfall.
IO301

Richborough Estates (Pegasus) re
Land South of Cannock Road Heath
Hayes

IO302

Richborough Estates (Pegasus) re
Land South of Cannock Road Heath
Hayes

Welcome reference to the emerging cross
boundary evidence being undertaken in respect
of the Birmingham Housing Market Area.
Summarises Birmingham Development Plan
policies related to addressing the housing
shortfall.
No clear evidence on how the 1,000 figure for
CCDC has been derived. Understood that further
work has been recently commissioned to
consider the housing shortfall in more detail in
partnership with the other GBHMA authorities.
Consider that at present there is an
uncoordinated approach in current local
authority plans’ e.g. North Warwickshire and
Solihull testing alternative figures. Recommend
that CCDC should publish further evidence to
justify the appropriate contribution to meeting
cross boundary requirements- this should be
informed by the recently commissioned work by
the GBHMA authorities.

Noted

In terms of testing the figure for 1000 homes, this
was shown to be the amount of the wider HMA
shortfall which arose from Cannock Chase District
(Strategic Housing Needs Study Stage 3 Report
produced August 2015 for the GBSLEP and Black
Country Authorities) and it was agreed to test this
figure at Cabinet on 24th March 2016. However it is
acknowledged that things have moved on and the
situation is being kept under review in the light of
the ongoing work across the GBHMA as is the most
appropriate mechanism for dealing with this. In
terms of the different approaches, this does rather
reflect the planning system as a whole, the absence
of a higher level spatial strategy crossing local
authority boundaries, and the fact that all Local
Authority plans are at different stages of plan
preparation. However under the Duty to Cooperate all authorities across the GBHMA are
working together to try and address the issue in as
consistent a manner as possible and reviews will be
informed by the ongoing work.

-
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IO303

Richborough Estates (Pegasus) re
Land South of Cannock Road Heath
Hayes

Do not support Option H5b- given timescales for
the GBHMA further study work it should be
possible to have a firm commitment to delivering
an appropriate proportion of the housing
shortfall within LPP2. Concerned that the options
in the consultation document do not recognise
the recently commissioned further study work.
Making provision via LPP2 would be only option
for complying with Birmingham Development
Plan policies regarding the adoption of plans
within three years that cater for the shortfall.

There is no specific reference to the GL Hearn work
in the LPP2 Issues and Options document as at the
point of writing it had not been commissioned.
See also above response.

IO304

Shiner D

Paragraph 5.15 says that there is no need to
consider the release of further Green Belt sites to
meet current development requirements.
Furthermore, paragraph 5.24 makes it clear that
there is already a surplus of around 600 dwellings
on urban and urban extension sites over and
above current development requirements, and
this is without taking into account the longer
term redevelopment of the power station site. In
the light of this, there is no justification for taking
the land parcels lying between Slitting Mill and
Rugeley, assessed by the Green Belt Study as
higher performing, out of the existing Green Belt
to allow them to be used for housing
development.

The adopted spatial strategy is urban focused and
will maximise urban and brownfield sites as much
as possible and where this accords with the broad
apportionment of development as set out in Local
Plan Part 1. Work is currently being undertaken to
update the data base (Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment) to provide up to date
evidence on housing sites. In the light of comments
received in relation to safeguarding and the wider
shortfall in the Greater Birmingham Housing
Market Area the preliminary view of officers is that
the Green Belt review of land for housing is a
strategic issue which may be more appropriate to
deal with through a Local Plan review following the
adoption of this plan (Local Plan Part 2). This
position will be kept under consideration in the
light of emerging evidence and assessment work.

In paragraph 5.30, the Council says that it is
considering testing the potential to
accommodate an additional 1000 dwellings (over
and above the 5300 target). This is to meet
Birmingham's shortfall in the supply of housing

-
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land. This is not a reasonable option for the
Council to consider, unless the additional capacity
can be provided through brownfield
development in the Cannock Chase area.

IO305

Shiner J

Green Belt land in Cannock Chase, and in
particular high performing Green Belt land such
as that lying between Slitting Mill and Rugeley,
should not be sacrificed to meet Birmingham's
shortfall. As the Council's own Green Belt Study
says in paragraph 5.6 (in 'CCDC Green Belt Study
Final 4'), any changes to the Green Belt should
only be done in exceptional circumstances, such
as unmet housing need, that can't be met
elsewhere. If it were the case that there was
insufficient brownfield land in Cannock Chase to
meet Birmingham's shortfall, then Birmingham's
Green Belt should be sacrificed to meet the
shortfall.
Paragraph 5.15 says that there is no need to
consider the release of further Green Belt sites to
meet current development requirements.
Furthermore, paragraph 5.24 makes it clear that
there is already a surplus of around 600 dwellings
on urban and urban extension sites over and
above current development requirements, and
this is without taking into account the longer
term redevelopment of the power station site. In
the light of this, there is no justification for taking
the land parcels lying between Slitting Mill and
Rugeley, assessed by the Green Belt Study as
higher performing, out of the existing Green Belt
to allow them to be used for housing

The adopted spatial strategy is urban focused and
will maximise urban and brownfield sites as much
as possible and where this accords with the broad
apportionment of development as set out in Local
Plan Part 1. Work is currently being undertaken to
update the data base (Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment) to provide up to date
evidence on housing sites. In the light of comments
received in relation to safeguarding and the wider
shortfall in the Greater Birmingham Housing
Market Area the preliminary view of officers is that
the Green Belt review of land for housing is a
strategic issue which may be more appropriate to
deal with through a Local Plan review following the
-
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development.
In paragraph 5.30, the Council says that it is
considering testing the potential to
accommodate an additional 1000 dwellings (over
and above the 5300 target). This is to meet
Birmingham's shortfall in the supply of housing
land. This is not a reasonable option for the
Council to consider, unless the additional capacity
can be provided through brownfield
development in the Cannock Chase area.

IO306

Staffordshire County Council

Green Belt land in Cannock Chase, and in
particular high performing Green Belt land such
as that lying between Slitting Mill and Rugeley,
should not be sacrificed to meet Birmingham's
shortfall. As the Council's own Green Belt Study
says in paragraph 5.6 (in 'CCDC Green Belt Study
Final 4'), any changes to the Green Belt should
only be done in exceptional circumstances, such
as unmet housing need, that can't be met
elsewhere. If it were the case that there was
insufficient brownfield land in Cannock Chase to
meet Birmingham's shortfall, then Birmingham's
Green Belt should be sacrificed to meet the
shortfall.
Further transport evidence required to assess
impacts of 1000 extra houses.
Impact on school places will depend on location
of sites. A development of over 700 dwellings will
potentially generate demand for a new school. A
pepper pot approach may present difficulties
depending on where sites are located. Request

adoption of this plan (Local Plan Part 2). This
position will be kept under consideration in the
light of emerging evidence and assessment work.

In terms of testing the figure for 1000 homes, this
was shown to be the amount of the wider HMA
shortfall which arose from Cannock Chase District
(Strategic Housing Needs Study Stage 3 Report
produced August 2015 for the GBSLEP and Black
Country Authorities) and it was agreed to test this
figure at Cabinet on 24th March 2016. However it is
-
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IO307

South Staffordshire District Council

IO308

Stafford Borough Council

consideration of accommodating dwellings on
one site and include provision of a new school.
Option 5a will require a further SAC impact
assessment and proven mitigation measures.
Option 5b is least likely to involve unmitigated
impacts on SAC as early LP review can be
supported by further evidence base work. SA
(table 5.5 and text) does not seem to reflect this
issue.
Strategic issue of unmet housing need across the
Greater Birmingham Housing Market Area
remains outstanding. Welcome the inclusion of
Issue H5. South Staffordshire Council is also
delivering a Part 2 plan (Site Allocation Document
(SAD)). This has committed to an early review of
the plan in recognition of the need to work with
neighbouring authorities to consider unmet
housing need. Aim to have a new Local Plan in
place no more than 5 years following adoption of
the SAD. On this basis, and in light of Government
guidance that plans should be reviewed in whole
or part every five years, support for Cannock
Chase Council committing to an early Local Plan
review. Likely that this approach would put the
Councils’ on a similar timetable, which is likely to
assist cross boundary evidence gathering on
Green Belt and specific housing needs.

acknowledged that things have moved on and the
situation is being kept under review in the light of
the ongoing work across the GBHMA as is the most
appropriate mechanism for dealing with this.

Notes the need to meet the Birmingham Housing
Market area housing supply shortfall. Suggest
this might best be considered as part of a new
Local Plan Review when housing and

In terms of testing the figure for 1000 homes, this
was shown to be the amount of the wider HMA
shortfall which arose from Cannock Chase District
(Strategic Housing Needs Study Stage 3 Report

In terms of testing the figure for 1000 homes, this
was shown to be the amount of the wider HMA
shortfall which arose from Cannock Chase District
(Strategic Housing Needs Study Stage 3 Report
produced August 2015 for the GBSLEP and Black
Country Authorities) and it was agreed to test this
figure at Cabinet on 24th March 2016. However it is
acknowledged that things have moved on and the
situation is being kept under review in the light of
the ongoing work across the GBHMA as is the most
appropriate mechanism for dealing with this.

-
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employment needs (and supporting
infrastructure) can be considered
together. Would appreciate continued dialogue
on this issue through the duty to co-operate
process.

produced August 2015 for the GBSLEP and Black
Country Authorities) and it was agreed to test this
figure at Cabinet on 24th March 2016. However it is
acknowledged that things have moved on and the
situation is being kept under review in the light of
the ongoing work across the GBHMA as is the most
appropriate mechanism for dealing with this.

IO309

Taylor Wimpey (Lichfields)

There is only enough land in the district to
accommodate Cannock Chase’s needs but the
GBHMA generates more need. Using some of the
limited flexibility in the spatial strategy to
accommodate the additional need would be
likely to necessitate an early review of the plan
which would be contrary to the Framework para
83 and would only postpone the issue. The
additional need must be dealt with now by
allocating additional Green Belt sites for housing.

The adopted spatial strategy is urban focused and
will maximise urban and brownfield sites as much
as possible and where this accords with the broad
apportionment of development as set out in Local
Plan Part 1. Work is currently being undertaken to
update the data base (Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment) to provide up to date
evidence on housing sites. In the light of comments
received in relation to safeguarding and the wider
shortfall in the Greater Birmingham Housing
Market Area the preliminary view of officers is that
the Green Belt review of land for housing is a
strategic issue which may be more appropriate to
deal with through a Local Plan review following the
adoption of this plan (Local Plan Part 2). This
position will be kept under consideration in the
light of emerging evidence and assessment work.

IO310

Transport for West Midlands (West
Midlands Combined Authority)

From the perspective of TfWM, it would be
beneficial to understand where the shortfall
within GBHMA will be allocated sooner rather
than later, therefore we encourage Cannock
Chase District Council to test the potential for
accommodating some or all of the 1,000
dwellings within the District via LPP2.

The work undertaken by GL Hearn relating to the
GBHMA is timetabled for completion early Autumn.
In the light of comments received in relation to
safeguarding and the wider shortfall in the Greater
Birmingham Housing Market Area the preliminary
view of officers is that the Green Belt review of
land for housing is a strategic issue which may be
-
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IO311

Upton Trust and Carney Brothers
Ltd c/o Wardell Armstrong

Whilst the Council ‘is currently covering testing
the potential for accommodating an additional
1,000 dwellings (Section 5.30) this figure is totally
arbitrary and out of alignment with a ‘fair and
equitable proportion’ of say 5,500 dwellings.
The additional 1,000 dwellings being taken
forward for testing is unqualified and therefore
unsound and has marked reservations on the
effectiveness of planning for immediate needs
(referenced by the Birmingham Plan Inspector as
within the next 2 years). It is promoted that a
figure of 5,500 dwellings is required under a Plan
Review process within – not within and beyond –
the 2011-2031 timeframe. Any timeframe
beyond the Plan period is out of alignment with
the set needs of the Birmingham Plan. On the
above basis, none of the options H5a-c are
supported. This target figure of 1,000 is wholly
out of proportion with strategic cross-boundary
housing needs. In relation to Question 4 please
refer to general comments on the Sustainability
Appraisal.

IO312

Walsall MBC

Support Option H5c. Welcome the recognition
that additional housing provision to meet the
Greater Birmingham housing supply shortfall
needs to aligned with work on potential

more appropriate to deal with through a Local Plan
review following the adoption of this plan (Local
Plan Part 2). This position will be kept under
consideration in the light of emerging evidence and
assessment work.
In terms of testing the figure for 1000 homes, this
was shown to be the amount of the wider HMA
shortfall which arose from Cannock Chase District
(Strategic Housing Needs Study Stage 3 Report
produced August 2015 for the GBSLEP and Black
Country Authorities) and it was agreed to test this
figure at Cabinet on 24th March 2016. However it is
acknowledged that things have moved on and the
situation is being kept under review in the light of
the ongoing work across the GBHMA as is the most
appropriate mechanism for dealing with this.
Comments on the SA are covered in a separate
table.

In terms of testing the figure for 1000 homes, this
was shown to be the amount of the wider HMA
shortfall which arose from Cannock Chase District
(Strategic Housing Needs Study Stage 3 Report
-
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IO313

Wright T (Pegasus) re Land at
Upper Birches Farm, Rugeley

IO314

Wright T (Pegasus) re Land at
Upper Birches Farm, Rugeley

employment land requirements as well as other
aspects of the existing plan. No evidence at this
stage as to whether 1,000 additional dwellings is
an appropriate figure to test. Given that the
available housing land supply already includes a
surplus of circa 600 dwellings, consider that
testing of options for the distribution of the
shortfall should be done at the level of the
GBHMA as a whole rather than at the level of an
individual authority, or at least not through the
local plan part 2 that otherwise seeks to follow
the framework of the local plan part 1.
Welcome reference to the emerging cross
boundary evidence being undertaken in respect
of the Birmingham Housing Market Area.
Summarises Birmingham Development Plan
policies related to addressing the housing
shortfall.
No clear evidence on how the 1,000 figure for
CCDC has been derived. Understood that further
work has been recently commissioned to
consider the housing shortfall in more detail in
partnership with the other GBHMA authorities.
Consider that at present there is an
uncoordinated approach in current local
authority plans’ e.g. North Warwickshire and
Solihull testing alternative figures. Recommend
that CCDC should publish further evidence to
justify the appropriate contribution to meeting
cross boundary requirements- this should be
informed by the recently commissioned work by
the GBHMA authorities.

produced August 2015 for the GBSLEP and Black
Country Authorities) and it was agreed to test this
figure at Cabinet on 24th March 2016. However it is
acknowledged that things have moved on and the
situation is being kept under review in the light of
the ongoing work across the GBHMA as is the most
appropriate mechanism for dealing with this.

Noted

In terms of testing the figure for 1000 homes, this
was shown to be the amount of the wider HMA
shortfall which arose from Cannock Chase District
(Strategic Housing Needs Study Stage 3 Report
produced August 2015 for the GBSLEP and Black
Country Authorities) and it was agreed to test this
figure at Cabinet on 24th March 2016. However it is
acknowledged that things have moved on and the
situation is being kept under review in the light of
the ongoing work across the GBHMA as is the most
appropriate mechanism for dealing with this. In
terms of the different approaches, this does rather
reflect the planning system as a whole, the absence
of a higher level spatial strategy crossing local
authority boundaries, and the fact that all Local
-
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Authority plans are at different stages of plan
preparation. However under the Duty to Cooperate all authorities across the GBHMA are
working together to try and address the issue in as
consistent a manner as possible and reviews will be
informed by the ongoing work.
IO315

Rep ID No.
IO316

Wright T (Pegasus) re Land at
Upper Birches Farm, Rugeley

Do not support Option H5b- given timescales for
the GBHMA further study work it should be
possible to have a firm commitment to delivering
an appropriate proportion of the housing
shortfall within LPP2. Concerned that the options
in the consultation document do not recognise
the recently commissioned further study work.
Making provision via LPP2 would be only option
for complying with Birmingham Development
Plan policies regarding the adoption of plans
within three years that cater for the shortfall.

There is no specific reference to the GL Hearn work
in the LPP2 Issues and Options document as at the
point of writing it had not been commissioned.
In terms of testing the figure for 1000 homes, this
was shown to be the amount of the wider HMA
shortfall which arose from Cannock Chase District
(Strategic Housing Needs Study Stage 3 Report
produced August 2015 for the GBSLEP and Black
Country Authorities) and it was agreed to test this
figure at Cabinet on 24th March 2016. However it is
acknowledged that things have moved on and the
situation is being kept under review in the light of
the ongoing work across the GBHMA as is the most
appropriate mechanism for dealing with this.

Local Plan Part 2 Chapter 5. Housing- Q1 Are there any issues or sites which we haven’t considered?
Respondent
Comment
Council Response
Home Builders Federation
When allocating sites to maximise supply the
Noted
widest range of sites by size and market location
are required so that house builders of all types
and sizes have access to suitable land to offer the
widest range of products. The key is the number
of sales outlets. Maximum delivery is not just
because there are more sales outlets but because
-
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the widest range of products and locations are
available to meet the widest range of demand.
The Housing White Paper emphasises the
importance of this. A good mix of sites provides
consumer choice, sustainable growth of places
and can diversify the construction sector.

Rep ID No.
IO317
IO318

IO319

Local Plan Part 2 Chapter 5. Housing- Issue AH1/Options AH1a and AH1b
Respondent
Comment
Council Response
Brereton and Ravenhill Parish
Paragraph 5.37- would like to see an older age
This is not something over which the Council has
Council
limit for starters homes (45 years old).
any influence
Bromford (c/o Pegasus Group)
LPP2 should refer to starter homes, allowing for
These comments are noted and will be considered
an SPD to be prepared once the regulations are
further as the plan progresses. The preliminary
available.
view is that any adjustments to the affordable
housing policy would be more appropriately dealt
with via a Local Plan review. This is particularly in
light of the ongoing uncertainty in relation to the
definition of affordable housing following the
recent Housing White Paper consultation. The view
that an updated SPD could still be produced in the
interim (in line with existing Local Plan Part 1
policy) should the position become clearer is noted.
Green Party (CCDC)
Should be greater emphasis on homes which are Noted however much depends on viability. The
affordable in all developments with an increased preliminary view is that any adjustments to the
obligation for a greater proportion within any
affordable housing policy would be more
development, possibly 50%.
appropriately dealt with via a Local Plan review.
This is particularly in light of the ongoing
uncertainty in relation to the definition of
affordable housing following the recent Housing
White Paper consultation.
-
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IO320

Home Builders federation

IO321

Griffiths L

IO322

Jones TA

IO323

Rentplus c/o Tetlow King

The Housing White paper proposes that the
Council can deliver starter homes as part of a
mixed package of affordable housing alongside
other affordable home ownership and rented
tenures. The appropriate level of provision for
the locality determined by the Council in
agreement with developers. The HBF considers a
combination of options AH1a and AH1b is the
most appropriate and combines a review of
policy in the LPP1 review and an update of the
Council’s SPD. Proposed changes need to be
supported by evidence, and viability tested.
There is no need for more half a million pound
homes on New Hayes Road. If the field opposite
The Rag is developed it is at least within the
village triangle. It must be done with 3 bedroom
semis of good size and with good insulation and
low running costs that can be bought by local
young people to be able to raise a family and
keep the village alive. My own preference would
be for self build plots of semis that local young
people could build for themselves and lead to a
community not a soulless estate.
To the extent that it is permitted by law I would
like to see an older age limit fixed for started
homes – first time buyers under the age of 45
would be more appropriate.
Rentplus are a company that provide affordable
rented homes on a ‘rent to buy’ model. Provide
Affordable Housing Statement which sets out
model’s compliance with the NPPF definition of
affordable housing and how this can be
incorporated into Local Plans. Provide summary

These comments are noted and will be considered
further as the plan progresses. The preliminary
view is that any adjustments to the affordable
housing policy would be more appropriately dealt
with via a Local Plan review. This is particularly in
light of the ongoing uncertainty in relation to the
definition of affordable housing following the
recent Housing White Paper consultation. The view
that an updated SPD could still be produced in the
interim (in line with existing Local Plan Part 1
policy) should the position become clearer is noted.
The issue over self build is noted and will be
considered further.

Noted however much depends upon the
Government’s stance and the Council has little
influence.
These comments are noted and will be considered
further as the plan progresses. The preliminary
view is that any adjustments to the affordable
housing policy would be more appropriately dealt
with via a Local Plan review. This is particularly in
light of the ongoing uncertainty in relation to the
-
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IO324

Rentplus c/o Tetlow King

of potential benefits of model. Support changes
to national planning policy affordable housing
definition outlined in the recent White Paper but
will be responding to the White Paper
consultation to seek changes to more clearly
define the importance of rent to buy in widening
opportunities for home ownership. Also, their
model is a hybrid so doesn’t fit within definition
of intermediate housing.

definition of affordable housing following the
recent Housing White Paper consultation. The view
that an updated SPD could still be produced in the
interim (in line with existing Local Plan Part 1
policy) should the position become clearer is noted.

Would like the policy review via Local Plan Part 2
to include the provision of affordable housing
generally to encompass a wider definition of
affordable housing such as rent to buy (in line
with the Government’s proposals to widen the
definition of affordable housing), subject to the
outcome of the consultation on the Housing
White Paper (February 2017).

These comments are noted and will be considered
further as the plan progresses. The preliminary
view is that any adjustments to the affordable
housing policy would be more appropriately dealt
with via a Local Plan review. This is particularly in
light of the ongoing uncertainty in relation to the
definition of affordable housing following the
recent Housing White Paper consultation.

The Government’s proposals to widen the
definition of affordable housing in the White
Paper will require more rigorous and a deeper
understanding of local housing needs and
aspirations, as the need for the new tenures,
including rent to buy will have to be assessed. A
transition period of between 6 to 21 months is
proposed to enable local planning authorities to
review local plans and respond to the changes;
now is clearly a important and useful time for
Cannock Chase to review local housing needs and
respond to this in the new Plan. Recommend that
the Council commission an update to the most
recent SHMA to ensure the Plan reflects
-
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Government policy, and responds effectively to
local needs. As the Plan recognises the difficulties
many people across Cannock Chase
face in accessing entry level housing to buy or
rent, the rent to buy model presents an ideal part
of the policy solution. The model should be
considered for delivery through the housing
allocations sought in the Plan.
White Paper signals an important change for
planning policy, placing greater emphasis on the
ability of affordable home ownership products to
meet local housing needs and aspirations, as well
as improving developers’ ability to meet local
needs in whichever form that takes, and best
matches site-specific circumstances. To further
encourage delivery of a wide range of affordable
homes to meet local needs and aspirations, we
ask that those housing allocations set out at
Section 6 be reviewed further to take account of
the Government’s proposals. These should reflect
the widening definition of affordable housing,
encouraging developers to respond flexibly to
local housing need and aspirations.
The shift towards a higher level of affordable
home ownership products being made available
should be supported by the Council, with explicit
support for Rent to Buy as part of this to ensure
the Council is being as flexible as possible in
seeking affordable housing that fits the wide
range of local needs. RPs and other providers of
affordable housing such as Rentplus are now
having to deliver significantly more affordable
housing without subsidy as funding has been
-
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IO325

Taylor Wimpey (Lichfields)

substantially cut. The difficulties of funding
development should be properly reflected by the
Council, as a near 50/50 split between social and
affordable rented and intermediate tenures can
fail to recognise the realities of development. A
greater proportion of intermediate and other
affordable home ownership products, such as
Rentplus can significantly improve development
viability and enable a greater overall proportion
of social and affordable rented homes to be
delivered across the Borough. As also noted,
Rentplus homes can also free up existing social
and affordable rented homes where those
properties are no longer meeting households’
needs, and this drives positive social and
economic benefits across the Borough.
The shift towards a higher level of affordable
home ownership products including rent to buy
should be explicitly supported in the LPP2 and
any subsequent SPD.
White paper considerations need to be factored
in in terms of the range of affordable homes
(White paper para 124) and ensuring a minimum
of 10% of all homes on individual sites are
affordable home ownership products (White
Paper para 126) – only on developments of over
10 units or 0.5ha. LPAs will need to agree an
appropriate level of affordable products – and
revised definition of Affordable housing will need
to be accounted for.

Noted although the White Paper is not policy.
These comments are noted and will be considered
further as the plan progresses. The preliminary
view is that any adjustments to the affordable
housing policy would be more appropriately dealt
with via a Local Plan review. This is particularly in
light of the ongoing uncertainty in relation to the
definition of affordable housing following the
recent Housing White Paper consultation.

Options AHa and AHb should both be discounted
as they are based on the Government’s previous
-
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plan for a mandatory requirement of 20% starter
homes on residential developments of 10 or
more homes.
IO326

Walsall MBC

Paragraph 5.37 – the Government has proposed
in the Housing White Paper that Starter Homes
will not be mandatory. Option AH1b would
therefore appear to be appropriate, although this
would not preclude the production of a revised
SPD based on an existing policy in the Local Plan
in the interim.

IO327

West Midlands Housing
Associations Registered Providers
Planning Consortium c/o Tetlow
King

IO328

Wright T (Pegasus) re Land at
Upper Birches Farm, Rugeley

The Housing White Paper published in February
2017 removed the minimum starter home
requirement and introduced a proposal for 10
percent of homes to be an affordable home
ownership product. Given current uncertainty,
the Council should follow Option AH1a and
should investigate the potential impact of the
current proposals on local affordable housing
delivery. A date for the Local Plan review should
be set to ensure that this issue is addressed in a
timely fashion. Any new requirements relating to
affordable housing should be fully tested fully at
examination, while the Council should ensure it
can maximise affordable housing delivery
through a pragmatic response to this uncertainty.
The definition of starter homes is provided within
the Housing and Planning Act 2016, with further
advice in the National Planning Practice Guidance

These comments are noted and will be considered
further as the plan progresses. The preliminary
view is that any adjustments to the affordable
housing policy would be more appropriately dealt
with via a Local Plan review. This is particularly in
light of the ongoing uncertainty in relation to the
definition of affordable housing following the
recent Housing White Paper consultation. The view
that an updated SPD could still be produced in the
interim (in line with existing Local Plan Part 1
policy) should the position become clearer is noted.
These comments are noted and will be considered
further as the plan progresses. The preliminary
view is that any adjustments to the affordable
housing policy would be more appropriately dealt
with via a Local Plan review. This is particularly in
light of the ongoing uncertainty in relation to the
definition of affordable housing following the
recent Housing White Paper consultation.
The comment regarding the date for a local plan
review is noted and an updated local Development
Scheme will be produced shortly.

These comments are noted and will be considered
further as the plan progresses. The preliminary
view is that any adjustments to the affordable
-
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(NPPG). Although starter homes do not fall under
the definition of affordable homes in the NPPF,
there are clearly positive benefits in delivering
starter homes. The government is clearly intent
on promoting this initiative to significantly boost
the housing market and therefore we believe that
the LPP2 should refer to starter homes, allowing
for an SPD to be prepared once the regulations
are published.

Rep ID No.
IO329

IO330
IO331

IO332

housing policy would be more appropriately dealt
with via a Local Plan review. This is particularly in
light of the ongoing uncertainty in relation to the
definition of affordable housing following the
recent Housing White Paper consultation. The view
that an updated SPD could still be produced in the
interim (in line with existing Local Plan Part 1
policy) should the position become clearer is noted.

Local Plan Part 2 Chapter 5. Housing- Issue GTTS1/Options GTTS1a and GTTS1b
Respondent
Comment
Council Response
Bradley B
Gypsy and Traveller sites- there should be no
Local Plan Part 1 sets out the requirement that
encouragement for new sites- there is ground
needs to be addressed.
near the M6 Toll to use.
Engie/Mitsui and Co (c/o Savills)
The Rugeley Power Station site is not being
Noted
proposed for any gypsy or traveller provision.
Green Party (CCDC)
Care must be taken to ensure not a marginalised Comments are noted
community and for this to become a reason to
In terms of site detail this will be considered further
permit further development within the Green
as assessment work progresses.
Belt. More work should be done to promote
inclusion and education of all communities.
Holmes B

(Officer comment: These comments are also
picked up under the individual site references)
l strongly object to the proposal to develop a
gypsy caravan site adjacent to Albutts Road. I
note that it will be on the extreme edge of
Cannock Chase District boundary limiting the
nuisance to residents of Norton Canes at the
expense of Brownhills West inhabitants.

Gypsy, Traveller and Travelling Showpeople needs
have to be considered in line with the requirements
set out in local Plan Part 1. The detail of each site
will be assessed for its suitability, taking into
account the appropriate evidence and comments
received. The Council’s adopted Design
Supplementary Planning Guidance sets out clear
standards for sites.

-
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IO333

Jones TA

I support paras 5.44-5.47 inclusive and options
GTTS1a and GTTS2b.
(Officer comment: These comments are also
picked up under the individual site references)
Object to the proposed permanent Travellers site
in/adjacent to Albutts Rd, Brownhills. Concerned
over property value and saleability including over
the long term. Concerns over traffic including
heavy goods vehicles, noise, health and safety,
accidents, damage to road.
Area of search is too restrictive. Drawing an
entirely artificial and meaningless boundary to
the area of search was a fundamental mistake.
Search should be extended to the whole of the
District to maximise the chances of identifying
sites, particularly concentrating on any sites
already in use (whether lawful or not) for
retention and/or extension and land in public
ownership.

Noted

IO334

Lees G & J

IO335

National Federation of Gypsy
Liaison Groups

IO336

Norton Canes Parish Council

Acknowledge that the A5 corridor is a popular
route for travellers and that it is landowners that
have put the stated pieces of land forward.
Consider Norton Canes seems to be getting a
disproportionate amount of sites.

Comments are noted – the Area of Search was set
by Local Plan Part 1 which had been found sound
by a Planning Inspector however it is felt that the
search needs to be widened across the district and
this work will be undertaken.
In terms of site detail this will be considered further
as assessment work progresses.

IO337

District Councillor J Preece (Norton
Canes Ward)

Norton Canes has a history of having gypsy and
travelling showpeople settlements in the parish.
Whilst there is some degree of stigmatism
associated with gypsies, travellers and travelling
showpeople, it certainly does not seem to be

Comments are noted – the Area of Search was set
by Local Plan Part 1 which had been found sound
by a Planning Inspector however it is now felt that
the search needs to be widened across the district
and this work will be undertaken.

Gypsy, Traveller and Travelling Showpeople needs
have to be considered in line with the requirements
set out in local Plan Part 1. The detail of each site
will be assessed for its suitability, taking into
account the appropriate evidence and comments
received. The Council’s adopted Design
Supplementary Planning Guidance sets out clear
standards for sites.
Comments are noted – the Area of Search was set
by Local Plan Part 1 which had been found sound
by a Planning Inspector however it is felt that the
search needs to be widened across the district and
this work will be undertaken.
In terms of site detail this will be considered further
as assessment work progresses.

-
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IO338

St Modwen (RPS) re Watling St
Business Park

IO339

Turner E

the case in Norton Canes. Whilst do not believe
any of Norton Canes’ Greenbelt should be taken
out of its designation, accept that the District is
obligated to provide 41 plot spaces.
Unfortunately, it is limited both by what land
has been submitted to be considered for this
use and an acceptance that the A5 corridor is a
main traveller route. The only submission have
major concerns with is GT1 (see site specific
comments). The remainder of the sites sit either
on main roads, the A5, or are extensions of
established GTTS sites.
RPS, on behalf of St Modwen Developments
object to the potential allocation of site GT5 for
GTTS use. This site is adjacent to the existing
Business Park on Watling Street and would be
bound by the proposed extension to Business
Park. It is clear that the potential designation of
this site for GTTS use would be incompatible with
the commercial use existing and proposed at
the Business Park as it would introduce a
sensitive residential use adjacent to an
established commercial area.Site GT2 is within St
Modwen’s land control and is adjacent to an
existing GTTS site and would therefore provide a
logical location for additional provision. Whilst St
Modwen is willing to have further dialogue with
the Council, the site is larger than would be
suitable or available for an extension to the
existing GTTS site.
I have had a letter saying the council are looking
at the possibility of constructing a traveller site at
the back of my house. Concerns over impact on

In terms of site detail this will be considered further
as assessment work progresses.

Noted and this will be explored further as
assessment work progresses.

Gypsy, Traveller and Travelling Showpeople needs
have to be considered in line with the requirements
set out in local Plan Part 1. The detail of each site
-
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IO340

Walsall MBC

Rep ID No.
IO341

Respondent
Jones TA

IO342

Walsall MBC

properties, values, incentive for first time buyers,
the village, green belt, crime, tourism.

will be assessed for its suitability, taking into
account the appropriate evidence and comments
received. The Council’s adopted Design
Supplementary Planning Guidance sets out clear
standards for sites.

Option GTTS1b would appear appropriate.
Discussions with the travelling community in
Walsall suggest they would prefer to own their
own single family sites rather than live on a
communal site. Sites along the A5 corridor are
likely to be mainly needed as transit provision
rather than for long term occupation. As such, it
may be appropriate to expect some provision to
come forward through small site “windfalls”,
including sites outside the ‘Area of Search’.
Consider that it is important to allocate existing
lawful traveller sites to ensure they remain
available for this purpose and are not lost to
other uses.

Noted and this will be explored further as
assessment work progresses.

Local Plan Part 2 Chapter 5. Housing- Issue GTTS2/Options GTTS2a and GTTS2b
Comment
Council Response
I support paras 5.44-5.47 inclusive and options
Comments are noted and will be given further
GTTS1a and GTTS2b.
consideration. It is likely that option GTTS2a will be
taken forward where this necessary.
Option GTTS2a would appear to be the only
Comments are noted and will be given further
appropriate one. The Local Plan Part 1 proposes
consideration. It is likely that option GTTS2a will be
an “area of search” in the A5 corridor which
taken forward where this necessary.
would almost inevitably require the allocation of
sites that are in the Green Belt. The issue of
-
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allocating sites in the Green Belt was addressed
in the Solihull Gypsy and Traveller Site Allocation
Document, and referred to by the inspector in
the examination (see paragraphs 15 and 16 of
report) The inspector advised that “if [the

council] is satisfied that exceptional
circumstances exist and the Council therefore
wishes to identify sites in the Green Belt, then
it is necessary to make an exceptional limited
alteration to the Green Belt boundary to do
so.”

Rep ID No.
IO343

Respondent
Jones TA

Local Plan Part 2 Chapter 5. Housing Choice issues - Issue GTTS3 options GTTS 3a / b
Comment
Council Response
With regard to options GTTS3 a and b CCDC
Comments noted – these issues will be taken into
should be flexible, not preventing site specific
consideration as site assessment work is
policy standards /requirements should
undertaken. The Council’s adopted Design SPD
experience indicate that these are appropriate.
includes standards for sites.
Where this is in accordance with these CCDC
should be prepared in appropriate cases to use
its CPO powers. A suitable site should not be
excluded because of lack of landowner consent.
None of the sites in List 5 appears inherently
unsuitable, although air quality should be
assessed particularly in respect of the parts of
sites GT1, GT4 and GT5 closest to the A5 and
M6Toll. In general smaller sites are better than
larger ones, so providing the need can be met, I
suggest a limit of 15 pitches, except in cases
where more pitches are needed because of
family growth in one of the existing sites.
-
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IO344

Staffordshire police

National policy places a focus on community
cohesion and safe and accessible environments
(NPPF paras 58 and 69). LPP1 and the design SPD
set out key design principles. The Government
Guidance 2008 for designing Gypsy and Traveller
sites is now revoked. Reference made to
Travelling Show Peoples Sites , A Planning FocusModel Standard Package (Showman’s Guild of
Great Britain 2007.Planning Policy for Traveller
Sites (DCLG 2015) and Human Rights Act Article
1, Protocol 1. Request that when allocating sites
the following issues are taken into account;
The needs and capacity to accommodate
additional gypsies and travellers in the
community. This should not be met simply by
increasing the size of existing sites by adding
additional pitches, but by increasing the number
of sites themselves.

Comments noted – these issues will be taken into
consideration as site assessment work is
undertaken. The Council’s adopted Design SPD
includes standards for sites.

Consultation in other areas with the Gypsy and
Traveller community along with other
consultation documents supports the view that
the size of sites should be small (five to ten
pitches) and, where possible occupied by one
extended family group (Menter Briefing Paper,
John Day, April 2007).
The right location for a site is a key issue, with
easy access to major roads or public transport
services to enable the residents on the site to
gain employment, attend school or other type of
training, and access health services and shopping
facilities. Sites should also provide a safe
-
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environment for the residents.
DCLG Good Practice Guide ‘Designing Gypsy and
Traveller Sites’ (May 2008) states that there is no
single, ideal size of site or number of pitches,
although experience of site managers and
residents alike suggest that a maximum of 15
pitches is conducive to providing a comfortable
environment which is easy to manage. Smaller
sites of 3-4 pitches can also be successful,
particularly where designed for one extended
family. The guidance goes on to say that sites
should consist of up to 15 pitches unless there is
clear evidence to suggest that a larger site is
preferred by the local Gypsy or Traveller
community.
Staffordshire Police recommend that the optimal
site size should be considered to be 10 pitches,
with an absolute maximum site size of 15 pitches
for occupancy by a single extended family, this
would satisfy most of the comments made
through consultation with the gypsy and traveller
community, assist in reducing crime, the fear of
crime and keep gypsy, traveller and local
communities safe and re-assured.
The representation also contains examples of
experience in other areas.

-
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Rep ID No.
IO345

Respondent
Arduino N

Local Plan Part 2 Chapter 5. Housing- Overall Comments
Comment
Council Response
Submit absolute objection to the building in
Noted and for consideration as the site assessment
Slitting Mill and surrounding area. Cannot
work is undertaken. The adopted spatial strategy is
imagine how the council would even consider the urban focused and will maximise urban and
building proposals in an AREA OF OUTSTANDING
brownfield sites as much as possible and where this
NATURAL BEAUTY. Ancient farm land is not the
accords with the broad apportionment of
place for houses that not even needed in
development as set out in Local Plan Part 1. Work is
Rugeley.
currently being undertaken to update the data base
(Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment) to
The devastation of the countryside will be
provide up to date evidence on housing sites. In the
catastrophic to the area, why would you even
light of comments received in relation to
consider this devastation of wild life and
safeguarding and the wider shortfall in the Greater
countryside. If the councils keep on building on
Birmingham Housing Market Area the preliminary
precious farm land how will the population be
view of officers is that the Green Belt review of
fed?!
land for housing is a strategic issue which may be
more appropriate to deal with through a Local Plan
I do wonder if you will take the public’s opinions
review following the adoption of this plan (Local
into account as I see there is already tree
Plan Part 2). This position will be kept under
chopping going on in Jones Lane, Slitting Mill, of
consideration in the light of emerging evidence and
ancient woodland with no regard for the wildlife
assessment work. This work includes impact on
that lived in the trees...i.e. the bats.
flood risk, wildlife and the countryside.
I now see what all the flood defences are in aid of
on Hagley Field, all planned and underhand as
usual.
As the local high school is at full capacity and so
are the Doctors surgeries I really don’t see how
you would even consider all these extra
houses. Its not going to be affordable housing
and even if it was I see no reason to devastate
the countryside. It is not progress its all about

AONB context noted: Local Plan part 1 provides the
adopted policy context for consideration of sites
(Policy CP14) and issues raised will be considered
further as assessment work on the plan progresses.
Infrastructure issues are considered as an integral
part of plan making and the Infrastructure Delivery
Plan will be updated.
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money.
Our children will have nothing left of the
countryside by the time they are adults. Its an
absolute travesty for the area and my children’s
future, Its bad enough HS2 will be taking away
huge areas of countryside in the name of
progress in this part of country. It’s all very heart
breaking to see.
IO346

Armitage J

Green Belt development will spoil the character
of Rugeley. The heritage trail was put in to give
people experience of countryside, not housing
estates- its part of our cultural and natural
heritage. The trail also floods a lot from the
stream which flood defences won’t prevent.
Wildlife is abundant walking down Jones Lane
e.g. badgers, owls, deers- need open areas. HS2
is going to affect the area already. Once
agricultural land is built on its gone- where are
we going to grow crops?

Noted and for consideration as the site assessment
work is undertaken. The adopted spatial strategy is
urban focused and will maximise urban and
brownfield sites as much as possible and where this
accords with the broad apportionment of
development as set out in Local Plan Part 1. Work is
currently being undertaken to update the data base
(Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment) to
provide up to date evidence on housing sites. In the
light of comments received in relation to
safeguarding and the wider shortfall in the Greater
Birmingham Housing Market Area the preliminary
view of officers is that the Green Belt review of
land for housing is a strategic issue which may be
more appropriate to deal with through a Local Plan
review following the adoption of this plan (Local
Plan Part 2). This position will be kept under
consideration in the light of emerging evidence and
assessment work. This work includes impact on
flood risk, wildlife and the countryside.

IO347

Ashcroft A

I think in some instances (like limepit lane) no
brain cells have been used. (Parking should have

Comments noted and these issues will be looked at
as assessment work is undertaken.
-
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been accessed from the back on those houses on
the main road and same should have been done
on front rows of houses by the school) It's
ridiculous the amount of cars that park along
there. (Or a residents car park should have been
built) for any extra cars that don't fit on the drive.
Parking is a nightmare in most streets these days
with as many as 4 cars in each household. This
was not taken into account. Leave some skelly for
us to enjoy and get someone who thinks about
space properly to look at any future plans for
building houses right on main roads!
IO348

Benge A

Object to the Council’s plans to build houses on
the Green Belt between Rugeley and Slitting Mill.
Green Belt land is precious to our country and
over the years is becoming less and less. The
people of Slitting Mill chose to live in the village
because of the surroundings and don’t want
precious Green Belt to disappear. We would
have chosen to live in a town or city if we wanted
to be surrounded by houses, shops etc. Our
Green Belt needs protecting.

Noted and for consideration as the site assessment
work is undertaken. The adopted spatial strategy is
urban focused and will maximise urban and
brownfield sites as much as possible and where this
accords with the broad apportionment of
development as set out in Local Plan Part 1. Work is
currently being undertaken to update the data base
(Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment) to
provide up to date evidence on housing sites. In the
light of comments received in relation to
safeguarding and the wider shortfall in the Greater
Birmingham Housing Market Area the preliminary
view of officers is that the Green Belt review of
land for housing is a strategic issue which may be
more appropriate to deal with through a Local Plan
review following the adoption of this plan (Local
Plan Part 2). This position will be kept under
consideration in the light of emerging evidence and
assessment work.

-
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IO349

Betteridge R

IO350

Betts D

I have lived in Slitting Mill for over 40 years and
wouldn’t like to see any houses built on green
belt in the village. I know there was talk of
building on Hagley Park a few years ago, quite a
few people moved from St Johns Close which
over looks the fields. As we said some years ago
whether Rugeley has the facilities for the extra
people as now as there one secondary school
shut also the GP services- unless any of these
would be built with new houses. Why can’t the
people who want to build find somewhere which
is not Green Belt. I notice where they are doing
the flood defences on Hagley Park the kerb has
been dropped- is this anything to do with the
building at Slitting Mill? Which the Express and
Star said the work on the flood defences is a
waste of time. Say no to building at Slitting Mill.
Leave Slitting Mill alone. Find another area also
not Green Belt.
Housing stock should be more interesting than
the existing identical boxes and if written into any
agreement, I'm sure the house builders could
come up with more exciting designs.

IO351

Bradley B

Living within AONB has had positive impact on
our lives. Object to development of Hayﬁeld Hill
(C373) and across Prospect Village (C265) toward
Wimblebury (C279) (C116) and all the additional
plots in the Green Belt & AONB, when there are
plenty of other brownﬁeld sites away from the
Green Belt.

Noted and for consideration as the site assessment
work is undertaken. The adopted spatial strategy is
urban focused and will maximise urban and
brownfield sites as much as possible and where this
accords with the broad apportionment of
development as set out in Local Plan Part 1. Work is
currently being undertaken to update the data base
(Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment) to
provide up to date evidence on housing sites. In the
light of comments received in relation to
safeguarding and the wider shortfall in the Greater
Birmingham Housing Market Area the preliminary
view of officers is that the Green Belt review of
land for housing is a strategic issue which may be
more appropriate to deal with through a Local Plan
review following the adoption of this plan (Local
Plan Part 2). This position will be kept under
consideration in the light of emerging evidence and
assessment work.
The Council seeks to encourage innovative design
and there is an adopted Design Supplementary
Planning Document to guide this.

Noted and for consideration as the site assessment
work is undertaken. The adopted spatial strategy is
urban focused and will maximise urban and
brownfield sites as much as possible and where this
accords with the broad apportionment of
development as set out in Local Plan Part 1. Work is
currently being undertaken to update the data base
-
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(Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment) to
provide up to date evidence on housing sites. In the
light of comments received in relation to
safeguarding and the wider shortfall in the Greater
Birmingham Housing Market Area the preliminary
view of officers is that the Green Belt review of
land for housing is a strategic issue which may be
more appropriate to deal with through a Local Plan
review following the adoption of this plan (Local
Plan Part 2). This position will be kept under
consideration in the light of emerging evidence and
assessment work.

IO352

Bradley B

Paragraph 5.15 – The Green Belt is not a policy
constraint, it is there to say that these sites do
not qualify to be assessed for housing, because it
is Green Belt and AONB.

Noted, will be considered fully as Site Assessment
work is taken forward. AONB context noted, Local
Plan part 1 provides the adopted policy context for
consideration of sites (Policy CP14) and issues
raised will be considered further as assessment
work on the plan progresses.
Noted and for consideration as the site assessment
work is undertaken. The adopted spatial strategy is
urban focused and will maximise urban and
brownfield sites as much as possible and where this
accords with the broad apportionment of
development as set out in Local Plan Part 1. Work is
currently being undertaken to update the data base
(Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment) to
provide up to date evidence on housing sites. In the
light of comments received in relation to
safeguarding and the wider shortfall in the Greater
Birmingham Housing Market Area the preliminary
view of officers is that the Green Belt review of
land for housing is a strategic issue which may be
-
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more appropriate to deal with through a Local Plan
review following the adoption of this plan (Local
Plan Part 2). This position will be kept under
consideration in the light of emerging evidence and
assessment work.

IO353

Bradley B

Paragraph 5.17- Agree Permissions in Principle
need further clarification- express concern.

IO354

Brake E

As a general principle all available non greenfield
sites should be developed before the moving of
the Green Belt line.

Noted, will be considered fully as Site Assessment
work is taken forward. AONB context noted, Local
Plan part 1 provides the adopted policy context for
consideration of sites (Policy CP14) and issues
raised will be considered further as assessment
work on the plan progresses.
The Government has recently published regulations
and accompanying guidance for granting
Permissions in Principle via Brownfield Registers.
At the time of writing there are no regulations or
guidance for the granting of Permissions in
Principle via Local Plan allocations. The Council will
continue to keep the position of the Local Plan
(Part 2) under review in response to any future
regulations.
Noted and for consideration as the site assessment
work is undertaken. The adopted spatial strategy is
urban focused and will maximise urban and
brownfield sites as much as possible and where this
accords with the broad apportionment of
development as set out in Local Plan Part 1. Work is
currently being undertaken to update the data base
(Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment) to
provide up to date evidence on housing sites. In the
light of comments received in relation to
safeguarding and the wider shortfall in the Greater
-
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IO355

Brereton and Ravenhill Parish
Council

IO356

Briggs T

Page 34, Question 2- CCC should be prepared to
consider compulsory purchase of appropriate
non Green-Belt, non-AONB land. If land is
suitable of development, non-consent by an
owner should not cause less suitable land to be
developed.
Horrified to see the extent of land put forward to
the east of Wimblebury Road stretching all the
way to Cannock Wood. Such density of
construction entirely inappropriate for area,
impact on road network and services would be
catastrophic. Focussing on the AONB, some sites
were considered as part of the Site Allocations
document in Feb 2007 (C136,C400 and C401)
where no further action was agreed due to sites
being in AONB. Concerned that some of these
sites and more nearby appear to be under
consideration again especially as AONB boundary
is not under review. Why are these sites being
considered again? Some sites are classified as
Protected/AONB sites in 2016 SHLAA but some
are not – why?
Appreciate sites on map are just options and
CCDC has a statutory duty to evaluate them it
would appear that some landowners do not know

Birmingham Housing Market Area the preliminary
view of officers is that the Green Belt review of
land for housing is a strategic issue which may be
more appropriate to deal with through a Local Plan
review following the adoption of this plan (Local
Plan Part 2). This position will be kept under
consideration in the light of emerging evidence and
assessment work.
This will be given further consideration as
assessment work is undertaken.

Noted and for consideration as the site assessment
work is undertaken. The adopted spatial strategy is
urban focused and will maximise urban and
brownfield sites as much as possible and where this
accords with the broad apportionment of
development as set out in Local Plan Part 1. Work is
currently being undertaken to update the data base
(Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment) to
provide up to date evidence on housing sites. In the
light of comments received in relation to
safeguarding and the wider shortfall in the Greater
Birmingham Housing Market Area the preliminary
view of officers is that the Green Belt review of
land for housing is a strategic issue which may be
more appropriate to deal with through a Local Plan
review following the adoption of this plan (Local
Plan Part 2). This position will be kept under
consideration in the light of emerging evidence and
assessment work.
-
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IO357

Brown C

their land has been put forward – surely it would
have been prudent to contact them to save
confusion and expense? The owner of land on
Hayfield Hill apparently had no knowledge his
land had been included and I am sure there are
other examples. I trust that the parcels in the
AONB will be evaluated against LP1 and attempts
to slip a few houses ‘under the net’ will not be
made. LP1 p98 refers to rural housing being small
scale. None of the sites around Cannock Wood is
small scale and every site is outside village
boundary. LP1 p129 refers to the AONB. I have
great concern that this protection will be watered
down, either before 2028 or when the next Local
Plan is drawn up, there will be a need to
encroach on AONB land, no doubt justified in part
by the extra 1000 houses, or that exceptional
circumstances will be nothing of the sort.
Appreciate document is looking to the future but
fail to see how extending village boundaries to
encroach on greenfield and AONB should be
considered. Surprised that these areas were not
ruled out earlier avoiding expensive assessment
which should conclude that all the highlighted
areas are unsuitable for development and conflict
with the eminently sensible policy in LP1.
1. To try and avoid building on Green Belt land
(which there seems a lot of under the
proposals), have Cannock Chase DC liaised
with adjoining Local Authorities to explore
building options on land adjoining Cannock
Chase DC land, but not under Cannock Chase
DC's jurisdiction? (e.g. the fields off Bower

AONB context noted: Local Plan part 1 provides the
adopted policy context for consideration of sites
(Policy CP14) and issues raised will be considered
further as assessment work on the plan progresses

Noted and these issues are for consideration as the
site assessment work is undertaken. The adopted
spatial strategy is urban focused and will maximise
urban and brownfield sites as much as possible and
where this accords with the broad apportionment
of development as set out in Local Plan Part 1.
Work is currently being undertaken to update the
-
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Lane, Rugeley).
2. Under the proposals, how do Cannock Chase
DC propose to temper the impact of building
new houses on local infrastructure, e.g.
schools, doctors, public transport?
3. Regarding the proposal on land near Slitting
Mill, have Cannock Chase DC considered the
impact on the Heritage Trail?
4. Regarding the proposal on land near Slitting
Mill, have Cannock Chase DC considered
accessibility to this site i.e. roads on/off the
'estate'? And what impact this would have on
the established community?

data base (Strategic Housing Land Availability
Assessment) to provide up to date evidence on
housing sites. In the light of comments received in
relation to safeguarding and the wider shortfall in
the Greater Birmingham Housing Market Area the
preliminary view of officers is that the Green Belt
review of land for housing is a strategic issue which
may be more appropriate to deal with through a
Local Plan review following the adoption of this
plan (Local Plan Part 2). This position will be kept
under consideration in the light of emerging
evidence and assessment work.
It should be noted that the land off Bower lane is
also Green Belt. It lies in Stafford Borough which is
in a different Housing Market Area, but the two
authorities have had regular discussions on
strategic matters including Green Belt.

IO358

District Councillor Burnett G
(Hednesford Green Heath Ward)

Fundamentally remove all options List 4 Green
Belt SHLAA Sites

Infrastructure issues are considered as an integral
part of plan making and the Infrastructure Delivery
Plan will be updated.
The adopted spatial strategy is urban focused and
will maximise urban and brownfield sites as much
as possible and where this accords with the broad
apportionment of development as set out in Local
Plan Part 1. Work is currently being undertaken to
update the data base (Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment) to provide up to date
evidence on housing sites. In the light of comments
received in relation to safeguarding and the wider
shortfall in the Greater Birmingham Housing
Market Area the preliminary view of officers is that
-
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IO359

District Councillor Burnett G
(Hednesford Green Heath Ward)

Instigate a District wide survey of all Brownfield
and underutilised or empty Industrial sites with
the objective of considering them as SHLAA
housing options where they can be seen as
building existing communities

IO360

District Councillor Burnett G
(Hednesford Green Heath Ward)

Develop a Brownfield First policy

IO361

District Councillor Burnett G
(Hednesford Green Heath Ward)

Review all sites that have permission and haven’t
been bought into development ,consult with land
owners to bring them forward promptly

the Green Belt review of land for housing is a
strategic issue which may be more appropriate to
deal with through a Local Plan review following the
adoption of this plan (Local Plan Part 2). This
position will be kept under consideration in the
light of emerging evidence and assessment work.
In terms of maximising the use of brownfield sites
the Council acknowledges this and work is ongoing
in this respect: all Councils will have to publish a
Brownfield Sites Register by December 31st 2017.
An updated SHLAA incorporating new sites
received to the Local Plan Part 2 consultation and
any additional information on potentially available
brownfield sites will feed into this process.
The adopted spatial strategy is urban focused and
will maximise urban and brownfield sites as much
as possible and where this accords with the broad
apportionment of development as set out in Local
Plan Part 1.
Noted- to keep under review. The Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA)
provides an ongoing database of all housing sites
with, and without, planning permission. As part of
the annual SHLAA update the Council liaises with
landowners/developers of major sites (10+
dwellings) to ascertain when the sites will be
developed and if not the reasons why sites aren’t
being developed. Follow up actions are then
pursued if applicable e.g. developers have been
pointed to GBSLEP funding sources for bringing
forward brownfield sites and discussions have been
undertaken with development control colleagues.
-
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IO362

District Councillor Burnett G
(Hednesford Green Heath Ward)

Investigate the possibility of introducing charging
of Council Tax on developments that are not
completed quickly to incentivise developers to
complete

IO363

District Councillor Burnett G
(Hednesford Green Heath Ward)

Incentivise the bringing forward housing
development on any smaller infill sites within the
existing District urban boundaries by reducing to
a legal minimum, the amount of costly upfront
reports needed. Make them conditional for
stages of the build.

IO364

District Councillor Burnett G
(Hednesford Green Heath Ward)

Full review of Council all owned sites that could
be bought forward for SHLAA private
development e.g the Depot site, add options

As part of the development control process, the
Council also regularly liaises with
developers/landowners to enable site delivery e.g.
discharge of or amendments to conditions. The
SHLAA does assume a non-implementation rate
which reflects local evidence that inevitably, for a
range of reasons, some sites with consent do not
get developed. The Council could seek to
understand the reasons for non-implementation
further but the approach needs to remain
proportionate. To look at all minor sites would be
resource intensive e.g. there are circa 170 minor
sites in the SHLAA 0-5 year and 6-15 year
categories at present compared to 44 major sites.
Work on the forthcoming Brownfield Register may
also assist this process.
The Housing White paper was investigating a range
of techniques to bring development forward: these
are matters which could be considered via a Local
Plan Review and would be dependent on the
national policy context
In effect, this is what the Brownfield Register and
Permissions in Principle is intended to do. The
Government has recently published regulations
and guidance for granting Permissions in Principle
via the Brownfield Register and the Council is due
to prepare its first register by end of 2017.
Developments can also apply for outline planning
permission which reduces the need for upfront
information requirements.
This would need to be considered corporately but
these comments will be fed back. Some Council
owned sites are included in options already. Work
-
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considered in the Cannock LAA within Cannock
town as housing options.

in underway in relation to review of Council garage
sites and related surplus land- results of work will
fed into updated housing land availability
assessments, once completed.
The Housing White paper was investigating a range
of techniques to bring development forward: these
are matters which could be considered via a Local
Plan Review and would be dependent on the
national policy context
Noted, and could potentially be investigated
further (depending on changing national policy
context) particularly for a local plan review.

IO365

District Councillor Burnett G
(Hednesford Green Heath Ward)

Develop policy to incentivise smaller and larger
builders to unitise innovative housing and town
house design that will give more good housing on
less land.

IO366

District Councillor Burnett G
(Hednesford Green Heath Ward)

IO367

District Councillor Burnett G
(Hednesford Green Heath Ward)

Specifically look at incentivising use of land on
industrial areas such as Gestamp , Cannock Wood
Ind. etc. for Economic/Employment and housing
mixed site use
Examine challenge and review where necessary
the current SHMAA as it relates to the District

IO368

District Councillor Burnett G
(Hednesford Green Heath Ward)

Instigate District wide survey immediately prior
to adoption of Local Plan for and add new and
known windfall sites e.g. Cannock Road
Hednesford currently under demolition

A new SHMA will be required to inform a Local Plan
review: work on this will be progressed when there
is more clarity from Government relating to the
methodology. Local Plan part 2 needs to deliver the
requirements set out in Part 1.
The Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment
(SHLAA) annually updates a database of housing
sites across the District and forms part of the
evidence base for the Local Plan. This includes sites
with and without planning permission which have
not been previously identified (windfall sites). The
SHLAA also assumes a rate of windfall sites going
forward which typically adds around 60-70
dwellings to the assumed overall housing supply in
recognition of the fact that there will be sites
coming forward in the future which the Council is
not currently aware of (future windfalls). People
can submit new sites to the SHLAA at any point for
consideration via an open ‘call for sites’ process. As
-
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IO369

Butler P

I and my wife vehemently oppose any new
housing development in Norton Canes. These
plans are unacceptable. Having lived in Norton
Canes for 40 years I have witnessed the gradual
destruction of our environment and the
reduction in the amount of green space I and my
wife are able to enjoy.
Continued development has destroyed our
quality of life. Stop building! If these plans go
ahead there will be no open spaces left!!!
Instead of destroying more land with concrete
start reducing the number of buildings and turn
them into open green spaces.
If you are serious about consulting Norton Canes
residents then hold a binding referendum to
determine whether they will allow the building of
any more houses on our precious green spaces.

IO370

Cannock Chase District
Conservative Group

We recognise that Nationally there is a great
need for housing and the planning for this should
be sustainable. In the planning we need to take
into account how bad planning would have a
devastating effect for many years to come. We
are sure that if all the points made are debated
we will come up with a plan that all would
welcome.

part of the SHLAA, the Council also instigates an
annual reminder of the ‘call for sites’ to local
developers, landowners and other interested
parties.
The adopted spatial strategy is urban focused and
will maximise urban and brownfield sites as much
as possible and where this accords with the broad
apportionment of development as set out in Local
Plan Part 1. Work is currently being undertaken to
update the data base (Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment) to provide up to date
evidence on housing sites. In the light of comments
received in relation to safeguarding and the wider
shortfall in the Greater Birmingham Housing
Market Area the preliminary view of officers is that
the Green Belt review of land for housing is a
strategic issue which may be more appropriate to
deal with through a Local Plan review following the
adoption of this plan (Local Plan Part 2). This
position will be kept under consideration in the
light of emerging evidence and assessment work.

Noted. Local plan Part 2 delivers Part 1.

-
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IO371

Cannock Chase District
Conservative Group

Fundamentally remove all options List 4 Green
Belt SHLAA Sites

IO372

Cannock Chase District
Conservative Group

We should instigate a district wide survey of all
Brownfield and underutilised or empty Industrial
sites with the objective of considering them as
SHLAA housing options where they can be seen
as building existing communities. This would
mean to Develop a Brownfield first policy.

IO373

Cannock Chase District
Conservative Group

We should review all sites that have permission
and have not been brought into development.
We should consult with land owners to bring
these forward promptly.

The adopted spatial strategy is urban focused and
will maximise urban and brownfield sites as much
as possible and where this accords with the broad
apportionment of development as set out in Local
Plan Part 1. Work is currently being undertaken to
update the data base (Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment) to provide up to date
evidence on housing sites. In the light of comments
received in relation to safeguarding and the wider
shortfall in the Greater Birmingham Housing
Market Area the preliminary view of officers is that
the Green Belt review of land for housing is a
strategic issue which may be more appropriate to
deal with through a Local Plan review following the
adoption of this plan (Local Plan Part 2). This
position will be kept under consideration in the
light of emerging evidence and assessment work.
In terms of maximising the use of brownfield sites
the Council acknowledges this and work is ongoing
in this respect: all Councils will have to publish a
Brownfield Sites Register by December 31st 2017.
An updated SHLAA incorporating new sites
received to the Local Plan Part 2 consultation and
any additional information on potentially available
brownfield sites will feed into this process.
Noted- to keep under review. The Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment (SHLAA)
provides an ongoing database of all housing sites
with, and without, planning permission. As part of
the annual SHLAA update the Council liaises with
landowners/developers of major sites (10+
dwellings) to ascertain when the sites will be
developed and if not the reasons why sites aren’t
-
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IO374

Cannock Chase District
Conservative Group

We could investigate the possibility of introducing
the charging of Council Tax on Developments that
are not completed quickly to incentivise
developers to complete.

IO375

Cannock Chase District
Conservative Group

We could incentivise the bringing forward
Housing development on any smaller infill sites
within the existing District urban boundaries by
reducing to a legal minimum, the amount of
costly upfront reports needed . We could make
them conditional for certain stages of the build.

being developed. Follow up actions are then
pursued if applicable e.g. developers have been
pointed to GBSLEP funding sources for bringing
forward brownfield sites and discussions have been
undertaken with development control colleagues.
As part of the development control process, the
Council also regularly liaises with
developers/landowners to enable site delivery e.g.
discharge of or amendments to conditions. The
SHLAA does assume a non-implementation rate
which reflects local evidence that inevitably, for a
range of reasons, some sites with consent do not
get developed. The Council could seek to
understand the reasons for non-implementation
further but the approach needs to remain
proportionate. To look at all minor sites would be
resource intensive e.g. there are circa 170 minor
sites in the SHLAA 0-5 year and 6-15 year
categories at present compared to 44 major sites.
Work on the forthcoming Brownfield Register may
also assist this process.
The Housing White paper was investigating a range
of techniques to bring development forward: these
are matters which could be considered via a Local
Plan Review and would be dependent on the
national policy context
In effect, this is what the Brownfield Register and
Permissions in Principle is intended to do. The
Government has recently published regulations
and guidance for granting Permissions in Principle
via the Brownfield Register and the Council is due
to prepare its first register by end of 2017.
Developments can also apply for outline planning
-
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IO376

Cannock Chase District
Conservative Group

We should make a full Review of Council owned
sites that could be brought forward for SHLAA
private development e.g. the Depot site and any
other option considered in the Cannock LAA
within Cannock town as housing options.

IO377

Cannock Chase District
Conservative Group

IO378

Cannock Chase District
Conservative Group

IO379

Cannock Chase District
Conservative Group

We should develop policy to incentivise smaller
and larger builders to utilise innovative housing
and town house design that will give more good
housing on less land, i.e. three story buildings
instead of two .
We should look at incentivising use of land on
industrial sites such as Gestamp, Cannock Wood
Industrial etc. for Economic/Employment and
housing mixed site use.
We need to examine, challenge and review where
necessary the current SHMAA as it relates to the
district .

IO380

Cannock Chase District
Conservative Group

We should instigate District wide survey
immediately prior to the adoption of Local Plan
and add new and known windfall sites e.g.
Cannock Road under demolition

permission which reduces the need for upfront
information requirements.
This would need to be considered corporately but
these comments will be fed back. Some Council
owned sites are included in options already. Work
in underway in relation to review of Council garage
sites and related surplus land- results of work will
fed into updated housing land availability
assessments, once completed.
The Housing White paper was investigating a range
of techniques to bring development forward: these
are matters which could be considered via a Local
Plan Review and would be dependent on the
national policy context
Noted, and could potentially be investigated
further (depending on changing national policy
context) particularly for a local plan review.
A new SHMA will be required to inform a Local Plan
review: work on this will be progressed when there
is more clarity from Government relating to the
methodology. Local Plan part 2 needs to deliver the
requirements set out in Part 1.
The Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment
(SHLAA) annually updates a database of housing
sites across the District and forms part of the
evidence base for the Local Plan. This includes sites
with and without planning permission which have
not been previously identified (windfall sites). The
SHLAA also assumes a rate of windfall sites going
forward which typically adds around 60-70
dwellings to the assumed overall housing supply in
recognition of the fact that there will be sites
-
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IO381

Carroll M

IO382

Carney D

Concerned about the impact possible extra
housing could have on the Cannock Wood
including visual impact on the AONB; impact on
wildlife; impact on existing, limited services
namely single track roads (would struggle with
extra traffic), oversubscribed school (in special
measures), local shop (opens for just two hours
per day), bus service (runs just hourly and no
service after 6pm). Hope the level of turnout at
public meeting demonstrates extent of these
concerns and hope they will be taken into
account.
Paragraph 5.15 states there is no need to
consider the release of Green Belt sites for
current development requirements and
paragraph 5.24 outlines a surplus of 600
dwellings on urban sites, without taking account
of the Power Station site. There is therefore no
justification for taking the parcels of Green Belt
lying between Slitting Mill and Rugeley out of the
Green Belt.

coming forward in the future which the Council is
not currently aware of (future windfalls). People
can submit new sites to the SHLAA at any point for
consideration via an open ‘call for sites’ process. As
part of the SHLAA, the Council also instigates an
annual reminder of the ‘call for sites’ to local
developers, landowners and other interested
parties.
Noted and these are issues which will be
considered further as work on the plan is
progressed.

The adopted spatial strategy is urban focused and
will maximise urban and brownfield sites as much
as possible and where this accords with the broad
apportionment of development as set out in Local
Plan Part 1. Work is currently being undertaken to
update the data base (Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment) to provide up to date
evidence on housing sites. In the light of comments
received in relation to safeguarding and the wider
shortfall in the Greater Birmingham Housing
Market Area the preliminary view of officers is that
the Green Belt review of land for housing is a
strategic issue which may be more appropriate to
-
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IO383

Mr Chrisostomou (c/o Mr J
Heminsley)

deal with through a Local Plan review following the
adoption of this plan (Local Plan Part 2). This
position will be kept under consideration in the
light of emerging evidence and assessment work.
Rugeley will have a shortfall of sites to meet its
The adopted spatial strategy is urban focused and
housing need in the short to medium term. To
will maximise urban and brownfield sites as much
as possible and where this accords with the broad
provide a continuing supply of housing, sites on
apportionment of development as set out in Local
the edge of the urban area should be
Plan Part 1. Work is currently being undertaken to
considered for release from the Green Belt.
update the data base (Strategic Housing Land
Once site R19 is completed there are no other
Availability Assessment) to provide up to date
major sites within the urban area capable of
being brought forward in the short term, with the evidence on housing sites. In the light of comments
received in relation to safeguarding and the wider
exception the combined sites R16/R20. Most of
shortfall in the Greater Birmingham Housing
the R43 sites have been in the 6-15 year
Market Area the preliminary view of officers is that
deliverable category in the SHLAA for 5 or more
the Green Belt review of land for housing is a
years and no progress appears to have been
strategic issue which may be more appropriate to
made to bring them forward and they are in
deal with through a Local Plan review following the
active use. The 6-15 year category in the SHLAA
adoption of this plan (Local Plan Part 2). This
now extends for 4 years beyond the end of the
plan period –doubt whether these sites will come position will be kept under consideration in the
light of emerging evidence and assessment work.
forward within the plan period. Site R18 has
In terms of Rugeley Power station, CCDC has not
unresolved access issue. Site R25 is included in
the restricted and excluded category, presumably attributed any figures to the proportion of the site
in its own area as this part of the site contains the
because no decision has been reached as to
whether it will be brought forward. Development highest level of heavy infrastructure and therefore
there are too many ‘unknowns’ at present to have
at Rugeley Power station will have a long lead
any confidence in any figure to be realistically
time to bring forward and no decision has yet
been made on the potential mix between housing attributed although this may change as progress on
the site moves forward.
and employment development.
An updated SHLAA will be published shortly –
anticipated September. Site specific comments
noted. The SHLAA assesses the likelihood at a site
-
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IO384

C Elwell (Repairs) Ltd (c/o J
Heminsley)

being delivered at a given point in time which will
be reviewed annually. The supply calculations also
factor in a non-implementation discount to account
for the fact that some sites may not come forward
(based on past trends in the District). The SHLAA
will consider how to present information on sites
so as to be clear which are contributing to the
supply within the plan period and which are likely
to be beyond the plan period.
Rugeley will have a shortfall of sites to meet its
The adopted spatial strategy is urban focused and
housing need in the short to medium term. To
will maximise urban and brownfield sites as much
as possible and where this accords with the broad
provide a continuing supply of housing, sites on
apportionment of development as set out in Local
the edge of the urban area should be
Plan Part 1. Work is currently being undertaken to
considered for release from the Green Belt.
update the data base (Strategic Housing Land
Once site R19 is completed there are no other
Availability Assessment) to provide up to date
major sites within the urban area capable of
being brought forward in the short term, with the evidence on housing sites. In the light of comments
received in relation to safeguarding and the wider
exception the combined sites R16/R20. Most of
shortfall in the Greater Birmingham Housing
the R43 sites have been in the 6-15 year
Market Area the preliminary view of officers is that
deliverable category in the SHLAA for 5 or more
the Green Belt review of land for housing is a
years and no progress appears to have been
strategic issue which may be more appropriate to
made to bring them forward and they are in
deal with through a Local Plan review following the
active use. The 6-15 year category in the SHLAA
adoption of this plan (Local Plan Part 2). This
now extends for 4 years beyond the end of the
plan period –doubt whether these sites will come position will be kept under consideration in the
light of emerging evidence and assessment work.
forward within the plan period. Site R18 has
In terms of Rugeley Power station, CCDC has not
unresolved access issue. Site R25 is included in
the restricted and excluded category, presumably attributed any figures to the proportion of the site
in its own area as this part of the site contains the
because no decision has been reached as to
whether it will be brought forward. Development highest level of heavy infrastructure and therefore
there are too many ‘unknowns’ at present to have
at Rugeley Power station will have a long lead
any confidence in any figure to be realistically
time to bring forward and no decision has yet
been made on the potential mix between housing attributed although this may change as progress on
-
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and employment development.

IO385

Florence C

The Plan shows some sites that are being looked
at as being taken out of Green Belt for housing
development. Some of these sites already have
planning permission with significant numbers of
houses being proposed. I object to the larger
sites being taken out of Green Belt as this would
enable further large developments to take
place. I feel that we have already contributed to
the Cannock Chase number of homes that need
to be provided by 2028. I see no issue with the
smaller sites being taken out of the Green Belt as
these sites would offer some form of housing
which would contribute to the numbers required
and do not impose on the presentation of the
village. We already have smaller sites being
developed for instance at the junction of Norton
East Road and Burntwood Road where only 14
houses are being built. These types of
development are not intrusive but if larger sites

the site moves forward.
An updated SHLAA will be published shortly –
anticipated September. Site specific comments
noted. The SHLAA assesses the likelihood at a site
being delivered at a given point in time which will
be reviewed annually. The supply calculations also
factor in a non-implementation discount to account
for the fact that some sites may not come forward
(based on past trends in the District). The SHLAA
will consider how to present information on sites
so as to be clear which are contributing to the
supply within the plan period and which are likely
to be beyond the plan period.
The adopted spatial strategy is urban focused and
will maximise urban and brownfield sites as much
as possible and where this accords with the broad
apportionment of development as set out in Local
Plan Part 1. Work is currently being undertaken to
update the data base (Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment) to provide up to date
evidence on housing sites. In the light of comments
received in relation to safeguarding and the wider
shortfall in the Greater Birmingham Housing
Market Area the preliminary view of officers is that
the Green Belt review of land for housing is a
strategic issue which may be more appropriate to
deal with through a Local Plan review following the
adoption of this plan (Local Plan Part 2). This
position will be kept under consideration in the
light of emerging evidence and assessment work.

-
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are proposed then I can see in the future this
would merge our village with other villages such
as Heath Hayes and Brownhills.

IO386

Florence C

IO387

Florence C

IO388
IO389

District Councillor Foley D
(Brereton and Ravenhill Ward)
Green Party (CCDC)

IO390

Green Party (CCDC)

Whilst I accept that new homes are required I
believe our village (Norton Canes) has provided
their fair share.
I note the sites for the Gypsy and Travellers and it
seems that Norton Canes is not being treated
unfairly in that 4 sites are included. Surely other
sites in the Cannock Chase District can be looked
at.
We do not have the infrastructure re school
places and health provision in the village to
accommodate larger developments and our
roads with the added traffic of larger sites would
only impact more on what is already a big issue
for the village.
Currently unused properties should be put back
into use, with incentives for owners to do so.
Should consider establishing density
requirements so that less land is used to provide
the same number of units e.g. building threestorey houses instead of two storey houses. On
green field land the council should stipulate the
housing density. Developers cite the need to
build on Green-field sites to address the housing
crisis and the need for affordable housing, and
then use the land to build expensive houses.
General principle of exhausting all brownfield
sites and dwelling houses brought back in to use
should be the first priority. Developments in the
existing urban areas should be considered with

This was determined by the Area of Search as
defined by Local Plan Part 1. However this will be
extended wider to explore further opportunities for
delivering the requirement.
Infrastructure issues are considered alongside the
development of the Local Plan and the
Infrastructure Delivery Plan is being updated
accordingly.

Noted although the Council has little control over
empty properties beyond its own stock.
Noted: this also relates to good design as set out in
the Design SPD.

Noted, although the Council has little control over
empty properties beyond its own stock. The
adopted spatial strategy is urban focused and will
maximise urban and brownfield sites as much as
-
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due regard to broader environmental and social
wellbeing criteria. Every empty property should
be included within the local plan to assist
developers in bringing them back into use. Can
help reduce the need to build on the greenbelt.
Should the Local Plan release new development
land a time limit for development should be
stipulated to prevent land-banking. Where
owners of land designated for development in
the local plan fail to bring it forward for
development in a timely manner, local authorities
should exercise compulsory purchase orders.

possible and where this accords with the broad
apportionment of development as set out in Local
Plan Part 1. Work is currently being undertaken to
update the data base (Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment) to provide up to date
evidence on housing sites.
In terms of maximising the use of brownfield sites
the Council acknowledges this and work is ongoing
in this respect: all Councils will have to publish a
Brownfield Sites Register by December 31st 2017.
An updated SHLAA incorporating new sites
received to the Local Plan Part 2 consultation and
any additional information on potentially available
brownfield sites will feed into this process.
Noted although there has been little interest in self
build to date however this is an emerging area of
work and will be considered further.

IO391

Green Party (CCDC)

The Council should take an active role in site
assembly and installing the infrastructure and
then selling individual plots off to self-builders.
Assists local people and can add to the mix of
housing designs.

IO392

Green Party (CCDC)

The Council should promote its self-build register
and work with landowners with the aim of
providing individual building plots. The Local
Authority can take lead in assembling the land,
putting in the infrastructure and then selling plots
off individually with outline planning permission.

Noted: this needs resourcing however but this is an
emerging area of work and will be considered
further.

IO393

Green Party (CCDC)

Local authorities should make more use of small
sites, which are often overlooked or undervalued
in the current land availability assessments.
Dense infill developments could significantly
offset the need to build on larger brownfield and
greenfield sites that provide natural habitats.

The Strategic Housing Land Availability Assessment
(SHLAA) includes all sites capable of
accommodating 1 net dwelling or more. Therefore
all identified small sites are captured in the
assessment and counted towards the housing land
supply. These are by their nature more difficult to
-
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IO394

Hednesford Town Council

Support the allocation of smaller housing sites in
urban areas so as to encourage development of
such areas.

IO395

Historic England

IO396

Jones TA

Will require that Council has fully assessed
proposed housing locations where there may be
an impact to significance of heritage assets. Will
also require that Council considers impact to
heritage assets of Gypsy and traveller
accommodation.
Housing Choices Q3 – the following sites should
be discounted – R18, R18a, R28, R32, R83, R126,
R128, RE25.

identify prior to planning applications being
submitted, however the SHLAA does assume a
‘windfall’ rate of around 14 dwellings per annum
which is effectively the rate at which the Council
expects to see small sites, not previously identified,
coming forward and counting towards the housing
land supply. The SHLAA also estimates likely
densities of schemes coming forward based upon
the surrounding character of existing developments
and newly built developments (see Appendix 2 of
the SHLAA). The ability for denser schemes to be
considered across the housing market area is being
explored via the Greater Birmingham Strategic
Housing Study work, which will be reflected in the
Local Plan evidence moving forward. The ability of
individual sites to be built at denser scales needs to
be considered in the local context and by having
regard to good quality design polices within the
Local Plan (Part 1).
Noted

Noted and heritage assessment work will be
undertaken.

Noted and will be subject to the site assessment
process.

-
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IO397

Littlewood K
As I’m unable to come to any of the drop in
events due to them being on when many of us at
work, I’d like to send my comments on the plans.
I am vehemently against the use of green belt
land for building houses.
This land is not just for us to ruin. It’ll ruin many
habitats and also lead to more overcrowding of
the world. If you allow one lot to be built on then
it allows more and more to be taken away.

IO398

Matthias E

Is your database up to date? It appears that in
Cannock Wood there are at least two sites
included in it of which the current landowners
are unaware.
It would surely be extremely controversial to
designate Green Belt within an AONB as suitable
for development, and even more so to remove its
green-belt status. Also, there could be concern
about Cannock Wood merging with the Chase
Terrace area of Burntwood. Clearly, any largescale development in Cannock Wood would
completely alter the character of the village.
The infrastructure of Cannock Wood is totally

Noted. The adopted spatial strategy is urban
focused and will maximise urban and brownfield
sites as much as possible and where this accords
with the broad apportionment of development as
set out in Local Plan Part 1. Work is currently being
undertaken to update the data base (Strategic
Housing Land Availability Assessment) to provide
up to date evidence on housing sites. In the light of
comments received in relation to safeguarding and
the wider shortfall in the Greater Birmingham
Housing Market Area the preliminary view of
officers is that the Green Belt review of land for
housing is a strategic issue which may be more
appropriate to deal with through a Local Plan
review following the adoption of this plan (Local
Plan Part 2). This position will be kept under
consideration in the light of emerging evidence and
assessment work.
The adopted spatial strategy is urban focused and
will maximise urban and brownfield sites as much
as possible and where this accords with the broad
apportionment of development as set out in Local
Plan Part 1. Work is currently being undertaken to
update the data base (Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment) to provide up to date
evidence on housing sites. In the light of comments
received in relation to safeguarding and the wider
shortfall in the Greater Birmingham Housing
Market Area the preliminary view of officers is that
the Green Belt review of land for housing is a
strategic issue which may be more appropriate to
deal with through a Local Plan review following the
adoption of this plan (Local Plan Part 2). This
-
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inadequate to support even medium-scale
development. The road network is poor and only
just about deals with current needs. Because
there is little employment in the immediate
vicinity, new residents would be making their way
to Cannock, Burntwood, Lichfield and beyond for
work, school (the small school in Gentleshaw
could not cope), shopping and medical facilities
none of which are available here. This would
obviously be a problem for Birmingham overspill.

IO399

Natural England

IO400

Natural England

Air quality – Highlight recent Wealden District
Council high court decision which is of potential
relevance to site allocations giving rise to
increases in transport related aerial emissions
and their ‘in combination effects’ on European
Designated Sites.
‘Best and most versatile land’ (BMV) – A number
of references are made to specific sites involving
Agricultural Land Classification (ALC) grade 3
land. As per NPPF, there is a need for assessment
of these sites in terms of potential loss of ‘best
and most versatile land’. The evidence base does
not appear to include an analysis of the relative
proportions of grade 3a and 3b land involved
(grade 3a being regarded as ‘best and most
versatile land’ while 3b is not). General mapped
information on soil types is available as
‘Soilscapes’ on the www.magic.gov.uk and
also from the LandIS website
http://www.landis.org.uk/index.cfm.

position will be kept under consideration in the
light of emerging evidence and assessment work.
AONB context noted: Local Plan part 1 provides the
adopted policy context for consideration of sites
(Policy CP14) and issues raised will be considered
further as assessment work on the plan progresses
Infrastructure issues are considered alongside the
development of the Local Plan and the
Infrastructure Delivery Plan is being updated
accordingly.
Noted and for further discussion with Natural
England.

Noted and will be considered further through
assessment work. It is noted that the distinction
between grade 3a and 3b land is not readily
available- the Council will need to consider a
proportionate approach to this evidence base.

-
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IO401

IO402

Podmore D

Parish Councillor C Preece (Norton
Canes Parish Council)

Green Belt land should only be used for housing
as a last resort. No provision for an elderly
population, more bungalows, residential mobile
parks and sheltered provision must be put on the
agenda otherwise we will have a serious home
blocking situation.

Where will the Green Belt land percent in Norton
Canes- how many houses in Norton Canes
compared in the whole District of Cannock Chase.
Can the public disagree with any areas to build
on.

The adopted spatial strategy is urban focused and
will maximise urban and brownfield sites as much
as possible and where this accords with the broad
apportionment of development as set out in Local
Plan Part 1. Work is currently being undertaken to
update the data base (Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment) to provide up to date
evidence on housing sites. In the light of comments
received in relation to safeguarding and the wider
shortfall in the Greater Birmingham Housing
Market Area the preliminary view of officers is that
the Green Belt review of land for housing is a
strategic issue which may be more appropriate to
deal with through a Local Plan review following the
adoption of this plan (Local Plan Part 2). This
position will be kept under consideration in the
light of emerging evidence and assessment work.
Local Plan part 1 positively supports and
encourages a wide range of housing types to suit
different needs.
Feedback has been sought via the consultation and
will be considered as assessment work progresses.
The adopted spatial strategy is urban focused and
will maximise urban and brownfield sites as much
as possible and where this accords with the broad
apportionment of development as set out in Local
Plan Part 1 which apportions around 6% to Norton
Canes. Work is currently being undertaken to
update the data base (Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment) to provide up to date
evidence on housing sites. In the light of comments
received in relation to safeguarding and the wider
-
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IO403

Robinson C

I would like to lodge my objection to building on
green belt land in Rugeley. I oppose this plan
from two positions:
I believe we should protect our countryside and
the easy access people have to outdoors, fresh
air, and farming just a short distance from built
up areas / towns
I live on the Birches estate; my house overlooks
one of the areas being proposed for building. I
strongly believe that building further housing in
the fields around the estate will devalue my
property and others on the estate.
I would appreciate my objections being taken
into account. Please let me know if there is
another formal step that I need to take to object
to these plans.

IO404

Sale R

shortfall in the Greater Birmingham Housing
Market Area the preliminary view of officers is that
the Green Belt review of land for housing is a
strategic issue which may be more appropriate to
deal with through a Local Plan review following the
adoption of this plan (Local Plan Part 2). This
position will be kept under consideration in the
light of emerging evidence and assessment work.
Noted and comments will be taken into account.
The adopted spatial strategy is urban focused and
will maximise urban and brownfield sites as much
as possible and where this accords with the broad
apportionment of development as set out in Local
Plan Part 1. Work is currently being undertaken to
update the data base (Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment) to provide up to date
evidence on housing sites. In the light of comments
received in relation to safeguarding and the wider
shortfall in the Greater Birmingham Housing
Market Area the preliminary view of officers is that
the Green Belt review of land for housing is a
strategic issue which may be more appropriate to
deal with through a Local Plan review following the
adoption of this plan (Local Plan Part 2). This
position will be kept under consideration in the
light of emerging evidence and assessment work.

I am writing to express my concern with regard to
proposed changes to green belt boundaries.

The adopted spatial strategy is urban focused and
will maximise urban and brownfield sites as much
as possible and where this accords with the broad
Cannock Chase Council is in a surplus of housing
apportionment of development as set out in Local
and the Rugeley Power Station site would provide Plan Part 1. Work is currently being undertaken to
ample space for any additional requirement.
update the data base (Strategic Housing Land
-
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Norton Canes has provided the land for ample
housing supply as part of the local plan 1, and
therefore no further land should be surrendered,
especially as Cannock Chase is in surplus.

IO405

Small S

I have looked at the proposed plans for possible
future house developments in Norton Canes. I
feel that there have already been sufficient major
housing developments in Norton Canes and
would not like to see further large developments
which could result in loss of identity and the
danger of “merging” with nearby villages.
I also object to land being taken out of Green Belt
to accommodate large scale housing or
commercial developments.

Availability Assessment) to provide up to date
evidence on housing sites. In the light of comments
received in relation to safeguarding and the wider
shortfall in the Greater Birmingham Housing
Market Area the preliminary view of officers is that
the Green Belt review of land for housing is a
strategic issue which may be more appropriate to
deal with through a Local Plan review following the
adoption of this plan (Local Plan Part 2). This
position will be kept under consideration in the
light of emerging evidence and assessment work.
The role of Rugeley Power station is currently
uncertain in relation to this plan period as this is a
complex site which will require a lot of remediation
however this is being kept under review as work is
ongoing and further detail emerging. The ongoing
joint work on the Rugeley Power Station SPD will
provide further context for this matter. The SPD is
being consulted on between 24th July to 4th
September 2017.
The adopted spatial strategy is urban focused and
will maximise urban and brownfield sites as much
as possible and where this accords with the broad
apportionment of development as set out in Local
Plan Part 1. Work is currently being undertaken to
update the data base (Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment) to provide up to date
evidence on housing sites. In the light of comments
received in relation to safeguarding and the wider
shortfall in the Greater Birmingham Housing
Market Area the preliminary view of officers is that
the Green Belt review of land for housing is a
-
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strategic issue which may be more appropriate to
deal with through a Local Plan review following the
adoption of this plan (Local Plan Part 2). This
position will be kept under consideration in the
light of emerging evidence and assessment work.
Noted and will be considered in assessment work

IO406

Staffordshire County Council

Most of District within a Mineral Safeguarding
Area for superficial sand and gravel. Should be
taken into account in site selection and in some
cases consider prior extraction. Sites with
shallow coal and fireclay require particular
attention.

IO407

Staffordshire County Council

Many waste management facilities in District so
important that potential impacts on these are
considered in site assessment. 2 large housing
sites C116(a) and (b) lie very close to the Poplars
Landfill and development should not restrict or
compromise its continued operation.

Noted and will be considered in assessment work

IO408

Staffordshire County Council

Also cross referenced to SA comments. For further
consideration through assessment and SA work and
in the light of updated evidence where applicable.

IO409

Staffordshire County Council

IO410

Staffordshire County Council

There are sites where SA may have over or under
estimated biodiversity impacts. Also appears not
all sites have been subject to SA. Distance
criteria do not reflect potential pathways so
findings may not be reliable in all cases. Impacts
can be assessed at the strategic level and it may
not be in the interests of sustainable
development to allocate sites with high
biodiversity impacts.
Individual site options should adequately
consider landscape, however significant concerns
are raised in relation to potential allocation of
sites within and close to AONB.
Education – additional Primary School places are

Noted and will be considered in assessment work
and Local Plan Part 1 provides the context for
AONB development.
Noted and education work ongoing.
-
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IO411

St Modwen (c/o RPS)

IO412

Sutton E

already being provided or planned to mitigate
residential development already permitted via
projects on the CIL 123 List, S106 and a new
school at Pye Green as part of the housing
development. The sites considered for allocation
without planning permission need to consider the
need for additional school places and may
require additional projects on 123 List. High
School capacity will continue to be monitored.
(rep contains detailed comments on school
clusters)
Strategic allocation of Land West of Pye Green
Road has been appropriately acknowledged in
the Local Plan Part 2. Future capacity of 562
dwellings is correctly referenced in the 2016
SHLAA as being achievable within 6-15 years.
I live in Cannock Wood and have an acre of land
as my back garden which is in the Green Belt (I
am told that the use is not “residential” even
though it is part of my property.) Both the house
and garden are too big for me and a few years
ago I considered building a small bungalow in the
back garden with a small piece of land leaving the
larger part to be sold with the house. The
bungalow would not be visible from the road and
access was no problem. I spoke to a planning
officer who told me that you would not allow this
infringement of the green belt unless I could
show that there was a need for extra housing in
Cannock Wood such as by a person who needed
to live here for purposes of work and that I would
not be able to produce evidence to show that
demand could not be met by existing supply.

Noted

Noted: the evidence base at
www.cannockchasedc.gov.uk/planningpolicy sets
out the detail in terms of how the requirement for
the amount of housing has been set.
The adopted spatial strategy is urban focused and
will maximise urban and brownfield sites as much
as possible and where this accords with the broad
apportionment of development as set out in Local
Plan Part 1. Work is currently being undertaken to
update the data base (Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment) to provide up to date
evidence on housing sites. In the light of comments
received in relation to safeguarding and the wider
shortfall in the Greater Birmingham Housing
Market Area the preliminary view of officers is that
the Green Belt review of land for housing is a
-
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IO413

Thomas P & K

Now I see that you are proposing to
infringe Green Belt policy by providing space for
265 houses mainly in Cannock Wood. Where is
your evidence of a sudden need for housing in
Cannock Wood? If my proposal for one bungalow
was excessive to the needs then, why has it
increased so rapidly? I shall expect you to show
your evidence – presumably gleaned from local
estate agents- that there is now such a need that
cannot be satisfied except by building houses in
the Green Belt. If, as has been suggested, it is
motivated by a need from areas outside Cannock
Chase will you please once again show your
evidence that people who work in surrounding
areas such as Birmingham need to live in an area
such as Cannock Wood with its poor roads and
infrastructure, absence of shops, surgeries,
pharmacies and school places and very limited
public transport. If there is eventually a
Public Inquiry into the proposals I shall look for
such evidence with care.

strategic issue which may be more appropriate to
deal with through a Local Plan review following the
adoption of this plan (Local Plan Part 2). This
position will be kept under consideration in the
light of emerging evidence and assessment work.

Totally opposed to large scale development of
our surrounding Green Belt (Cannock Wood
area). Many of the plots of land suggested are
outside of any natural growth area’s within
Cannock Wood. The land rear of Hayfield Hill
includes Nuns Well; an ancient historic site and
full of wildlife- development here would be
totally unacceptable. Any housebuilding within
our village should be in proportion, maybe 25
houses within the next 20 years. Should be
organic growth and tasteful designs. Planning

The adopted spatial strategy is urban focused and
will maximise urban and brownfield sites as much
as possible and where this accords with the broad
apportionment of development as set out in Local
Plan Part 1. Work is currently being undertaken to
update the data base (Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment) to provide up to date
evidence on housing sites. In the light of comments
received in relation to safeguarding and the wider
shortfall in the Greater Birmingham Housing
Market Area the preliminary view of officers is that

Cannock Wood is in the AONB. Local Plan part 1
provides the adopted policy context for
consideration of sites (Policy CP14) and issues
raised will be considered further as assessment
work on the plan progresses
Infrastructure issues are considered alongside the
development of the Local Plan and the
Infrastructure Delivery Plan is being updated
accordingly.
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not to blight neighbours properties and views.
Quality buildings in keeping with neighbouring
properties and built by small, quality builders.
Just outside of Cannock Wood, land off Hayes
Way, Prospect Village- development here would
have the effect of virtually joining Cannock Wood
to Prospect Village. The Green Belt must
continue to be used to separate very different
village with their own unique character.

IO414

Transport for West Midlands (West
Midlands Combined Authority)

the Green Belt review of land for housing is a
strategic issue which may be more appropriate to
deal with through a Local Plan review following the
adoption of this plan (Local Plan Part 2). This
position will be kept under consideration in the
light of emerging evidence and assessment work.

Cannock Wood is in the AONB. Local Plan part 1
provides the adopted policy context for
consideration of sites (Policy CP14) and issues
raised will be considered further as assessment
work on the plan progresses
In particular LPP1 makes comment on the
Noted and will be considered further as work on
importance of employment outside of Cannock
the plan progresses. More strategic issues are
Chase District to residents of the district. One
considered to be more appropriate for a local plan
role of an effective transport network is to ensure review and the issues raised will be an important
that people can access employment
element of this.
opportunities wherever they exist. We believe
that in allocating housing, it is therefore
important to have regard to (amongst other
considerations):
• Existing employment trends in terms of
travel to work;
• Anticipating employment growth in the
surrounding area;
• Existing transport networks that can link
people to jobs; and
• Planned enhancement to transport
networks that may present new
opportunities for labour markets.
For this reason, in addition to consideration of
regional strategies and plans TfWM encourages
-
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IO415

Turner

IO416

Upton Trust and Carney Brothers
Ltd c/o Wardell Armstrong

IO417

Mrs Wilkins D

Cannock Chase District to have regard to
residents’ tendencies to access employment in
the West Midlands metropolitan area and where
employment growth is forecast when identifying
sites for allocation for residential allocation.
More new houses particularly on Green Belt at
Slitting Mill (1,000). Need new schools. Need
new doctors surgeries. Need new bus services.
Need road improvements to Hagley Road, Sandy
Lane.
In relation to Housing Choice issues it is
important to note that additional development
options that have been supplied through this
consultation process and the updated SHLAA
process. Promoted sites through both processes.
Regarding potential development in Cannock
Wood. We struggle to get doctors appointments
as it is without having anymore people in the
area. The roads are too over crowded as it is
without anymore traffic, the roads can not take
any more traffic there are that many pot holes
too it's unbelievable. There are more suitable
areas to build rather than in Cannock Wood thus
being known for its outstanding natural beauty
being on the edge of the Chase i.e. the old open
cast site which has been dug up before and has
been just a waste ground now for years.
We chose to live in Cannock Wood due to it's
rural location. We enjoy the local wildlife whose
welfare I would be concerned about if these
plans were to go ahead. I don't want to look out
of my bedroom window at houses instead of
fields!!!!! The local schools are already over

Infrastructure issues are considered alongside the
development of the Local Plan and the
Infrastructure Delivery Plan is being updated
accordingly.
Noted and will be included for assessment.

The adopted spatial strategy is urban focused and
will maximise urban and brownfield sites as much
as possible and where this accords with the broad
apportionment of development as set out in Local
Plan Part 1. Work is currently being undertaken to
update the data base (Strategic Housing Land
Availability Assessment) to provide up to date
evidence on housing sites. In the light of comments
received in relation to safeguarding and the wider
shortfall in the Greater Birmingham Housing
Market Area the preliminary view of officers is that
the Green Belt review of land for housing is a
strategic issue which may be more appropriate to
deal with through a Local Plan review following the
adoption of this plan (Local Plan Part 2). This
position will be kept under consideration in the
light of emerging evidence and assessment work.
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subscribed so this would concern me if there are
no plans to build additional educational services.

IO418

Wilson R & S

Understand from the document Cannock Chase
Local Plan (Part 1) 2014 is that the focus of
development is on existing settlements of
Cannock/Hednesford/Heath Hayes, Norton
Canes, and Rugeley/Brereton. The Local Plan
(Part 1) clearly states the number of dwellings
that will be built, or have already been built, in
each town; a total of 5895 houses, against a
target of 5300. I note this includes 500 houses in
the Lichfield District Council area where it
borders with Cannock Chase District, but even
without these there is still a total of 5395. The
obvious conclusion from this is that no further
development is required and certainly no
development in the villages of Cannock Chase
area.

IO419

Wilson R & S

I understand that certain pockets of land in
Cannock Wood have been put forward for
consideration by the Council and I would like to
comment on this.
Firstly, a village as small as Cannock Wood cannot
sustain any increase in the housing numbers. It is

Cannock Wood is in the AONB. Local Plan part 1
provides the adopted policy context for
consideration of sites (Policy CP14) and issues
raised will be considered further as assessment
work on the plan progresses
Infrastructure issues are considered alongside the
development of the Local Plan and the
Infrastructure Delivery Plan is being updated
accordingly.
Local Plan Part 2 is focused upon finding locations
for the housing which has not yet been built as the
plan runs to 2028. There needs to be a surplus of
potential sites as some may not come forward but
we still need to deliver to meet our requirement.

The adopted spatial strategy is urban focused and
will maximise urban and brownfield sites as much
as possible and where this accords with the broad
apportionment of development as set out in Local
Plan Part 1. Work is currently being undertaken to
update the data base (Strategic Housing Land
-
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a small village and does not have the
infrastructure necessary to support an increase in
housing. The roads are barely adequate to cope
with the existing traffic and any further increase
would be detrimental to the people living in the
village currently. People trying to enjoy Cannock
Chase, such as walkers, cyclists and horse-riders
already have to deal with traffic that travels far
too fast on narrow roads; this would only get
worse if additional houses were built. The roads
are also covered in potholes and broken
shoulders, this would clearly worsen with more
traffic. With more people living in the village the
local school, which is always oversubscribed,
would have the unenviable job of turning away
some children as it would not be possible to
extend the school due to the limitations of the
site. There is no local doctor’s surgery and the
local Health Services would not be able to attract
a single-handed doctor to work in the area, as
this is against NHS policy of encouraging doctors
to work in larger practices. Many residents
particularly chose to live in Cannock Wood as
they were attracted to village life. Any
developments would potentially ruin village life
and take away the strong sense of community
enjoyed by residents. There would also likely to
be an increase in noise, litter and other social
issues. This could impact adversely on the local
Area of Outstanding Natural Beauty. Any loss of
woodland or green space will be detrimental to
the local wildlife. It is my belief that there are
much more suitable areas for development, such

Availability Assessment) to provide up to date
evidence on housing sites. In the light of comments
received in relation to safeguarding and the wider
shortfall in the Greater Birmingham Housing
Market Area the preliminary view of officers is that
the Green Belt review of land for housing is a
strategic issue which may be more appropriate to
deal with through a Local Plan review following the
adoption of this plan (Local Plan Part 2). This
position will be kept under consideration in the
light of emerging evidence and assessment work.
The role of Rugeley Power station is currently
uncertain in relation to this plan period as this is a
complex site which will require a lot of remediation
however this is being kept under review as work is
ongoing and further detail emerging.
AONB context noted: Local Plan part 1 provides the
adopted policy context for consideration of sites
(Policy CP14) and issues raised will be considered
further as assessment work on the plan progresses
Infrastructure issues are considered alongside the
development of the Local Plan and the
Infrastructure Delivery Plan is being updated
accordingly.
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as the Rugeley Power Station site which can only
rejuvenate the Rugeley area. The large town of
Rugeley would be better able to absorb the
additional housing as the infrastructure is already
in place; in particular the road network around
Rugeley is excellent. This is a much more
appropriate option than building in an Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty.

Rep ID No.
IO420

Respondent
Sport England

Rep ID No.
IO421

Respondent
Betts D

Local Plan Part 2 Chapter 6. Employment- General
Comment
Council Response
Section 6 - Employment allocations – sites – no
Noted
allocations appear to impact on sports facilities.

Local Plan Part 2 Chapter 6. Employment- Issue E1/Option E1a
Comment
Council Response
Noted
Continuing to develop the remaining space by the
amazon unit is more than reasonable.

IO422

Brereton and Ravenhill Parish
Council

Support employment use of the Towers Business Noted and for further consideration.
Park and part of the Former Power Station. If
housing is permitted on current employment land
in Rugeley and Brereton and Ravenhill, it is
important that businesses are helped to relocate
here- oppose the loss of these businesses to
other districts.
-
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IO423

Brereton and Ravenhill Parish
Council

Support Option E2a- oppose the release of Green
Belt land for employment purposes (particularly
where it is also greenfield). CCDC should consider
compulsory purchase of appropriate non GreenBelt, non-AONB land, in order to protect the
Green Belt.

IO424

Church Commissioners (Barton
Wilmore)

Consider Site ‘Land South of A5 Watling St’
(NE10) should be allocated for employment use
(B1/2/8) to meet current requirements

IO425

Jones TA

Support employment use of Towers Business
Park and part of former Power Station. If housing
is permitted on current employment land in
Rugeley, Brereton and Ravenhill it is important
that businesses are helped to relocate here.

Noted and for further consideration although site
options themselves are very limited. An updated
Employment Land Availability Assessment (ELAAanticipated September) will provide an up to date
evidence base on sites available for employment
development. As recognised in the Issues and
Options consultation, subject to a shortfall in
supply remaining there may still be a need to
consider Green Belt land options, although it may
be appropriate to consider the use of Green Belt
sites for employment in tandem with housing via a
Local Plan review. However, this will also be kept
under consideration in light of emerging evidence
base and assessment work.
Noted and will be considered further as part of
ongoing assessment work. An updated
Employment Land Availability Assessment (ELAAanticipated September) will provide an up to date
evidence base on sites available for employment
development. As recognised in the Issues and
Options consultation, subject to a shortfall in
supply remaining there may still be a need to
consider Green Belt land options, although it may
be appropriate to consider the use of Green Belt
sites for employment in tandem with housing via a
Local Plan review. However, this will also be kept
under consideration in light of emerging evidence
base and assessment work.
Noted and for further consideration
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IO426

Rep ID No.
IO427

St Modwen (RPS) re Watling St
Business Park

Oppose the loss of these businesses to other
Districts and do not want to see a repeat of the
loss of Hindleys Bakery to Lichfield.
The employment need target of a minimum of
88ha is no longer considered up-to-date and a full
objective assessment of the employment need
for the District should be undertaken. The
removal of Mill Green from the available supply
of employment land is appropriate given the
resent consent for retail use. Option E1a is
considered a useful starting point however there
are two key issues that mean the Council still
need to find significantly more land to meet the
employment allocation:
• The employment need figure appears not
to be the robust position based on the
recent Experian forecasts provided in the
RPS Employment Land report
• The number of completions to date and
the supply of deliverable sites is not as
great as currently identified.

Local Plan Part 2 is focused upon delivering Part 1
so it is felt at this point that a refresh of the
evidence base for employment is a strategic matter
which would be more appropriate to inform a Local
Plan Review.
An updated Employment Land Availability
Assessment (ELAA- anticipated September) will
provide an up to date evidence base on sites
available for employment development. As
recognised in the Issues and Options consultation,
subject to a shortfall in supply remaining there may
still be a need to consider Green Belt land options,
although it may be appropriate to consider the use
of Green Belt sites for employment in tandem with
housing via a Local Plan review. However, this will
also be kept under consideration in light of
emerging evidence base and assessment work.

Local Plan Part 2 Chapter 6. Employment- Issue E2/Options E2a, E2b and E2c
Respondent
Comment
Council Response
Brereton and Ravenhill Parish
Support Option E2a- oppose the release of Green An updated Employment Land Availability
Council
Belt land for employment purposes (particularly
Assessment (ELAA- anticipated September) will
where it is also greenfield). CCDC should consider provide an up to date evidence base on sites
compulsory purchase of appropriate non Greenavailable for employment development. As
Belt, non-AONB land, in order to protect the
recognised in the Issues and Options consultation,
Green Belt.
subject to a shortfall in supply remaining there may
still be a need to consider Green Belt land options,
although it may be appropriate to consider the use
-
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IO428

Church Commissioners (Barton
Wilmore)

Note the shortfall of around 3ha and the
consideration of safeguarding land. As a result it
is necessary to consider options for further
provision from the ‘unavailable’ section of the
ELAA. Site NE10 is categorised as such as is in the
Green Belt. This is the only known constraint. Site
assessment provided (see site detail NE10)

IO429

Gaye D

With BRPC oppose release of Green Belt land for
employment purposes and thus support option
2a(E2a?)

IO430

Holford Estates (c/o Hawksmoor)

Support Option E2c. Sites NE5 and NE6 should be
considered further.

of Green Belt sites for employment in tandem with
housing via a Local Plan review. However, this will
also be kept under consideration in light of
emerging evidence base and assessment work.
An updated Employment Land Availability
Assessment (ELAA- anticipated September) will
provide an up to date evidence base on sites
available for employment development. As
recognised in the Issues and Options consultation,
subject to a shortfall in supply remaining there may
still be a need to consider Green Belt land options,
although it may be appropriate to consider the use
of Green Belt sites for employment in tandem with
housing via a Local Plan review. However, this will
also be kept under consideration in light of
emerging evidence base and assessment work.
An updated Employment Land Availability
Assessment (ELAA- anticipated September) will
provide an up to date evidence base on sites
available for employment development. As
recognised in the Issues and Options consultation,
subject to a shortfall in supply remaining there may
still be a need to consider Green Belt land options,
although it may be appropriate to consider the use
of Green Belt sites for employment in tandem with
housing via a Local Plan review. However, this will
also be kept under consideration in light of
emerging evidence base and assessment work.
An updated Employment Land Availability
Assessment (ELAA- anticipated September) will
provide an up to date evidence base on sites
available for employment development. As
recognised in the Issues and Options consultation,
-
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IO431

Jones TA

IO432
Severn Trent Ltd (c/o GL Hearn)

Oppose the release of Green belt land for
employment purposes (particularly where it is
also green field) and support Option 2a. CCDC
should be prepared to consider compulsory
purchase of appropriate non Green belt, non
AONB in order to protect the Green belt.

Apparent shortfall in employment land against
LPP1. Crucial that LPP2 employment evidence
base updated as significant new demographic
and economic drivers emerged including
Midlands Engine and West Midlands Combined
Authority.

subject to a shortfall in supply remaining there may
still be a need to consider Green Belt land options,
although it may be appropriate to consider the use
of Green Belt sites for employment in tandem with
housing via a Local Plan review. However, this will
also be kept under consideration in light of
emerging evidence base and assessment work.
An updated Employment Land Availability
Assessment (ELAA- anticipated September) will
provide an up to date evidence base on sites
available for employment development. As
recognised in the Issues and Options consultation,
subject to a shortfall in supply remaining there may
still be a need to consider Green Belt land options,
although it may be appropriate to consider the use
of Green Belt sites for employment in tandem with
housing via a Local Plan review. However, this will
also be kept under consideration in light of
emerging evidence base and assessment work.
Local Plan Part 2 is focused upon delivering Part 1
so it is felt at this point that a refresh of the
evidence base for employment is a strategic matter
which would be more appropriate to inform a Local
Plan Review.
An updated Employment Land Availability
Assessment (ELAA- anticipated September) will
provide an up to date evidence base on sites
available for employment development. As
recognised in the Issues and Options consultation,
subject to a shortfall in supply remaining there may
still be a need to consider Green Belt land options,
although it may be appropriate to consider the use
-
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IO433

St Modwen (RPS) re Watling St
Business Park

Before the shortfall can appropriately be
accommodated, it is essential to accurately
estimate what the shortfall is. As mentioned in
the comments on Issues E1 RPS has undertaken
an appraisal of the current employment land
availability and determined that the shortfall is
far more significant than the 3ha that is being
claimed. The report demonstrates a shortfall of
nearly 13ha.
It is clear, based on the sizes of the proposed
sites for employment use that allocating only a
single additional site will not be sufficient. The
relative merits of the Watling Street Business
Park have been set out in a Vision Document –
this demonstrates that
the site provides a genuine, deliverable
development that would assist the Council in
meeting its land requirement. When taken with
the Green Belt Review, it is also clear that the site
at Watling Street Business Park would have the
least impact upon the Green Belt. The Council has
presented three options for dealing with the
shortfall of employment land –
Option E2a is not to allocate any additional land
and rely solely on windfall developments,
Option E2b is to consider Green Belt release by
only around Kingswood Lakeside, and Option
E2c is to consider Green Belt release beyond
Kingswood Lakeside. It is clear, given the

of Green Belt sites for employment in tandem with
housing via a Local Plan review. However, this will
also be kept under consideration in light of
emerging evidence base and assessment work.
Local Plan Part 2 is focused upon delivering Part 1
so it is felt at this point that a refresh of the
evidence base for employment is a strategic matter
which would be more appropriate to inform a Local
Plan Review.
An updated Employment Land Availability
Assessment (ELAA- anticipated September) will
provide an up to date evidence base on sites
available for employment development. As
recognised in the Issues and Options consultation,
subject to a shortfall in supply remaining there may
still be a need to consider Green Belt land options,
although it may be appropriate to consider the use
of Green Belt sites for employment in tandem with
housing via a Local Plan review. However, this will
also be kept under consideration in light of
emerging evidence base and assessment work.

-
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IO434

Walsall MBC

significant shortfall, Option E2a would not be
appropriate. To rely on windfalls to make up a
shortfall is not appropriate plan making and not
in accordance with the NPPF – it would not pass
the test of being positively prepared and would
not be effective. Further, given the degree of the
shortfall, and the need to retain a varied supply
of employment land, to only consider Green Belt
release at Kingswood Lakeside (Option E2b)
would not be justified, or in accordance with the
aims of LPP1 which seeks “to ensure that not just
the right amount, but the right type of
employment land in the right locations” (para
4.57 RPS emphasis).
Understand that the LPP1 does not provide for
the possibility of addressing any shortfall in high
quality employment land apart from in reference
to Kingswood Lakeside. Appears a shortfall has
only arisen since the adoption of the LPP1.
However, given that the functional economic
market area is not dissimilar to the housing
market area, it would appear appropriate that
any shortfall in the employment land supply
should be addressed at a wider level than that of
an individual local authority. Welcome further
discussion about this issue.

Local Plan Part 2 is focused upon delivering Part 1
so it is felt at this point that a refresh of the
evidence base for employment is a strategic matter
which would be more appropriate to inform a Local
Plan Review.
An updated Employment Land Availability
Assessment (ELAA- anticipated September) will
provide an up to date evidence base on sites
available for employment development. As
recognised in the Issues and Options consultation,
subject to a shortfall in supply remaining there may
still be a need to consider Green Belt land options,
although it may be appropriate to consider the use
of Green Belt sites for employment in tandem with
housing via a Local Plan review. However, this will
also be kept under consideration in light of
emerging evidence base and assessment work.

-
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Local Plan Part 2 Chapter 6. Employment- Issue E3/Option E3a
Comment
Council Response
Existing key employment areas in all parts of the
These comments will be considered further as the
District should be considered for formal
plan progresses. The preliminary view is that
allocation.
Option E3a remains appropriate in the context of
Local Plan Part 1 policies and national planning
policy.
Disagree with option E3a. Lower quality
These comments will be considered further as the
employment areas make an important
plan progresses. The preliminary view is that
contribution to the total employment land
Option E3a remains appropriate in the context of
supply. Local quality employment areas that are
Local Plan Part 1 policies and national planning
to be retained should be safeguarded to provide
policy.
certainty for occupiers and encourage
investment. Allocating such sites will also reduce
the likelihood that Green Belt land will need to be
released in the future to meet employment
needs.

Rep ID No.
IO435

Respondent
Brindley Heath Parish Council

IO436

Walsall MBC

IO437

West Midlands Housing
Associations Registered Providers
Planning Consortium (c/o Tetlow
King)

Rep ID No.
IO438

Respondent
Cannock Chase Council (Officer

Understand aspiration to protect employment
sites, however in the drafting of any such policies
encourage the Council to consider the wording of
paragraph 22 of the NPPF. Employment land has
not been designated in perpetuity, so if suitable
and more practical uses are available we suggest
that the Council takes this into consideration.

These comments will be considered further as the
plan progresses. The preliminary view is that
Option E3a remains appropriate in the context of
Local Plan Part 1 policies and national planning
policy.

Local Plan Part 2 Chapter 6 Employment Issue E4 Options E4 a, b
Comment
Council Response
When employers are investing in the District they Noted - there is ongoing work on this issue and
-
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comments, Economic
Development)

should do so with a strategy in place for the
recruitment of local people – employment and
skills plans.

IO439

Cannock Chase Council (Officer
comments Waste & Engineering
Services)

Depending on the nature of the use proposed
lorry parking with associated facilities may be
required if no facilities nearby.

IO440

Cannock Chase Council (Officer
comments Waste & Engineering
Services)

SUDS schemes require maintenance.

Rep ID No.

Respondent

policy CP9 of Local Plan Part 1 provides support for
this approach.
In general, the preliminary view is that most sites
will not require site specific policies and that these
policies will only be developed where absolutely
necessary e.g. in relation to large or complex sites.
As an alternative to site specific policies, the Local
Plan Part 2 could still highlight key issues to be
addressed on sites where necessary for instance in
an Appendix to the main document.
Noted and for further consideration as assessment
work is undertaken. These comments will be
considered further as the plan progresses.
In general, the preliminary view is that most sites
will not require site specific policies and that these
policies will only be developed where absolutely
necessary e.g. in relation to large or complex sites.
As an alternative to site specific policies, the Local
Plan Part 2 could still highlight key issues to be
addressed on sites where necessary for instance in
an Appendix to the main document.
Noted and will be considered further in the light of
Staffordshire County Council guidance.

Local Plan Part 2 Chapter 6. Employment- Issue E5/Options E5a and E5b
Comment
Council Response
-
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IO441

Brindley Heath Parish Council

IO442

Church Commissioners (Barton
Wilmore)

IO443

Nurton Developments Ltd (c/o
Jones Lang LaSalle)

IO444
Severn Trent Ltd(c/o G L Hearn)

Full use of the Rugeley Power Station and
expansion of Kingswood Lakeside (land outside
the Green Belt) and Towers Business Park could
help meet 5% additional provision beyond the
plan period.
Only constraint is that the site is Green belt.
Appropriate to deal with the issue now and have
a supply of land beyond the plan period. Removal
of the site from the Green Belt would not have an
impact on the Green Belt purposes. Support a
Green Belt review for employment purposes.
Prefer option E5b for safeguarding land although
the 5% figure is questioned as to why it is not
more. Also support the consideration of other
sites beyond Kingswood Lakeside such as NE10.
Promoting strategic employment development
site at land at Hilton Part, Junction 11 of the M6
motorway. 99ha suitable for B2 and B8
floorspace (260,000sqm), although capacity is
dependant upon the route chosen for the
M54/M6/M6 Toll link road. Site is situated with
South Staffordshire, within the Green Belt and is
being promoted through the South Staffordshire
Local Plan Review. Consider the site has
relevance to Cannock Chase Council in terms of
considering how to cater for longer term needs in
conjunction with neighbouring authorities. Site
located close to the District boundary in
proximity to Cannock town centre and local road
and rail connections.
Supports E5b. Would enable wedges Mills site to
be allocated or safeguarded to provide additional
employment land in a sustainable location

Noted and for further consideration as assessment
work is undertaken.

Noted and for further consideration as assessment
work is undertaken. Local Plan Part 2 Issues and
Options document provides justification for 5%
option.

Noted and for further consideration as assessment
work is undertaken. This issue may be more
appropriate for consideration as part of a Local
Plan review, as being promoted in the South
Staffordshire context.

Noted and for further consideration as assessment
work is undertaken.

-
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IO445

St Modwen (RPS) re Watling St
Business Park

IO446

Walsall MBC

adjacent to an existing key location for
employment.
It is essential that the Council consider
employment needs beyond the plan period.
Currently there is no available land outside of the
Green Belt to meet the employment land
requirement within the current plan period,
therefore the allocation of additional land will
require amending the Green Belt boundaries.
To ensure the Green Belt boundaries can endure
beyond the end of the plan period (as required
by the NPPF) it is essential to meet both the
current and longer term needs for employment
land. Again, without an up-to-date evidence base
it is not possible to fully establish the current
or future needs for the District. The Green Belt
Study (LUC) concludes that the site at Watling
Street Business Park does not currently make a
significant contribution towards the Green Belt
and therefore its release would have the least
impact upon the Green Belt compared to the
other potential employment allocations –
particularly those at Kingswood Lakeside. The site
would be the most appropriate to be released for
future development based on the Green Belt
considerations alone.
Support option E5a. Given that there is potential
for the redevelopment of Rugeley Power Station
to provide additional supply, we do not consider
there is justification at this stage to consider any
other sites in the Green Belt.

Noted and for further consideration as assessment
work is undertaken.
Comments regarding the need to update
employment evidence are noted however the role
of Local Plan Part 2 is to deliver the requirements
of Part 1 and an update of the evidence is
considered more appropriate to inform a local plan
review.

The role of Rugeley Power station is currently
uncertain in relation to this plan period as this is a
complex site which will require a lot of remediation
however this is being kept under review as work is
ongoing and further detail emerging. An SPD for
the site is being jointly prepared between Lichfield
and Cannock Chase Councils.
-
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Rep ID No.
IO447

IO448

Local Plan Part 2 Chapter 6. Employment- Issue E6/Options E6a and E6b
Respondent
Comment
Council Response
Holford Estates (Hawksmoor)
Support Option E6b. Provide suggested policy
These comments are noted and will be considered
wording ‘potential employment sites that are
further as the plan progresses and assessment
designated Green Belt, yet no longer fulfil any
work is undertaken.
Green Belt function due to their situation and
An updated Employment Land Availability
surrounding uses should be brought forward for
Assessment (ELAA- anticipated September) will
future employment land supply.’
provide an up to date evidence base on sites
available for employment development. As
recognised in the Issues and Options consultation,
subject to a shortfall in supply remaining there may
still be a need to consider Green Belt land options,
although it may be appropriate to consider the use
of Green Belt sites for employment in tandem with
housing via a Local Plan review. However, this will
also be kept under consideration in light of
emerging evidence base and assessment work.
St Modwen (RPS) re Watling St
Business Park

This issue focuses on the need for existing
employment sites within the Green Belt, with
specific reference to Watling Street Business
Park, are able to improve or modernise in future.
Specific reference is made to the potential
expansion of Watling Street Business Park as an
option for allocation – this is clearly strongly
supported. The policy provisions currently in LPP1
and the Design SPD (2016) encourage
modernisation and development at the existing
Green Belt employment sites. Until such a time as
the Council allocates additional land for
development at Watling Street Business Park, the

These comments are noted and will be considered
further as the plan progresses and assessment
work is undertaken.
An updated Employment Land Availability
Assessment (ELAA- anticipated September) will
provide an up to date evidence base on sites
available for employment development. As
recognised in the Issues and Options consultation,
subject to a shortfall in supply remaining there may
still be a need to consider Green Belt land options,
although it may be appropriate to consider the use
of Green Belt sites for employment in tandem with
housing via a Local Plan review. However, this will
-
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IO449

Walsall MBC

Rep ID No.
IO450

Respondent
Canal and Rivers Trust

policy provision is likely to be sufficient. It is
recommended that any future expansion at
Watling Street Business Park is encouraged to
come forward in a flexible manner, primarily
matching the design principles of the existing
Business Park and minimising, as far as possible,
visual or landscape impacts upon the wider area.
Support Option E6a.

also be kept under consideration in light of
emerging evidence base and assessment work.

Noted

Local Plan Part 2 Chapter 6. Employment- Issue BE1/Options BE1a
Comment
Council Response
Support the restoration of Lichfield and
These comments will be considered further as the
Hatherton Canal- recommend discussions
plan progresses. The proposed approach to the
undertaken with the Lichfield and Hatherton
Hatherton Branch canal will be refined – the
Canal Restoration Trust (LHCRT), particularly with Council will seek to identify a safeguarded route on
regard to paragraph 6.31 on further progress on
the Policies Map with accompanying policy.
the restoration of the canal. Note it is not
proposed to include any specific allocation
relating to the canal restoration because the
route of the canal remains safeguarded within
the adopted Local Plan Part 1 via the Key Diagram
and Policy CP9. However, Policy CP9 does not
appear to set out a clear statement that the route
of the canal restoration is safeguarded, and only
refers to an indicative route being included in the
key diagram of the Local Plan Part 1. The
justification for not pursuing a more clear
safeguarding of the canal restoration route is not
evident; in particular, it is not explained why the
specific issues a) to c) in Policy CP9 are
considered to remain unaddressed to the point of
justifying not identifying and safeguarding the
-
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restoration route within the Local Plan Part 2.
Should be reconsidered in discussion with the
LHCRT. Consider the approach being taken by
Lichfield District Council and South Staffordshire
Council. Local Plan Part 2 should incorporate a
clearer commitment to protecting the canal
route.
IO451

Inland Waterways Association

Needs to be a clearer policy statement about
continuing to safeguard the Hatherton Canal
restoration route from prejudicial development
and a more detailed plan to identify the
safeguarded route.

These comments will be considered further as the
plan progresses. The proposed approach to the
Hatherton Branch canal will be refined – the
Council will seek to identify a safeguarded route on
the Policies Map with accompanying policy.

The South Staffordshire Site Allocations
Publication Plan includes Policy SAD8 which
safeguards the Hatherton Canal route and shows
the route in detail on Inset Plan 50. Reference is
made to avoiding impacts on designated sites and
demonstrating water supply but these
considerations do not prevent the necessary
clarity about safeguarding the route.
Local Plan Part 2 refers to the Local Plan Part 1
Policy CP9 and no further allocations at this time.
However, Policy CP9 of Local Plan Part 1 does not
refer to safeguarding and the Key Diagram is
insufficiently detailed to define the route.
The Council should include a specific policy
commitment in Local Plan Part 2 to safeguarding
the route from prejudicial development and to
include a plan that matches the clarity and
-
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precision of the South Staffordshire Site
Allocations plan. Detailed plans of the proposed
route are included in the two Feasibility Studies
and should be part of the evidence base.

IO452

Lichfield and Hatherton Canals
Restoration Trust

Paragraph 6.31 says that the currently
safeguarded route will not be considered for a
site specific allocation at this time as no further
work has been undertaken which addresses the
issues raised in Policy CP9. However, the Local
Plan Part 2 HRA Scoping Report notes the HRA of
Local Plan Part 1 concluded that “planned
restoration of the Hatherton Branch Canal that
avoids a connection into the Cannock Extension
Canal SAC will avoid adverse effects on the
integrity of this site”, and the plans do avoid that
connection. The ‘screened in’ issue of additional
boat movements was therefore discounted. The
other issues of water supply and impact on the
wider canal network are matters to be addressed
in conjunction with the Canal & River Trust.
However, it is not necessary for their normal
duties to be written in to local planning policy.
Paragraph 6.31- mentions a currently
safeguarded route for those sections of the
projected canal which are within the Cannock
Chase District – it mentions the LPP1 Key Diagram
and Policy CP9. Unable to find the LPP1 Key
Diagram from a search of the relevant area of the
Cannock Chase District Council website, and the
Interactive Map does not have the facility to
identify land allocations under CP9. Thus there is
not sufficient documented detail of the proposed

These comments will be considered further as the
plan progresses. The proposed approach to the
Hatherton Branch canal will be refined – the
Council will seek to identify a safeguarded route on
the Policies Map with accompanying policy.
The Council will work with other Duty to Cooperate bodies to ensure a consistent approach.
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route to ensure that it connects with sections of
the route in other Local Authority areas – and
suggests that Cannock Chase District Council has
not properly engaged with those adjacent Local
Authorities under their Duty to Co-operate.
Refers to an ‘indicative’ route rather than the
necessary land allocation –there is a need to
document the necessary protection of the
defined end-to-end route for the Hatherton
Canal. The route should be identified within the
Cannock Chase District Council local plan
documents at sufficient detail for developers and
others to understand its location.
The LHCRT has continued work on the ground on
the Hatherton Canal – albeit with less emphasis
than its work on the Lichfield Canal – and it is not
true to assert that work is unlikely to progress
until after the completion of the Lichfield Canal.
Work is being progressed to address the issues
around Water Supply, working with the team
which produced the Water Supply Study for the
Lichfield Canal – a copy of which was provided to
John Morgan of CCDC in February 2017.
Refers to the route being protected under LPP1
CP9 but there are no words in CP9 which
specifically commit to safeguard an identified
route, thus there is a need within LPP2 to include
a detailed map of the route sections within the
Cannock Chase District which connect with the
route sections in adjacent Local Authority areas,
-
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and for wording that safeguards those route
sections.

IO453

Walsall MBC

Rep ID No.
IO454

Respondent
Green Party (CCDC)

IO455

Green Party (CCDC)

The Lichfield & Hatherton Canals Restoration
Trust requests that Local Plan (Part 2) specifically
safeguard those sections of the proposed route
for the Hatherton Canal within the District from
development prejudicial to the restoration of the
Canal, and provide mapping that shows the site
allocations at sufficient detail to be effective. To
avoid conflicting terminology should use
‘Hatherton Canal’ in place of ‘Hatherton Branch
Canal’.
Note approach to Hatherton Branch Canalconsidered to be potentially consistent with the
approach Walsall is taking in its emerging Site
Allocation Document. However, welcome
discussions as to how the alignment might
continue to be protected on a cross-boundary
basis.

These comments will be considered further as the
plan progresses. The proposed approach to the
Hatherton Branch canal will be refined – the
Council will seek to identify a safeguarded route on
the Policies Map with accompanying policy.
The Council will work with other Duty to Cooperate bodies to ensure a consistent approach.

Local Plan Part 2 Chapter 6. Employment- Overall Comments
Comment
Council Response
Should consider location with proximity to other
These comments will be considered further as the
industrial or commercial development.
plan progresses and assessment work is
Consideration should be given to prevent or
undertaken
mitigate the potential for neighbour conflict
arising out of inappropriate development where
there is likely to be resident concerns regarding
nuisance factors including noise and light.
The connectedness of employment development

These comments will be considered further as the
-
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to residential areas should be emphasised with
particular reference to pedestrian access ways,
cycle routes and public transport ahead of road
building.

plan progresses and assessment work is
undertaken
Updates to the Infrastructure Delivery Plan (IDP);
will also help to address the issues raised.

IO456

Green Party (CCDC)

Development should be directed towards high
skilled employment and the supporting learning
infrastructure. Should proactively encourage
higher skill, higher pay jobs to come to the
district. A consideration for proposals could
include the fast growing renewable energy sector
in particular with the national grid connections
through the former power station at Rugeley.

These comments will be considered further as the
plan progresses and assessment work is
undertaken

IO457

Historic England

Noted and assessment work will be undertaken

IO458

Middleton White S

Will require that Council has fully assessed
proposed employment locations where there
may be an impact to significance of heritage
assets.
Are there any issues or sites that we haven’t
considered which need to be addressed? The
Power Station site, is referenced (as at 5.3 and
7.3) but not sufficiently explored. It is referred to
as a mixed site, but residential led. This site
could be used for an imaginative development
directly off the major bypass and close enough to
employment and public transport to minimise the
need for private transport use.
The overall plan does not appear to have taken
the opportunity to promote consideration of
Rugeley town centre as an attractive place to
work and live. For years the centre has been left

These comments will be considered further as the
plan progresses and assessment work is
undertaken
The role of Rugeley Power station is currently
uncertain in relation to this plan period as this is a
complex site which will require a lot of remediation
however this is being kept under review as work is
ongoing and further detail emerging.
Supplementary Planning Guidance for the site is
being jointly prepared between Lichfield and
Cannock Chase Councils.
Local Plan Part 1 contains an Area Action Plan fro
-
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to fall into disrepair, with an unimaginative use of
the historic shape and build that sits alongside its
access to canal, park and forest. This is a clear
opportunity to encourage a level of population to
live in the centre, to naturally increase footfall in
the town centre, and promote development of a
town centre shopping and recreation experience.
For instance, the warehousing alongside the
canal could provide attractive apartment living
space.

IO459

Transport for West Midlands (West
Midlands Combined Authority)

IO460

Small S

The development of retail sights outside of the
town centre at the expense of the town centre
will not profit Rugeley or promote a much
needed communal identity.
A similar process (in terms of identifying existing
trends and opportunity) should be applied to the
allocation of employment sites (see housing
comments above). In particular logistics and
supply chains are reliant on the effective
transportation of goods both of which are
important to the region and Cannock Chase
district.
I have looked at the proposed plans for possible
future house developments in Norton Canes. I
feel that there have already been sufficient major
housing developments in Norton Canes and
would not like to see further large developments
which could result in loss of identity and the
danger of “merging” with nearby villages.
I also object to land being taken out of Green Belt
to accommodate large scale housing or
commercial developments.

Rugeley town centre and this identifies a number of
opportunity sites as well as proving the policy
context to support investment and improvement.
Town centre uses in out-of –town locations are
currently assessed in line with national policy, but
Local Plan part 2 is suggesting more localised
thresholds.

These comments will be considered further as the
plan progresses and assessment work is
undertaken, with a focus on delivering Local plan
Part 1. Some issues may be more strategic and this
may be better sited to a local plan review.

These comments are noted and will be considered
further as the plan progresses and assessment
work is undertaken.
An updated Employment Land Availability
Assessment (ELAA- anticipated September) will
provide an up to date evidence base on sites
available for employment development. As
recognised in the Issues and Options consultation,
subject to a shortfall in supply remaining there may
still be a need to consider Green Belt land options,
-
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although it may be appropriate to consider the use
of Green Belt sites for employment in tandem with
housing via a Local Plan review. However, this will
also be kept under consideration in light of
emerging evidence base and assessment work.

Rep ID No.
IO461

Respondent
Betts D

Local Plan Part 2 Chapter 7. Rugeley Power Station- Issue RPS1
Comment
Council Response
Comments are noted and will be taken into account
The development of the old power station area is as assessment work progresses. The ongoing joint
work on the Rugeley Power Station SPD will
more than acceptable and hopefully the mix of
housing and business units will fulfill the majority provide further context for this matter. The SPD is
of the areas requirements. This area should take being consulted on between 24th July to 4th
September 2017.
advantage of the rail link and potential to create
an exciting village style location with micro power
generation to pay homage to the power station.
Also developing an area with a small cinema and
restaurant with enough open space to create
walks/woodland would be great.

IO462

Bradley B

7.8 – Search for new industrial use to occupy site
should be national and international. A time limit
before 2020 should be put in place in the LPP2,
and if no industry wants to use it, then give the
go ahead for housing.

IO463

Brake E

I would agree that there should be a delay in the
developing of the Power station site due to some
of the special facilities that it could offer to
businesses that could provide more quality
employment rather just a space for warehousing

Comments are noted and will be taken into account
as assessment work progresses. The ongoing joint
work on the Rugeley Power Station SPD will
provide further context for this matter. The SPD is
being consulted on between 24th July to 4th
September 2017.
Comments are noted and will be taken into account
as assessment work progresses. The ongoing joint
work on the Rugeley Power Station SPD will
provide further context for this matter. The SPD is
being consulted on between 24th July to 4th
-
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IO464

Engie/Mitsui and Co (c/o Savills)

IO465

Engie/Mitsui and Co (c/o Savills)

IO466

Engie/Mitsui and Co (c/o Savills)

on zero hour contracts.

September 2017.

Engie/Mitsui and Co are current owners of the
Rugeley Power Station site. Recognise that Local
Plan (Part 2) aims to identify sites that will deliver
the identified development requirements from
the Local Plan (Part 1). Support Table 1 reference
to the need to consider the changed
circumstances that apply to Rugeley Power
Station following the cessation of power
generation in 2016. Acknowledge need for any
future development on the site to take account
of key Local Plan (Part 1) policies, including CP1:
Strategy, CP:6 Housing Land, CP:8 Employment
Land and CP:10 Sustainable
Transport. Support the Council’s position that
redevelopment of the site would be consistent
with Policy CP1: Strategy.
Support continued joint working with CCDC and
other stakeholders on the future redevelopment
of the site. Recognise that the potential
development will likely be additional to the
present quantum of development provided for
within the Local Plan Part 1 unless other
allocated/identified sites do not come forward
within the plan period- full redevelopment of the
site is likely to stretch over the next plan period.
Policy CP6 of the Local Plan Part 1 currently
allows for positive consideration of windfall sites
not previously identified. However, there needs
to be a permissive policy within Local Plan (Part
2) that provides for the redevelopment of this
brownfield site which will contribute to delivering

Comments are noted and will be taken into account
as assessment work progresses. The ongoing joint
work on the Rugeley Power Station SPD will
provide further context for this matter. The SPD is
being consulted on between 24th July to 4th
September 2017.

Comments are noted and will be taken into account
as assessment work progresses. The ongoing joint
work on the Rugeley Power Station SPD will
provide further context for this matter. The SPD is
being consulted on between 24th July to 4th
September 2017.

Comments are noted and will be taken into account
as assessment work progresses. The ongoing joint
work on the Rugeley Power Station SPD will
provide further context for this matter. The SPD is
being consulted on between 24th July to 4th
September 2017.
-
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IO467

Lichfield District Council

IO468

Sport England

sustainable development – potentially being used
to accommodate some of the additional housing
required to contribute to the shortfall in the
Greater Birmingham Housing Market Area
(GBHMA). Precise development numbers cannot
yet be firmly identified at this stage but the policy
should be clear on the types of uses that would
be acceptable to ensure that future development
proposals do not conflict with existing Local Plan
Part 1 or the emerging Local Plan Part 2 policies
e.g. there may be a need for local shopping
facilities on site. Shopping policies should not
prevent a local centre being provided or require
unnecessary testing i.e. Impact Test potentially
being required through Issue TC1.
The Duty to Cooperate is important in relation to
the Rugeley Power Station Site where cross
boundary work is on-going to bring the site
forward for mixed use redevelopment. Lichfield
District Council is currently consulting on its Draft
Allocations Plan and identifies a minimum of 800
units to be delivered on the site within the plan
period to 2029. Acknowledge the CCDC Issues
and Options consultation document references
the potential for the site to come forward for
development, and consider that as the LPP2
progresses weight should be attached to the
emerging Rugeley Power Station SPD.

Section 7 – Rugeley Power Station – the LPP2
needs to recognise and identify solutions to both
the need to protect or re-provide existing sports

Noted and Duty to Co-operate work is actively and
constructively ongoing. Comments are noted and
will be taken into account as assessment work
progresses. The ongoing joint work on the Rugeley
Power Station SPD will provide further context for
this matter. The SPD is being consulted on between
24th July to 4th September 2017 and it is agreed
that weight should be attached to the SPD.

Noted and an update of the evidence is underway.

-
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IO469

St Modwen (RPS) re Watling St
Business Park

IO470

Upton Trust and Carney Brothers
Ltd c/o Wardell Armstrong

facilities within the site (cricket pitch, football
pitch, bowls, tennis, golf etc.) and meeting new
demand for sports infrastructure from increasing
demand associated with any housing
development. A refresh of the Sports Strategy
referred to above would provide an evidence
base to inform what should be protected and
provided.
Whilst the Rugeley Power Station may provide an
opportunity to provide a mixed use development,
the Council should not be over-optimistic in
appraising the likely time frame for such
development to come forward. Despite work
commencing on masterplanning for the site,
there is considerable ground investigation and
remediation works that will need to be
undertaken – particularly on the half of the site
that is within Cannock Chase District. This could
potentially take a significant amount of time to
complete and could result in much of the
allocated uses not been completed within plan
period.
The approach that Rugeley Power Station
promotes at Section 7.6 is that the site will be
continued to be approved but cannot in terms of
viability or deliverability be included within the
current Plan period but may have limited
potential for longer term needs, that is within the
2028-2031 timescale between LPP1 and LPP2.

Comments are noted. The role of Rugeley Power
station is currently uncertain in relation to this plan
period as this is a complex site which will require a
lot of remediation however this is being kept under
review as work is ongoing and further detail
emerging. An SPD for the site is being jointly
prepared between Lichfield and Cannock Chase
Councils and will be taken into account as
assessment work progresses. The ongoing joint
work on the Rugeley Power Station SPD will
provide further context for this matter. The SPD is
being consulted on between 24th July to 4th
September 2017.
Comments are noted. The role of Rugeley Power
station is currently uncertain in relation to this plan
period as this is a complex site which will require a
lot of remediation however this is being kept under
review as work is ongoing and further detail
emerging. An SPD for the site is being jointly
prepared between Lichfield and Cannock Chase
Councils and will be taken into account as
assessment work progresses. The ongoing joint
work on the Rugeley Power Station SPD will
provide further context for this matter. The SPD is
-
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being consulted on between 24th July to 4th
September 2017.

Rep ID No.
IO471

IO472

IO473

IO474

Local Plan Part 2 Chapter 7. Rugeley Power Station- Issue RPS2
Comment
Council Response
Support proposals. Development that would
Comments are noted and will be taken into account
prevent rail freight use should not be permitted.
as work progresses. The ongoing joint work on the
Rugeley Power Station SPD will provide further
context for this matter. The SPD is being consulted
on between 24th July to 4th September 2017.
Engie/Mitsui and Co (c/o Savills)
No decision has yet been made as to the future
Comments are noted and will be taken into account
use of the rail head on the site. Recognise that
as work progresses. The ongoing joint work on the
flexibility should be retained regarding its
Rugeley Power Station SPD will provide further
potential longer term use- see paragraph 31 of
context for this matter. The SPD is being consulted
the NPPF. Consideration of the future of the
on between 24th July to 4th September 2017.
existing facility should be made under this
provision as opposed to paragraph 143 as stated
which relates to the sustainable use of minerals
and aggregates. There are no proposals for any
mineral extraction on the site in the adopted
Minerals Local Plan (2015) and, as the site lies
within the built-up area of Rugeley, it benefits
from the exemption criteria outlined on Policy 3.2
and 3.3 of the Plan under Appendix 6.
Jones TA
Paras 7.7 and 7.8 supported. Development that
Comments are noted and will be taken into account
would prevent rail freight use should not be
as work progresses. The ongoing joint work on the
permitted.
Rugeley Power Station SPD will provide further
context for this matter. The SPD is being consulted
on between 24th July to 4th September 2017.
Network Rail
Network Rail is very supportive of retaining
Support noted.
Rugeley Power Station as a connection. NR have
had some initial approaches about future traffic
Respondent
Brereton and Ravenhill Parish
Council

-
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IO475

Transport for West Midlands (West
Midlands Combined Authority)

Rep ID No.
IO476

Respondent
Bradley B

IO477

A Cooney

IO478

Theatres Trust

IO479

Walsall MBC

and Rugeley Power Station is supportive too.
TfWM is interested in the potential role of a rail
freight facility at the Rugeley Power Station site
and agree that the freight facilities should be
protected until future development options have
been identified.

Local Plan Part 2 Chapter 8. Town Centres
Comment
District town centres here are really impressive,
and something that needs to continue. Do not
introduce a McDonalds drive through- concerns
regarding potential increases in litter.
Open up Rugeley Town Centre to disabled
drivers/parking similar to Cannock and Lichfield.
Recognise that cultural venues are largely
safeguarded by Policy CP5 in the Local Plan Part
1. Suggest role of cultural facilities in supporting
active town centres should be promoted, and the
temporary use of vacant buildings to activate
should be encouraged. Suggest policy wording to
be incorporated within the Local Plan including
support for new cultural and community facilities
in town centres; major developments to
incorporate opportunities for cultural activity;
supporting the temporary use of vacant buildings
and sites by creative, cultural and community
organisations.
Support Option TC1b, where there is evidence to
support such an approach.
Welcome the proposed inclusion of B1(a) offices

Comments are noted and will be taken into account
as assessment work progresses. The ongoing joint
work on the Rugeley Power Station SPD will
provide further context for this matter. The SPD is
being consulted on between 24th July to 4th
September 2017.

Council Response
Noted.

Noted, will be considered in taking Plan forward.
Noted, suggested policy elaboration will be
considered in taking Plan forward.

Noted. In relation to out of town offices, any
proposals will be in conformity with adopted Local
Plan (Part 1) Policy CP8 and CP11 which identify the
-
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IO480

Walsall MBC

Rep ID No.
IO481

Respondent
Ashcroft A

in the town centre uses to which the threshold
approach is to be applied. However, note that
Appendix 1 lists several out-of-centre sites where
there is planning permission for B1(a) offices or
where this use seems to be considered
appropriate. The LPP2 should make it clear that
the sequential approach as well as an impact test
should be applied to office developments outside
of existing centres.

employment land requirement for non-town centre
B class uses and the need for sequential testing of
any out of town centre proposals.

The Local Plan Part 2 should look to allocate the
Mill Green development and include policies that
control the future development of the site.

Noted, for further consideration.

Local Plan Part 2 Chapter 9. Green Space- Issue GS1/Option GS1a
Comment
Council Response
Whilst I can understand the building of houses
Noted and will be considered as Plan is progressed.
next to pye green academy (although it could
Retention/creation of appropriate green space for
have been done better) I think some space needs people and wildlife including green routes for
to be left to be enjoyed as it is. We regularly walk walking and cycling are a key aspiration for the
out the back of our house and use the skelly as a
Council.
scenic shortcut when walking or riding to
Hednesford park. The children need somewhere
to ride their bikes/scooters safely that doesn't
need to include having to use a bike rack or be
dangerously close to speeding cars. I skate out
the back and walk to get exercise. I wouldn't use
that space if it was all houses. Lots of people walk
dogs there every day, morning and night. The
-
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side the houses have been built on is fine, going
up to the road runner building. It was wasted
land that looked ugly and unfinished. However, I
think the opposite side to the stream needs
leaving alone. The deer often come up behind
our house (coppermill close) so they need some
safety and space. It'd be dangerous if they were
spooked to have no open space to run too. I have
also photographed lizards on the skelly. They
often in hot weather sun themselves on the fence
by the blewitt pub.
IO482

Betts D
Open spaces are very important and any areas
the council can't afford to maintain should be
turned over to community groups to maintain. I'd
happily be involved in any such project.

IO483

Bradburn A

I write in response to a flyer I received from
Councillor George Adamson regarding the
current consultation by Cannock Chase Council
on the local plan to ask for safeguards to be put
in place to protect the open space on the "Skelly"
It would be such a shame to build more
properties on this land as it is a little bit of
countryside on our doorsteps. The skelly is
widely used by dog walkers & walkers like myself
to keep fit along the pathways and admire the
wildlife in their natural habitat. We regularly
seen buzzards circling. and a Kestrel, Robins,
sparrows, Blackbirds, Crows, Tits & wood
pigeons- last year I saw Fox's in the Selly & a herd
of Deer in the early hours of the morning. Please

Noted and will be considered in terms of criteria
set out in Appendix 3 and 4.

Noted and will be considered as Plan is progressed.

-
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IO484

Bradley B

IO485

M Bartlett

IO486

Brereton and Ravenhill Parish
Council

IO487

Bromford (c/o Pegasus Group)

IO488

District Councillor Burnett G
(Hednesford Green Heath Ward)

IO489

Cannock Chase District
Conservative Group

IO490

Gaye D

protect this special area of land.
Site C64 should be made into an open space as an
extension to the Hednesford Hills. Its so
important that everyone within the community
has a green space to feel relaxed in.
Request realignment of Green Space Network
boundary to remove area adjacent to 153 Norton
Road East, Norton Canes (domestic garden land).
Suggest additional sites for consideration as local
green spaces.

No justification to designate Site C64 as Local
Green Space. The Council have not provided any
evidence to demonstrate national policy
requirements have been met. The site does not
meet any of the listed criteria for such a
designation. Supporting analysis to justify this
conclusion is provided.
Add Pye Green Valley to the Green Space options
This being all the area currently not under
housing development As defined by the SCC
management plan and managed by CCDC and
SCC to Green Space Options as per Heart of
Hednesford proposal.
Add Pye Green Valley to the Green Space options
This being all the area currently not under
housing development As defined by the SCC
management plan and managed by CCDC and
SCC to Green Space Options as per Heart of
Hednesford proposal.
Small greens provided for the benefit of housing

Noted and will be considered as Plan is progressed.

Noted and will be considered as Plan is progressed.

Suggestions are noted for consideration in terms of
criteria set out in Appendix 3 (and following criteria
in NPPF). Maps from Parish Council requested to
enable accurate assessment- to be considered as
part of further site assessment work.
Noted and will be considered in terms of criteria
set out in Appendix 3.

Noted and will be considered as Plan is progressed.

Noted and will be considered as Plan is progressed.

Noted and will be considered as Plan is progressed.
-
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IO491

Goodwin M

IO492

Harris B

IO493

Heart of Hednesford

IO494

Hednesford Town Council

estates should be retained for the communities
they were intended to serve ie. Green Lane,
Uplands Green, Flaxley Road,
Queensway/Coulthwaite Way and North End
Park.
Application CH/16/191 was fought hard by local
community who place a great deal of importance
on this land parcel and wish, as per Cllr Preece’s
recommendation, for this land to be adapted into
the green space network. C30 houses have
displayed banners against development on N46
(see photos).
I'm sending this email on behalf of my
grandmother following a letter received by
George Adamson regarding safeguards to be put
in place to protect the open space on the Skelly.
My nan agrees that she doesn't want anymore
buildings to be done on Pye Green Valley/The
Skelly where possible.
Propose site at Pye Green Valley for designation
as Local Green Space. Provide supporting
information in the Local Green Space Assessment
Matrix. Refer to Pye Green Management Plan
2014-2019 and Pye Green Valley Development
Brief 2005. Currently preparing further evidence
to be submitted at a later date. The group do not
intend to take over management of the site from
Staffordshire County Council.
Wish to look further into the suggestion of the
Heart of Hednesford Group regarding a
designation to provide greater protection for

Noted and will be considered in terms of criteria
set out in Appendix 4.

Noted and will be considered as Plan is progressed.

Noted and will be considered in terms of criteria
set out in Appendix 3 of Local Plan Part 2 Issues and
Options.

Noted and will be considered in terms of criteria
set out in Appendix 3 of Local Plan Part 2 Issues and
Options.
-
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IO495

Jones N

IO496

Jones TA

areas of open space in Pye Green Valley.
We received a letter through our door asking to
respond by email about our views on protecting
the open space. We have just moved into
Hednesford from the Black Country moved our
children schools and away from family, we did
this because it was important to bring our
children up better with more outdoor activities
and a better way of living .We purchased our
house and wanted to move to the area because
we love all the open space greenery and fields
compared to our old town ! One of the reasons
we fell in love the area and go on walks most
weekends with our children !! I think it's very
important for our children to be brought up
outside and not inside on computers ! It's very
important to protect the open space and is what
makes Cannock beautiful as it has all you local
things which you need but also only a walk away
from beautiful views ! I truly hope Cannock stays
this way !
P63 and 65 Q1 – Consider that the following
greens in Brereton and Ravenhill parish should be
designated as local green spaces – the Green in
Atlee crescent, Ravenhill; the Green in Brereton;
Ravenhill Park, Brereton; the Green in St Michaels
Rd, Brereton; the Green in Springfield Avenue,
Ravenhill; the Green surrounded by lea hall lane
and the Meadows, Brereton; the Green to the SE
of the junction of Thompson Rd and Armitage Rd,
Brereton, formerly a canal basin; and the green
between Armitage lane and Hobbs View,
Brereton. I believe that small and medium sized

Noted and will be considered as Plan is progressed.
Retention/creation of appropriate green space for
people and wildlife including green routes for
walking and cycling are a key aspiration for the
Council.

Suggestions are noted for consideration in terms of
criteria set out in Appendix 3 of Local Plan Part 2
Issues and Options (following criteria in NPPF).

-
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IO5497

Natural England

IO498

Rogers L

IO499

Sport England

greens provided for the benefit of housing
estates should be retained for the communities
they were intended to serve.
Welcome the identification of Local Greenspace.
It is not entirely clear how the two sites in
question have been identified and whether any
relationship with relevant components of
adopted policy CP12 exists (e.g. Staffordshire
Biodiversity Action Plan or local Biodiversity
Opportunity Mapping). This information would
help to assess the sites’ performance in relation
to these aspects of multi-functional green
infrastructure. Happy to discuss the green
infrastructure context for these sites with the
Council separately i.e. between this consultation
and the ‘proposed submission’ stage.
Support for protecting Pye Green Valley land as
green space (existing area around housing
development). Know the wildlife (foxes and
deer) have suffered from the building and we
have a lot of dog walkers who use the land.
Par 9.3 suggests there is a commitment by the
council to a further review of green space
provision, including consideration of Cannock
Stadium for sports use. Given the sports element
concern that there has been no review of
sporting supply/demand re. NPPF Par 73. Whilst
CP5 and NPPF 74 (par 9.6) continue to protect
existing playing fields (including those at Rugeley
Power Station) there is no information about
what is needed relating to changes in housing
growth in the area. It is recommended that the
best way to assess needs for green space for

Noted, discussion will take place with Natural
England as the Plan is progressed.

Noted and will be considered as Plan is progressed.

Noted and further discussion will take place with
Sport England as the Plan is progressed. Further
evidence s being commissioned.

-
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sports provision is to undertake a fresh sport and
playing pitch strategy to identify what additional
needs are required and to identify how this need
is best met – depending on where that need is
and for what type of outdoor sport e.g. cricket or
football, in Cannock or in Rugeley? The allocation
of Cannock Stadium as green space is supported
but the provision of sports facilities on the site
needs to be underpinned by an up to date
assessment of need. With 3 AGPS being provided
in Cannock LA area (as recommended in the
current strategy) is there a need for an additional
AGP on the site bearing in mind the new FA
strategy and modelling for 3G AGP provision or
would it be better as a further grass pitch? This is
likely but there is no evidence in place to support
it and if S106 funding was to be a source of
investment to help deliver it there is a risk this
could not be secured without a robust evidence
base. The current PPS secured over £1M of
external funding to deliver the Cardinal Griffin
and Cannock 5s AGPs therefore money well spent
in terms of undertaking a strategy update.
IO500

Staffordshire County Council

Appendix 3 matrix should include a criterion that
allows assessment of the role of a green space in
the local ecological network to accord with the
NPPF. The Appendix 4 matrix includes this but it
should also be considered at the site level.

Noted and will be considered as Plan is progressed.
Bullet point 5 of the matrix could be expanded to
reflect this wider connectivity issue.

IO501

Wood S

Longstanding Pye Green Valley resident. There
has always been a substantial amount of open
space surrounding the location.

Noted and will be considered as Plan is progressed.
Re concern at ‘growing amount of development on
Green Belt land’ – there is a distinction between
-
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As I have grown up I have remained in the area
and moved my husband over to this location.
However in recent months I have been concerned
by the growing amount of development on Green
Belt land.

green field and Green Belt land and it should be
noted that the recent development in the Pye
Green area (Pye Green Valley and Land west of Pye
Green Road)has affected green field rather than
Green Belt having been allocated for housing in the
previous (1997)Local Plan.

I am led to understand that there are ongoing
discussions around the current open space. I
would kindly request additional safeguards to be
put into place to protect the remainder of the
land including the land locally known as the
'Skelly'.
Whilst I fully understand the need for
development, I believe removing what’s left of
the open space will not only be a great shame, it
is harmful to the environment. This is aside from
the belief that the road network, schools and
services are currently not in a place to handle
further growth.

Rep ID No.
IO502

Respondent
Jones TA

Local Plan Part 2 Chapter 9. Green Space- Issue GS2/Option GS2a and GS2b
Comment
Council Response
P63 and 65 Q1 – Consider that the following
Suggestions are noted for consideration in terms of
greens in Brereton and Ravenhill parish should be criteria set out in Appendix 3 of Local Plan Part 2
designated as local green spaces – the Green in
Issues and Options (following criteria in NPPF).
Atlee crescent, Ravenhill; the Green in Brereton;
Ravenhill Park, Brereton; the Green in St Michaels
Rd, Brereton; the Green in Springfield Avenue,
Ravenhill; the Green surrounded by lea hall lane
and the Meadows, Brereton; the Green to the SE
-
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IO503

Rep ID No.
IO504
IO505

IO506

Natural England

of the junction of Thompson Rd and Armitage Rd,
Brereton, formerly a canal basin; and the green
between Armitage lane and Hobbs View,
Brereton. I believe that small and medium sized
greens provided for the benefit of housing
estates should be retained for the communities
they were intended to serve.
The ‘greenspace assessment matrix’ appears
satisfactory. The ‘greenspace network
assessment matrix’ could be improved with
supporting information/narrative as described
previously (see response under Issue GS1).

Noted and will be considered for inclusion

Local Plan Part 2 Chapter 10. Historic Environment- Issue HE1/Options HE1a, HE1b and HE1c
Respondent
Comment
Council Response
Brereton and Ravenhill Parish
Strongly support Option HE1a reference to
Noted.
Council
‘Brereton- link to draft neighbourhood Plan…’
Canal and Rivers Trust
Agree with paragraph 10.2 that sites along the
Noted.
canal network have the potential to offer a
variety of opportunities for a historic
environment focus.
Canal and Rivers Trust

Option HE1a includes a proposal to improve links
to the Trent & Mersey Canal in Rugeley as part of
the development of town centre sites. Support
proposals that will help to improve access to and
use of the canal by the local community, and
development proposals should consider the
potential of the canal as a sustainable and trafficfree route for pedestrians and cyclists to both

Noted.

-
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access services and facilities and to provide a
leisure and recreational resource.
IO507

Canal and Rivers Trust

IO508

Canal and Rivers Trust

IO509

Historic England

Option HE1b seeks to promote the Cannock
Extension Canal and suggests that a development
brief and/or conservation area designation could
be considered. The Council should discuss any
proposals affecting the canal with the Trust in
more detail; it is important to ensure that any
increased recreational use of the canal and
towpath and any development proposals in the
vicinity of the canal take full account of its status
as a SAC and SSSI.
Option HE1c seeks to enhance the
footway/cycleway network to improve leisure
opportunities. This should include consideration
of improved linkages to the canal network and
whether improvements to canal towpaths can be
secured through development proposals.
Proposals for enhancements to the Cannock
Extension Canal towpath must take full account
of its status as a SAC and SSSI.
Support option HE1a and welcome using Rugeley
PSICA scheme in Rugeley town centre, using
CAMPs to guide plans and development, linking
to objectives in AAP and strong heritage policies
in Neighbourhood Plans. Also support
consideration of conservation area status for
Cannock Extension Canal and Grove Colliery.
Request that where development proposed
within option HE1b the Council considers what
the most appropriate use would be and that it is
sympathetic to, conserves and enhances the

Noted. The Canal and Rivers Trust will be involved
in any discussions affecting the Canal as the Plan is
progressed.

Noted.

Noted and for further consideration as work on the
plan progresses

-
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IO510
IO511

IO512

IO513

IO514

Rep ID No.
IO515

historic environment. Support policy HE1c and
Cannock Chase Heritage Trail, the opportunity to
extend/enhance the trail and access to the
countryside. There may be opportunities to
better reveal the significance of heritage assets
through this proposal.
Inland Waterways Association
Support Option HE1b in relation to Cannock
Noted.
Extension Canal.
Jones TA
Support HE1a ‘Brereton link to draft
Noted.
Neighbourhood Plan policies with strong heritage
focus.’
Lichfield and Hatherton Canals
Hatherton Canal restoration- have not found any Noted, will be considered further as the Plan is
Restoration Trust
proposals within LPP2 which specifically highlight progressed.
the potential for those canal route sections to
deliver benefits within the District. Examples of
the potential benefits include public open space,
routes for walking, and waterspace which might
be valuable for storm water flow attenuation and
flood alleviation.
Staffordshire County Council
Recommend potential offered by Heritage Action Noted.
Zone Initiative introduced by Historic England.
Such zones can help promote informed and
sustainable economic development and
community life and enable HE advice, condition
surveys and potentially targeted grant aid.
Staffordshire County Council
Re Towers Business Park allocation TBP any
Noted and for further consideration as work on the
application should clearly address the adjacent
plan progresses
Trent and Mersey Canal Conservation Area and
the opportunities it can afford in line with issues
HE1 and HE3.
Local Plan Part 2 Chapter 10. Historic Environment- Issue HE2/Options HE2a and HE2b
Respondent
Comment
Council Response
Brereton and Ravenhill Parish
Strongly support creation of local list- Parish Plan Noted.
-
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Council
IO516

Historic England

IO517

Jones TA

Rep ID No.
IO518

and Neighbourhood Plan should be used to
inform this.
It is for the Council to consider whether there are
appropriate policies within LP1 or whether more
detailed historic environment policies are
required. Support para 10.5 and need to assess
potential impact, benefits and opportunities of
development to reveal significance of heritage
assets. Support Local Plan policy that gives a
strategic overview to managing change and
commits to preparation of a Local List. Support
HE2b and inclusion of specific historic
environment guidelines/mitigation measures
where proposed allocation sites may have impact
on historic environment, and seek enhancement
measures where opportunities to better reveal
significance.
Para 10.4 support creation of Local List. The
Brereton and Ravenhill Parish Plan and the draft
Brereton and Ravenhill NDP should inform this.

Noted. A Heritage Impact Assessment for site
allocations is in progress in discussion with Historic
England

Noted.

Local Plan Part 2 Chapter 10. Historic Environment issues HE3/options HE3a and b
Respondent
Comment
Council Response
Friends of Cannock Park
Consider Cannock Park should be specifically
Noted. Options for wider links to Cannock Park will
acknowledged in the Local Plan due to its
be considered further as the Plan progresses, cross
community history (miners, Veterans Building,
referenced to the Cannock Town Centre AAP.
public gatherings and recreation) and landscape
history (field boundaries, ancient hedgerows and
routes dating from 16th C associated with Manor
of Cannock). Request Veterans Building added to
-
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IO519

Historic England

IO520

Staffs County Council

IO521

Staffs County Council

proposed Local List and Cannock park included in
any heritage trail with information boards about
its history. (History of park and photos enclosed)
Support para 10.6 and opportunities for wider
interpretation where appropriate. Loss of
significance should only occur where in line with
NPPF and interpretation and recording will be
supported where loss justified in these terms.
LP2 should seek to conserve and enhance the
historic environment. Recommend that strategic
approach taken to providing heritage trails across
the area, which may require a LP2 policy.
Consider that a strategic approach is more likely
to be successful and provide appropriate context
and policy framework for determination of
planning applications.
Suggest development of a District-wide
Interpretation Strategy with guidance available to
developers involved with heritage sensitive sites
etc which would allow a degree of control over
design.
Re Towers Business Park allocation TBP any
application should clearly address the adjacent
Trent and Mersey Canal Conservation Area and
the opportunities it can afford in line with issues
HE1 and HE3.

Noted and for further consideration as work on the
plan progresses

Noted and for further consideration as work on the
plan progresses

Noted and for further consideration as work on the
plan progresses

Local Plan Part 2 Chapter 10. Historic Environment issues - General
-
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Rep ID No.
IO522

Respondent
Historic England

Comment
Welcome separate section on the historic
environment p66 onwards. Supportive of a
number of options in this section, including that
the historic environment could be a catalyst to
encourage positive regeneration. Recognising the
value of the historic environment in an area and
seeking to protect and enhance it is a key aspect
of our advice. Would welcome further discussion
about proposed allocation sites and how impact
to significance of heritage assets has been
considered. Offer to advice Council on
assessment strategies and share successful
examples from other areas. Note detail in SEA
about historic environment and use of evidence
base eg Extensive Urban Survey. Recommend
that the SEA further looks at what
avoidance/mitigation measures can be
incorporated into LP2 to minimise harm to the
historic environment. Also SEA could further
develop monitoring objectives for the historic
environment to ensure that LP2 policies are
working appropriately.

Council Response
Noted. A Heritage Impact Assessment for site
allocations is in progress in discussion with Historic
England

IO523

Staffs County Council

SA carried out without ref to HECA Addendum –
strongly advise this is used to update SA.

Noted, SA will be updated accordingly (cross
reference to the SA notes). The addendum was not
available when the initial assessment was
undertaken.

IO524

Staffs County Council

In relation to potential housing sites in Cannock,
the zones investigated in the amended HECA
were allocated Low-Moderate scores. Historic

A Heritage Impact Assessment for site allocations is
in progress in discussion with HE, outcome will
inform most appropriate means of addressing
-
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environment concerns here could satisfactorily
be addressed as part of the planning process.

Rep ID No.
IO525

IO526

issues District-wide.

Local Plan Part 2 Chapter 11. Infrastructure and Infrastructure Delivery Plan
Comment
Council Response
Potholes/Road Management - May be a national Noted
problem with central government
withdrawing investment but roads are a disgrace
in parts. The up keep of roads is a minimum
requirement for people to move around.
Cannock Chase Council (Officer
•
Rugeley Area Action Plan - and
Noted. These issues will be included in an updated
comments - Economic
references to Flood scheme - the scheme is
IDP
Development)
currently on site and will be finished by Autumn
2018 at the very latest
Respondent
Bradley B

•
the main barrier to bringing forward the
Wellington Drive site was the number of 3rd
party rights that cross the site to buy these rights
out effects overall financial viability of the
scheme.
•
Churchbridge - pinchpoint scheme was
carried out i.e. now complete
•
A460 dualling - mill green references
require amendment to reflect retail outlet village
proposals- dualling will be part of infrastructure
put in by developer.
•
Maersk / former mid Cannock RDP site secured £1.29m of Local Growth Funding
however project on hold as company takeover
-
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taking place.
•
Flood prevention - comments as above
on flood alleviation scheme - note surface water
priority in Rugeley town centre - EA do have a
scheme and potential for ERDF match funding.
•
Broadband - see separate representation
on the need for a policy.
•
Higher Education - unrealistic to think we
can secure a staffs univ presence in the District south staffs college being merged with Walsall
college
•
Training/skills links - Enterprise centre
very unlikely - note: retail and skills academy part
of mill green development - GESTAMP
engineering academy potentially too
•
Cinema - provision of new facilities in
Cannock to encourage more family friendly town
centre uses

IO527

Clemence M

•
Sport pitches - need to extend rugeley
ATP for loss of playing pitch at former pear tree
school site to release development potential
I have tried to reach out to you through Twitter
several times now but failed to make any
headway. As one of an increasing cohort of
electric vehicle drivers, I am disappointed to see
no suitable public charging facilities to help
encourage further use of zero emission vehicles

Noted. These issues will be included in an updated
IDP. This is an increasingly important issue and will
be considered further.

-
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and this despite central Government policy. I
believe that Cannock is at real risk of sinking
further into depression unless you start to take
the real world seriously.
You are able to obtain grants to install electric
charging points and in many cases, might even
find that costs are effectively zero with assistance
from the providers; look at the example of the
London Fire Brigade. Quite apart from this, you
are entitled to charge for electricity used and
make a profit on this; look at Oxford City Council.
We have become increasingly accustomed to
poor roads as well but I accept that some of the
blame here lies with Staffordshire County
Council. Nevertheless, you might like to consider
that there are those who would consider driving
electric vehicles a serious mistake and that large
SUVs would be a better bet given the poor roads.
IO528

Green Party (CCDC)

Dismayed that the local plan only includes for the
provision of three cycle paths over the next 11
years. A walking and cycling plan should be
included as a priority. Local Plan should include
aspirational cycle infrastructure so as land is
released developers can link up to proposed cycle
routes. A detailed cycling plan should be

Noted. These issues will be considered further

prepared to include integrated cycle paths
through all new developments.
IO529

Green Party (CCDC)

Specific cycle route comments:
-Rugeley Cycle route: Support route. Would like
to see the dedicated route extended along Horse

Noted. These issues will be considered further

-
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Fair and to the Bus Station. Additional cycle
storage could also be considered at the bus and
train stations, local schools.
-Hednesford-Rawnsley-Prospect Village cycle
route: Support route.
-Norton Canes Cycle Route: Support route but
unlikely to be well used unless it forms part of a
more integrated scheme. Consideration to be
given to providing good cycle access to
Chasewater and a cycle route to link to the A5
cycle path improvements. Generally, cycle routes
in Norton Canes are patchy with no continuous
routes and little provision of bike stands in the
village centre.
-Missing Cycle routes: The proposals for Mill
Green included improving cycling provision and
links to the railway and bus stations. These are
not shown.
-Bettys Lane to A5: the upgrading of this bridle
path to a cycle route will afford easy access from
Norton Canes to employment opportunities as
well as linking up to the new A5 cycle path. It will
also link proposed new housing in Commonside
to Norton Canes centre.
-Brownhills Rd to Chasewater: access is
overgrown and frequently used by flytippers.
-Cannock Station to Route 5 of NCN and Norton
-
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Canes Centre A cyclepath from Cannock Station
to Route 5 of the National Cycle Network would
be a great asset for residents and tourists alike.
-Walsall Road to the Orbital: A cyclepath linking
Norton Canes with the Orbital along the M6 Toll
Corridor will open up employment possibilities.
The link from Kingwood Lakeside to the A5 is
essential and utilises the bridge across the M6
Toll.
IO530

Green Party (CCDC)

Any planned infrastructure projects should be
included in the plan. If a new school or expansion
of an existing school is planned, it helps inform
stakeholder’s opinions about the consultation.
Local Plan should include any Government
development plans such as school expansion so
that developers can build houses in the right
place.

Noted and discussions with the Education Authority
are ongoing.

IO531

Green Party (CCDC)

Our expectations in respect to community
infrastructure levy should be more robust and
clearly defined to benefit the community as well
as improve the amenities, roads, schools etc. at
an earlier stage development i.e. build the
schools needed before or at the same time as
houses are being occupied not afterwards.

Noted. The Regulation 123 list is updated annually
and is open to suggestions for items to be included
from the local community and other stakeholders.
The Council engages with the relevant
infrastructure providers to inform this list and in
relation to the timing of delivery of infrastructure
needs.

IO532

Highways England

Welcomes the intention to update the IDP to take Noted and discussions underway as suggested.
into account the implications of the Local Plan
Part 2 and AAP proposals and the delivery
agency/funding sources for related infrastructure
requirements. Happy to meet to discuss any
-
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implications of updating the IDP in relation to
the need for SRN infrastructure. Highways
England notes that the Local Plan (Part 1)
sets out ambitions to seek out opportunities for
active travel infrastructure (Policy
CP10), which was carried forward in the
consultation on the SA/SEA Scoping. We note
that no external funding mechanisms were
identified and this should be addressed as
the IDP is updated. Highways England seeks to
be fully engaged with the Council as the transport
evidence base is developed for the Local Plan in
order to determine the potential individual and
cumulative highway implications of proposed
allocations and any resulting infrastructure
requirements for the SRN so that these may be
properly considered in the Local Plan.
IO533

James K

IO534

Lichfield and Hatherton Canals
Restoration Trust

I was pleased to hear from a planning officer that
the council will be considering the impact the
extra homes will have on existing resources and
infrastructure. For example, Brereton Surgery
already appears to be under strain.
Page 13- revise ‘Hatherton Branch Canal’ to read
‘Hatherton Canal’. Don’t understand the
reference to boat turning movements – if this
refers to boats being turned on the Cannock
Extension Canal this is no longer relevant as the
projected route connects via the former Lords
Hayes Branch to the Wyrley and Essington Canal.
Page 14- ‘British Waterways’ needs to be
amended to read ‘Canal & River Trust’.
Page 19- there might be opportunities to use the

Noted and yes, discussions are underway with
relevant organisations

Noted and discussions on this matter are underway

-
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IO535

Network Rail

IO536

Sport England

IO537

Talbot K

IO538

Todd M

IO539

Transport for West Midlands (West
Midlands Combined Authority)

restored Hatherton Canal channel for flood
alleviation/storm water flow attenuation. The
relevant Delivery Agency for this is the Lichfield &
Hatherton Canals Restoration Trust.
Request addition of standard advice to preapplication enquiries with potential effect on
railways. Transport Assessments should not only
consider bus travel but also footfall at railway
stations, and where likely to increase the Council
should consider a developer contribution to fund
enhancements.
The IDP includes several projects for sport. This
needs updating to reflect that some have been
delivered and the demand may change with
higher housing growth etc. It should for example
include updated requirements for Cannock
Stadium and regarding the new housing
allocations and new housing likely to come
forward via. the Rugeley Power Station project.
The infrastructure is not in place for the proposed
developments. We need more doctors, schools,
shops and better roads.
The infrastructure in Slitting Mill will not cope
with a larger population as there are no decent
shops or much industry and it takes weeks to get
a doctors appointment.
TfWM notes the existing infrastructure delivery
plan. We like to further reiterate our support for
a partnership approach in addressing the
strategic transport needs of the plan and the
wider area and we would welcome further
dialogue with Cannock Chase District Council and
Staffordshire County Council as this plan

Noted – also forwarded to development control
colleagues

Noted – evidence base is in the process of being
updated.

Noted and discussions underway with the relevant
organisations
Noted and planning for infrastructure is an
important part of plan making.

Noted and further dialogue will be welcomed

-
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IO540

Turner E

IO541

Warman C

IO542

Woodland Trust

develops.
The waiting list for the allotments (near
Hawthorn Drive) which will be next door to my
house is a long list and your only building 8
patches, so if you desperately need to do
something which these pieces of land I would
advise to look into allotments some more from
someone with housing knowledge.
Page 15 of Infrastructure Delivery Plan:
Transmission and distribution systems for
electricity. Western Power Distribution are the
electricity network operator in this area and do
not appear to have been consulted about
infrastructure upgrading.
IDP contains a few references to trees being
planted - would have liked to have seen more
references to planting street trees, trees in parks
and new housing areas and small areas of
woodland. Justification for this comes from the
Government’s England Forestry Strategy in 2013
which provides supportive context and evidence.

Noted and will be considered further

Western Power are consulted on the Local Plans
process hence, for example, the response received
here to the Local Plan Part 2 consultation. The
Council has also actively engaged in Western
Power’s own consultation events, however further
ongoing dialogue will be sought.
Noted and will be considered further

-
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